
   Fiction

 Academy Street
A Novel
by  Mary Costello

ISBN: 9780374100520
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 160
Price: $24.99

A vibrant, intimate, hypnotic portrait of one woman's life, from an important new writer Tess Lohan is the kind of woman that we meet and fail to notice
every day. A single mother. A nurse. A quiet woman, who nonetheless feels things acutely-a woman with tumultuous emotions and few people to share them
with.     Academy Street  is Mary Costello's luminous portrait of a whole life. It follows Tess from her girlhood in&nbspwestern&nbspIreland through her
relocation to America and her life there, concluding with a moving reencounter with her Irish family after forty years of exile. The novel has a hypnotic pull
and a steadily mounting emotional force. It speaks of disappointments but also of great joy. It shows how the signal events of the last half century affect the
course of a life lived in New York City.     Anne Enright has said that Costello's first collection of stories, The China Factory, "has the feel of work that
refused to be abandoned; of stories that were written for the sake of getting something important right . . . Her writing has the kind of urgency that the great
problems demand" ( The Guardian ).     Academy Street  is driven by this same urgency. In sentence after sentence it captures the rhythm and intensity of
inner life.

 The Acolyte
by  Nick Cutter

ISBN: 9781771483285
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: ChiZine Publications
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 200
Price: $18.99

Jonah Murtag is an Acolyte on the New Bethlehem police force. His job: eradicate all heretical religious faiths, their practitioners, and artefacts. Murtag's got
problems - one of his partners is a zealot, and he's in love with the other one. Trouble at work, trouble at home. Murtag realizes that you can rob a citizenry
of almost anything, but you can't take away its faith. When a string of bombings paralyzes the city, religious fanatics are initially suspected, but startling
clues point to a far more ominous perpetrator. If Murtag doesn't get things sorted out, the Divine Council will dispatch The Quints, aka: Heaven's Own
Bagmen. The clock is ticking towards doomsday for the Chosen of New Bethlehem. And Jonah Murtag's got another problem. The biggest and most
worrisome... Jonah isn't a believer anymore.

 The Affinities
by  Robert Charl Wilson

ISBN: 9780765332622
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

In our rapidly-changing world of social media", everyday people are more and more able to sort themselves into social groups based on finer and finer
criteria. In the near future of Robert Charles Wilson's The Affinities, this process is supercharged by new analytic technologies - genetic, brain-mapping,
behavioral. To join one of the twenty-two Affinities is to change one's life. It's like family, and more than family. Your fellow members aren't just like you,
and they aren't just people who are likely to  like you. They're also the people with whom you can best cooperate in all areas of life - creative, interpersonal,
even financial.At loose ends both professional and personal, young Adam Fisk takes the suite of tests to see if he qualifies for any of the Affinities, and finds
that he's a match for one of the largest, the one called Tau. It's utopian-at first. Problems in all areas of his life begin to simply sort themselves out, as he
becomes part of a global network of people dedicated to helping one another-to helping him.But as the differing Affinities put their new powers to the test,
they begin to rapidly chip away at the power of governments, of global corporations, of all the institutions of the old world. Then, with dreadful inevitability,
the different Affinities begin to go to war - with one another.What happens next will change Adam, and his world, forever."
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   Fiction
 After The War Is Over

A Novel
by  Jennifer Robson

ISBN: 9780062334633
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-12-23
Pages: 320
Price: $18.50

The International bestselling author of Somewhere in France returns with her sweeping second novel--a tale of class, love, and freedom--in which a young
woman must find her place in a world forever changed.
After four years as a military nurse, Charlotte Brown is ready to leave behind the devastation of the Great War. The daughter of a vicar, she has always been
determined to dedicate her life to helping others. Moving to busy Liverpool, she throws herself into her work with those most in need, only tearing herself
away for the lively dinners she enjoys with the women at her boarding house.
Just as Charlotte begins to settle into her new circumstances, two messages arrive that will change her life. One, from a radical young newspaper editor,
offers her a chance to speak out for those who cannot. The other pulls her back to her past, and to a man she has tried, and failed, to forget.
Edward Neville-Ashford, her former employer and the brother of Charlotte's dearest friend, is now the new Earl of Cumberland--and a shadow of the man he
once was. Yet under his battle wounds and haunted eyes Charlotte sees glimpses of the charming boy who long ago claimed her foolish heart. She wants to
help him, but dare she risk her future for a man who can never be hers?
As Britain seethes with unrest and post-war euphoria flattens into bitter disappointment, Charlotte must confront long-held insecurities to find her true voice .
. . and the courage to decide if the life she has created is the one she truly wants.

 After The War Is Over Lp
A Novel
by  Jennifer Robson

ISBN: 9780062370389
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 320
Price: $24.99

After four years as a military nurse, Charlotte Brown is ready to leave behind the devastation of the Great War. Moving to Liverpool, she throws herself into
her work, only tearing herself away for lively dinners with the women at her boarding house.
Just as Charlotte begins to settle into her new circumstances, two messages arrive that will change her life. One offers her a chance to speak out for those
who cannot. The other pulls her back to her past. The latter comes from Edward Neville-Ashford, her former employer, now the new Earl of Cumberland.
He's a shadow of the man he once was, yet Charlotte sees glimpses of the boy who long ago claimed her heart. Dare she risk her future for a man who can
never be hers?
As Britain seethes with unrest, Charlotte must confront long-held insecurities to find her voice .?.?. and the courage to decide if the life she's created is the
one she truly wants.
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   Fiction
 Against A Darkening Sky

by  Lauren B Davis

ISBN: 9781443432092
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 368
Price: $22.99

From the author of the acclaimed Our Daily Bread and The Empty Room comes a rich and fascinating new novel of mysterious, magic-riddled 7th-century
England: Against A Darkening Sky transports the reader to a rich yet violent past where a young woman is torn between her deepest beliefs and her desire to
belong in a changing world.
Wilona, the lone survivor of a plague that has wiped out her people, makes her way across the moors to a new life in the village of Ad Gefrin, where she is
apprenticed to Touilt, a revered healer and seeress. She blossoms under Touilt's tutelage and will one day take her place, but as an outsider, she is viewed
with suspicion by all except Margawn, a warrior in the lord's hall. When the king proclaims a conversion to the new Christian religion, Ad Gefrin becomes a
dangerous place for Wilona and Touilt. Their very lives are at risk as the villagers embrace the new faith and turn against the old ways, even as Wilona's
relationship with Margawn grows. Wilona's fate becomes intertwined with that of Egan, a monk sent to Ad Gefrin as part of the Christian mission; both will
see their faith and their loyalties tested.
Torn between her deepest beliefs and a desire to belong in a confusing, changing world, Wilona must battle for survival, dignity and love against
overwhelming odds. Seamlessly combining timeless choices and struggles and rich, nuanced historical detail that brings pagan Britain to life, Against a
Darkening Sky is an exquisitely rendered work of fiction from one of Canada's most acclaimed and celebrated novelists.
"Davis is without a doubt an exceptionally talented writer." -The Globe & Mail

 Alice and the Fly
by James Rice

ISBN: 9781444799514
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hodder
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

This is a book about phobias and obsessions, isolation and dark corners.  It's about families, friendships, and carefully preserved secrets.  But above
everything else it's about love.  Finding love - in any of its forms - and nurturing it. Miss Hayes has a new theory. She thinks my condition's caused by some
traumatic incident from my past I keep deep-rooted in my mind. As soon as I come clean I'll flood out all these tears and it'll all be ok and I won't be scared
of Them anymore. The truth is I can't think of any single traumatic childhood incident to tell her. I mean, there are plenty of bad memories - Herb's death, or
the time I bit the hole in my tongue, or Finners Island, out on the boat with Sarah - but none of these are what caused the phobia. I've always had it. It's
Them. I'm just scared of Them. It's that simple.A spellbinding debut novel about a boy with severe arachnophobia by an exceptional new young British
talent.

 Alice and the Fly
by  James Rice

ISBN: 9781444790108
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hodder
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 
Price: $32.99

This is a book about phobias and obsessions, isolation and dark corners.  It's about families, friendships, and carefully preserved secrets.  But above
everything else it's about love.  Finding love - in any of its forms - and nurturing it. Miss Hayes has a new theory. She thinks my condition's caused by some
traumatic incident from my past I keep deep-rooted in my mind. As soon as I come clean I'll flood out all these tears and it'll all be ok and I won't be scared
of Them anymore. The truth is I can't think of any single traumatic childhood incident to tell her. I mean, there are plenty of bad memories - Herb's death, or
the time I bit the hole in my tongue, or Finners Island, out on the boat with Sarah - but none of these are what caused the phobia. I've always had it. It's
Them. I'm just scared of Them. It's that simple.A spellbinding debut novel about a boy with severe arachnophobia by an exceptional new young British
talent.
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   Fiction
 All Involved

by  Ryan Gattis

ISBN: 9781443440769
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 464
Price: $33.99

In 1991, a black man named Rodney King was severely beaten by multiple white police officers after a high-speed car chase that ended in a suburb of Los
Angeles, an event that might have escaped the eyes of the American public had a witness not videotaped it from his balcony. The officers were taken to
court, but eventually acquitted, and thus spawned the 1992 Los Angeles Riots: six days of looting, arson, assault, and murder that spread from South Central
LA into the Los Angeles metropolitan area, and only stopped after soldiers from the National Guard were called in as backup for the overwhelmed and
vilified LAPD. 
  But on the streets of the South Central neighbourhood of Lynwood, the story played out differently than on the national news. In All Involved, Ryan Gattis
weaves a narrative from the perspectives of people whose stories of the riots were never told-members of the gang underworld. Inspired by unprecedented
access to the inner workings of these organizations, Gattis channels their experiences into a gritty, cinematic tale that is both shocking and devastating.
Though the events of this book are fiction, every word is infused with authenticity and intimacy. Evoking the anger, the uncertainty, and the turmoil of those
six days, Gattis turns Los Angeles from merely a setting to a living, breathing entity. 
  With the velocity of a fast-paced thriller and the commanding talent of an incredibly adept writer, All Involved is an epic story of race, revenge, loyalty-at
once fiercely identifiable as a novel of Los Angeles, yet also recognizable as a story of America-its history, its prejudices, and its complexities, laid bare.

 All the Old Knives
by  Olen Steinhauer

ISBN: 9781250045423
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 304
Price: $27.99

Six years ago in Vienna, terrorists took over a hundred hostages, and the rescue attempt went terribly wrong. The CIA's Vienna station was witness to this
tragedy, gathering intel from its sources during those tense hours, assimilating facts from the ground and from an agent on the inside. So when it all went
wrong, the question had to be asked: Had their agent been compromised, and how?Two of the CIA's case officers in Vienna, Henry Pelham and Celia
Harrison, were lovers at the time, and on the night of the hostage crisis Celia decided she'd had enough. She left the agency, married and had children, and is
now living an ordinary life in the idyllic town of Carmel-by-the-Sea. Henry is still a case officer in Vienna, and has traveled to California to see her one more
time, to relive the past, maybe, or to put it behind him once and for all.But neither of them can forget that long-ago question: Had their agent been
compromised? If so, how? Each also wonders what role tonight's dinner companion might have played in the way the tragedy unfolded six years ago. All the
Old Knives  is New York Times  bestseller Olen Steinhauer's most intimate, most cerebral, and most shocking novel to date.

 All the Old Knives
by  Olen Steinhauer,  Edoardo Ballerini

ISBN: 9781427258090
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 
Price: $34.50

Nine years ago, terrorists hijacked a plane in Vienna. Somehow, a rescue attempt staged from the inside went terribly wrong and everyone on board was
killed.Members of the CIA stationed in Vienna during that time were witness to this terrible tragedy, gathering intel from their sources during those tense
hours, assimilating facts from the ground with a series of texts coming from one of their agents inside the plane. So when it all went wrong, the question had
to be asked: Had their agent been compromised, and how?Two of those agents, Henry Pelham and Celia Harrison, were lovers at the time, and in fact that
was the last night they spent together. Until now. That night Celia decided she'd had enough; she left the agency, married and had children, and is living an
ordinary life in the suburbs. Henry is still an analyst, and has traveled to California to see her one more time, to relive the past, maybe, or to put it behind him
once and for all.But neither of them can forget that long-ago question: Had their agent been compromised, and how? And each of them also wonders what
role tonight's dinner companion might have played in the way things unfolded. All the Old Knives  is Olen Steinhauer's most intimate, most cerebral, and
most shocking novel to date-from the  New York Times  bestselling author deemed by many to be John le CarrÃ©'s heir apparent.
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   Fiction
 The Alphabet House

by  Jussi Adler-olsen

ISBN: 9780525954897
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 480
Price: $32.95

In the tradition of Alan Furst, the #1 international bestselling author delivers his first stand-alone novel, a psychological thriller set in World War II Nazi
Germany and 1970s England 

British pilots James Teasdale and Bryan Young have been chosen to conduct a special photo-reconnaissance mission near Dresden, Germany. Intelligence
believes the Nazis are building new factories that could turn the tide of the war. When their plane is shot down, James and Bryan know they will be executed
if captured. With an enemy patrol in pursuit, they manage to jump aboard a train reserved for senior SS soldiers wounded on the eastern front.

In a moment of desperation, they throw two patients off the train and take their places, hoping they can escape later. But their act is too convincing and they
end up in the Alphabet House, a mental hospital located far behind enemy lines, where German doctors subject their patients to daily rounds of shock
treatments and experimental drugs. The pilots' only hope of survival is to fake insanity until the war ends, but their friendship and courage are put to the
ultimate test when James and Bryan realize they aren't the only ones in the Alphabet House feigning madness.

Millions of fans around the world--and in this country--know Adler-Olsen for his award-winning Department Q series. His first stand-alone, The Alphabet
House, is the perfect introduction for those who have yet to discover his riveting work.
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   Fiction
 The Alpine Zen

An Emma Lord Mystery
by  Mary Daheim

ISBN: 9780345535351
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Emma Lord
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

The picturesque town of Alpine in the foothills of Washington state's Cascade Mountains--home to Emma Lord and her weekly newspaper The Alpine
Advocate--has long charmed and enthralled mystery lovers. Now, with The Alpine Zen, Mary Daheim has at last reached the anticipated letter of Z. Her
legion of avid armchair sleuths will relish this deliciously gripping novel.
  
 As an early summer heat wave beats down on Alpine, Emma and her staff are treading very lightly. For unfathomable reasons, the paper's House & Home
editor, Vida Runkel, is in a major snit, refusing to speak to her colleagues, or even her boss. So when a peculiar young woman walks in claiming her parents
have been murdered, and that she's in mortal danger, too, it fits right in with the rest of the craziness. Then, to the utter bafflement of her colleagues, Vida
vanishes without a word to anyone. And just when Emma and her husband, Sheriff Milo Dodge, start to unsnarl these tangles, a male body, dead too long to
identify, surfaces at the town dump--making what seemed merely weird feel downright sinister. Has the hot weather driven everyon ...

 The American People
Volume 1:Search for My Heart: A Novel
by  Larry Kramer

ISBN: 9780374104399
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The American People: Volume 1
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 800
Price: $45.99

The long-awaited new novel by America's master playwright and activist-a radical reimagining of our history and our hopes and fears  Forty years in the
making, The American People  embodies Larry Kramer's vision of his beloved and accursed homeland. As the founder of ACT UP and the author of Faggots
 and The Normal Heart, Kramer has decisively affected American lives and letters. Here, as only he can, he tells the heartbreaking and heroic story of one
nation under a plague, contaminated by greed, hate, and disease yet host to transcendent acts of courage and kindness.In this magisterial novel's sweeping
first volume, which runs up to the 1950s, we meet prehistoric monkeys who spread a peculiar virus, a Native American shaman whose sexual explorations
mutate into occult visions, and early English settlers who live as loving same-sex couples only to fall victim to the forces of bigotry. George Washington and
Alexander Hamilton revel in unexpected intimacies, and John Wilkes Booth's motives for assassinating Abraham Lincoln are thoroughly revised. In the
twentieth century, the nightmare of history deepens as a religious sect conspires with eugenicists, McCarthyites, and Ivy Leaguers to exterminate
homosexuals, and the AIDS virus begins to spread. Against all this, Kramer sets the tender story of a middle-class family outside Washington, D.C., trying to
get along in the darkest of times. The American People  is a work of ribald satire, prophetic anger, and dazzling imagination. It is an encyclopedic indictment
written with outrageous love.
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   Fiction
 Amnesia

by  Peter Carey

ISBN: 9780345814883
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 320
Price: $29.95

From the two-time Booker Prize winner: a masterful, exceedingly timely new novel--at once dark, suspenseful and seriously funny--that takes us on a
journey to the place where the cyber underworld of radicals and hackers collides with international power politics. 
     When an internet virus throws open the gates at thousands of American prisons, the hacker turns out to be an unlikely young Australian woman. Has she
declared cyber war on the United States or was her "Angel Worm" intended only to free the victims of Australia's immigration policies? Is she innocent? Can
she be saved? The answers are up to journalist Felix Moore, a.k.a. Felix Moore-or-less-correct. His career is tanking when he gets this chance to write a
biography that will vindicate the young woman. Funding is to be provided by an old friend--an outrageous millionaire property developer--and further
impetus by an old flame: the young woman's actress mother whom Felix worshipped when they were at university together. And it will be our great good
fortune to see the world through Felix's comic, cowardly, angry, yet fundamentally humane eyes as he attempts to save the young woman--and redeem
himself in the bargain.

 Among Thieves
by  John Clarkson

ISBN: 9781250047243
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 432
Price: $29.99

They thought they could cover up what an out-of-control trader at a Manhattan brokerage firm did to Olivia Sanchez. She worked hard, played by the rules,
but so what? Blackball her from the industry and be done with her.Who's going to stop them?Nobody, until Olivia turns to her cousin Manny, an ex-con and
ex-gang leader whose first reaction is to take care of the arrogant bastard who hurt his cousin-permanently. His partner, James Beck, part of a tight clique of
ex-cons based in Brooklyn's Red Hook, convinces Manny to hold off. Things can be complicated in the real world. But even the savvy Beck has no idea
what's really going on.There's much more at stake than Beck imagines, starting with enough money to ignite a level of ruthless greed that can wipe Beck and
his partners off the face of the earth. It's tens of millions of dollars, connected to arms dealing for a clandestine U.S. agency. Beck and his loyal band are
forced into an escalating nonstop war against an arms dealer, war criminals, Russian mobsters, and even the NYPD. The only way to stay out of prison and
survive is to outsmart, outfight, never concede, and ultimately rob their enemies of the source of their power: 116 million dollars.
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   Fiction
 And Sometimes I Wonder About You

A Leonid McGill Mystery
by  Walter Mosley

ISBN: 9780385539180
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Leonid McGill Mysteries
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 288
Price: $32.00

The welcome return of Leonid McGill, Walter Mosley's NYC-based private eye, his East Coast foil to his immortal L.A.-based detective Easy Rawlins. As
the Boston Globe raved, "A poignantly real character, [McGill is] not only the newest of the great fictional detectives, but also an incisive and insightful
commentator on the American scene."
  
     In the fifth Leonid McGill novel, Leonid finds himself in an unusual pickle of trying to balance his cases with his chaotic personal life. Leonid's father is
still out there somewhere, and his wife is in an uptown sanitarium trying to recover from the deep depression that led to her attempted suicide in the previous
novel. His wife's condition has put a damper on his affair with Aura Ullman, his girlfriend. And his son, Twill, has been spending a lot of time out of the
office with his own case, helping a young thief named Fortune and his girlfriend, Liza.
     Meanwhile, Leonid is approached by an unemployed office manager named Hiram Stent to track down the whereabouts of his cousin, Celia, who is about
to inherit millions of dollars from her father's side of the family. Leonid declines the case, but after his office is broken into and Hiram is found dead, he gets
reeled into the underbelly of Celia's wealthy old-money family. It's up to Leonid to save who he can and incriminate the guilty; all while helping his son
finish his own investigation; locating his own father; reconciling (whatever that means) with his wife and girlfriend; and attending the wedding of Gordo, his
oldest friend.
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   Fiction
 The Angel Court Affair

A Charlotte and Thomas Pitt Novel
by  Anne Perry

ISBN: 9780553391350
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Charlotte and Thomas Pitt
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 288
Price: $32.00

In New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry, the glorious era when Britain reigned supreme has found its most brilliant modern interpreter. Perry's
gripping new Charlotte and Thomas Pitt novel invites us back to Victorian London, where greed and ambition never sleep, and passion sometimes runs riot.
  
 As the nineteenth century draws to a close, most of Europe is in political turmoil, and terrorist threats loom large across the continent. Adding to this unrest
is the controversial Sofia Delacruz, who has come to London from Spain to preach a revolutionary gospel of love and forgiveness that many consider
blasphemous. Thomas Pitt, commander of Special Branch, is charged with protecting Sofia--and shielding Her Majesty's government from any
embarrassment that this woman, as beautiful as she is charismatic, might cause.
  
 When Sofia suddenly vanishes and two of her female disciples are gruesomely murdered, Pitt is challenged as never before. Is Sofia's cousin, wealthy
banker Barton Hall, somehow involved? And why has handsome cricket star  ...
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   Fiction
 Annihilator

by  Grant Morrison

ISBN: 9781937278441
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Annihilator
Publisher: Legendary Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 200
Price: $16.99

An amazing, genre-breaking story from Grant Morrison, one of the most original and inventive writers in comics today.

Legendary Comics proudly presents Annihilator, an original graphic novel odyssey from the subversive mind of Grant Morrison. This 6-issue series is a
reality-bending sci-fi adventure like no other, brought to life with stunning artwork from Frazer Irving (Batman and Robin, Judge Dredd, Necronauts). 
     Washed-up Hollywood screenwriter Ray Spass is caught in a downward spiral of broken relationships, wild parties and self-destruction. Out of luck and
out of chances, he's one failed script away from fading into obscurity. Little does he know he's about to write the story of his life.

As his imagination runs rampant, Ray must join forces with his own fictional character Max Nomax on a reality-bending r ...

 Another Night, Another Day
by  Sarah Rayner

ISBN: 9781250066091
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-12-23
Pages: 416
Price: $32.50

Three people, each crying out for help.There's Karen, about to lose her father; Abby, whose son has autism and needs constant care, and Michael, a family
man on the verge of bankruptcy. As each sinks under the strain, they're brought together at Moreland's Clinic.Here, behind closed doors, they reveal their
deepest secrets, confront and console one another, and share plenty of laughs. But how will they cope when a new crisis strikes? From the international
bestselling author, Sarah Rayner,  Another Night, Another Day  is the emotional story of a group of strangers who come together to heal, creating lifelong
friendships along the way.

 Apocalypse Now Now
by  Charlie Human

ISBN: 9781783294732
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Titan Books
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 320
Price: $16.95

Baxter Zevcenko's life is pretty sweet. He's making a name for himself as the kingpin of his smut-peddling high-school syndicate, the other gangs are staying
out of his business, 
and he's dating the girl of his dreams, Esme. 

But when Esme gets kidnapped, things start to get seriously weird, and the only man drunk enough to help is a bearded, booze-soaked, supernatural bounty
hunter that goes by the name of Jackson 'Jackie' Ronin.

Plunged into the increasingly bizarre landscape of Cape Town's supernatural underworld, Baxter and Ronin team up to save Esme. On a journey that takes
them through the realms of impossibility, they must face every conceivable nightmare to get her back, including the odd brush with the Apocalypse.
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   Fiction
 The Apostle

by  J A Kerley

ISBN: 9780007493692
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-02-27
Pages: 400
Price: $16.99

From the bestselling author of Her Last Scream, a chilling tale of ritual murder and corruption, featuring Detective Carson Ryder.
The Reverend Honus Schrum, a nationally renowned minister and owner of a broadcasting empire, tells the media he has come home to Key West to die.
Meanwhile, Detective Carson Ryder is investigating the ritualistic murders of young women with chequered pasts, discovering the killings have religious
overtones.
Simultaneously, a newly retired Harry Nautilus takes a job as a driver/bodyguard for Richard Owsley, an ambitious pastor in Mobile. They come to Florida,
where Owsley meets with Schrum and is enlisted to complete a special and mysterious 'project' Schrum has promised a billionaire benefactor.
As Carson digs deeper into the murders, Harry, interest piqued by all the hush-hush goings-on of his new employer, begins to covertly investigate the strange
project. Their independent investigations begin to converge, and Carson and Harry uncover a horrifying connection between the cases...

 Aquarium
by  David Vann

ISBN: 9780802123527
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 272
Price: $29.95

Like Melville, Faulkner, and McCarthy, Vann is already one of the great ones of American literature."-ABC(Spain)"Vann's prose is as pure as a gulp of
water from an Alaskan stream."- Financial Times  David Vann's dazzling debut Legend of a Suicide  was reviewed in over a 150 major global publications,
won 11 prizes worldwide, was on 40 "best books of the year" lists, and established its author as a literary master. Since then, Vann has delivered an
exceptional body of work, receiving, among others, best foreign novel in France and Spain (France's Prix Medicis Etranger, Spain's Premi Llibreter), a
California Book Award, and the mid-career St. Francis College Literary Prize. Aquarium, his implosive new book and first to be published by Grove, will
take Vann to a wider audience than ever before.Twelve year old Caitlin lives alone with her mother-a docker at the local container port-in subsidized housing
next to an airport in Seattle. Each day, while she waits to be picked up after school, Caitlin visits the local aquarium to study the fish. Gazing at the creatures
within the watery depths, Caitlin accesses a shimmering universe beyond her own. When she befriends an old man at the tanks one day, who seems as
enamored of the fish as she, Caitlin cracks open a dark family secret and propels her once-blissful relationship with her mother toward a precipice of
terrifying consequence.In crystalline, chiseled yet graceful prose, Aquarium  takes us into the heart of a brave young girl whose longing for love and capacity
for forgiveness transforms the damaged people around her. Relentless and heartbreaking, primal and redemptive, Aquarium  is a transporting story from one
of the best American writers of our time."
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   Fiction
 The Architect's Apprentice

A Novel
by  Elif Shafak

ISBN: 9780525427971
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 432
Price: $32.95

From the acclaimed author of The Bastard of Istanbul, a colorful, magical tale set during the height of the Ottoman Empire

In her latest novel, Turkey's preeminent female writer spins an epic tale spanning nearly a century in the life of the Ottoman Empire. In 1540, twelve-year-
old Jahan arrives in Istanbul. As an animal tamer in the sultan's menagerie, he looks after the exceptionally smart elephant Chota and
befriends (and falls for) the sultan's beautiful daughter, Princess Mihrimah. A palace education leads Jahan to Mimar Sinan, the empire's chief architect, who
takes Jahan under his wing as they construct (with Chota's help) some of the most magnificent buildings in history. Yet even as they
build Sinan's triumphant masterpieces--the incredible Suleymaniye and Selimiye mosques--dangerous undercurrents begin to emerge, with jealousy erupting
among
Sinan's four apprentices.

A memorable story of artistic freedom, creativity, and the clash between science and fundamentalism, Shafak's intricate novel brims with vibrant characters,
intriguing adventure, and the lavish backdrop of the Ottoman court, where love and loyalty are no match for raw power.

 Arsenic and Old Books
by  Miranda James

ISBN: 9780425257296
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Cat in the Stacks Mystery
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 304
Price: $28.95

In Athena, Mississippi, librarian Charlie Harris is known for his good nature--and for his Maine coon cat Diesel that he walks on a leash. Charlie returned to
his hometown to immerse himself in books, but taking the plunge into a recent acquisition will have him in over his head...
                                                                                             
Lucinda Beckwith Long, the mayor of Athena, has donated a set of Civil War-era diaries to the archives of Athena College. The books were recently
discovered among the personal effects of an ancestor of Mrs. Long's husband. The mayor would like Charlie to preserve and to substantiate them as a part of
the Long family legacy--something that could benefit her son, Beck, as he prepares to campaign for the state senate.
 
Beck's biggest rival is Jasper Singletary. His Southern roots are as deep as Beck's, and their families have been bitter enemies since the Civil War. Jasper
claims the Long clan has a history of underhanded behavior at the expense of the Singletarys. He'd like to get a look at the diaries in an attempt to expose the
Long family's past sins. Meanwhile, a history professor at the college is also determined to get her hands on the books in a last-ditch bid for tenure. But their
interest suddenly turns deadly...
 
Now Charlie is left with a catalog of questions. The diaries seem worth killing for, and one thing is certain: Charlie will need to be careful, because the more
he reads, the closer he could be coming to his final chapter...
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   Fiction
 Dark Engine Volume 1

The Art of Destruction
by Ryan Burton

ISBN: 9781632151766
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Dark Engine
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 112
Price: $12.99

The world is cracked and in ruin. The air is full of dead men's ashes, fallen colossi smother the earth with their decayed husks, and infectious monsters roam
freely. In their desperation, a group of alchemists have created a killer named Sym from obscene magic, outfitting her with an engine that will allow her to
travel back in time to stop whatever it was that made their world so. But the alchemists don't realize that the engine is sentient, that their unstoppable killer is
powered by the seed of their destruction.  Newcomers Ryan Burton and John Bivens present the opening arc to what industry veteran JH Williams III
(Sandman: Overture, Batwoman, Promethea) describes as "an otherworldly horrific poetic movement that is immediately immersive."  Collects Dark Engine
#1-4.

 As Night Falls
A Novel
by  Jenny Milchman

ISBN: 9780553394818
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-06-30
Pages: 384
Price: $31.00

From the acclaimed author of Ruin Falls and Cover of Snow comes a breathless new novel of psychological suspense about a dark, twisted turn of events
that could shatter a family--a read perfect for fans of Gillian Flynn, Chris Bohjalian, and Nancy Pickard.

 The Assassin
by Clive Cussler

ISBN: 9780399171758
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Isaac Bell Adventure
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 416
Price: $23.10

s Van Dorn private detective Isaac Bell strives to land a government contract to investigate John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil monopoly, the case takes a
deadly turn. A sniper begins murdering opponents of Standard Oil, and soon the assassin--shooting with extraordinary accuracy at seemingly impossible long
range--kills Bell's best witness, a brave and likable man. Then the shooter detonates a terrible explosion that sets the victim's independent refinery ablaze.

Bell summons his best detectives to scour the site of the crime for evidence. Who is the assassin and for whom did he kill? But the murders--shootings,
poisonings, staged accidents--have just begun as Bell tracks his phantom-like criminal adversary from the "oil fever" regions of Kansas and Texas to
Washington, D.C., to the tycoons' enclave of New York, to Russia's war-torn Baku oil fields on the Caspian Sea, and back to America for a final, desperate
confrontation. And this one will be the most explosive of all.
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   Fiction
 The Assassin

by  Clive Cussler

ISBN: 9781611763713
Binding: Unknown 
Series: An Isaac Bell Adventure
Publisher: Penguin Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 1
Price: $46.00

The new thriller in the #1 New York Times-bestselling Isaac Bell series from grand master of adventure Clive Cussler.
 
 As Van Dorn private detective Isaac Bell strives to land a government contract to investigate John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil monopoly, the case takes a
deadly turn. A sniper begins murdering opponents of Standard Oil, and soon the assassin--shooting with extraordinary accuracy at seemingly impossible long
range--kills Bell's best witness, a brave and likable man. Then the shooter detonates a terrible explosion that sets the victim's independent refinery ablaze.

Bell summons his best detectives to scour the site of the crime for evidence. Who is the assassin and for whom did he kill? But the murders--shootings,
poisonings, staged accidents--have just begun as Bell tracks his phantom-like criminal adversary from the "oil fever" regions of Kansas and Texas to
Washington, D.C., to the tycoons' enclave of New York, to Russia's war-torn Baku oil fields on the Caspian Sea, and back to America for a final, desperate
confrontation. And this one will be the most explosive of all.

 Asylum
A Mystery
by  Jeannet De Beauvoir

ISBN: 9781250045393
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

Martine LeDuc&nbspis the director of PR&nbspfor the mayor's office in Montreal.  When four women are found brutally murdered and shockingly posed on
park benches throughout the city over several months, Martine's boss fears a PR disaster for the still busy tourist season, and Martine is now also tasked with
acting as liaison between the mayor and the police department. The women were of varying ages, backgrounds and bodytypes and seemed to have nothing in
common. Yet the macabre presentation of their bodies hints at a connection.&nbspMartine is paired with a young detective, Julian Fletcher, and together
they dig deep into the city's and the&nbspcountry's past, only to uncover a dark secret dating&nbspback to the 1950s, when orphanages in Montreal and
elsewhere&nbspwere converted to asylums in order to gain more funding. The children were subjected to horrific experiments such as lobotomies,
electroshock therapy, and&nbsppsychotropic medication, and many of them died in the process. The survivors were supposedly compensated for their
trauma by the government and the&nbspcases seem to have been settled. So who is bearing a grudge now, and why did these four women have to die?Not
until Martine finds herself imprisoned in the terrifying steam tunnels underneath the old asylum does she put the pieces together. And it is almost too late for
her... in Jeannette de Beauvoir's Asylum.

 Attack on Titan 15
by  Hajime Isayama

ISBN: 9781612629797
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Attack on Titan
Publisher: Kodansha Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 192
Price: $11.99

FUGITIVES AND PRISONERS
Hange's interrogation of a Military Police squad has revealed that Krista (a.k.a. Historia Reiss) is the true heir to the throne. The Corps quickly moves to
enthrone her as queen, but a homicidal MP leads a squad that abducts Eren and Krista and throws the Corps into disarray. With Erwin arrested and the
Survey Corps on the edge of dissolution, are Levi and Hange finally out of options?
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   Fiction
 The Autumn Republic

by Brian Mcclellan

ISBN: 9780316219129
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Powder Mage Trilogy
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 592
Price: $29.00

IN A RICH, DISTINCTIVE WORLD THAT MIXES MAGIC WITH TECHNOLOGY, WHO COULD STAND AGAINST MAGES THAT CONTROL
GUNPOWDER AND BULLETS? 
The capital has fallen...
Field Marshal Tamas returns to his beloved country to find that for the first time in history, the capital city of Adro lies in the hands of a foreign invader. His
son is missing, his allies are indistinguishable from his foes, and reinforcements are several weeks away.

An army divided...
With the Kez still bearing down upon them and without clear leadership, the Adran army has turned against itself. Inspector Adamat is drawn into the very
heart of this new mutiny with promises of finding his kidnapped son.

All hope rests with one...
And Taniel Two-shot, hunted by men he once thought his friends, must safeguard the only chance Adro has of getting through this war without being
destroyed...
THE AUTUMN REPUBLIC is the epic conclusion that began with Promise of Blood and The Crimson Campaign.

 Avengers
Time Runs Out Volume 2
by  Jonathan Hickman

ISBN: 9780785193722
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Avengers
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

The Avengers are fragmented! While one group seeks out the Illuminati for a confrontation, another takes the fight to the new Cabal! What has become of
Tony Stark...to say nothing of Doctor Strange...! COLLECTING: Avengers 38-39, New Avengers 26-28

 Avengers
Rage of Ultron
by  Rick Remender

ISBN: 9780785190400
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Avengers
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

It was another glorious victory for the Mighty Avengers. Good triumphed over evil and Ultron was shot into space, never to be seen again. Or so they
thought. Now, years later, the homicidal artificial intelligence - so long devoted to ending life on Earth - has a new world to conquer...one with its own
horrific legacy. When Titan, birthplace of Thanos, falls, Planet Ultron rises in its place! Thanos' brother Starfox must seek the aid of his former allies - but
the Avengers he finds are radically different from the ones he once knew. Among them is Ultron's creator Giant-Man - and when Hank Pym confronts his
now planet-sized "son," the responsibilities of fatherhood have never loomed so large. Rick Remender (Uncanny Avengers) and Jerome OpeÃ±a (Avengers)
unleash the full robotic rage of Ultron on Earth's Mightiest Heroes!
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   Fiction
 A Bad Character

A novel
by  Deepti Kapoor

ISBN: 9780385352741
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Pub. Date: 2015-01-20
Pages: 256
Price: $28.00

A highly charged fiction debut about a young woman in India, and the love that both shatters and transforms her
 
She is twenty, restless in New Delhi. Her mother has died; her father has left for Singapore. 

He is a few years older, just back to India from New York.

When they meet in a cafÃ© one afternoon, she--lonely, hungry for experience, yearning to break free of tradition--casts aside her fears and throws herself
headlong into a love affair, one that takes her where she has never been before. 

Told in a voice at once gritty and lyrical, mournful and frank, A Bad Character marks the arrival of an astonishingly gifted new writer. It is an unforgettable
hymn to a dangerous, exhilarating city, and a portrait of desire and its consequences as timeless as it is universal.

 Bad Romeo
by  Leisa Rayven

ISBN: 9781250063274
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Bad Romeo
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-12-23
Pages: 416
Price: $17.50

While performing the greatest love story of all time, they discovered one of their own... Cassie Taylor was just another acting student with big dreams at her
prestigious performing arts college... then she met Ethan Holt. She was the good girl actress. He was the bad boy on campus. But one fated casting choice for
Romeo and Juliet  changed it all. Like the characters they were playing on stage, Cassie and Ethan's epic romance seemed destined. Until it ended in tragedy
when he shattered her heart.Now they've made it to Broadway where they're reunited as romantic leads once again-and their passionate scenes force them to
confront the heartbreaking lows and pulse-pounding highs of their intense college affair. For Ethan, losing Cassie was his biggest regret-and he's determined
to redeem himself. But for Cassie, even though Ethan was her first and only great love, he hurt her too much to ever be trusted again. The trouble is, working
with him again remindsher that people who rub each other the wrong way often make the best sparks. And when it comes to love, sometimes it's the things
that aren't good for us that are the most irresistible.Don't miss Leisa Rayven's  Bad Romeo,&nbspthe intoxicating romance beloved by over two million fans
online-a story that'll captivate you and hold you breathless until the final page.
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   Fiction
 Batman

Earth One Vol. 2
by  Geoff Johns

ISBN: 9781401241858
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Batman
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 160
Price: $28.99

Following the events of the #1 New York Times bestselling original graphic novel by Geoff Johns, comes the highly anticipated sequel BATMAN: EARTH
ONE VOL. 2! 

The Riddler has arrived in Gotham and he's terrorizing the city with his own twisted brand of anarchy. But why is he attacking now, and what is his
endgame?  The Riddler isn't Batman's only problem, as Killer Croc is on the streets and his violent crimes can't be ignored. Meanwhile, the Dark Knight has
trouble reconciling the increasingly conflicting ideologies of Alfred Pennyworth and James Gordon in this gripping re-imagining of the Batman mythology.
 
Writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank bring you Batman as you've never seen him before in this thrilling original graphic novel that continues their
unique take on the Dark Knight.

 Before He Finds Her
by  Michael Kardos

ISBN: 9780802123190
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 384
Price: $32.50

Everyone in the quiet Jersey Shore town of Silver Bay knows the story: on a Sunday evening in September 1991, Ramsey Miller threw a blowout block
party, then murdered his beautiful wife and three-year-old daughter.But everyone is wrong. The daughter got away. Now she is nearly eighteen and tired of
living in secrecy. Under the name Melanie Denison, she has spent the last fifteen years in small-town West Virginia as part of the Witness Protection
Program. She has never been allowed to travel, go to a school dance, or even have internet at home. Precautions must be taken at every turn, because Ramsey
Miller was never caught and might still be looking for his daughter. Yet despite strict house rules, Melanie has entered into a relationship with a young
teacher at the local high school and is now ten weeks pregnant. She doesn't want her child to live in hiding as she has had to. Defying her guardians and
taking matters into her own hands, Melanie returns to Silver Bay in hopes of doing what the authorities have failed to do: find her father before he finds her.
Weaving in Ramsey's story in the three days leading up to the brutal crime, Before He Finds Her  is a stirring novel about love and faith and fear-and how
the most important things can become terribly distorted when we cling to them too fiercely.
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   Fiction
 Bengal's Quest

by  Lora Leigh

ISBN: 9780425265468
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Breed Novel
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 320
Price: $28.95

"No one spins a story quite like Lora Leigh" (Night Owl Reviews)--and when it comes to her "highly charged and carnal" (Fresh Fiction) Breed novels,
nobody does it better. Now, the #1 New York Times bestselling author tells a story of two Breeds who are united by animal desires, only to find it's
vengeance that stirs the mating heat...
 
He was a shadow, ever shifting and insinuating, able to blend in everywhere and anywhere. The elusive ideal conceived and created by the Genetics Council,
he went by just as many names as he had identities--the last one being Gideon. 
 
Now calling himself Graeme, he hides in plain sight, terrifyingly close to his goal. A rogue Bengal Breed, he has loyalties to no one but himself. And he has
a need for vengeance that surges hot and swift through his veins.
 
Graeme plans to exact an extreme and ruthless vendetta against those who wronged him--Breed and human alike. All will suffer his wrath: those who created
him, those who pretended to love him, and those who betrayed him.
 
That includes the one at the center of it a ...

 Bertie's Guide to Life and Mothers
A Scotland Street Novel
by  Alexan Mccall Smith

ISBN: 9780345808738
Binding: Paperback 
Series: 44 Scotland Street
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 320
Price: $21.00

The ninth installment in Alexander McCall Smith's wildly popular series finds the residents of 44 Scotland Street living their lives and meeting their fates
with the author's signature indelible wit and humour. 
     Having anticipated his seventh birthday for so long, Bertie Pollock now longs to be eighteen, an age at which he can avoid a "gender neutral" birthday and
his overbearing, eternally pushy mother, Irene. Down the street, Angus Lordie, painter and sometime somnambulist, might just be sleepwalking into trouble
with the animal welfare inspectorate over his faithful hound Cyril's drinking habit, while Matthew and Elspeth struggle to care for their triplets, contending
with Danish au pairs and dubious dukes to boot. Seeming to have recovered from being dumped and his doppelganger encounter, the hopelessly narcissistic
Bruce might be facing his greatest challenge in the form of a "waxologist." As ever, when fate visits 44 Scotland Street, the real fun begins. Not even Bertie,
with all his life experience, could fortell that it would take the form of Sister Maria-Fiore dei Fiori di Montagna and a literary festival in Dubai.
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   Fiction
 A Better Man

by  Leah Mclaren

ISBN: 9781443441568
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 304
Price: $19.99

From the bestselling author of The Continuity Girl, a funny, sharply observant novel of the pitfalls of marriage and success, and how a couple must lose it all
before they can hope to find their way back.
Nick and Maya Wakefield's relationship is in crisis. Though it's true they never argue, they barely speak and certainly don't have sex. The turning point came
when Maya left her high-powered legal career to stay home with their now three-year-old twins, Isla and Foster. Today she feels invisible, anxious and under-
appreciated, while Nick feels his wife has become neurotic and obsessed with the children. A workaholic with a wandering eye, Nick has decided he wants
out. But he balks when their old friend, a divorce attorney named Gray, shows him the financial damage. As sole breadwinner, Nick will have to pay up big
time to get out fast. Together, he and Gray hatch a plan--Nick will act like an ideal husband and father in order to get a better court settlement. With this in
mind, Nick encourages Maya back to work, spends time with the kids and takes his wife away on holiday. But with his cynical ruse come a surprising
change of heart. Soon he is astonished find his actual emotions match his act--their marriage is truly on the mend and Nick couldn't be happier. That is, until
Gray tells Maya the plan and things fall to pieces. Now Nick's only hope to save his family is to convince Maya that he really is the better man he was
pretending to be.

 Beyond the Sunrise
by  Mary Balogh

ISBN: 9780451469694
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 416
Price: $17.00

From the New York Times bestselling author of the Survivor's Club novels comes "an epic love story" (Publishers Weekly) of intrigue and deception and the
promises that can break a heart....

"I will love you all my life and even beyond that."
 
Even at fifteen, Jeanne, the privileged daughter of a royalist Ã©migrÃ©, knew what she liked: Englishman Robert Blake, bastard son of a marquess. Yet his
questionable birth rendered him forbidden. Forced to part, they were still young enough to believe in tomorrow. But as time passed, that brief ephemeral
flirtation at Haddington Hall faded into memory.
 
Eleven years later in Portugal, during the Peninsular Wars, they meet again, both of them spies, and destined to be working on opposing sides. He is now a
captain with the British army. She is the widowed Marquesa das Minas--sometimes going by the name Joana da Fonte. However for only one of them does
the flicker of recognition still burn.
 
Amid the fury of war and in the shadow of secrets, passion flares once again. But for Joana and Robert, each entrusted to a dangerous mission that demands
deception, falling in love could be the most dangerous risk of all.
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   Fiction
 Billie

by  Anna Gavalda

ISBN: 9781609452490
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Europa Editions
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 192
Price: $17.00

A number 1 bestseller in France and translated into over twenty languages, Billie is one of the most beloved French novels to be published in recent years. A
brilliant evocation of Paris and a moving tale of friendship, Anna Gavalda's new novel tells the story of two young people, Billie and Franck, who, as the
story opens, are trapped in a gorge in the Cevennes Mountains. With darkness encroaching, their situation is dire, and Billie begins to tell stories from their
lives in order to survive. In alternating episodes, the novel moves between recollections of the two characters' childhoods and their dreadful predicament.
 
Franck's life has been impacted by a childhood spent with a perennially unemployed father who toyed with Christian extremism and a mother aestheticized
by antidepressants. A bright kid, Franck's future was menaced at every turn by the bigotry around him. Billie's abiding wish as an adult is to avoid ever
having to come into contact with her family again. To escape from her abusive and alcohol-addled family, she was willing to do anything and everything.
The wounds have not entirely healed.
 
At the heart of Gavalda's tender story lies a generosity of spirit that will take readers' breath away, and an unshakable belief in the power of art to lift the
most fragile among us to new vistas from which they can see futures full of hope, love, and dignity. Billie is a beautifully crafted novel for readers of all ages
and from all walks of life that conveys a positive message about overcoming life's trials and tribulations.

 Ryder
Bird Of Prey
by  Nicholas Pengelley

ISBN: 9781443439039
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 288
Price: $21.99

The Maltese Falcon was no mere legend-this fabulously jewelled golden bird really existed. Still exists, according to the last words of a dying man. Ayesha
Ryder is on its trail, but not just to find the Falcon itself. It is said to contain a clue to the lost burial place of King Harold of England, a potent symbol for
ruthless politicians determined to break up the UK and create a new, independent English Kingdom. The Falcon may also contain a second clue, one that few
would believe.
Labelled an assassin, hunted by Scotland Yard and Dame Imogen Worsely of MI5-as well as those who want the Falcon and its secrets for themselves-
Ayesha joins forces with Joram Tate, the mysterious librarian known to her friend Lady Madrigal, a one-time lover of Lawrence of Arabia. As Ayesha's
attraction to Tate grows, they follow clues left by long-dead knights to the tomb of a Saxon king and to the ruined Battle Abbey. When the trail leads them to
a stunning secret hidden for a thousand years beneath an English castle, Ayesha must battle modern killers with medieval weapons before confronting the
evil that would destroy her nation.
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   Fiction
 Bittersweet

by  Susan Wittig Albert

ISBN: 9780425255629
Binding: Hardback 
Series: China Bayles
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 304
Price: $28.95

New from the author of Death Come Quickly and Widow's Tears
This Thanksgiving, be grateful for China Bayles--who teams up with an old friend to solve a complex case of theft and murder in a South Texas ranching
community...

It's Thanksgiving in Pecan Springs, and China is planning to visit her mother, Leatha, and her mother's husband, Sam, who are enthusiastically embarking on
a new enterprise--turning their former game ranch into a vacation retreat for birders. She's also looking forward to catching up with her friend, game warden
Mackenzie "Mack" Chambers, who was recently transferred to the area. But Leatha calls with bad news: Sam has had a heart attack.

How will Leatha manage if Sam can't carry his share? She does have a helper, Sue Ellen Krause. But China discovers that Sue Ellen, who is in the process of
leaving her marriage to the assistant foreman at a large trophy game ranch, is in some serious trouble. Before Sue Ellen can tell China the full story, her car
veers off a deserted road and she is killed.

Meanwhile, when a local veterinarian is shot in what appears to be a burglary at his clinic, Mack Chambers believes his murder could be related to fawns
stolen from a nearby ranch. As Mack follows the trail, China begins to wonder if Sue Ellen's death may not have been an accident, and if there's a connection
to the stolen animals. But their search for the truth may put their own lives in danger...

 Black Run
A Novel
by  Antonio Manzini

ISBN: 9780062310040
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 256
Price: $31.99

Already an international hit, a sly, sizzling mystery--the first in a sensational crime series--set in the Italian Alps, reminiscent of the works of Andrea
Camilleri, D. A. Mishani, Donna Leon, and Henning Mankell.
Getting into serious trouble with the wrong people, deputy prefect of police Rocco Schiavone is exiled to Aosta, a small, touristy alpine town far from his
beloved Rome. The sophisticated and crotchety Roman despises mountains, snow, and the provincial locals as much as he disdains his superiors and their
petty rules. But he loves solving crimes.
When a mangled body has been discovered on a ski run above Champoluc, Rocco immediately faces his first challenge--identifying the victim, a complex
procedure complicated by his ignorance of the customs, dialect, and history of his new home. Proud and undaunted, Rocco makes his way among the ski
runs, mountain huts, and aerial tramways, meeting ski instructors, Alpine guides, the hardworking, enigmatic folk of Aosta, and a few beautiful locals eager
to give him a warm welcome.
It won't be easy, this mountain life, especially with a corpse or two in the mix. But then there's nothing that makes Rocco feel more at home than an
investigation.
An insightful observer of human nature, Antonio Manzini writes with sly humor and a dash of irony, and introduces an irresistible hero--a fascinating blend
of swagger, machismo, and vulnerability--in a colorful and atmospheric crime mystery series that is European crime fiction at its best.
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   Fiction
 Blackbird

by Averil Dean

ISBN: 9780778317395
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Mira
Pub. Date: 2015-12-29
Pages: 288
Price: $17.95

On a bitter January evening, three people are found murdered in the isolated Blackbird hotel.  Best friends since childhood, Eric, Rory and Celia have always
been inseparable. Together they've coped with broken homes and damaged families, clinging to each other as they've navigated their tenuous lives. Their
bond is potent and passionate--and its intensity can be volatile. When the trio decides to follow Celia's dream of buying and renovating the Blackbird, a
dilapidated hotel that sits on the perilous cliffs of Jawbone Ridge, new jealousies arise and long-held suspicions start to unravel their relationship. Soon they
find themselves pushed to the breaking point, where trust becomes doubt, longing becomes obsession, and someone will commit the ultimate betrayal. An
unflinching story of ambition, desire and envy, Blackbird traces the events leading to that fateful night, revealing the intimate connections, dark secrets and
terrible lies that wove them together--and tore them apart.  "Promising newcomer Dean spins a web out of the deepest human obsessions...to reveal a
haunting story." --Booklist on Alice Close Your Eyes

 Blood-drenched Beard
by  Daniel Galera

ISBN: 9780670068340
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-01-20
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

 The young man's father, dying, at last tells him the truth about his grandfather - or at least the truth as he knows it.  The mean old gaucho was murdered by
some fellow villagers in Garopaba, a town on the Atlantic now famous for its surfing and fishing.  It was during a Sunday dance at a community hall. The
lights went out suddenly and when they came up, his grandfather was lying on the ground in a pool of blood...or so the story goes.    
It is as if his father has given him a deathbed challenge.  And his girlfriend has just left him, so he has no strong ties.  He is a great ocean swimmer, so why
not strike out for Garopaba, and see what he can discover?  The young man travels up the coast, finds an apartment by the water, and begins to build a simple
new life, taking his father's old dog as a companion. He swims in the sea every day, makes a few friends, falls into a relationship, begins to make enquiries.

But information doesn't come easily. A rare neurological condition means that the young man doesn't recognize the faces of people he's met - leading
frequently to awkwardness and occasionally to violence. And the people who do know about his grandfather are fearful to give anything away.  Life
becomes complicated for him in Garopaba, and even dangerous.

Steeped in tension, atmosphere and the sultry allure of south Brazil, Daniel Galera's masterfully spare and powerful prose unfolds a story of discovery that
feels mythic, elemental and archetypal - a wise and potent display of storytelling sorcery that  announces one of Brazil's very greatest young writers as a
blazing new literary talent to the English-speaking world.
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   Fiction
 Bodies

by  Si Spencer

ISBN: 9781401252755
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 208
Price: $19.99

VERTIGO brings you a graphic novel with four detectives, four time periods, and four dead bodies - all set in London. Edmond Hillinghead is an 1890s
overachiever who's trying to solve a murder no one cares about while hiding his own secret. Karl Whiteman is our dashing 1940s adventurer with a shocking
past. Shahara Hasan is 2014's kickass female Detective Sergeant, who walks the line between religion and power. And Maplewood, an amnesiac from post-
apocalyptic 2050, brings a haunting perspective to it all. 

Si Spencer (HELLBLAZER: CITY OF DEMONS, THE VINYL UNDERGROUND) executes a centuries-spanning murder mystery like nothing you've ever
seen before, with four sensational artists illustrating a six-page chapter in each issue: Dean Ormston, Phil Winslade, Meghan Hetrick and Tula Lotay. 

Collects BODIES #1-8, the complete miniseries.

 The Body Snatchers Affair
A Carpenter and Quincannon Mystery
by  Marcia Muller

ISBN: 9780765331762
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Carpenter and Quincannon
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 224
Price: $29.99

The Body Snatchers Affair: The latest in the Carpenter and Quincannon historical mystery series from&nbspMarcia Muller and&nbspBill Pronzini.Two
missing bodies and two separate investigations take Carpenter and Quincannon from the heights above San Francisco Bay to the depths of Chinatown's
opium dens.For John Quincannon, this is a first: searching a Chinatown opium den for his client's husband, missing in the middle of a brewing tong war set
to ignite over the stolen corpse of Bing Ah Kee.Meanwhile, his partner, Sabina Carpenter, unsure of the dark secrets her suitor might be concealing, searches
for the corpse of a millionaire, stolen from a sealed family crypt and currently being held for ransom.With the threat of a tong war hanging over the city (a
war perhaps being spurred on by corrupt officials), Carpenter and Quincannon have no time to lose in solving their cases. Is there a connection between the
two body snatchers? Or is simple greed the answer to this one?And why is the enigmatic Englishman who calls himself Sherlock Holmes watching so
carefully from the shadows?
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   Fiction
 The Bone Tree

A Novel
by  Greg Iles

ISBN: 9780062311115
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Penn Cage
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 600
Price: $34.99

Greg Iles continues the electrifying story begun in his smash New York Times bestseller Natchez Burning in this highly anticipated second installment of an
epic trilogy of blood and race, family and justice, featuring Southern lawyer Penn Cage.
Former prosecutor Penn Cage and his fiancÃ©e, reporter and publisher Caitlin Masters, have barely escaped with their lives after being attacked by wealthy
businessman Brody Royal and his Double Eagles, a KKK sect with ties to some of Mississippi's most powerful men. But the real danger has only begun as
FBI Special Agent John Kaiser warns Penn that Brody wasn't the true leader of the Double Eagles. The puppeteer who actually controls the terrorist group is
a man far more fearsome: the chief of the state police's Criminal Investigations Bureau, Forrest Knox.
The only way Penn can save his father, Dr. Tom Cage--who is fleeing a murder charge as well as corrupt cops bent on killing him--is either to make a devil's
bargain with Knox or destroy him. While Penn desperately pursues both options, Caitlin uncovers the real story behind a series of unsolved civil rights
murders that may hold the key to the Double Eagles' downfall. The trail leads her deep into the past, into the black backwaters of the Mississippi River, to a
secret killing ground used by slave owners and the Klan for over two hundred years . . . a place of terrifying evil known only as "the bone tree."
The Bone Tree is an explosive, action-packed thriller full of twisting intrigue and deadly secrets, a tale that explores the conflicts and casualties that result
when the darkest truths of American history come to light. It puts us inside the skin of a noble man who has always fought for justice--now finally pushed
beyond his limits.
Just how far will Penn Cage, the hero we thought we knew, go to protect those he loves?

 The Bone Tree Lp
A Novel
by  Greg Iles

ISBN: 9780062370051
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Penn Cage
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 608
Price: $34.99

Greg Iles continues the electrifying story begun in his smash New York Times bestseller Natchez Burning in this highly anticipated second installment of an
epic trilogy of blood and race, family and justice, featuring Southern lawyer Penn Cage.
Former prosecutor Penn Cage and his fiancÃ©e, reporter and publisher Caitlin Masters, have barely escaped with their lives after being attacked by wealthy
businessman Brody Royal and his Double Eagles, a KKK sect with ties to some of Mississippi's most powerful men. But the real danger has only begun as
FBI Special Agent John Kaiser warns Penn that Brody wasn't the true leader of the Double Eagles. The puppeteer who actually controls the terrorist group is
a man far more fearsome: the chief of the state police's Criminal Investigations Bureau, Forrest Knox.
The only way Penn can save his father, Dr. Tom Cage--who is fleeing a murder charge as well as corrupt cops bent on killing him--is either to make a devil's
bargain with Knox or destroy him. While Penn desperately pursues both options, Caitlin uncovers the real story behind a series of unsolved civil rights
murders that may hold the key to the Double Eagles' downfall. The trail leads her deep into the past, into the black backwaters of the Mississippi River, to a
secret killing ground used by slave owners and the Klan for over two hundred years . . . a place of terrifying evil known only as "the bone tree."
The Bone Tree is an explosive, action-packed thriller full of twisting intrigue and deadly secrets, a tale that explores the conflicts and casualties that result
when the darkest truths of American history come to light. It puts us inside the skin of a noble man who has always fought for justice--now finally pushed
beyond his limits.
Just how far will Penn Cage, the hero we thought we knew, go to protect those he loves?
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   Fiction
 Boo

by  Neil Smith

ISBN: 9780345808141
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 304
Price: $21.00

Boo is the highly anticipated debut novel from one of the most incomparable voices in Canadian literature: Bang Crunch author Neil Smith. 
     Oliver Dalrymple, nicknamed "Boo" because of his pale complexion and staticky hair, is an outcast at his Illinois middle school--more interested in
biology and chemistry than the friendship of other kids. But after a tragic accident, Boo wakes up to find himself in a very strange sort of heaven: a town
populated only by 13-year-old Americans. While he desperately wants to apply the scientific method to find out how this heaven works (broken glass grows
back; flashlights glow without batteries; garbage chutes plummet to nowhere), he's confronted by the greatest mystery of all--his peers. With the help of his
classmate Johnny, who was killed at the same time, Boo begins to figure out what exactly happened to them (and who they really were back in America)
through this story about growing up, staying young and the never-ending heartbreak of being 13.

 The Bookseller
A Novel
by  Cynthia Swanson

ISBN: 9780062333001
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

A provocative and hauntingly powerful debut novel reminiscent of Sliding Doors, The Bookseller follows a woman in the 1960s who must reconcile her
reality with the tantalizing alternate world of her dreams.
Nothing is as permanent as it appears . . .
Denver, 1962: Kitty Miller has come to terms with her unconventional single life. She loves the bookshop she runs with her best friend, Frieda, and enjoys
complete control over her day-to-day existence. She can come and go as she pleases, answering to no one. There was a man once, a doctor named Kevin, but
it didn't quite work out the way Kitty had hoped.
Then the dreams begin.
Denver, 1963: Katharyn Andersson is married to Lars, the love of her life. They have beautiful children, an elegant home, and good friends. It's everything
Kitty Miller once believed she wanted--but it only exists when she sleeps.
Convinced that these dreams are simply due to her overactive imagination, Kitty enjoys her nighttime forays into this alternate world. But with each visit, the
more irresistibly real Katharyn's life becomes. Can she choose which life she wants? If so, what is the cost of staying Kitty, or becoming Katharyn?
As the lines between her worlds begin to blur, Kitty must figure out what is real and what is imagined. And how do we know where that boundary lies in our
own lives?
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   Fiction
 The Bookseller

A Novel
by  Cynthia Swanson

ISBN: 9780062390684
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 352
Price: $19.99

A provocative and hauntingly powerful debut novel reminiscent of Sliding Doors, The Bookseller follows a woman in the 1960s who must reconcile her
reality with the tantalizing alternate world of her dreams.
Nothing is as permanent as it appears . . .
Denver, 1962: Kitty Miller has come to terms with her unconventional single life. She loves the bookshop she runs with her best friend, Frieda, and enjoys
complete control over her day-to-day existence. She can come and go as she pleases, answering to no one. There was a man once, a doctor named Kevin, but
it didn't quite work out the way Kitty had hoped.
Then the dreams begin.
Denver, 1963: Katharyn Andersson is married to Lars, the love of her life. They have beautiful children, an elegant home, and good friends. It's everything
Kitty Miller once believed she wanted--but it only exists when she sleeps.
Convinced that these dreams are simply due to her overactive imagination, Kitty enjoys her nighttime forays into this alternate world. But with each visit, the
more irresistibly real Katharyn's life becomes. Can she choose which life she wants? If so, what is the cost of staying Kitty, or becoming Katharyn?
As the lines between her worlds begin to blur, Kitty must figure out what is real and what is imagined. And how do we know where that boundary lies in our
own lives?

 The Bookseller Lp
A Novel
by  Cynthia Swanson

ISBN: 9780062370365
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

Exploring the twists of fate that shape our lives, The Bookseller is a mesmerizingly powerful debut novel about Kitty, an unmarried bookstore owner in the
1960s who begins to dream vividly about being Katharyn, a woman with a loving husband, children, and a beautiful home. It's a life Kitty once believed she
wanted . . . but it exists only when she sleeps.
At first, Kitty enjoys her nighttime forays into this alternate world, and she becomes increasingly reluctant to open her eyes. But with each visit to her
dreamworld, it grows more real. As the lines between her two lives begin to blur, Kitty faces an uncertain future. What price must she pay to stay? What is
the cost of letting go?
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   Fiction
 The Boston Girl

A Novel
by  Anita Diamant

ISBN: 9781439199350
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2014-12-09
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Red Tent and Day After Night, comes an unforgettable novel about family ties and values, friendship
and feminism told through the eyes of a young Jewish woman growing up in Boston in the early twentieth century.Addie Baum is The Boston Girl, born in
1900 to immigrant parents who were unprepared for and suspicious of America and its effect on their three daughters. Growing up in the North End, then a
teeming multicultural neighborhood, Addie's intelligence and curiosity take her to a world her parents can't imagine--a world of short skirts, movies,
celebrity culture, and new opportunities for women. Addie wants to finish high school and dreams of going to college. She wants a career and to find true
love. Eighty-five-year-old Addie tells the story of her life to her twenty-two-year-old granddaughter, who has asked her "How did you get to be the woman
you are today." She begins in 1915, the year she found her voice and made friends who would help shape the course of her life. From the one-room tenement
apartment she shared with her parents and two sisters, to the library group for girls she joins at a neighborhood settlement house, to her first, disastrous love
affair, Addie recalls her adventures with compassion for the naÃ¯ve girl she was and a wicked sense of humor. Written with the same attention to historical
detail and emotional resonance that made Anita Diamant's previous novels bestsellers, The Boston Girl is a moving portrait of one woman's complicated life
in twentieth century America, and a fascinating look at a generation of women finding their places in a changing world.

 Breaking Clear
by  M J Summers

ISBN: 9781443439152
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 320
Price: $17.99

Clever. Steamy. Inspiring.
You fell in love with Harper Young as Megan Sullivan's fiercely loyal, feisty best-friend in Breaking Love. As a talented art director at Style Magazine in
Manhattan, she lives a life of glamour, managing to put a safe distance between herself and her painful past. One spring day, she answers a call that will
change everything. Her father has had an accident and needs Harper to go home to Boulder, Colorado to care for him. Faced with an ultimatum, she chooses
family, leaving her career behind. She drives across the country to find that the only man to make her heart ache with desire is her new neighbour. Now,
living in a city with a past that haunts her, she finds herself falling for Evan Donovan, a hot-as-hell contractor and her big brother's best friend.
When Evan Donovan isn't on a construction site, he is usually hanging from a cliff somewhere. He's been dealt a rough hand when it comes to love and now
believes in keeping things simple. His wife left him just as the recession forced him to shut down his contracting company. Now after three years of strict
perseverance, he is finally back on top again and he intends to stay there. But when Harper Young drops into his life, things suddenly get complicated. He
finds himself wondering why he never noticed her when they were teenagers. He resolves to stay away from his best friend's little sister but the pull he feels
to her is just too strong. Harper and Evan quickly find themselves in each other's arms, trying to fool themselves into believing that they won't fall in love.
Will Harper's glamorous life come calling before she can overcome the humiliation of being in a town where everyone knows about her past? Will Evan
overcome his inability to trust? The clock is ticking as these two perfect-for-each other people decide if they can make that final leap.
Lose yourself in Harper and Evan's romantic journey as they determine their destiny.
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   Fiction
 Breaking Creed

by  Alex Kava

ISBN: 9780399170768
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Ryder Creed Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

New York Times- and internationally bestselling author Alex Kava's thrilling new series introducing Ryder Creed, ex-marine turned K9 search-and-rescue
dog trainer as he teams up with fan-favorite FBI profiler Maggie O'Dell.
  

 Ryder Creed and his dogs have been making national headlines. They've intercepted several major drug stashes being smuggled through Atlanta's airport.
But their newfound celebrity has also garnered some unwanted attention.
  
 When Creed and one of his dogs are called in to search a commercial fishing vessel, they discover a secret compartment. But the Colombian cartels' latest
shipment isn't drugs. This time, its cargo is human. To make matters worse, Creed helps one of the cartel's drug mules escape--a fourteen-year-old girl who
reminds him of his younger sister who disappeared fifteen years ago. 
  
 Meanwhile, FBI agent Maggie O'Dell is investigating a series of murders--the victims tortured, killed, and dumped in the Potomac River. She suspects it's
the work of a cunning and brutal assassin, but her politically motivated boss has been putting up roadblocks.
 By the time she uncovers a hit list with Creed's name on it, it might be too late. The cartel has already sent ...

 Bred to Kill
A Thriller
by  Franck Thilliez

ISBN: 9780670025978
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-01-08
Pages: 384
Price: $32.95

 "Crichton fuses with 'True Detective' in a hammering hard-science thriller where the heart of darkness lies not in the soul, but in the genes. Thilliez
engineers a winner." --Scott Sigler, New York Times-bestselling author of the Infected trilogy

**New from Mark Polizzotti, translator of 2014 Nobel Prize-winning author Patrick Modiano**

In the shocking sequel to runaway international bestseller Syndrome E, Lucie Henebelle and Inspector Sharko have reunited to take on the case of the brutal
murder of Eva Louts, a promising graduate student who was killed while working at a primate research center outside Paris. But what first appears to be a
vicious animal attack soon proves to be something more sinister. What was Eva secretly researching? Was she tracking three fanatical scientists who control
a thirty-thousand-year-old virus with plans to unleash it into the world?

With his unmatched ability to inject cutting-edge science into his novels, Thilliez draws on genetics, paleontology, and the dark side of human nature to
create this smart, adrenaline-fueled thriller. Bred to Kill moves from the rain-slicked streets of Paris to the heart of the Alps to the remote Amazon jungle as
Lucie and Sharko work to solve the murder--before whoever killed Eva comes for them.
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   Fiction
 Broken Juliet

by  Leisa Rayven

ISBN: 9781250064196
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Bad Romeo
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 288
Price: $17.50

Some loves never let you go... Cassie swore she'd never forgive Ethan for breaking her heart when they were in acting school years ago. He was her one
great love, and when he refused to love her back, a part of her died forever... or so she thought. Now she and Ethan are sharing a Broadway stage, and he's
determined to win her back. Finally he's able to say all the things she needed to hear years ago... but can she believe him? Has he really changed, and what
makes this time different from all hisother broken promises?The answer lies somewhere in the past, and now the truth will come to light. Will Cassie
rediscover what it's like to be trusting and open again-the way she was before Ethan? Or is it too late for these star-crossed lovers?Don't miss this
mesmerizing final chapter in the Bad Romeo duet, the unforgettable love story that captured the hearts of over two million fans online.

 The Bullet
by  Mary Louise Kelly

ISBN: 9781476769813
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

From former NPR correspondent Mary Louise Kelly comes a heart-pounding story about fear, family secrets, and one woman's hunt for answers about the
murder of her parents.Two words: The bullet. That's all it takes to shatter her life. Caroline Cashion is beautiful, intelligent, a professor of French literature.
But in a split second, everything she's known is proved to be a lie. A single bullet, gracefully tapered at one end, is found lodged at the base of her skull.
Caroline is stunned. It makes no sense: she has never been shot. She has no entry wound. No scar. Then, over the course of one awful evening, she learns the
truth: that she was adopted when she was three years old, after her real parents were murdered. Caroline was there the night they were attacked. She was
wounded too, a gunshot to the neck. Surgeons had stitched up the traumatized little girl, with the bullet still there, nestled deep among vital nerves and blood
vessels. That was thirty-four years ago. Now, Caroline has to find the truth of her past. Why were her parents killed? Why is she still alive? She returns to
her hometown where she meets a cop who lets slip that the bullet in her neck is the same bullet that killed her mother. Full-metal jacket, .38 Special. It hit
Caroline's mother and kept going, hurtling through the mother's chest and into the child hiding behind her. She is horrified--and in danger. When a gun is
fired it leaves markings on the bullet. Tiny grooves, almost as unique as a fingerprint. The bullet in her neck could finger a murderer. A frantic race is set in
motion: Can Caroline unravel the clues to her past, before the killer tracks her down?

 The Buried Giant
A Novel
by  Kazuo Ishiguro

ISBN: 9780345809407
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

The extraordinary new novel from the author of Never Let Me Go and the Booker Prize-winning The Remains of the Day
 
The Romans have long since departed, and Britain is steadily declining into ruin. But at least the wars that once ravaged the country have ceased.

The Buried Giant begins as a couple, Axl and Beatrice, set off across a troubled land of mist and rain in the hope of finding a son they have not seen for
years. They expect to face many hazards--some strange and other-worldly--but they cannot yet foresee how their journey will reveal to them dark and
forgotten corners of their love for one another.

Sometimes savage, often intensely moving, Kazuo Ishiguro's first novel in a decade is about lost memories, love, revenge and war.
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   Fiction
 Way Down Dark

by James P. Smythe

ISBN: 9781444796322
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Hodder
Pub. Date: 2015-08-25
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

The incredible new YA/Crossover trilogy from Arthur C. Clarke Award-nomintated author JP Smythe, described by Strange Horizons as 'a writer who is
bound to become a great talent.'Centuries ago, the Australia left a dying Earth in search of an inhabitable planet its colonists could call home. But no such
planet was ever discovered. Law and order gave way to rioting and chaos as gangs began battling for control of the ship and its dwindling resources, and the
Australia was left to drift, directionless, through the emptiness of space. Seventeen-year-old Chan, fiercely independent and self-sufficient, keeps her head
down and lives quietly, careful not to draw attention to herself amidst the violence and disorder. Until the day she makes an extraordinary discovery - a way
to return the Australia to Earth. But doing so would bring her to the attention of the fanatics and the murderers who control life aboard the ship, putting her
and everyone she loves in terrible danger. And a safe return to Earth is by no means certain.

 Way Down Dark
by  James P Smythe

ISBN: 9781444796315
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hodder
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 
Price: $33.99

The incredible new YA/Crossover trilogy from Arthur C. Clarke Award-nomintated author JP Smythe, described by Strange Horizons as 'a writer who is
bound to become a great talent.'Centuries ago, the Australia left a dying Earth in search of an inhabitable planet its colonists could call home. But no such
planet was ever discovered. Law and order gave way to rioting and chaos as gangs began battling for control of the ship and its dwindling resources, and the
Australia was left to drift, directionless, through the emptiness of space. Seventeen-year-old Chan, fiercely independent and self-sufficient, keeps her head
down and lives quietly, careful not to draw attention to herself amidst the violence and disorder. Until the day she makes an extraordinary discovery - a way
to return the Australia to Earth. But doing so would bring her to the attention of the fanatics and the murderers who control life aboard the ship, putting her
and everyone she loves in terrible danger. And a safe return to Earth is by no means certain.

 Burning Down George Orwell's House
by  Andrew Ervin

ISBN: 9781616954949
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Soho Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 288
Price: $25.95

A darkly comic debut novel about advertising, truth, single malt, Scottish hospitality--or lack thereof--and George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four.
  
 Ray Welter, who was until recently a highflying advertising executive in Chicago, has left the world of newspeak behind. He decamps to the isolated
Scottish Isle of Jura in order to spend a few months in the cottage where George Orwell wrote most of his seminal novel, Nineteen Eighty-Four. Ray is
miserable, and quite prepared to make his troubles go away with the help of copious quantities of excellent scotch.
But a few of the local islanders take a decidedly shallow view of a foreigner coming to visit in order to sort himself out, and Ray quickly finds himself
having to deal with not only his own issues but also a community whose eccentricities are at times amusing and at others downright dangerous. Also, the
locals believe--or claim to believe--that there's a werewolf about, and against his better judgment, Ray's misadventures build to the night of a traditional,
boozy werewolf hunt on the Isle of Jura on the summer solstice.
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   Fiction
 Butterfly Kills

A Stonechild and Rouleau Mystery
by  Brenda Chapman

ISBN: 9781459723146
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Stonechild and Rouleau Mystery
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2015-01-10
Pages: 376
Price: $14.99

Two separate crimes, two tragic outcomes. Jacques Rouleau has moved to Kingston to look after his father and take up the position of head of the town's
Criminal Investigations Division. One hot week in late September, university student Leah Sampson is murdered in her apartment. In another corner of the
city, Della Munroe is raped by her husband. At first the crimes appear unrelated, but as Sergeant Rouleau and his new team of officers dig into the women's
pasts, they discover unsettling coincidences. When Kala Stonechild, one of Rouleau's former officers from Ottawa, suddenly appears in Kingston, Rouleau
enlists her to help.  Stonechild isn't sure if she wants to stay in Kingston, but agrees to help Rouleau in the short term. While she struggles with trying to
decide if she can make a life in this new town, a ghost from her past starts to haunt her.As the detectives delve deeper into the cases, it seems more questions
pop up than answers. Who murdered Leah Sampson? And why does Della Monroe's name keep showing up in the murder investigation? Both women were
hiding secrets that have unleashed a string of violence. Stonechild and Rouleau race to discover the truth before the violence rips more families apart.

 The Cake House
by  Latifah Salom

ISBN: 9780345806512
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Vintage Original
Publisher: Vintage
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 336
Price: $18.00

Rosaura Douglas's father shot himself after her mother left him . . . or at least that's the story everyone is telling. Now her mother has remarried and Rosie is
trapped in "The Cake House," a garish pink edifice in the hills of Los Angeles that's a far cry from the cramped apartment where she grew up. It's also the
house where her father died--a fact that everyone else who lives there, including her mother, Dahlia, and her mysteriously wealthy stepfather, Claude, want
to forget. 
 
Soon, however, her father's ghost appears, sometimes in a dark window, sometimes in the house's lush garden, but always with warnings that Claude is not to
be trusted. And as the ghost becomes increasingly violent--and the secrets of her family's past come to light--Rosie must finally face the truth behind the
losses and lies that have torn her life apart.

 The Canalside Cake Shop
by  Carole Matthews

ISBN: 9780751552140
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 
Price: $34.99

Fay Merryweather runs her cake shop from her beautiful garden. She whips up airy sponges and scrumptious scones, while her customers enjoy the lovely
blossoms and gorgeous blooms. Looking after the cake shop, the garden and her cantankerous mother means Fay is always busy but she accepts her
responsibilities because if she doesn't do all this, who will?Then Danny Wilde walks into her life and makes Fay question every decision she's ever
made.When a sudden tragedy strikes, Fay's entire world is thrown off balance even further and she doesn't know which way to turn. Can Fay find the
strength to make a life-changing decision - even if it means giving up the thing she loves the most? Life, love and family are about to collide in The Cake
Shop in the Garden.
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   Fiction
 Cane And Abe Lp

by  James Grippando

ISBN: 9780062344144
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

A spellbinding novel of suspense from New York Times bestselling author James Grippando, in which Miami's top prosecutor becomes a prime suspect in
his wife's disappearance, which may have a chilling connection to the woman he can't forget.
Unbelievable was the word for her. Samantha Vine was unbelievably beautiful. It was unbelievable that she'd married me. Even more unbelievable that she
was gone . . .
Samantha died too soon. Abe Beckham's new wife has helped him through the loss, but some say it was a step back to marry Angelina, a love from Abe's
past. Abe doesn't want to hear it, and through the ups and downs, he's even managed to remain a star prosecutor at the Miami State Attorney's Office.
Then everything goes wrong.  A woman's body is discovered dumped in the Everglades, and Abe is called upon to monitor the investigation. The FBI is
tracking a killer in South Florida they call "Cutter" because his brutal methods harken back to Florida's dark past, when machete-wielding men cut sugarcane
by hand in the blazing sun.
But when the feds discover that Abe had a brief encounter with the victim after Samantha's death, and when Angelina goes missing, the respected attorney
finds himself under fire. Suspicion surrounds him. His closest friends, family, professional colleagues, and the media no longer trust his motives. Was
Angelina right? Was their marriage not what they'd hoped for because he loved Samantha too much? Or was there another woman . . . and a husband with a
dark side who simply wanted his new wife gone?

 Cane And Abe
by  James Grippando

ISBN: 9780062295392
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

In this spellbinding new novel of suspense from New York Times bestselling author James Grippando, Miami's top prosecutor becomes a prime suspect in
his wife's disappearance, which may have a chilling connection to the woman he can't forget.
Unbelievable was the word for her. Samantha Vine was unbelievably beautiful. It was unbelievable that she'd married me. Even more unbelievable that she
was gone. . . .
Samantha died too soon. Abe Beckham's new wife has helped him through the loss, but some say it was a step back for Abe to marry Angelina, a love from
his past. Abe doesn't want to hear it, and he's even managed to remain a star prosecutor at the Miami State Attorney's Office through his ups and downs.
Then everything goes wrong. A woman's body is discovered dumped in the Everglades, and Abe is called upon to monitor the investigation. The FBI is
tracking a killer in South Florida they call "Cutter" because his brutal methods hark back to Florida's dark past, when machete-wielding men cut sugarcane
by hand in the blazing sun.
When Angelina goes missing, the respected attorney finds himself under fire. Suspicion surrounds him. His closest friends, family, professional colleagues,
and the media no longer trust his motives. Was Angelina right? Was their marriage not what they'd hoped for because he loved Samantha too much? Or was
there another woman . . . and a husband with a dark side who simply wanted his new wife gone?
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   Fiction
 Captivated By You

by Sylvia Day

ISBN: 9780425273869
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Crossfire Novel
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2014-11-18
Pages: 368
Price: $18.00

Gideon calls me his angel, but he's the miracle in my life. My gorgeous, wounded warrior, so determined to slay my demons while refusing to face his own.

The vows we'd exchanged should have bound us tighter than blood and flesh. Instead they opened old wounds, exposed pain and insecurities, and lured bitter
enemies out of the shadows. I felt him slipping from my grasp, my greatest fears becoming my reality, my love tested in ways I wasn't sure I was strong
enough to bear.

At the brightest time in our lives, the darkness of his past encroached and threatened everything we'd worked so hard for. We faced a terrible choice: the
familiar safety of the lives we'd had before each other or the fight for a future that suddenly seemed an impossible and hopeless dream...

 Captive Prince
Book One of the Captive Prince Trilogy
by  C S Pacat

ISBN: 9780425274262
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Captive Prince Trilogy
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 304
Price: $17.00

From global phenomenon C. S. Pacat comes the first in her critically acclaimed trilogy--with a bonus story. 

Damen is a warrior hero to his people, and the rightful heir to the throne of Akielos. But when his half brother seizes power, Damen is captured, stripped of
his identity, and sent to serve the prince of an enemy nation as a pleasure slave.

Beautiful, manipulative, and deadly, his new master, Prince Laurent, epitomizes the worst of the court at Vere. But in the lethal political web of the Veretian
court, nothing is as it seems, and when Damen finds himself caught up in a play for the throne, he must work together with Laurent to survive and save his
country.

For Damen, there is just one rule: never, ever reveal his true identity. Because the one man Damen needs is the one man who has more reason to hate him
than anyone else...

Includes an exclusive extra story! 

 The Case of the Sin City Sister
by  Lynne Hinton

ISBN: 9781401691479
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Divine Private Detective Agency Mystery
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 320
Price: $19.49

When Eve's biological sister goes missing, the nun heads to Las Vegas to track her down before it's too late.
Years ago, Eve heard God's call to become a nun, but her recent stint moonlighting at her father's detective agency invigorates her so much that she's
wrestling with her vocation. She's working with him on a case involving a miner in New Mexico when alarming news develops: her sister Dorisanne is
missing. The authorities won't act without evidence of a crime, but Eve knows something suspicious--and possibly deadly--is afoot. Challenged to put her
newfound gifts as a PI to the test, Sister Eve heads west to Las Vegas to uncover clues about her sister's whereabouts.
What nefarious scheme has Dorisanne become involved in? Is her life in danger? And what is Dorisanne's estranged husband hiding? Sister
Eve will discover there's always more going on in Sin City than meets the eye.
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   Fiction
 The Cat, The Devil, The Last Escape

A Novel
by  Shirley Rous Murphy

ISBN: 9780062269102
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-02
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

A ghost cat, the Devil, a deceitful criminal, a father framed for murder, and a vulnerable young girl combine in this magical tale from the award-winning,
critically acclaimed author of the Joe Grey feline mysteries, Shirley Rousseau Murphy, and her husband Pat J.J. Murphy.
The Devil has been up to no good . . .
Brad Falon, one of Satan's longtime puppets, orchestrated a deadly robbery and set up his old friend Morgan Blake to take the fall. Now, Morgan has been
sentenced to life in prison, and his wife Becky and young daughter Sammie are devastated. Alone and afraid, in need of comfort and a friend, Sammie turns
to Misto, the ghost cat.
Behind bars, her father Morgan makes fast friends with an old con named Lee Fontana who knows a few tricks about outwitting evil. They plan a wily
escape to bring the real killer to justice and clear Morgan's name for good. All it will take is outsmarting the Devil one more time. . . . 

 The Cat, The Devil, The Last Escape Lp
A Novel
by  Shirley Rous Murphy

ISBN: 9780062370167
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-02
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

A ghost cat, the Devil, a deceitful criminal, a father framed for murder, and a vulnerable young girl combine in this magical tale from the award-winning,
critically acclaimed author of the Joe Grey feline mysteries, Shirley Rousseau Murphy, and her husband Pat J.J. Murphy.
The Devil has been up to no good . . .
Brad Falon, one of Satan's longtime puppets, orchestrated a deadly robbery and set up his old friend Morgan Blake to take the fall. Now, Morgan has been
sentenced to life in prison, and his wife Becky and young daughter Sammie are devastated. Alone and afraid, in need of comfort and a friend, Sammie turns
to Misto, the ghost cat.
Behind bars, her father Morgan makes fast friends with an old con named Lee Fontana who knows a few tricks about outwitting evil. They plan a wily
escape to bring the real killer to justice and clear Morgan's name for good. All it will take is outsmarting the Devil one more time. . . . 

 The Cavendon Women
by  Barbara Taylor Bradford,  Anna Bentinck

ISBN: 9781427252364
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

The stunning&nbspsequel to Barbara Taylor Bradford's  Cavendon Hall &nbspfollows the Inghams' and the Swanns' journey from a family weekend in the
summer of 1926 through the devastation of the Wall Street crash of 1929.  It all begins in July of 1926 when, for the first time in years, the earl has planned a
family weekend.  As the family members come together, secrets, problems, joys, and sorrows are revealed.  As old enemies come out of the shadows and the
Swanns' loyalty to the Inghams gets tested in ways none of them could have predicted, it's up to the Cavendon women to band together and bring their family
into a new decade, and a new way of life.
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   Fiction
 The Cavendon Women

by  Barbara Ta Bradford

ISBN: 9781250032386
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 448
Price: $32.50

Cavendon Women, the stunning&nbspsequel to Barbara Taylor Bradford's  Cavendon Hall &nbspfollows the Inghams' and the Swanns' journey from a
family weekend in the summer of 1926 through to the devastation of the Wall Street crash of 1929.  It all begins on a summer weekend in July of 1926 when,
for the first time in years, the earl has planned a family weekend.  As the family members come together, secrets, problems, joys, and sorrows are revealed. 
As old enemies come out of the shadows and the Swanns' loyalty to the Ingham gets tested inways none of them could have predicted, it's up to the
Cavendon women to band together and bring their family into a new decade, and a new way of life.

 Chaos in Kabul
A Malko Linge Novel
by  Gerard De Villiers

ISBN: 9780345808196
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 384
Price: $16.95

Our second publication in the Malko Linge series, featuring an Austrian nobleman who is regularly hired by the CIA to carry out the most dangerous and
delicate assignments. The long-running spy novel series, written by GÃ©rard de Villiers, has been hailed as France's answer to James Bond.
 
In Chaos in Kabul, Malko is summoned to Washington by the White House National Security Advisor and asked to carry out the assassination of
Afghanistan's President Hamid Karzai. President Obama is desperate to get all American troops out of Afghanistan by December 2014, but the country's
always unpredictable president has proven to be a major obstacle. After accepting the mission and traveling to Kabul, Malko is kidnapped and nearly killed
on the order of Karzai's entourage. It soon becomes clear that a renegade CIA officer has informed Karzai of the plot against him. After managing to escape,
Malko finds himself alone and running for his life in a hostile city.

 Chasing Sunsets
A Novel
by  Karen Kingsbury

ISBN: 9781451687507
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Angels Walking
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 336
Price: $27.50

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury comes the second novel in a brand-new series about divine intervention and the trials and
triumphs of life--the dramatic story of a woman desperate to find deeper meaning in her life.Growing up in a comfortable home, Mary Catherine wanted for
nothing. Though she loves her wealthy parents, their lifestyle never appealed to her. Instead, Mary Catherine pursues meaning through charity work, giving
away a part of herself but never giving away her heart. Mary Catherine lives in Los Angeles with her roommate, Sami, and volunteers at a local youth center
with coach Tyler Ames and LA Dodger Marcus Dillinger. Despite Mary Catherine's intention to stay single, she finds herself drawing close to Marcus, and
their budding romance offers an exciting life she never dreamed of. That is, until she receives devastating news from her doctor. News that alters her future
and forces her to make a rash decision.  Inspirational and moving, Chasing Sunsets is the story of one woman's deep longings of the soul, and the sacrifices
she's willing to make in search of healing.
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   Fiction
 The Cheapside Corpse

by  Susanna Gregory

ISBN: 9780751552805
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Exploits of Thomas Chaloner
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 448
Price: $32.99

London in the spring of 1665 is a city full of fear. There is plague in the stews of St Giles, the Dutch fleet is preparing to invade, and a banking crisis
threatens to leave Charles II's government with no means of paying for the nation's defence.Amid the tension, Thomas Chaloner is ordered to investigate the
murder of Dick Wheler, one of the few goldsmith-bankers to have survived the losses that have driven others to bankruptcy - or worse.  At the same time, a
French spy staggers across the city, carrying the plague from one parish to another.Chaloner's foray into the world of the financiers who live in and around
Cheapside quickly convinces him that they are just as great a threat as the Dutch, but their power and greed thwart him at every turn.  Meanwhile, the plague
continues to spread across the city, and the body count from the disease and from the fever of avarice starts to rise alarmingly . . .

 The Children Of Hurin (Large Type Edition)
by  Jrr Tolkien

ISBN: 9780008108328
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 352
Price: $37.99

The large print edition of the epic tale of The Children of Hurin will reunite fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings with Elves, dragons, Dwarves and
Orcs, and the rich landscape and characters unique to Tolkien. Includes a colour frontispiece, fold-out map and full-colour plate section of all of Alan Lee's
paintings.
There are tales of Middle-earth from times long before The Lord of the Rings, and the story told in this book is set in the great country that lay beyond the
Grey Havens in the West: lands where Treebeard once walked, but which were drowned in the great cataclysm that ended the First Age of the World.
In that remote time Morgoth, the first Dark Lord, dwelt in the vast fortress of Angband, the Hells of Iron, in the North; and the tragedy of TÃºrin and his
sister Nienor unfolded within the shadow of the fear of Angband and the war waged by Morgoth against the lands and secret cities of the Elves.
Their brief and passionate lives were dominated by the elemental hatred that Morgoth bore them as the children of HÃºrin, the man who had dared to defy
and to scorn him to his face. Against them he sent his most formidable servant, Glaurung, a powerful spirit in the form of a huge wingless dragon of fire. Into
this story of brutal conquest and flight, of forest hiding-places and pursuit, of resistance with lessening hope, the Dark Lord and the Dragon enter in direly
articulate form. Sardonic and mocking, Glaurung manipulated the fates of TÃºrin and Nienor by lies of diabolic cunning and guile, and the curse of Morgoth
was fulfilled.
The earliest versions of this story by J.R.R. Tolkien go back to the end of the First World War and the years that followed; but long afterwards, when The
Lord of the Rings was finished, he wrote it anew and greatly enlarged it in complexities of motive and character: it became the dominant story in his later
work on Middle-earth. But he could not bring it to a final and finished form. In this  ...

 Children of the Tide
A Victorian Detective Story
by  Jon Redfern

ISBN: 9781459724181
Binding: Paperback 
Series: An Inspector Endersby Mystery
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2015-02-28
Pages: 296
Price: $19.99

London: the early 1840s. The birth of the young Queen Victoria's first child is taken as an auspicious sign for all. But on a cold March night, a spree of dark
crimes in shadowy workhouses shocks the city.

When Inspector Owen Endersby, of the recently formed London Detective Police, learns that the string of identical murders and abductions have all taken
place under similar circumstances, he fears a monster is prowling the city. How long until the murderer strikes again? Is this the work of a diabolical killer,
or a madman with confused motives? Facts are scarce. Endersby and his sergeant, Thomas Caldwell, must start an investigation based on the fitful
testimonies of terrified girls and one peculiar clue: a piece of curtain lace found in the throats of the victims.
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   Fiction
 The Children's Crusade

A Novel
by  Ann Packer

ISBN: 9781476710457
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 448
Price: $32.50

From the New York Times bestselling, award-winning author of The Dive From Clausen's Pier, a sweeping, masterful new novel that explores the secrets
and desires, the remnant wounds and saving graces of one California family, over the course of five decades.Bill Blair finds the land by accident, three
wooded acres in a rustic community south of San Francisco. The year is 1954, long before anyone will call this area Silicon Valley. Struck by a vision of the
family he has yet to create, Bill buys the property on a whim. In Penny Greenway he finds a suitable wife, a woman whose yearning attitude toward life
seems compelling and answerable, and they marry and have four children. Yet Penny is a mercurial housewife, at a time when women chafed at the
conventions imposed on them. She finds salvation in art, but the cost is high. Thirty years later, the three oldest Blair children, adults now and still living
near the family home, are disrupted by the return of the youngest, whose sudden presence and all-too-familiar troubles force a reckoning with who they are,
separately and together, and set off a struggle over the family's future. One by one, the siblings take turns telling the story--Robert, a doctor like their father;
Rebecca, a psychiatrist; Ryan, a schoolteacher; and James, the malcontent, the problem child, the only one who hasn't settled down--their narratives
interwoven with portraits of the family at crucial points in their history. Reviewers have praised Ann Packer's "brilliant ear for character" (The New York
Times Book Review), her "naturalist's vigilance for detail, so that her characters seem observed rather than invented" (The New Yorker), and the "utterly
lifelike quality of her book's everyday detail" (The New York Times). Her talents are on dazzling display in The Children's Crusade, an extraordinary study
in character, a rare and wise examination of the legacy of early life on adult children attempting to create successful families and identities of their own. This
is Ann Packer's most deeply affecting book yet.
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   Fiction
 China Dolls

A Novel
by  Lisa See

ISBN: 9780812982824
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Trade Paperback
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 416
Price: $19.00

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER o NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST

Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader's Circle for author chats and more.

The author of Snow Flower and the Secret Fan, Peony in Love, and Shanghai Girls has garnered international acclaim for her great skill at rendering the
intricate relationships of women and the complex meeting of history and fate. Now comes Lisa See's highly anticipated new novel, China Dolls.
  
 It's 1938 in San Francisco: a world's fair is preparing to open on Treasure Island, a war is brewing overseas, and the city is alive with possibilities. Grace,
Helen, and Ruby, three young women from very different backgrounds, meet by chance at the exclusive and glamorous Forbidden City nightclub. Grace
Lee, an American-born Chinese girl, has fled the Midwest with nothing but heartache, talent, and a pair of dancing shoes. Helen Fong lives with her
extended family in Chinatown, where her traditional parents insist that she guard her reputation like a piece of jade. The stunning Ruby Tom challenges the
boundaries of convention at every turn with her defiant attitude and no-holds-barred amb ...

 China Rich Girlfriend
by  Kevin Kwan

ISBN: 9780385682220
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 400
Price: $29.95

Kevin Kwan, bestselling author of Crazy Rich Asians, is back with a wickedly funny new novel of social climbing, secret emails, art world scandal, lovesick
billionaires, and the outrageous story of what happens when Rachel Chu, engaged to marry Asia's most eligible bachelor, discovers her birthfather. 
     On the eve of her wedding to Nicholas Young, heir to one of the greatest fortunes in Asia, Rachel should be over-the-moon. She has a flawless Asscher
cut diamond from JAR, a wedding dress she loves more than anything found in the salons of Paris, and a fiancÃ©e willing to sacrifice his entire inheritance
in order to marry her. But Rachel still mourns the fact that her birthfather, a man she never knew, won't be able to walk her down the aisle. Until: a shocking
revelation draws Rachel in to a world of Shanghai splendor beyond anything she has ever imagined. Here we meet Carlton, a Ferrari-crashing bad boy
known for Prince Harry-like antics; Colette, a celebrity girlfriend chased by fevered paparazzi; and the man Rachel has spent her entire life waiting to meet:
her father. Meanwhile, Singapore's It Girl Astrid Leong is shocked to discover that there is a downside to having a newly-minted Tech Billionaire husband.
A romp through Asia's most exclusive clubs, auction houses, and estates, China Rich Girlfriend brings us into the elite circles of Mainland China,
introducing a captivating cast of characters, and offering an inside glimpse at what it's like to be gloriously, crazily, China-rich.
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   Fiction
 Christopher's Diary

Secrets of Foxworth
by V.c. Andrews

ISBN: 9781476790589
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Dollanganger
Publisher: Pocket Books
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 352
Price: $9.99

Jealousy, tragedy, survival, and revenge--the discovery of Christopher's diary in the ruins of Foxworth Hall brings new secrets of the Dollanganger family to
light and obsesses a new generation. With Flowers in the Attic and Petals on the Wind both now major Lifetime TV events, this first new addition to the
Dollanganger story in nearly thirty years is a timely look at the events in the attic--from teenage Christopher's point of view.And don't forget to preorder the
follow-up, Christopher's Diary: Echoes of Dollanganger! Christopher Dollanganger was fourteen when he and his younger siblings--Cathy and the twins,
Cory and Carrie--were locked away in the attic of Foxworth Hall, prisoners of their mother's greedy inheritance scheme. For three long years he kept hope
alive for the sake of the others. But the shocking truth about how their ordeal affected him was always kept hidden--until now. Seventeen-year-old Kristin
Masterwood is thrilled when her father's construction company is hired to inspect the Foxworth property for a prospective buyer. The once grand Southern
mansion still sparks legends and half-truths about the four innocent Dollanganger children, even all these decades later. Foxworth holds a special fascination
for Kristin, who was too young when her mother died to learn much about her distant blood tie to the notorious family. Accompanying her dad to the
"forbidden territory," they find a leather-bound book, its yellowed pages filled with the neat script of Christopher Dollanganger himself. Her father grows
increasingly uneasy about her reading it, but as she devours the teen's story page by page, his shattering account of temptation, heartache, courage, and
betrayal overtakes Kristin's every thought. And soon her obsession with the doomed boy crosses a dangerous line...
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   Fiction
 Clash of Eagles

by  Alan Smale

ISBN: 9780804177221
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Clash of Eagles Trilogy
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 432
Price: $32.00

Perfect for fans of action-adventure and historical fiction--including novels by such authors as Bernard Cornwell, Steve Berry, Naomi Novik, and Harry
Turtledove--this stunning work of alternate history imagines a world in which the Roman Empire has not fallen and the North American continent has just
been discovered. In the year 1218 AD, transported by Norse longboats, a Roman legion crosses the great ocean, enters an endless wilderness, and faces a
cataclysmic clash of worlds, cultures, and warriors.
  
 Ever hungry for land and gold, the Emperor has sent Praetor Gaius Marcellinus and the 33rd Roman Legion into the newly discovered lands of North
America. Marcellinus and his men expect easy victory over the native inhabitants, but on the shores of a vast river the Legion clashes with a unique
civilization armed with weapons and strategies no Roman has ever imagined.
  
 Forced to watch his vaunted force massacred by a surprisingly tenacious enemy, Marcellinus is spared by his captors and kept alive for his military
knowledge. As he recovers and learns more about these proud people, he can't help but be drawn into their society, forming an uneasy friendship with the
denizens of the city-state of Cahokia. But threats--both Roman and Native--promise to assail his newfound kin, and Marcellinus will struggle to keep the
peace ...

 Cobra
by  Deon Meyer

ISBN: 9780345814913
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 352
Price: $24.95

A new heart-stopping thriller from internationally acclaimed crime writer Deon Meyer. 
     Why would a mathematics professor from Cambridge University, renting a holiday home outside Cape Town, require a false identity and 3 bodyguards?
And where is he, now that they are dead? The only clue to the bodyguards' murder is the snake engraved on the shell casings of the bullets that killed them.
     Investigating the massacre, Benny Griessel and his team find themselves being drawn into an international conspiracy with shocking implications. It
seems it is not just the terrorists and criminals of Britain and South Africa who may fear the professor's work, but the politicians too.
     As the body count begins to spiral viciously, Benny must put his new-found love life aside and focus on finding the one person who could give him a
break in the case: a teenage pickpocket on the run in the city. But Benny is not the only person hunting for Tyrone Kleinbooi... 
     Relentlessly suspenseful, topical, hard-hitting and richly rewarding, Cobra is a superb novel from an author who is acclaimed around the world as a
brilliant voice in crime fiction.
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   Fiction
 Cold Betrayal

An Ali Reynolds Novel
by  J A Jance

ISBN: 9781476745046
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Ali Reynolds
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 352
Price: $32.00

Revenge isn't the only dish served cold...Ali Reynolds's longtime friend and Taser-carrying nun, Sister Anselm, rushes to the bedside of a young pregnant
woman hospitalized for severe injuries after she was hit by a car on a deserted Arizona highway. The girl had been running away from The Family, a
polygamous cult with no patience for those who try to leave its ranks. Something about her strikes a chord in Sister Anselm, reminding her of a case she
worked years before when another young girl wasn't so lucky. Meanwhile, married life agrees with Ali. But any hopes that she and her husband, B. Simpson,
will finally slow down and relax now that they've tied the knot are dashed when Ali's new daughter-in-law approaches her, desperate for help. The girl's
grandmother, Betsy, is in danger: she's been receiving anonymous threats, and someone even broke into her home and turned on the gas burners in the
middle of the night. But the local police think the elderly woman's just not as sharp as she used to be.  While Ali struggles to find a way to protect Betsy
before it's too late, Sister Anselm needs her help as well, and the two race the clock to uncover the secrets that The Family has hidden for so long--before
someone comes back to bury them forever. From the New York Times bestselling author hailed for her "inimitable, take-no-prisoners style" (Kirkus
Reviews), Cold Betrayal forces Ali to confront the face of evil, and the women who are being hunted.

 Cold Betrayal
A Novel
by  J A Jance

ISBN: 9781442376021
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Ali Reynolds
Publisher: Simon & Schuster Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 
Price: $47.99

Revenge isn't the only dish served cold...Ali Reynolds's longtime friend and Taser-carrying nun, Sister Anselm, rushes to the bedside of a young pregnant
woman hospitalized for severe injuries after she was hit by a car on a deserted Arizona highway. The girl had been running away from The Family, a
polygamous cult with no patience for those who try to leave its ranks. Something about her strikes a chord in Sister Anselm, reminding her of a case she
worked years before when another young girl wasn't so lucky. Meanwhile, married life agrees with Ali. But any hopes that she and her husband, B. Simpson,
will finally slow down and relax now that they've tied the knot are dashed when Ali's new daughter-in-law approaches her, desperate for help. The girl's
grandmother, Betsy, is in danger: she's been receiving anonymous threats, and someone even broke into her home and turned on the gas burners in the
middle of the night. But the local police think the elderly woman's just not as sharp as she used to be.  While Ali struggles to find a way to protect Betsy
before it's too late, Sister Anselm needs her help as well, and the two race the clock to uncover the secrets that The Family has hidden for so long--before
someone comes back to bury them forever. From the New York Times bestselling author hailed for her "inimitable, take-no-prisoners style" (Kirkus
Reviews), Cold Betrayal forces Ali to confront the face of evil, and the women who are being hunted.

 Compulsion
by  Allison Brennan,  Eliza Foss

ISBN: 9781427258076
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Max Revere Novels
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

Investigative journalist Maxine "Max" Revere is covering the high profile New York City trial of serial killer Adam Bachman, and Max is excited when she's
granted a rare interview with him. She has a lot to ask him, and she's also hoping to find out if Bachman knows anything about a couple who's been missing
since the week before his arrest. But her time with him doesn't go quite as planned. Max isn't fazed by much, but Bachman gets under her skin-he seems to
know a lot more about her than he should. In fact, Max starts to wonder if Bachman might not be working alone. Could he have a partner on the outside?Max
is determined to get to the truth. But if her suspicions are correct, she might be walking into a lot of trouble. The kind of trouble no one-not the man she's
seeing, Detective Nick Santorini, not her ex, FBI Special Agent Marco Lopez-can help her out of. The kind of trouble that could cost her life.
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   Fiction
 Compulsion

by  Allison Brennan

ISBN: 9781250035028
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Max Revere Novels
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

Investigative reporter Maxine Revere has a theory: that the five New York City murders for which Adam Bachman is being tried are just part of his killing
spree. In probing the disappearance of a retired couple who vanished  the prior summer, Max uncovers striking similarities to Bachman's MO and develops a
theory that Bachman wasn't working alone.Max wins a coveted pre-trial interview with the killer, whose disarming composure in the face of her questions  is
combined with uncomfortable knowledge of Max's own past. She leaves the room convinced, but unable to prove, that Bachman knows exactly what
happened to the missing couple. The D.A. wants nothing to jeopardize his case against Bachman and refuses to consider Max's theory. With no physical
evidence, Max has to rely on her own wits and investigative prowess to dig deep into Bachman's past. The picture that Max puts together is far darker and
more deadly than she ever imagined.As Max gets closer to the truth, she doesn't realize that she's walking down a road that has been paved just for her. That
every step she takes brings her one step closer to a brilliant, methodical sociopath who has been waiting for her to make just one small mistake.And when
she does, he'll be there waiting.Max Revere returns in another gripping, pulse-pounding thriller from New York Times  bestseller Allison Brennan.

 The Connicle Curse
by Gregory Harris

ISBN: 9780758292711
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Colin Pendragon Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 304
Price: $16.95

Victorian London's private detective Colin Pendragon learns that the  cost of wealth can indeed be dear as he investigates the grisly fate of a  well-heeled
financier.  .  .

When wealthy Edmond Connicle  suddenly disappears, his distraught wife enlists the services of master  sleuth Colin Pendragon and his loyal partner, Ethan
Pruitt. Already on  the case, however, is Scotland Yard's Inspector Varcoe. He suspects the  Connicles' West African scullery maid of doing in her employer, 
especially when a badly burned body is discovered on the estate grounds  with a sack of Voodoo festishes buried beneath it. 

But all is  not as it seems, and as more bodies are found, the pressure mounts on  Varcoe, forcing him to forge an uneasy alliance with his nemesis, 
Pendragon. At the same time, Mrs. Connicle's fragile mental state  appears increasingly more precarious. Could madness, not black magic, be  at the root of
these murders? To untangle the twisted truth, Pendragon  and Pruitt must penetrate the hidden lives of the elite and expose the  malevolent machinations of a
ruthless killer.  .  .
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   Fiction
 Country (Large Print Edition)

A Novel
by  Danielle Steel

ISBN: 9780804194631
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Random House Large Print
Publisher: Large Print
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 530
Price: $34.00

In this rich, involving novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel, a woman's life catapults from the old to the new, as she learns to
seize the moment.
  
 COUNTRY
  
 Stephanie Adams is a devoted stay-at-home mother, married to a successful lawyer in northern California, in a dead marriage she's stayed in for years for the
sake of her children. Then, on a ski trip in Squaw Valley, her fifty-two-year-old husband dies suddenly and all bets are off.
  
 Despite her children's grief, and her own conflicting emotions and loneliness, Stephanie tries to move on, but struggles to find herself as an independent
individual after years of giving up her life for everyone else. A spur-of-the-moment road trip and fork in the road lead her to Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon,
and a chance meeting--and her whole life changes forever.
  
 She meets country music megastar Chase Taylor, who opens his whole world to her. Stephanie is no longer the same woman, and can't be anymore: A new
man. A new life. The excitement of Nashville. She discovers not only Chase, but herself. The music is bittersweet and the lyrics true in his dazzling, exotic,
and honest world.
  
 As it deftly ...

 Country
A Novel
by  Danielle Steel

ISBN: 9780345531001
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 336
Price: $23.80

In this rich, involving novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel, a woman's life catapults from the old to the new, as she learns to
seize the moment.
  
 COUNTRY
  
 Stephanie Adams is a devoted stay-at-home mother, married to a successful lawyer in northern California, in a dead marriage she's stayed in for years for the
sake of her children. Then, on a ski trip in Squaw Valley, her fifty-two-year-old husband dies suddenly and all bets are off.
  
 Despite her children's grief, and her own conflicting emotions and loneliness, Stephanie tries to move on, but struggles to find herself as an independent
individual after years of giving up her life for everyone else. A spur-of-the-moment road trip and fork in the road lead her to Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon,
and a chance meeting--and her whole life changes forever.
  
 She meets country music megastar Chase Taylor, who opens his whole world to her. Stephanie is no longer the same woman, and can't be anymore: A new
man. A new life. The excitement of Nashville. She discovers not only Chase, but herself. The music is bittersweet and the lyrics true in his dazzling, exotic,
and honest world.
  
 As it deftly ...
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   Fiction
 Cover Before Striking

by  Priscila Uppal

ISBN: 9781459729520
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2015-01-24
Pages: 232
Price: $19.99

The most common phrase in print is "cover before striking," a warning to those about to innocently strike a match to be careful not to burn their fingers.

Uppal's characters in Cover Before Striking are all people pushing their lives to new levels of intensity, danger, or passion as they test their limits and those
of the world. The pyromaniac at the heart of the title story -- winner of the Gloria Vanderbilt Short Fiction Prize -- desperately uses fire to reconnect with
lost lovers and family members. In "Vertigo," an injured Olympic athlete becomes a research guinea pig in a surreal scientific experiment. In "The Boy Next
Door," a teenager recounts how her mother took her and fled Canada for Brazil, along with the local Catholic priest.

 Implacable and just a little unhinged, the stories of Cover Before Striking each move toward that moment of contact when the sparks begin to fly, when
destruction and beauty seem to blur together. With this collection, Priscila Uppal offers the literary equivalent of playing with fire.

 Crash & Burn
by Lisa Gardner

ISBN: 9780525954569
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 400
Price: $23.06

My name is Nicky Frank. Except, most likely, it isn’t. Nicole Frank shouldn’t have been able to survive the car accident, much less crawl up the steep ravine.
Not in the dark, not in the rain, not with her injuries. But one thought allows her to defy the odds and flag down help: Vero. I’m looking for a little girl. I
have to save her. Except, most likely, she doesn’t exist. Sergeant Wyatt Foster is frustrated when even the search dogs can’t find any trace of the mysterious
missing child. Until Nicky’s husband, Thomas, arrives with a host of shattering revelations: Nicole Frank suffers from a rare brain injury and the police
shouldn’t trust anything she says. My husband claims he’ll do anything to save me. Except, most likely, he can’t. Who is Nicky Frank, and what happened
the night her car sailed off the road? Was it a random accident or something more sinister given the woman’s lack of family and no close friends? The deeper
Wyatt digs, the more concerned he becomes. Because it turns out, in the past few months, Nicky has suffered from more than one close accident.… In fact, it
would appear someone very much wants her dead.

 Crazy Love You
A Novel
by  Lisa Unger

ISBN: 9781451691207
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 352
Price: $32.00

No one writes "good scary fun" (The Washington Post) better than New York Times bestselling master of psychological suspense Lisa Unger. With more
than 1.7 million books sold in more than thirty countries, it's clear why USA TODAY declared that her thrillers "should be on everyone's to-read list."Falling
in love can feel like a dream...or a living nightmare. Darkness has a way of creeping up when Ian is with Priss. Even when they were kids, playing in the
woods of their small Upstate New York town, he could feel it. Still, Priss was his best friend, his salvation from the bullies who called him "loser" and
"fatboy"...and from his family's deadly secrets. Now that they've both escaped to New York City, Ian no longer inhabits the tortured shell of his childhood.
He is a talented and successful graphic novelist, and Priss...Priss is still trouble. The booze, the drugs, the sex--Ian is growing tired of late nights together
trying to keep the past at bay. Especially now that he's met sweet, beautiful Megan, whose love makes him want to change for the better. But Priss doesn't
like change. Change makes her angry. And when Priss is angry, terrible things begin to happen...
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   Fiction
 Cuba Straits

by  Randy Wayne White

ISBN: 9780399158148
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Doc Ford Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

The remarkable new novel in the Doc Ford series by New York Times-bestselling author Randy Wayne White.
 
Doc Ford's old friend, General Juan Garcia, has gone into the lucrative business of smuggling Cuban baseball players into the U.S. He is also feasting on
profits made by buying historical treasures for pennies on the dollar. He prefers what dealers call HPC items--high-profile collectibles--but when he manages
to obtain a collection of letters written by Fidel Castro between 1960-62 to a secret girlfriend, it's not a matter of money anymore. Garcia has stumbled way
out of his depth.

First Garcia disappears, and then the man to whom he sold the letters. When Doc Ford begins to investigate, he soon becomes convinced that those letters
contain a secret that someone, or some powerful agency, cannot allow to be made public.

A lot happened between Cuba and the United States from 1960-62. Many men died. A few more will hardly be noticed.

 The Damned
by  Andrew Pyper

ISBN: 9781476755144
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

From the #1 internationally bestselling author of The Demonologist, called "smart, thrilling, utterly unnerving" by Gone Girl author Gillian Flynn, comes a
spine-tingling supernatural thriller about a survivor of a near-death experience haunted by his beautiful, vindictive twin sister.Danny Orchard wrote a
bestselling memoir about his near-death experience in a fire that claimed the life of his twin sister, Ashleigh, but despite the resulting fame and fortune he's
never been able to enjoy his second chance at life. Ash won't let him. In life, Danny's charming and magnetic twin had been a budding psychopath who
privately terrorized her family--and death hasn't changed her wicked ways. Ash has haunted Danny for twenty years and now, just when he's met the love of
his life and has a chance at real happiness, she wants more than ever to punish him for being alive--so she sets her sights on Danny's new wife and stepson.
Danny knows what Ash really wants is him, and he's prepared to sacrifice himself in order to save the ones he loves. The question is: will he make it back
this time?
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   Fiction
 A Dangerous Place

A Maisie Dobbs Novel
by  Jacqueline Winspear

ISBN: 9780062220554
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Maisie Dobbs Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

Four years after she set sail from England, leaving everything she most loved behind, Maisie Dobbs at last returns, only to find herself in a dangerous place .
. .  
In Jacqueline Winspear-s  powerful story of political intrigue and personal tragedy, a brutal murder in the British garrison town of Gilbraltar leads Maisie
into a web of lies, deceit, and peril.
Spring 1937. In the four years since she left England, Maisie Dobbs has experienced love, contentment, stability--and the deepest tragedy a woman can
endure. Now, all she wants is the peace she believes she might find by returning to India. But her sojourn in the hills of Darjeeling is cut short when her
stepmother summons her home to England; her aging father Frankie Dobbs is not getting any younger.
But on a ship bound for England, Maisie realizes she isn't ready to return. Against the wishes of the captain who warns her, "You will be alone in a most
dangerous place," she disembarks in Gibraltar. Though she is on her own, Maisie is far from alone: the British garrison town is teeming with refugees fleeing
a brutal civil war across the border in Spain.
Yet the danger is very real. Days after Maisie's arrival, a photographer and member of Gibraltar's Sephardic Jewish community, Sebastian Babayoff, is
murdered, and Maisie becomes entangled in the case, drawing the attention of the British Secret Service. Under the suspicious eye of a British agent, Maisie
is pulled deeper into political intrigue on "the Rock"--arguably Britain's most important strategic territory--and renews an uneasy acquaintance in the process.
At a crossroads between her past and her future, Maisie must choose a direction, knowing that England is, for her, an equally dangerous place, but in quite a
different way.

 A Dangerous Place Lp
A Maisie Dobbs Novel
by  Jacqueline Winspear

ISBN: 9780062370358
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Maisie Dobbs
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

Spring 1937. In the four years since she left England, Maisie Dobbs has experienced love, contentment, stability--and the deepest tragedy a woman can
endure. Now, all she wants is the peace she believes she might find by returning to India. But her sojourn is cut short when her stepmother summons her
home to England: her aging father, Frankie Dobbs, is not getting any younger.
On a ship bound for England, Maisie realizes she isn't ready to return. Against the wishes of the captain who warns her, "You will be alone in a most
dangerous place," she disembarks in Gibraltar. In the British garrison town at the southern tip of Spain, Maisie becomes enmeshed in the murder of Sebastian
Babayoff, a photographer and member of Gibraltar's Sephardic Jewish community. Meanwhile, at a crossroads between her past and her future, she must
choose a direction, knowing that England is for her, an equally dangerous plance, but in quite a different way.
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   Fiction
 Dark Intelligence/Dark Al

Book One
by  Neal Asher

ISBN: 9780230750722
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-02-13
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

This is the first book in a high-octane Sf trilogy set in Asher's popular Polity universe.
One man will transcend death to seek vengeance. One woman will transform herself to gain power. And no one will emerge unscathed...
Thorvald Spear wakes in hospital, where he finds he's been brought back from the dead. What's more, he died in a human vs. alien war which ended a whole
century ago. But when he relives his traumatic final moments, he finds the spark to keep on living. That spark is vengeance. Trapped and desperate on a
world surrounded by alien Prador forces, Spear had seen a rescue ship arriving. But instead of providing backup, Penny Royal, the AI within the destroyer
turned rogue. It annihilated friendly forces in a frenzy of destruction, and, years later, it's still free. Spear vows to track it across worlds and do whatever it
takes to bring it down.
Isobel Satomi ran a successful crime syndicate. But after competitors attacked, she needed more power. Yet she got more than she bargained for when she
negotiated with Penny Royal. She paid it to turn her part-AI herself, but the upgrades hid a horrifying secret. The Dark AI had triggered a transformation in
Isobel that would turn her into a monster, rapidly evolving into something far from human.
Spear hires Isobel to take him to the Penny Royal AI's last known whereabouts. But he cheats her in the process and he becomes a target for her vengeance.
And as she is evolves further into a monstrous predator, rage soon wins over reason. Will Spear finish his hunt, before he becomes the hunted?
This is the first volume in a no-holds-barred adventure set in Asher's popular Polity universe.
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   Fiction
 The Darkling Child

The Defenders of Shannara
by  Terry Brooks

ISBN: 9780345540799
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Defenders of Shannara
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-06-09
Pages: 320
Price: $23.80

From New York Times bestselling author Terry Brooks comes a thrilling stand-alone novel in his legendary Shannara series--the perfect place for new
readers to begin.

After taking up his enchanted sword against the dark sorcerer Arcannen, Paxon Leah has become the sworn protector of the Druid order. Now a critical hour
is at hand, as a beloved High Druid nears the end of her reign and prepares to pass from the mortal world to the one beyond. There is little time for Paxon to
mourn his friend and benefactor before duty summons him. For in a distant corner of the Four Lands, the magic of the wishsong has been detected. Paxon
must accompany a Druid emissary to find its source--and ensure the formidable power is not wielded by the wrong hands.
  
 But danger is already afoot in the village of Portlow. Gentle traveling minstrel Reyn Frosch possesses the uncanny gift, and curse, of the wishsong. And now
his coveted abilities have captured the malevolent interest of none other than Arcannen--whose quest for power is exceeded only by his thirst for vengeance.
The lone survivor of a brutal assault on a notorious pirate city, the sorcerer is determined to retaliate against the Federation's elite military guard--and use the
devastating  ...

 Darned if You Do
by  Monica Ferris

ISBN: 9780425270103
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Needlecraft Mystery
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 304
Price: $27.95

The USA Today bestselling Needlecraft Mysteries have shown that when it comes to murder, Betsy Devonshire, owner of the Crewel World needlework
shop, doesn't mess around. But when a local hoarder is murdered, she'll need all her wits to dig a new friend out of a heap of trouble...
 
After a tree falls on Tom Riordan's house, landing him in the hospital, the police discover a mountain of junk piled high in his home. Locals in Excelsior,
Minnesota--including Betsy and her Crewel World Monday Bunch--offer to help with the cleanup while Tom recuperates.

But when Tom is found murdered in his hospital bed, the sole heir to his property--his cousin Valentina--becomes the number one suspect. Betsy believes
there's more to the case than meets the eye, but finding clues to the killer's identity in the clutter Tom left behind will be like looking for a needle in a
haystack ...

FREE CROCHET PATTERN INCLUDED
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   Fiction
 The Daughter

A Novel
by  Jane Shemilt

ISBN: 9780062320476
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 352
Price: $18.50

In the tradition of Gillian Flynn, Tana French, and Ruth Rendell, this compelling and clever psychological thriller spins the harrowing tale of a mother's
obsessive search for her missing daughter.
Jenny is a successful family doctor, the mother of three great teenagers, married to a celebrated neurosurgeon.
But when her youngest child, fifteen-year-old Naomi, doesn't come home after her school play, Jenny's seemingly ideal life begins to crumble. The
authorities launch a nationwide search with no success. Naomi has vanished, and her family is broken.
As the months pass, the worst-case scenarios--kidnapping, murder--seem less plausible. The trail has gone cold. Yet for a desperate Jenny, the search has
barely begun. More than a year after her daughter's disappearance, she's still digging for answers--and what she finds disturbs her. Everyone she's trusted,
everyone she thought she knew, has been keeping secrets, especially Naomi. Piecing together the traces her daughter left behind, Jenny discovers a very
different Naomi from the girl she thought she'd raised. 

 The Daughter Lp
A Novel
by  Jane Shemilt

ISBN: 9780062370068
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 352
Price: $24.99

A mother driven to the brink by uncertainty .?.?. 
A family that was never quite as perfect as it seemed.
Jenny is a successful family doctor, the mother of three teenagers, married to her loving husband, Ted, a neurosurgeon. But when her youngest, fifteen-year-
old Naomi, doesn't come home after her school play, the seemingly ideal life Jenny has built begins to crumble. The authorities launch an investigation, but
Naomi has vanished, and her family is broken.
As the months pass, the trail goes cold. Yet for a desperate Jenny, the search has barely begun. More than a year later, she's still digging for answers--and
what she finds disturbs her. Everyone she thought she knew has been keeping secrets, especially Naomi. Piecing together the traces her daughter left behind,
Jenny discovers a very different Naomi from the girl she thought she'd raised.
Jenny must uncover the whole truth about her daughter--a twisting, painful journey into the past that will lead to an almost unthinkable revelation .?.?.
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   Fiction
 Dead Heat

by  Patricia Briggs

ISBN: 9780425256756
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Alpha and Omega
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

THE NEW CHARLES AND ANNA NOVEL
Praised as "the perfect blend of action, romance, suspense and paranormal,"* the Alpha and Omega novels transport readers into the realm of the werewolf,
where Charles Cornick and Anna Latham embody opposite sides of the shifter personality. Now, a pleasure trip drops the couple into the middle of some bad
supernatural business...

For once, mated werewolves Charles and Anna are not traveling because of Charles's role as his father's enforcer. This time, their trip to Arizona is purely
personal--or at least it starts out that way...
Charles and Anna soon discover that a dangerous Fae being is on the loose, replacing human children with simulacrums. The Fae's cold war with humanity is
about to heat up--and Charles and Anna are in the cross fire. 

*Rex Robot Reviews

 The Dead Mountaineer's Inn
One More Last Rite for the Detective Genre
by  Arkady Strugatsky

ISBN: 9781612194325
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Neversink
Publisher: Melville House
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 256
Price: $17.00

A hilarious spoof on the classic country-house murder mystery, from the Russian masters of sci-fi--never before translated
  
 When Inspector Peter Glebsky arrives at the remote ski chalet on vacation, the last thing he intends to do is get involved in any police work. He's there to
ski, drink brandy, and loaf around in blissful solitude.
  
 But he hadn't counted on the other vacationers, an eccentric bunch including a famous hypnotist, a physicist with a penchant for gymnastic feats, a sulky
teenager of indeterminate gender, and the mysterious Mr. and Mrs. Moses. And as the chalet fills up, strange things start happening--things that seem to
indicate the presence of another, unseen guest. Is there a ghost on the premises? A prankster? Something more sinister? And then an avalanche blocks the
mountain pass, and they're stuck.
  
 Which is just about when they find the corpse. Meaning that Glebksy's vacation is over and he's embarked on the most unusual investigation he's ever been
involved with. In fact, the further he looks into it, the more Glebsky realizes that the victim may not even be human.
  
 In this late novel from the legendary Russian sci-fi duo--here in its first-ever English translation--the Strugatskys gleefully upend the plot of many a Hercule
Poirot mystery--and the result is much funnier, and much stranger, than anything Agatha Christie ever wrote.
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   Fiction
 A Deadly Affair at Bobtail Ridge

A Samuel Craddock Mystery
by  Terry Shames

ISBN: 9781633880467
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Samuel Craddock Mysteries
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 250
Price: $17.00

In the course of their developing friendship, Samuel Craddock has learned to accept that his neighbor Jenny Sandstone's personal life is strictly secret. But
when her dying mother tells Craddock that Jenny is in danger, he is confronted with a dilemma. He wants to respect Jenny's privacy, but he is haunted by the
urgency in the dying woman's voice.

 When Jenny is the victim of a suspicious car accident, Craddock has no choice but to get involved. He demands that she tell him what he needs to know to
protect her and to solve the mysteries surrounding the strange events that began taking place as soon as Jenny's mother passed away.

 Forced to confront the past, Jenny plunges into a downward spiral of rage and despair. She is drinking heavily and seems bent on self-destruction. Craddock
must tread lightly as he tries to find out who is behind the threats to her. But only by getting to the bottom of the secrets buried in Jenny's past can he hope to
save her both from herself and from whoever is out to harm her.

 Deadpool's Art of War
by  Peter David

ISBN: 9780785190974
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Deadpool
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 96
Price: $17.99

Sun Tzu's Art of War has been called the definitive work on military strategy and tactics and has influenced leaders in both warfare and business for
hundreds of years...which means it's totally in the public domain and ripe for being ripped off by Deadpool! And what's Deadpool's plan to ensure his version
of Art of War outsells the original? Make sure the entire world is at war when it comes out! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL'S ART OF WAR 1-4

 The Daydreams Of Angels
by  Heather O'neill

ISBN: 9781554684519
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 368
Price: $22.99

Heather O'Neill's distinctive style and voice fill these charming, sometimes dark, always beguiling stories.
From "The Robot Baby," in which we discover what happens when a robot feels emotion for the very first time, to "Heaven," about a grandfather who died
for a few minutes when he was nine and visited the pearly gates, to "The Little Wolf-Boy of Northern Quebec," in which untamed children run wild through
the streets of Paris, to "Dolls," in which a little girl's forgotten dolls tell their own stories of woe and neglect, we are immersed in utterly unique worlds. Also
included in the collection is "The End of Pinky," which has been made into short film by the NFB.
With this collection, Heather O'Neill showcases her diversity and skill as a writer and draws us in with each page.
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   Fiction
 Death of a Liar

by  M C Beaton

ISBN: 9781478983651
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Hamish Macbeth Mystery
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 
Price: $33.00

Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is alarmed to receive a report from a woman in the small village of Cronish in the Scottish Highlands. She has been brutally
attacked and the criminal is on the loose. But upon further investigation, Hamish discovers that she was lying about the crime. So when the same woman
calls him back about an intruder, he simply marvels at her compulsion to lie. This time, though, she is telling the truth. Her body is found in her home and
Hamish must sort through all of her lies to solve the crime.

 Death of a Liar
by M.c. Beaton

ISBN: 9781455504787
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Hamish Macbeth Mystery
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 272
Price: $28.00

Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is alarmed to receive a report from a woman in the small village of Cronish in the Scottish Highlands. She has been brutally
attacked and the criminal is on the loose. But upon further investigation, Hamish discovers that she was lying about the crime. So when the same woman
calls him back about an intruder, he simply marvels at her compulsion to lie. This time, though, she is telling the truth. Her body is found in her home and
Hamish must sort through all of her lies to solve the crime.

 Death of a Liar (Large Print Edition)
by  M C Beaton

ISBN: 9781455530366
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Hamish Macbeth Mysteries
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 368
Price: $30.00

Sergeant Hamish Macbeth is alarmed to receive a report from a woman in the small village of Cronish in the Scottish Highlands.  She has been brutally
attacked and the criminal is on the loose.  But upon further investigation, Hamish discovers that she was lying about the crime.  So when the same woman
calls him back about an intruder, he simply marvels at her compulsion to lie.  This time, though, she is telling the truth.  Her body is found in her home and
Hamish must sort through all of her lies to solve the crime.
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   Fiction
 Death of Wolverine

by  Charles Soule

ISBN: 9780785193517
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wolverine
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-01-20
Pages: 144
Price: $27.99

All roads must end somewhere, and every hero's story eventually comes to a close. For Logan, the century-old mutant known as Wolverine, that time is now.
The loss of his healing factor and the traumatic events of "Three Months To Die" have all led to this, the single most important X-Men event of the decade.
Over the years, Logan has been a warrior, a hero, a renegade, a savage, a samurai, a teacher - and so much more. Logan has spent decades being the best
there is at what he does...but even the best fade away eventually. And now, the greatest X-Men hero will play a role he's never played before in this solemn
special event brought to you by industry superstars Charles Soule and Steve McNiven.

COLLECTING: Death of Wolverine 1-4

 The Death Season
Book 19
by  Kate Ellis

ISBN: 9780349403137
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Wesley Peterson Murder Mysteries
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 304
Price: $32.99

A complex case . .  .When DI Wesley Peterson is summoned to investigate a killing, he assumes that the case is a routine matter. But soon dark secrets and
deadly deceptions start to emerge from the victim's past, and Wesley begins to realise that a simple incident of cold-blooded murder is altogether more
calculated and complicated that he could ever imagine. Tracing back through time . . .Meanwhile, archaeologist Neil Watson is pulled from the historic
Paradise Court to a ruined village from the First World War. Even with the help of the attractive and enigmatic Lucy, Neil cannot shake the feeling that
something is missing from his explorations: a cryptic clue that might have been lost when Sandrock tumbled into the sea many years ago. A clue that could
help Wesley solve his most puzzling case to date. DI Wesley Peterson is standing on the edge . . . As more victims fall prey to a faceless killer, Wesley sees
the investigation affecting him more personally than ever before. And when his precious family becomes a target, Wesley has no time to lose. Just like the
fallen village of Sandrock, Wesley will have to stand tall if he is to withstand the coming storm . . .

 Deception On Sable Hill
by  Shelley Gray

ISBN: 9780310338505
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Chicago World S Fair Mystery
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 352
Price: $19.49

No Description
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   Fiction
 Depth

by  Lev Ac Rosen

ISBN: 9781941393079
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Regan Arts.
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

In a post-apocalyptic flooded New York City, a private investigator's routine surveillance case leads to a treasure everyone wants to find--and someone is
willing to kill for.Depth combines hardboiled mystery and dystopian science fiction in a future where the rising ocean levels have left New York twenty-one
stories under water and cut off from the rest of the United States. But the city survives, and Simone Pierce is one of its best private investigators. Her latest
case, running surveillance on a potentially unfaithful husband, was supposed to be easy. Then her target is murdered, and the search for his killer points
Simone towards a secret from the past that can't possibly be real--but that won't stop the city's most powerful men and women from trying to acquire it for
themselves, with Simone caught in the middle.  "Heinlein meets Hammett in this whip-smart whodunnit set amid the billowing fog and rising waters of a
future New York." --Chuck Greaves, award-winning author of Hush Money "I have long admired Lev Rosen's strange, genre-bending work--his riff on the
detective story is elegant, surprising, and, yes, deep." --Dan Chaon, National Book Award finalist, author of Await Your Reply

 A Desperate Fortune
by  Susanna Kearsley

ISBN: 9781451673838
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 512
Price: $19.99

From the bestselling author of The Firebird, comes a new, exquisitely crafted novel of modern-day and historical intrigue.For nearly 300 years, the
mysterious journal of Jacobite exile Mary Dundas has lain unread-its secrets safe from prying eyes. Now, amateur codebreaker Sara Thomas has been hired
by a once-famous historian to crack the journal's cipher. But when she arrives in Paris, Sara finds herself besieged by complications from all sides: the
journal's reclusive owner, her charming Parisian neighbor, and Mary, whose journal doesn't hold the secrets Sara expects.  It turns out that Mary Dundas
wasn't keeping a record of everyday life, but a first-hand account of her part in a dangerous intrigue. In the first wintry months of 1732, with a scandal
gaining steam in London, driving many into bankruptcy and ruin, the man accused of being at its center is concealed among the Jacobites in Paris, with Mary
posing as his sister to aid his disguise. When their location is betrayed, they're forced to put a desperate plan in action, heading south along the road to Rome,
protected by the enigmatic Highlander Hugh MacPherson. As Mary's tale grows more and more dire, Sara, too, must carefully choose which turning to
take...to find the road that will lead her safely home.
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   Fiction
 The Devil's Detective

A Novel
by  Simon Kurt Unsworth

ISBN: 9780385539340
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

Debut novelist Simon Kurt Unsworth sends the detective novel to Hell. In The Devil's Detective, a sea change is coming to Hell . . . and a man named
Thomas Fool is caught in the middle. 

     Thomas Fool is an Information Man, an investigator tasked with cataloging and filing reports on the endless stream of violence and brutality that flows
through Hell. His job holds no reward or satisfaction, because Hell has rules but no justice. Each new crime is stamped "Do Not Investigate" and dutifully
filed away in the depths of the Bureaucracy. But when an important political delegation arrives and a human is found murdered in a horrific
manner--extravagant even by Hell's standards--everything changes. The murders escalate, and their severity points to the kind of killer not seen for many
generations. Something is challenging the rules and order of Hell, so the Bureaucracy sends Fool to identify and track down the killer. . . . But how do you
investigate murder in a place where death is common currency? Or when your main suspect pool is a legion of demons? With no memory of his past and
only an irresistible need for justice, Fool will piece together clues and follow a trail that leads directly into the heart of a dark and chaotic conspiracy. A
revolution is brewing in Hell . . . and nothing is what it seems. 
     The Devil's Detective is an audacious, highly suspenseful thriller set against a nightmarish and wildly vivid world. Simon Kurt Unsworth has created a
phantasmagoric thrill ride filled with stunning set pieces and characters that spring from our deepest nightmares. It will have readers of both thrillers and
horror hanging on by their fingernails until the final word. In Hell, hope is your worst enemy.

 The Dirty Book Club
by  Lisi Harrison

ISBN: 9781451695977
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2016-10-01
Pages: 320
Price: $32.00

From the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling series The Clique comes Lisi Harrison's debut adult novel about four modern-day strangers who
inherit a dirty book club that was started in the 1960s.M.J. Stark's life is picture-perfect--she has a dream job as a magazine editor, a sexy doctor boyfriend,
and a glamorous life in Manhattan. But behind her success, she can't shake a deep sense of loneliness, so when her boyfriend offers her a completely new life
in California, she decides to give it a try. Once there, M.J. is left to fend for herself in a small California beach town, with only the company of her elderly
neighbor, Gloria. One day M.J. receives a mysterious invitation and a copy of Prim: A Modern Woman's Guide to Manners. She recognizes the book as an
outdated classic, but when she opens it, she discovers that it's actually a copy of Fear of Flying by Erica Jong and the invitation is to join Gloria's secret book
club--one that only reads erotic books. Out of curiosity, M.J. goes to the meeting at a local bookstore, and discovers three other women who have also been
selected by the club's original members--who have suddenly left the country to honor a fifty-year-old pact. As these unlikely friends bond over naughty
bestsellers, each woman shares not only the intimate details of her own sex life, but all areas of her life. Inspired by the characters in the novels they
read--and the notes passed down by the club's original members--the new members of The Dirty Book Club help each other find the courage to rewrite their
own stories and risk it all for a happy ending.
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   Fiction
 The Discreet Hero

A Novel
by  Mario Vargas Llosa

ISBN: 9780374146740
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 336
Price: $29.99

The latest masterpiece  -perceptive, funny, insightful, affecting  -from the Nobel Prize-winning author Nobel laureate Mario Vargas Llosa's newest novel,
The Discreet Hero, follows two fascinating characters whose lives are destined to intersect: neat, endearing FelÃcito YanaquÃ©, a small businessman in
Piura, Peru, who finds himself the victim of blackmail; and Ismael Carrera, a successful owner of an insurance company in Lima, who cooks up a plan to
avenge himself against the two lazy sons who want him dead.     FelÃcito and Ismael are, each in his own way, quiet, discreet rebels: honorable men trying
to seize control of their destinies in a social and political climate where all can seem set in stone, predetermined. They are hardly vigilantes, but each is
determined to live according to his own personal ideals and desires-which means forcibly rising above the pettiness of their surroundings. The Discreet Hero 
is also a chance to revisit some of our favorite players from previous Vargas Llosa novels: Sergeant Lituma, Don Rigoberto, DoÃ±a Lucrecia, and Fonchito
are all here in a prosperous Peru. Vargas Llosa sketches Piura and Lima vividly-and the cities become not merely physical spaces but realms of the
imagination populated by his vivid characters.     A novel whose humor and pathos shine through in Edith Grossman's masterly translation, The Discreet
Hero  is another remarkable achievement from the finest Latin American novelist at work today.

 The Distant Marvels
by  Chantel Acevedo

ISBN: 9781609452520
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Europa Editions
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 304
Price: $18.00

Maria Sirena tells stories. She does it for money--she was a favorite in the cigar factory where she worked as a lettora--and for love, spinning gossamer tales
out of her own past for the benefit of friends, neighbors, and family. But now, like a modern-day Scheherazade, she will be asked to tell one last story so that
eight women can keep both hope and themselves alive.
 
Cuba, 1963. Hurricane Flora, one of the deadliest hurricanes in recorded history, is bearing down on the island. Seven women have been forcibly evacuated
from their homes and herded into the former governor's mansion, where they are watched over by another woman, a young soldier of Castro's new Cuba
named Ofelia. Outside the storm is raging and the floodwaters are rising. In a single room on the top floor of the governor's mansion, Maria Sirena begins to
tell the incredible story of her childhood during Cuba's Third War of Independence; of her father Augustin, a ferocious rebel; of her mother, Lulu, an
astonishing woman who fought, loved, dreamed, and suffered as fiercely as her husband. Stories, however, have a way of taking on a life of their own, and
transported by her story's momentum, Maria Sirena will reveal more about herself than she or anyone ever expected.
 
Chantel Acevedo's The Distant Marvels is an epic adventure tale, a family saga, a love story, a stunning historical account of armed struggle against
oppressors, and a long tender plea for forgiveness. It is, finally, a life-affirming novel about the kind of love that lasts a lifetime and the very art of
storytelling itself.

 Doctor Who
Time Trips (The Collection)
by Tbc

ISBN: 9781849907712
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Doctor Who
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 384
Price: $31.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 Doctor Who

the Visual Dictionary
by  Jason Lodorik

ISBN: 9781465426451
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: DK
Pub. Date: 2014-12-15
Pages: 176
Price: $27.00

The successful guide to the Doctor's world -  now updated and expanded for 2014 and the new Doctor. This lavishly illustrated guide to the Doctor's world is
now expanded to include all the action from the new series with Peter Capaldi as the new Doctor. With 32 new pages of material, including new
companions, aliens and adventures across time and space, Doctor Who: The Visual Dictionary offers details to pore over and enjoy as well as behind-the-
scenes information on this hit TV series.

 Dog Crazy
A Novel Of Love Lost And Found
by  Meg Donohue

ISBN: 9780062331038
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-27
Pages: 288
Price: $18.50

The USA Today bestselling author of How to Eat a Cupcake and All the Summer Girls returns with an unforgettably poignant and funny tale of love and
loss, confronting our fears, and moving on . . . with the help of a poodle, a mutt, and a Basset retriever named Seymour.
As a pet bereavement counselor, Maggie Brennan uses a combination of empathy, insight, and humor to help patients cope with the anguish of losing their
beloved four-legged friends. Though she has a gift for guiding others through difficult situations, Maggie has major troubles of her own that threaten the
success of her counseling practice and her volunteer work with a dog rescue organization.
Everything changes when a distraught woman shows up at Maggie's office and claims that her dog has been stolen. Searching the streets of San Francisco for
the missing pooch, Maggie finds herself entangled in a mystery that forces her to finally face her biggest fear-and to open her heart to new love.
Packed with deep emotion and charming surprises, Dog Crazy is a bighearted and entertaining story that skillfully captures the bonds of love, the pain of
separation, and the power of our dogs to heal us.

 The Dog Who Saved Me
A Novel
by  Susan Wilson

ISBN: 9781250014344
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

Boston police officer Cooper Harrison never thought he'd go back to his hometown, Harmony Farms.  But when his faithful K-9 partner Argos is killed in
the line of duty, Cooper, caught in a spiral of trauma and grief, has nowhere else to turn.  Jobless and on the verge of divorce, he accepts a offer for the
position of dog officer in Harmony Farms, leaving the life he spent twenty years building behind. And so he finds himself  back where he started.  Where his
father was once known as the town drunk and  his brother outgrew juvenile delinquency to become a drug dealer.  Where he grew up as ,one of those'
Harrisons. Cooper does his job with deliberate detachment, refusing to get emotionally invested in another dog the way he had with Argos-until he finds
himself rescuing a wounded and gun-shy yellow lab gone feral.  Cooper never thought he'd find himself going back in order to move forward, and yet
Harmony Farms is the one place where Cooper must learn to forgive and, only then, heal. All with the help of a yellow dog.
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   Fiction
 The Dog Who Saved Me

A Novel
by  Susan Wilson,  Fred Berman

ISBN: 9781427244048
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

In Susan Wilson's The Dog Who Saved Me,&nbspformer Boston K-9 unit policeman turned animal control officer in bucolic Harmony Farms is up against
rescuing a gun shy and wounded dog gone feral, and proving that his low-life older brother is back in the drug business.  Fighting his shattering grief at the
death of&nbsphis K-9 partner killed in the line of duty, and a staggering loss of confidence from physical and psychic wounds of his own, Cooper Harrison
is back where he started, where his father Bull was once known as the town drunk.&nbspWhere his brother was a delinquent and bully.&nbspWhere he's one
of ,those' Harrisons.&nbspWhere Cooper must learn to forgive and, only then, heal. 

 Double Fudge Brownie Murder
by Joanne Fluke

ISBN: 9780758280404
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Hannah Swensen Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 368
Price: $28.95

Life   in tiny Lake Eden, Minnesota, is usually pleasantly uneventful.  Lately,   though, it seems everyone has more than their fair share of  drama--especially
  the Swensen family. With so much on her plate,  Hannah Swensen can hardly find   the time to think about her bakery--let  alone the town's most recent  
murder.  .  . 

Hannah is nervous about the   upcoming trial for her involvement in a  tragic accident. She's eager to clear   her name once and for all, but  her troubles only
double when she finds the   judge bludgeoned to death  with his own gavel--and Hannah is the number one   suspect. Now on trial  in the court of public
opinion, she sets out in search   of the culprit  and discovers that the judge made more than a few enemies   during his  career. With time running out, Hannah
will have to whip up her   most  clever recipe yet to find a killer more elusive than the perfect    brownie.  .  .

 Down Don't Bother Me
A Slim In Little Egypt Mystery
by  Jason Miller

ISBN: 9780062362193
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Slim in Little Egypt
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 320
Price: $18.50

A hugely entertaining debut--the first novel in a wickedly funny gothic mystery series set in the withering landscape of the southern Illinois coal country
known as "little Egypt"--that blends the wry humor of Kevin Wilson, the dark violence of Urban Waite, and the electric atmosphere of Greg Iles.
In the depths of the Knight Hawk, one of the last working collieries in downstate Illinois, the body of a reporter is found, his mini-recorder tied around his
neck and a notepad stuffed in his mouth.
The Knight Hawk's owner, Matthew Luster, isn't happy. He wants answers--and he doesn't want the cops or any more press poking into his business. To
protect himself and the operation, he turns to Slim, a mine employee with a reputation for "bloodhounding"-finding lost souls when the police can't or won't.
Luster needs Slim to locate a missing photographer named Beckett, a close associate of the victim . . . who just happens to be his son-in-law.
A hard-working single father barely making ends meet, Slim accepts the job--after Luster offers him a guaranteed pension and job security for life. But when
you make a deal with the devil, you're going to get burned . . . . and now Slim is all too close to the flames. Circumstances have lead him into the grimy
underworld of Little Egypt, Illinois--a Babel's Tower of rednecks, rubes, freaks, tweakers, gun nuts, and aging hippies-and it quickly becomes clear that he's
much more involved in the murder than an innocent man should be.
Down Don't Bother Me marks the emergence of a wildly assured mystery novelist, and of a series set in the fresh and brutal landscape of southern Illinois.
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   Fiction
 Down Don't Bother Me Lp

by  Jason Miller

ISBN: 9780062370204
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Slim in Little Egypt
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 320
Price: $24.99

In the depths of the Knight Hawk, one of the last working collieries in downstate Illinois, the body of a reporter is found, his mini-recorder tied around his
neck and a notepad stuffed in his mouth. In order to protect himself, the Knight Hawk's owner, Matthew Luster, turns to Slim, a mine employee with a
reputation for "bloodhounding"--finding lost souls when the police can't or won't, to track down a possible lead.
A hardworking single father barely making ends meet, Slim accepts the job--after Luster promises a pension and job security. But when you make a deal
with the devil, you're going to get burned. Slim is led to the grimy underworld of Little Egypt, Illinois--a Babel's Tower of rednecks, rubes, freaks, tweakers,
gun nuts, and aging hippies--and it quickly becomes clear that he's much more involved in the murder than an innocent man should be.
Down Don't Bother Me marks the emergence of a wildly assured mystery novelist, and of a series set in the fresh and brutal landscape of southern Illinois.
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   Fiction
 The Dream Lover

A Novel
by  Elizabeth Berg

ISBN: 9780812993158
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 368
Price: $34.00

New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Berg has written a lush historical novel based on the sensuous Parisian life of the nineteenth-century writer
George Sand--which is perfect for readers of Nancy Horan and Elizabeth Gilbert.
  
 At the beginning of this powerful novel, we meet Aurore Dupin as she is leaving her estranged husband, a loveless marriage, and her family's estate in the
French countryside to start a new life in Paris. There, she gives herself a new name--George Sand--and pursues her dream of becoming a writer, embracing
an unconventional and even scandalous lifestyle.
  
 Paris in the nineteenth century comes vividly alive, illuminated by the story of the loves, passions, and fierce struggles of a woman who defied the confines
of society. Sand's many lovers and friends include FrÃ©dÃ©ric Chopin, Gustave Flaubert, Franz Liszt, EugÃ¨ne Delacroix, Victor Hugo, Marie Dorval, and
Alfred de Musset. As Sand welcomes fame and friendship, she fights to overcome heartbreak and prejudice, failure and loss. Though considered the most
gifted genius of her time, she works to reconcile the pain of her childhood, of disturbing relationships with her mother and daughter, and of her intimacies
with women and men. Will the life she longs for always be just out of reach--a dream?
  
 Brilliantly w ...

 Duet in Beirut
A Thriller
by  Mishka Ben-david

ISBN: 9781468310207
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Overlook
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

In this riveting thriller by an ex-Mossad agent, an Israeli spy risks his life to save a Hezbollah leader
 
For over a decade, Mishka Ben-David was a professional spy, taking part in secret operations on behalf of the Mossad, Israel's legendary intelligence agency.
But after twelve years of service, Ben-David quit the Mossad and became an acclaimed novelist, describing life as a spy from within. A major bestseller in
Israel, Duet in Beirut is Ben-David's first book to appear in English.
Ronen, an expelled Mossad agent, has disappeared following a failed assassination attempt against the Hezbollah operative responsible for suicide bombings
in Israel. Feared to be on an unauthorized mission, it is up to his former commander, Gadi, to track Ronen down and stop him from causing harm both to
himself and to his country. The physical and intellectual scuffle between the two men becomes one of deeper, moral inquiry.
Written with a master novelist's terse conviction, Duet in Beirut takes us inside a much-discussed but little understood world. As revealing in its
psychological acuity as it is in its portrait of life in the Mossad, Duet in Beirut is an essential thriller of espionage and political intrigue.
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   Fiction
 The Dying Place

by  Luca Veste

ISBN: 9780007525584
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 400
Price: $16.99

Intelligent, terrifying crime fiction for fans of Mark Billingham and Stuart MacBride.
Once inside there's no way out...
DI David Murphy and DS Laura Rossi make a grisly discovery. The body of a teenage boy, dumped in front of a church in Liverpool. His torso covered with
the unmistakable marks of torture.
And a shocking fact soon comes to light. Seventeen-year-old Dean Hughes was reported missing six months ago, yet no one has been looking for him. A
known troublemaker, who cared if he was dead or alive?
But soon the police realise Dean isn't the only boy who's gone missing in similar circumstances. Someone has been abducting troubled teens. Someone who
thinks they're above the law.
Someone with terrifying plans for them...

 Eagles at War
by  Ben Kane

ISBN: 9781848094055
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Eagles of Rome
Publisher: Random House Uk
Pub. Date: 2015-05-01
Pages: 448
Price: $25.95

No Description

 Eagles at War
Eagles of Rome 1
by  Ben Kane

ISBN: 9781848094048
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Eagles of Rome
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 448
Price: $28.99

From 'the rising star of historical fiction' (Wilbur Smith), the first in a new gripping three-part series, based on real historical events. Three Roman legions
massacred. Three Imperial Eagles lost. Three men vie for revenge. 
     In the summer of 9 CE, Publius Varus, the Roman governor of Germania, and Lucius Tullus, a centurion garrisoned on the Rhine, march east with three
legions. As they prepare to return to their winter quarters, they are lured off the road and ambushed by German warriors.
     The Germans are led by Arminius, a chieftain who is a trusted ally of Rome -- and a man who has been secretly planning to betray the empire since
childhood. Trapping Varus' legionaries between a hillside and a marsh, and thereby preventing them from forming up or using their artillery, Arminius and
his warriors wreak a terrible slaughter.
     The Roman defeat is overwhelming, but it is not until the third day of the massacre that the scale of Arminius' victory becomes clear. Three legions,
upwards of fourteen thousand men have been annihilated, and three treasured Eagle standards have been lost. Just a few hundred legionaries, including
Tullus, manage to escape. Nor is the survivors' ordeal over. Pursued to the last Roman fort east of the Rhine, they are besieged by thousands of bloodthirsty
tribesmen. Only the gods can save them now.
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   Fiction
 The Edge Of Dark

by  Pamela Hartshorne

ISBN: 9781447278535
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

Be careful what you wish for. A dark and twisted tale from Pamela Hartshorne.
Jane believes in keeping her promises, but a deathbed vow sets her on a twisting path of deceit and joy that takes her from the dark secrets of Holmwood
House in York to the sign of the golden lily in London's Mincing Lane. Getting what you want, Jane discovers, comes at a price. For the child that she
longed for, the child she promised to love and to keep safe, turns out to be a darker spirit than she could ever have imagined.
Over four centuries later, Roz Acclam remembers nothing of the fire that killed her family -- or of the brother who set it. Trying on a beautiful Elizabethan
necklace found in the newly restored Holmwood House triggers disturbing memories of the past at last -- but the past Roz remembers is not her own . . . A
dark and twisted tale from Pamela Harshorne, author of The Memory of Midnight and Time's Echo, and a perfect read for fans of Kate Mosse and Barbara
Erskine.

 Empire
Book 2, The Chronicles of the Invaders
by  John Connolly

ISBN: 9781476757155
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Chronicles of the Invaders Trilogy
Publisher: Atria/Emily Bestler Books
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 448
Price: $32.00

Empire continues the journey of Syl and Paul as they fight to regain planet Earth from a ruthless alien species, in this next installment of a stunning new
science fiction trilogy that "should not to be missed" (The Guardian).She is the trophy of a civilization at war with itself.He is its rebel captive.Separated by
millions of light years, they will fight to be united...Earth has been conquered and occupied. The war is lost.The Resistance still fights the invaders, but they
are nothing more than an annoyance to the Illyri, an alien race of superior technology and military strength.When caught, the young rebels are conscripted.
Part soldiers, part hostages, they join the Brigades, sent to fight at the edges of the growing Illyri Empire.Paul Kerr is one such soldier--torn from his home
and his beloved Syl Hellais. She is the first alien child born on Earth, a creature of two worlds--and a being possessed of powers beyond imagining. Now
both must endure the terrible exile that Syl's race has deemed just punishment for their love.But the conquest of Earth is not all it seems.There is another
species involved, known only as the Others, and the Illyri will kill to keep their existence secret.Light years from Earth and millions of miles apart, Paul and
Syl must find a way to reveal the horrifying truth behind the Empire, and save all that they hold dear from the hunger of the Others.Even at the cost of their
own lives...
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   Fiction
 The Empire of the Senses

A Novel
by  Alexis Landau

ISBN: 9781101870075
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pantheon
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 496
Price: $33.00

A sweeping, gorgeously written debut: a novel of duty to family and country, the dictates of passion, and blood ties unraveling in the charged political
climate of Berlin between the world wars.
  
 Lev Perlmutter, an assimilated, cultured German Jew, enlists to fight in World War I, leaving behind his gentile wife, Josephine, and their children, Franz
and Vicki. Moving between Lev's and Josephine's points of view, the first part of the novel focuses on Lev's experiences on the Eastern Front--both in war
and in love--which render his life at home a pale aftermath by comparison. The second part of the novel takes us to Berlin, 1927-28. Now young adults, the
Perlmutter children grapple with their own questions: Franz, drawn into the Nazi brown shirt movement, struggles with his unexpressed homosexuality;
Vicki, seduced by the Jazz Age and everything new, bobs her hair and falls in love with a young man who wants to take her to Palestine.
  
 Unlike many historical novels of its kind, The Empire of the Senses is not about the Holocaust but about the juxtaposition of events that led to it, and about
why it was unimaginable to ordinary people like Lev and his wife. Plotted with meticulous precision and populated with characters who feel and dream to
the fullest, it holds us rapt as the tides of cultural loss and ethnic hatred come to coexist with those of love, passion, and the power of the human spirit.

 Endangered
by  C J Box

ISBN: 9780399160776
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Joe Pickett Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 384
Price: $31.00

New York Times-bestselling writer C. J. Box returns with a thrilling new novel, featuring Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett.
 
She was gone. Joe Pickett had good reason to dislike Dallas Cates, even if he was a rodeo champion, and now he has even more--Joe's eighteen-year-old
ward, April, has run off with him.

And then comes even worse news: The body of a girl has been found in a ditch along the highway--alive, but just barely, the victim of blunt force trauma. It
is April, and the doctors aren't sure if she'll recover. Cates denies having anything to do with it--says she ran away from him, too--and there's evidence that
points to another man. But Joe knows in his gut who's responsible. What he doesn't know is the kind of danger he's about to encounter. Cates is bad enough,
but Cates's family is like none Joe has ever met before.

Joe's going to find out the truth, even if it kills him. But this time, it just might.
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   Fiction
 England and Other Stories

by  Graham Swift

ISBN: 9780345815118
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 256
Price: $27.95

These 25 new short stories, written to go together and none of them previously published, mark Booker Prize-winning Graham Swift's return to the short
form after 7 acclaimed novels, and affirm him as a master storyteller. 
     Swift's England is a richly peopled country that is both a crucible of history and a maze of contemporary confusions. Meet Dr. Shah who has never been
to India and Mrs. Kaminski, on her way to Poland by way of her hospital bed. Meet Holly and Polly who have come to their own Anglo-Irish understanding,
and Lily Hobbs, married to a shirt. There's Charlie and Don, who have seen the docks turn into the Docklands; Daisy Baker, who is terrified of Yorkshire;
and Johnny Dewhurst, of Leeds, lost on Exmoor.
     Graham Swift steers us effortlessly from the Civil War to the present day, and the secret dramas contained within walls, rooms, homes, workplaces. With
his remarkable sense of place and voice, he charts an intimate geography that moves us profoundly and yet at times makes us laugh out loud. Binding these
stories together is his grasp of the universal in the local and his affectionate but unflinching instinct for narrative. England and Other Stories evokes that
mysterious body that is a nation by giving us the palpable sense of individual bodies finding or losing their way in the nationless territories of birth, love, sex,
aging and death.

 The Enlightenment of Nina Findlay
by  Andrea Gillies

ISBN: 9781590517291
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Other Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 416
Price: $21.50

What happens when you can't see that the man you married is actually the one you love?

For her whole life Nina Findlay has been in a love triangle with two Italian brothers, Paolo, whom she married, and Luca, with whom she was always in love
and who remained her best friend throughout her marriage. Now Nina faces the future alone--estranged from Luca and separated from Paolo, she escapes to
the tiny Greek island where she honeymooned twenty-five years earlier. After an accident she finds herself in the hospital telling her life story to an eagerly
attentive doctor. As their conversations unfold she comes to understand the twists and turns of her romantic life and the unconscious influence of her parents'
marriage on her own.
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   Fiction
 Epitaph

A Novel Of The O.K. Corral
by  Mary Doria Russell

ISBN: 9780062198761
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 320
Price: $34.99

From the bestselling, award-winning author of Doc, The Sparrow, and A Thread of Grace comes Epitaph, a richly detailed novel of the infamous gunfight at
the O.K. Corral and the making of the mythology that surrounds it to this day
A deeply divided nation. Vicious politics. A shamelessly partisan media. A president scorned by half the populace. Smuggling and gang warfare along the
Mexican border. Armed citizens willing to stand their ground and take law into their own hands . . .
That was America in 1881.
All those forces came to bear on the afternoon of October 26, when Doc Holliday and the three Earp brothers faced off against the Clantons and the
McLaurys in Tombstone, Arizona. It should have been a simple misdemeanor arrest. But thirty seconds and thirty bullets later, three officers were wounded
and three citizens lay dead in the dirt.
Wyatt Earp was the last man standing--the only one unscathed. The lies began before the smoke cleared, but the gunfight at the O.K. Corral would soon
become central to American beliefs about frontier justice in the Old West.
Mary Doria Russell has unearthed the Homeric tragedy buried beneath 130 years of mythology, misrepresentation, and sheer indifference to fact. Epic and
intimate, Epitaph gives voice to the real men and women whose lives were changed forever by those fatal thirty seconds in Tombstone. At its heart is the
woman behind the myth: Josephine Sarah Marcus, who loved Wyatt Earp for almost half a century and who carefully chipped away at the truth until she had
crafted the heroic legend that would become the epitaph she believed her husband deserved.

 Etta and Otto and Russell and James
by  Emma Hooper

ISBN: 9780670067749
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 320
Price: $30.00

A beautiful novel that reminds us that it's never too late to see the things you've longed to see, or to say the things you've longed to say     Eighty-two-year-
old Etta has never seen the ocean. So, early one morning she takes a rifle, some chocolate, and her best boots, and begins walking the 3,232 kilometers from
Saskatchewan to Halifax.  
   Her husband, Otto, wakes to a note left on the kitchen table. I will try to remember to come back, Etta writes to him. Otto has seen the ocean, having
crossed the Atlantic years ago to fight in a faraway war. He understands. But with Etta gone, the memories come crowding in, and Otto struggles to keep
them at bay. 

Russell has spent his whole life trying to keep up with Otto and loving Etta from afar. He insists on finding Etta, wherever she's gone. Leaving his own farm
will be the first act of defiance in his life.

As Etta walks farther toward the ocean, accompanied by a coyote named James, her past and present blur. Rocking back and forth with the pull of the
waves, Etta and Otto and Russell and James moves from the hot and dry present of a quiet Canadian farm to a dusty burnt past of hunger, war, passion, and
hope; from trying to remember to trying to forget.  
  This is a gorgeous literary debut about an elderly woman's last great adventure walking across Canada--a beautiful novel of pilgrimage, of fulfilling lifelong
promises, of a talking coyote called James, and of unlikely heroes. 
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   Fiction
 The Evening Chorus

by  Helen Humphreys

ISBN: 9781443415484
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 304
Price: $28.99

THE BRILLIANT NEW NOVEL ABOUT LOVE, WAR, AND THE WAYS OF ESCAPE
Resigned to living out the Second World War in a German POW camp, James Hunter, an English officer, begins studying a pair of redstarts near the camp.
His interest in the birds captures the attention of the Kommandant and gives James cause to fear for his life. Meanwhile, back in England, James's young
wife, Rose, falls headlong into a passionate affair with another man. When James's sister, Enid, is bombed out of her London flat, she comes to stay with
Rose, and the two women form a surprising friendship that alters the course of both of their lives.
With wonderfully developed characters, exquisitely shaped by and reflected in the natural world, The Evening Chorus is a brilliant, beautiful evocation of
place and a natural history of both the war and the human heart.
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   Fiction
 Ever After

A Nantucket Brides Novel
by  Jude Deveraux

ISBN: 9780345541857
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Nantucket Brides Trilogy
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux's eagerly awaited third novel in her blockbuster Nantucket Brides trilogy continues the spellbinding saga
of the Montgomery-Taggerts, set on an island steeped in beauty and unforgettable romance.
  
 Life is anything but perfect for Hallie Hartley, a young physical therapist who has given up nearly everything--even her love life--for her beautiful blonde
stepsister, Shelly. Though Shelly's acting career has never taken off, she has certainly perfected the crocodile tears to get what she wants--which all too often
means Hallie's boyfriends. When Hallie arrives home early from work one fateful day, she makes two startling discoveries that will turn her life upside
down: Not only has a mysterious relative left Hallie a house on Nantucket, but Shelly has been trying to steal it. Desperate to put her troubles behind her,
Hallie impulsively flies to Nantucket.
  
 New trouble, however, has already settled into Hallie's guest room in the form of her newest client. Hallie is told that wealthy, young James Taggert has
injured his leg in a skiing accident. Assuming that the devastatingly handsome man has led a charmed life ...
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   Fiction
 Ever After

A Nantucket Brides Novel
by  Jude Deveraux

ISBN: 9780385367554
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Nantucket Brides Trilogy
Publisher: Random House Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 
Price: $46.00

New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux's eagerly awaited third novel in her blockbuster Nantucket Brides trilogy continues the spellbinding saga
of the Montgomery-Taggerts, set on an island steeped in beauty and unforgettable romance.
  
 Life is anything but perfect for Hallie Hartley, a young physical therapist who has given up nearly everything--even her love life--for her beautiful blonde
stepsister, Shelly. Though Shelly's acting career has never taken off, she has certainly perfected the crocodile tears to get what she wants--which all too often
means Hallie's boyfriends. When Hallie arrives home early from work one fateful day, she makes two startling discoveries that will turn her life upside
down: Not only has a mysterious relative left Hallie a house on Nantucket, but Shelly has been trying to steal it. Desperate to put her troubles behind her,
Hallie impulsively flies to Nantucket.
  
 New trouble, however, has already settled into Hallie's guest room in the form of her newest client. Hallie is told that wealthy, young James Taggert has
injured his leg in a skiin ...

 Every Fifteen Minutes
by  Lisa Scottoline

ISBN: 9781427252418
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

Tom Fortez is a psychiatrist with a succesful private practice and a loving wife and daughter. He's held in high esteem at the prestigious psychiatric hospital
and on the national book-and-lecture circuit. One of his most complex patients is Mike Browning, a brilliant but disturbed young man who has begun to
exhibit violent delusions directed at the employees of the insurance company from which he was recently fired. He's particularly focused on a young woman
who spurned his advances, and he's made statements about her in his therapy sessions that make Tom concerned for her safety. Tom is struggling to decide
whether to breach the confidentiality of his patient (thus thwarting his efforts at treatment) by going to the police when Browning goes missing. And then the
woman in question is found raped and murdered in her apartment complex. Tom immediately goes to the police to report what he knows, and suddenly finds
himself in the headlines, the target of scorn and anger throughout the community. The nightmare only gets worse when Browning takes hostages at the
insurance company. As Tom investigates on his own he&nbspfinds&nbspclues that Browning may not have committed the rape and murder, and he must
hurry to solve the murder and stop Browning from killing&nbspany hostages before time&nbspruns out.     
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   Fiction
 Every Fifteen Minutes

by  Lisa Scottoline

ISBN: 9781250010117
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 448
Price: $22.75

Dr. Eric Parrish is the Chief of the Psychiatric Unit at Havemeyer General Hospital outside of Philadelphia. Recently separated from his wife Alice, he is
doing his best as a single Dad to his seven-year-old daughter Hannah. His work seems to be going better than his home life, however. His unit at the hospital
has just been named number two in the country and Eric has a devoted staff of doctors and nurses who are as caring as Eric is. But when he takes on a new
patient, Eric's entire worldbegins to crumble. Seventeen-year-old Max has a terminally ill grandmother and is having trouble handling it. That, plus his OCD
and violent thoughts about a girl he likes makes&nbspMax a high risk patient. Max can't turn off the mental rituals he needs to perform every fifteen minutes
that keep him calm. With the pressure mounting, Max just might reach the breaking point. When the girl is found murdered, Max is nowhere to be found.
Worried about Max, Eric goes looking for him and puts himselfin danger of being seen as a person of interest" himself. Next, one of his own staff turns on
him in a trumped up charge of sexual harassment. Is this chaos all random? Or is someone systematically trying to destroy Eric's life? New York Times best
selling author Lisa Scottoline's visceral thriller, Every Fifteen Minutes, brings you into the grip of a true sociopath and shows you how, in the quest to
survive such ruthlessness, every minute counts."

 An Exaggerated Murder
A Novel
by  Josh Cook

ISBN: 9781612194271
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Melville House
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 336
Price: $16.95

How can you solve a murder when the clues are so dumb?
  
 Private investigator Trike Augustine may be a brainiac with deductive skills to rival Sherlock Holmes, but they're not doing him any good at solving the
case of a missing gazzilionaire because the clues are so stupefyingly--well, stupid.
  
 Meanwhile, his sidekicks--Max the former FBI agent and Lola the artist--don't quite rise to the level of Dr. Watson, either. For example, when a large, dead
pig turns up on Trike's floor in the middle of the night, none of them can figure out what it means.
  
 Meanwhile, the clock is ticking as the astronomical reward being offered diminishes drastically every day.
  
 That, plus the increasing reality that their own lives are in danger, lift this astonishing debut beyond its hilarious premise--a smart man befuddled by the
idiotic--and turns it into something more than just a smart homage to Sherlock (with maybe a touch of early Jonathan Lethem thrown in). It becomes a
compelling and compulsive thriller . . . with the added bonus that the prose is often as breathtaking as the tale.

 Exceptional Circumstances
by  James Bartleman

ISBN: 9781459729100
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2015-04-25
Pages: 256
Price: $17.99

Autumn, 1970: Hostage-taking separatists in Quebec abduct a foreign diplomat and a cabinet minister and threaten violence across the country. As fear sets
in, the government turns to Luc Cadotte, a specialist on international terrorism and veteran of the clandestine struggles in Latin America. From the jungles of
Colombia to Montreal under siege, former diplomat James Bartleman plots a turbulent thriller based events he witnessed first-hand. Swerving between
fanatical ideologues and crass careerists with bloody hands, Cadotte has to choose sides when they all seem dirty, and put everything on the line in a crisis
that puts everything he stands for to the test.
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   Fiction
 The Fall

A Novel
by  John Lescroart

ISBN: 9781476709215
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 320
Price: $22.75

From New York Times bestselling author John Lescroart, a riveting new novel of legal suspense featuring Dismas Hardy and his daughter, Rebecca, now
grown up and an associate in Hardy's law firm.Late one night, a teenage African American foster child named Tanya Morgan plummets to her death from the
overpass above San Francisco's Stockton tunnel. But did she fall...or was she pushed? Rushing to produce a convictable suspect in the glare of the media
spotlight, homicide inspectors focus their attention on a naÃ¯ve young man named Greg Treadway. Greg is a middle school teacher and he volunteers as a
Special Advocate for foster children. At first, the only thing connecting him to Tanya's death is the fact that they shared a meal earlier that night. But soon
enough, elements of that story seem to fall apart...and Hardy's daughter, Rebecca, finds herself drawn into the young man's defense. By the time Greg's
murder trial gets underway, Dismas and Rebecca have unearthed several other theories about the crime: a missing stepfather who'd sexually assaulted her; a
roommate who ran a call girl service; a psychologically unstable birth mother; and a mysterious homeless man who may have had dealings with Tanya. Or
Greg Treadway himself, who is perhaps not all that he first appeared. But how will they get these theories in front of a jury? And if they can, what price will
they have to pay? With signature suspense and intricate plotting, The Fall puts Dismas Hardy and his only daughter in the middle of one of John Lescroart's
most complex and thrilling cases yet.

 The Familiar, Volume 1
One Rainy Day in May
by  Mark Z Danielewski

ISBN: 9780375714948
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pantheon
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 880
Price: $28.00

From the author of the international best seller House of Leaves and National Book Award-nominated Only Revolutions comes a monumental new novel as
dazzling as it is riveting. The Familiar (Volume 1) ranges from Mexico to Southeast Asia, from Venice, Italy, to Venice, California, with nine lives hanging
in the balance, each called upon to make a terrifying choice. They include a therapist-in-training grappling with daughters as demanding as her patients; an
ambitious East L.A. gang member contracted for violence; two scientists in Marfa, Texas, on the run from an organization powerful beyond imagining; plus
a recovering addict in Singapore summoned at midnight by a desperate billionaire; and a programmer near Silicon Beach whose game engine might unleash
consequences far exceeding the entertainment he intends. At the very heart, though, is a twelve-year-old girl named Xanther who one rainy day in May sets
out with her father to get a dog, only to end up trying to save a creature as fragile as it is dangerous . . . which will change not only her life and the lives of
those she has yet to encounter, but this world, too--or at least the world we think we know and the future we take for granted.
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   Fiction
 The Fateful Lightning (Large Print Edition)

A Novel of the Civil War
by  Jeff Shaara

ISBN: 9780804194679
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Random House Large Print
Publisher: Large Print
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 640
Price: $34.00

From New York Times bestselling author Jeff Shaara comes the riveting final installment in the Civil War series that began with A Blaze of Glory and
continued in A Chain of Thunder and The Smoke at Dawn.
  
 November 1864: As the Civil War rolls into its fourth bloody year, the tide has turned decidedly in favor of the Union. A grateful Abraham Lincoln
responds to Ulysses S. Grant's successes by bringing the general east, promoting Grant to command the entire Union war effort, while William Tecumseh
Sherman now directs the Federal forces that occupy all of Tennessee.
  
 In a massive surge southward, Sherman conquers the city of Atlanta, sweeping aside the Confederate army under the inept leadership of General John Bell
Hood. Pushing through northern Georgia, Sherman's legendary "March to the Sea" shoves away any Rebel presence, and by Christmas 1864 the city of
Savannah falls into the hands of "Uncle Billy." Now there is but one direction for Sherman to go. In his way stands the last great hope for the Southern
cause,  ...
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   Fiction
 The Fateful Lightning

A Novel of the Civil War
by  Jeff Shaara

ISBN: 9780345549198
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 656
Price: $34.00

From New York Times bestselling author Jeff Shaara comes the riveting final installment in the Civil War series that began with A Blaze of Glory and
continued in A Chain of Thunder and The Smoke at Dawn.
  
 November 1864: As the Civil War rolls into its fourth bloody year, the tide has turned decidedly in favor of the Union. A grateful Abraham Lincoln
responds to Ulysses S. Grant's successes by bringing the general east, promoting Grant to command the entire Union war effort, while William Tecumseh
Sherman now directs the Federal forces that occupy all of Tennessee.
  
 In a massive surge southward, Sherman conquers the city of Atlanta, sweeping aside the Confederate army under the inept leadership of General John Bell
Hood. Pushing through northern Georgia, Sherman's legendary "March to the Sea" shoves away any Rebel presence, and by Christmas 1864 the city of
Savannah falls into the hands of "Uncle Billy." Now there is but one direction for Sherman to go. In his way stands the last great hope for the Southern
cause, General Joseph E. Johnston.
  
 In the concluding novel of his  ...

 The Fellowship Of The Ring (Large Type Edition)
by  Jrr Tolkien

ISBN: 9780008108298
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 560
Price: $39.99

Large print hardback edition of the first volume of J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure, The Lord of the Rings, complete with fold-out map.
Sauron, the Dark Lord, has gathered to him all the Rings of Power -- the means by which he intends to rule Middle-earth. All he lacks in his plans for
dominion is the One Ring -- the ring that rules them all -- which has fallen into the hands of the hobbit, Bilbo Baggins.
In a sleepy village in the Shire, young Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense task, as his elderly cousin Bilbo entrusts the Ring to his care.
Frodo must leave his home and make a perilous journey across Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom, there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark Lord in his
evil purpose.
Now available in large print and impossible to describe in a few words, JRR Tolkien's great work of imaginative fiction has been labelled both a heroic
romance and a classic fantasy fiction. By turns comic and homely, epic and diabolic, the narrative moves through countless changes of scene and character in
an imaginary world which is totally convincing in its detail.
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   Fiction
 The Fifth Gospel

A Novel
by  Ian Caldwell

ISBN: 9781451694147
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 448
Price: $32.00

"Masterful...The Fifth Gospel is that rare story: erudite and a page-turner, literary but compulsively readable. It will change the way you look at organized
religion, humanity, and perhaps yourself." --David Baldacci "A gripping thriller rich with human drama and forbidden knowledge." --Lev Grossman A lost
gospel, a contentious relic, and a dying pope's final wish converge to send two brothers--both Vatican priests--on an intellectual quest to untangle
Christianity's greatest historical mystery.Ten years ago, Ian Caldwell and Dustin Thomason's The Rule of Four became a literary phenomenon that sold
nearly two million copies in North America and was hailed by critics as "ingenious...profoundly erudite" (The New York Times), "compulsively readable"
(People), and "an exceptional piece of scholarship" (San Francisco Chronicle). Now, after a decade of painstaking primary research, Ian Caldwell returns
with a masterful new thriller that confirms his place among the most ambitious popular storytellers working today. In 2004, as Pope John Paul II's reign
enters its twilight, a mysterious exhibit is under construction at the Vatican Museums. A week before it is scheduled to open, its curator is murdered at a
clandestine meeting on the outskirts of Rome. That same night, a violent break-in rocks the home of the curator's research partner, Father Alex Andreou, a
Greek Catholic priest who lives inside the Vatican with his five-year-old son. When the papal police fail to identify a suspect in either crime, Father Alex,
desperate to keep his family safe, undertakes his own investigation. To find the killer he must reconstruct the dead curator's secret: what the four Christian
gospels--and a little-known, true-to-life fifth gospel known as the Diatessaron--reveal about the Church's most controversial holy relic. But just as he begins
to understand the truth about his friend's death and its consequences for the future of the world's two largest Christian Churches, Father Alex finds himself
hunted down by someone with a vested stake in the exhibit--someone he must outwit to survive. At once a riveting intellectual thriller, a feast of biblical
history and scholarship, and a moving  ...

 The Fifth Heart
by Dan Simmons

ISBN: 9780316198820
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 624
Price: $31.00

In 1893, Sherlock Holmes and Henry James come to America together to solve the mystery of the 1885 death of Clover Adams, wife of the esteemed
historian Henry Adams--member of the Adams family that has given the United States two Presidents. Clover's suicide appears to be more than it at first
seemed; the suspected foul play may involve matters of national importance.

Holmes is currently on his Great Hiatus--his three-year absence after Reichenbach Falls during which time the people of London believe him to be deceased.
Holmes has faked his own death because, through his powers of ratiocination, the great detective has come to the conclusion that he is a fictional character.

This leads to serious complications for James--for if his esteemed fellow investigator is merely a work of fiction, what does that make him? And what can
the master storyteller do to fight against the sinister power -- possibly named Moriarty -- that may or may not be controlling them from the shadows?
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   Fiction
 The Fifth Heart

by  Dan Simmons

ISBN: 9781478983149
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 
Price: $44.00

In 1893, Sherlock Holmes and Henry James come to America together to solve the mystery of the 1885 death of Clover Adams, wife of the esteemed
historian Henry Adams--member of the Adams family that has given the United States two Presidents. Clover's suicide appears to be more than it at first
seemed; the suspected foul play may involve matters of national importance.

Holmes is currently on his Great Hiatus--his three-year absence after Reichenbach Falls during which time the people of London believe him to be deceased.
Holmes has faked his own death because, through his powers of ratiocination, the great detective has come to the conclusion that he is a fictional character.

This leads to serious complications for James--for if his esteemed fellow investigator is merely a work of fiction, what does that make him? And what can
the master storyteller do to fight against the sinister power -- possibly named Moriarty -- that may or may not be controlling them from the shadows?

 The Final Minute
by  Simon Kernick

ISBN: 9781780890777
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 400
Price: $26.99

Featuring Simon Kernick's maverick detective, Tina Boyd, this is the gripping new race-against-time thriller by the best-selling author of Relentless, The
Last 10 Seconds and Stay Alive. 
   'I need you to help me find a killer.'

   'Do you have any idea who this killer is?'

   'I think it might be me.'

   After a traumatic car accident wipes out his memory, Matt Barron retreats to his sister's house in rural Wales to begin his slow recovery. But something's
wrong. He keeps having a recurring dream of being in a house with a group of dead bodies and a bloody knife in his hand, and he's beginning to have real
doubts that he is who his sister says he is. Then one night, the past comes calling in the most terrifying way imaginable and Matt is forced to flee for his life.
   He needs to find out who he is, whatever the cost, and there's only one person who can help. Ex Met cop, turned private detective, Tina Boyd. But Matt's a
hunted man and, as Tina digs into his background, she suddenly finds herself in the firing line too.
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   Fiction
 A Fine Summer's Day

An Inspector Ian Rutledge Mystery
by  Charles Todd

ISBN: 9780062237125
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Inspector Ian Rutledge Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

New York Times bestselling author Charles Todd takes readers into Scotland Yard detective Ian Rutledge's past--to his perplexing final case before the
outbreak of World War I.
On a fine summer's day in June, 1914, Ian Rutledge pays little notice to the assassination of an archduke in Sarajevo. An Inspector at Scotland Yard, he is
planning to propose to the woman whom he deeply loves, despite intimations from friends and family that she may not be the wisest choice.
To the north on this warm and gentle day, another man in love--a Scottish Highlander--shows his own dear girl the house he will build for her in September.
While back in England, a son awaits the undertaker in the wake of his widowed mother's death. This death will set off a series of murders across England,
seemingly unconnected, that Rutledge will race to solve in the weeks before the fateful declaration in August that will forever transform his world.
As the clouds of war gather on the horizon, all of Britain wonders and waits. With every moment at stake, Rutledge sets out to right a wrong--an odyssey that
will eventually force him to choose between the Yard and his country, between love and duty, and between honor and truth.

 A Fine Summer's Day Lp
An Inspector Ian Rutledge Mystery
by  Charles Todd

ISBN: 9780062370181
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Inspector Ian Rutledge Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

On a fine summer's day in June 1914, Ian Rutledge is planning to propose to a woman he deeply loves, despite hints from his family and friends that she may
not be the most suitable choice for a policeman's wife. To the north, another man in love--a Scottish Highlander named Hamish MacLeod--asks his own
sweetheart to marry him.
Back in England, a son grieves for his mother, dredging up a dark injustice that will trigger a series of murders that Rutledge must solve. The victims are all
upstanding and well-liked. The local police have their suspicions about the culprits and are less than cooperative with the London detective.
As clouds of war gather on the horizon, Rutledge digs deeper, finding similarities and patterns between the murders. With every moment at stake, he sets out
to right a terrible wrong--an odyssey that will eventually force him to choose between the Yard and his country, between love and duty, and between honor
and truth.

 The Fire Sermon
by  Francesca Haig

ISBN: 9781476767185
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Fire Sermon
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

The Hunger Games meets Cormac McCarthy's The Road in this richly imagined first novel in a new post-apocalyptic trilogy by award-winning poet
Francesca Haig.Four hundred years in the future, the Earth has turned primitive following a nuclear fire that has laid waste to civilization and nature. Though
the radiation fallout has ended, for some unknowable reason every person is born with a twin. Of each pair, one is an Alpha--physically perfect in every way;
and the other an Omega--burdened with deformity, small or large. With the Council ruling an apartheid-like society, Omegas are branded and ostracized
while the Alphas have gathered the world's sparse resources for themselves. Though proclaiming their superiority, for all their effort Alphas cannot escape
one harsh fact: Whenever one twin dies, so does the other. Cass is a rare Omega, one burdened with psychic foresight. While her twin, Zach, gains power on
the Alpha Council, she dares to dream the most dangerous dream of all: equality. For daring to envision a world in which Alphas and Omegas live side-by-
side as equals, both the Council and the Resistance have her in their sights.
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   Fiction
 First Frost

by  Sarah Addison Allen

ISBN: 9781250019837
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-01-20
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of GARDEN SPELLS comes a story of the Waverley family, in a novel as sparkling as the first dusting of frost
on new-fallen leaves...  It's October in Bascom, North Carolina, and autumn will not go quietly.  As temperatures drop and leaves begin to turn, the Waverley
women are made restless by the whims of their mischievous apple tree...  and all the magic that swirls around it. But this year, first frost has much more in
store.Claire Waverley has started a successful new venture, Waverley's Candies.  Though her handcrafted confections-rose to recall lost love, lavender to
promote happiness and lemon verbena to soothe throats and minds-are singularly effective, the business of selling them is costing her the everyday joys of
her family, and her belief in her own precious gifts. Sydney Waverley, too, is losing her balance. With each passing day she longs more for a baby- a
namesake for her wonderful Henry. Yet the longer she tries, the more her desire becomes an unquenchable thirst, stealing the pleasure out of the life she
already has.Sydney's daughter, Bay, has lost her heart to the boy she knows it belongs to... if only he could see it, too. But how can he, when he is so far
outside her grasp that he appears to her as little more than a puff of smoke?When a mysterious stranger shows up and challenges the very heart of their
family, each of them must make choices they have never confronted before.  And through it all, the Waverley sisters must search for a way to hold their
family together through their troublesome season of change, waiting for that extraordinary event that is First Frost.Lose yourself in Sarah Addison Allen's
enchanting world and fall for her charmed characters in this captivating story that proves that a happily-ever-after is never the real ending to a story. It's
where the real story begins.

 The First Wife
by  Erica Spindler

ISBN: 9781250012548
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

As a child, Bailey Browne dreamed of a knight in shining armor swooping in to rescue her and her mother. As she grows older, those dreams transform,
becoming ones of a mysterious stranger who will sweep her off her feet and whisk her away from her ordinary existence. Then, suddenly, there he is. Despite
the ten year difference in their ages, her working class upbringing and his of privilege, Logan Abbott and Bailey fall deeply in love. Marriage quickly
follows.But when Logan brings her home to his horse farm in Louisiana, a magnificent estate on ninety wooded acres, her dreams of happily-ever-after begin
to unravel. A tragic family history she knew nothing about surfaces, plus whisperings about the disappearance of his first wife, True, and rumors about the
women from the area who have gone missing-and when another woman disappears, all signs point to her husband's involvement.At first Bailey ignores the
whispers, even circumstantial evidence against Logan mounts.&nbspBut finally,&nbspBailey must make a choice: believe what everyone says-or bet her life
on the man she loves, but is realizing she&nbsphardly knows.From the author of Justice for Sara, Erica Spindler's  The First Wife  is a thrilling
new&nbspnovel&nbspthat will have you gasping on every page.
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   Fiction
 The First Wife

by  Erica Spindler,  Tavia Gilbert

ISBN: 9781427243775
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

As a child, Bailey Browne dreamed of a knight in shining armor swooping in to rescue her and her mother. As she grows older, those dreams transform,
becoming ones of a mysterious stranger who will sweep her off her feet and whisk her away from her ordinary existence. Then, suddenly, there he is. Despite
the ten year difference in their ages, her working class upbringing and his of privilege, Logan Abbott and Bailey fall deeply in love. Marriage quickly
follows.But when Logan brings her home to his horse farm in Louisiana, a magnificent estate on ninety wooded acres, her dreams of happily-ever-after begin
to unravel. A tragic family history she knew nothing about surfaces, plus whisperings about the disappearance of his first wife, True, and rumors about the
women from the area who have gone missing-and when another woman disappears, all signs point to her husband's involvement.At first Bailey ignores the
whispers, even as circumstantial evidence against Logan mounts.&nbspBut finally,&nbspBailey must make a choice: believe what everyone says-or bet her
life on the man she loves, but is realizing she&nbsphardly knows.From the author of Justice for Sara, Erica Spindler's  The First Wife  is a thrilling
new&nbspnovel&nbspthat will have you gasping on every page.

 The Forever Bridge
by T Greenwood

ISBN: 9780758290533
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 368
Price: $16.95

"I loved The Forever Bridge from its first beautiful sentence to its breathtaking final one." --Ann Hood With eloquent prose and lush imagery, T. Greenwood
creates a  heartfelt story of reconciliation and forgiveness, and of the deep,  often unexpected connections that can bring you home.

 Sylvie can hardly bear to remember how normal her family was two  years ago. All of that changed on the night an oncoming vehicle forced  their car over
the edge of a covered bridge into the river. With  horrible swiftness, Sylvie's young son was gone, her husband lost his  legs, and she was left with shattering
blame and grief.

Eleven-year-old Ruby misses her little brother, too. But she also  misses the mother who has become a recluse in their old home while Ruby  and her dad try
to piece themselves back together. Amid all the  uncertainty in her life, Ruby becomes obsessed with bridges, drawing  inspiration from the strength and
purpose that underlies their grace.  During one momentous week, as Hurricane Irene bears down on their small  Vermont town and a pregnant teenager with
a devastating secret gradually  draws Sylvie back into the world, Ruby and her mother will have a  chance to span the gap between them again.

 The Forgotten Holocaust
by  Scott Mariani

ISBN: 9780007486175
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-02-27
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

The breathtaking new adventure starring Ben Hope
A lost, aimless and hard-drinking Ben Hope has wandered back to his old haunt in Ireland. The ex-SAS soldier is searching for peace, but trouble soon
appears when Kirsten Hall, a young journalist, is brutally murdered right in front of him. Unable to prevent it, Ben is driven by guilt to hunt down the killers.
All he has to go on is a handful of clues from Kirsten's research -- but how can the journals of Lady Stamford, the wife of an English lord during the time of
the Irish Great Famine, have put Kirsten in mortal danger?
Ben's quest for the truth leads him across the world and finally to Oklahoma, USA, where a deadly secret awaits. What connects the journals, a wealthy
American politician and an intrigue surrounding the Irish famine?
What Ben uncovers is a shocking historical conspiracy linked to the deaths of some two million people: a veritable holocaust that time has all but forgotten.
Those who are still profiting from the lies and corruption of the time, and who are ready to kill anyone to protect their secret, are about to pay . . .
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   Fiction
 The Forgotten Room

A Novel
by  Lincoln Child

ISBN: 9780804192255
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Random House Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 
Price: $41.00

New York Times bestseller Lincoln Child returns with a riveting new thriller featuring the charismatic and quirky Professor Jeremy Logan, renowned
investigator of the strange and the inexplicable, as he uncovers a long-lost secret experiment only rumored to have existed. 
     Jeremy Logan (The Third Gate, Deep Storm) is an "enigmalogist"--an investigator who specializes in analyzing phenomena that have no obvious
explanation. In this newest novel Logan finds himself on the storied coastline of Newport, Rhode Island, where he has been retained by Lux, one of the
oldest and most respected think tanks in America. Just days earlier, a series of frightening events took place in the sprawling seaside mansion that houses the
organization. One of its most distinguished doctors began acting erratically--violently attacking an assistant in the mansion's opulent library and, moments
later, killing himself in a truly shocking fashion. Terrified by the incident and the bizarre evidence left behind, the group hires Logan to
investigate--discreetly--what drove this erudite man to madness.
     His work leads him to an unexpected find. In a long-dormant wing of the estate, Logan uncovers an ingeniously hidden secret room, concealed and
apparently untouched for decades. The room is a time capsule, filled with eerie and obscure scientific equipment that points to a top secret project long
thought destroyed, known only as "Project S." Ultimately, the truth of what Project S was . . . and what has happened in that room . . . will put Logan in the
path of a completely unexpected danger. 
     One of his most t ...

 The Forgotten Room
A Novel
by  Lincoln Child

ISBN: 9780385531405
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 304
Price: $21.70

New York Times bestseller Lincoln Child returns with a riveting new thriller featuring the charismatic and quirky Professor Jeremy Logan, renowned
investigator of the strange and the inexplicable, as he uncovers a long-lost secret experiment only rumored to have existed. 
     Jeremy Logan (The Third Gate, Deep Storm) is an "enigmalogist"--an investigator who specializes in analyzing phenomena that have no obvious
explanation. In this newest novel Logan finds himself on the storied coastline of Newport, Rhode Island, where he has been retained by Lux, one of the
oldest and most respected think tanks in America. Just days earlier, a series of frightening events took place in the sprawling seaside mansion that houses the
organization. One of its most distinguished doctors began acting erratically--violently attacking an assistant in the mansion's opulent library and, moments
later, killing himself in a truly shocking fashion. Terrified by the incident and the bizarre evidence left behind, the group hires Logan to
investigate--discreetly--what drove this erudite man to madness.
     His work leads him to an unexpected find. In a long-dormant wing of the estate, Logan uncovers an ingeniously hidden secret room, concealed and
apparently untouched for decades. The room is a time capsule, filled with eerie and obscure scientific equipment that points to a top secret project long
thought destroyed, known only as "Project S." Ultimately, the truth of what Project S was . . . and what has happened in that room . . . will put Logan in the
path of a completely unexpected danger. 
     One of his most thrilling novels to date, The Forgotten Room is replete with veiled, fascinating history, and all the exhilarating action and science that are
the hallmarks of a Lincoln Child blockbuster.
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   Fiction
 Fortune and Glory

A Treasure Hunter's Handbook
by  David Mcintee

ISBN: 9781472807847
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Open Book Adventures
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-08-18
Pages: 240
Price: $17.95

So you've decided to give up the rat race for the life of an international treasure hunter, but you're not quite sure where to start. Well then, this book is for
you! Fortune and Glory tells you all you need to know in order to set off on an epic quest for the great lost treasures of history. Starting with a quick
exploration of the history of treasure hunting and a look at the supplies that you will need, it then delves into a survey of the 'lost' treasures that are out there
just waiting to be claimed. Continent by continent, the book covers the legends of hidden locations like El Dorado, King Solomon's Mines, and the Sanctuary
of Thoth, as well as covering the most illustrious lost artifacts such as the Holy Grail, the Hanjo Masamune, and the Crystal Skulls. 

If your interest lies with the loot rather than the history, the book also discusses Nazi gold, pirate treasure, and the hoard of Dracula. This book is your first
step towards becoming the pistol-toting, fedora-wearing international tomb robber and treasure hunter you've always dreamt of being!

 Four Nights With The Duke Lp
by  Eloisa James

ISBN: 9780062344281
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Desperate Duchesses
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 544
Price: $24.99

No Description

 Frog
A Novel
by  Mo Yan

ISBN: 9780525427988
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-01-22
Pages: 400
Price: $32.95

The author of Red Sorghum and China’s most revered and controversial novelist returns with his first major publication since winning the Nobel PrizeIn
2012, the Nobel committee confirmed Mo Yan’s position as one of the greatest and most important writers of our time. In his much-anticipated new novel,
Mo Yan chronicles the sweeping history of modern China through the lens of the nation’s controversial one- child policy.Frog opens with a playwright
nicknamed Tadpole who plans to write about his aunt. In her youth, Gugu—the beautiful daughter of a famous doctor and staunch Communist—is revered
for her skill as a midwife. But when her lover defects, Gugu’s own loyalty to the Party is questioned. She decides to prove her allegiance by strictly
enforcing the one-child policy, keeping tabs on the number of children in the village, and performing abortions on women as many as eight months
pregnant.In sharply personal prose, Mo Yan depicts a world of desperate families, illegal surrogates, forced abortions, and the guilt of those who must
enforce the policy. At once illuminating and devastating, it shines a light into the heart of communist China.
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   Fiction
 Funny Girl

A Novel
by  Nick Hornby

ISBN: 9781594205415
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 464
Price: $32.00

From the bestselling author of High Fidelity, About a Boy, and A Long Way Down comes a highly anticipated new novel. 
Set in 1960's London, Funny Girl is a lively account of the adventures of the intrepid young Sophie Straw as she navigates her transformation
from provincial ingÃ©nue to television starlet amid a constellation of delightful characters. Insightful and humorous, Nick Hornby's latest does what he does
best: endears us to a cast of characters who are funny if flawed, and forces us to examine ourselves in the process.

 Funny Girl
A Novel
by  Nick Hornby

ISBN: 9781611764024
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Penguin Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 8
Price: $46.00

From the bestselling author of High Fidelity, About a Boy, and A Long Way Down comes a highly anticipated new novel.
Set in 1960's London, Funny Girl is a lively account of the adventures of the intrepid young Sophie Straw as she navigates her transformation
from provincial ingÃ©nue to television starlet amid a constellation of delightful characters. Insightful and humorous, Nick Hornby's latest does what he does
best: endears us to a cast of characters who are funny if flawed, and forces us to examine ourselves in the process.

 Game of Mirrors
by  Andrea Camilleri

ISBN: 9780143123774
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Inspector Montalbano
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 288
Price: $18.00

Someone is toying with Italy's favorite detective in the eighteenth installment of the New York Times bestselling Inspector Montalbano Mystery series

Andrea Camilleri's Inspector Montalbano novels have become an international sensation, with fans eagerly awaiting each new installment.

In Game of Mirrors, Inspector Montalbano and his colleagues are stumped when two bombs explode outside empty warehouses--one of which is connected
to a big-time drug dealer. Meanwhile, the alluring Liliana Lombardo is trying to seduce the Inspector over red wine and arancini. Between pesky reporters,
amorous trysts, and cocaine kingpins, Montalbano feels as if he's being manipulated on all fronts. That is, until the inspector himself becomes the prime
suspect in an unspeakably brutal crime.
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   Fiction
 A Game of Thrones

The Graphic Novel: Volume Four
by  George R R Martin

ISBN: 9780345529190
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Game of Thrones: Graphic Novel
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 208
Price: $29.95

Bestselling writer Daniel Abraham and acclaimed illustrator Tommy Patterson bring their stunning graphic-novel adaptation of George R. R. Martin's classic
A Game of Thrones to a stunning finish that merits a place alongside the majestic original on the bookshelf of every fantasy fan.
  
 The death of King Robert Baratheon and the imprisonment of his Hand, Lord Eddard Stark of Winterfell, has set the great houses of Westeros at one
another's throats.
  
 In Winterfell, Eddard's eldest son and heir, Robb Stark, has gathered an army and is pushing south, determined to free his father. Along the way, he pledges
to marry the daughter of Lord Walder Frey in exchange for a military advantage that allows him to capture Jaime Lannister--a powerful bargaining chip to
ensure Lord Eddard's safe release. But it is one thing to capture the Kingslayer and quite another to hold him.
  
 Meanwhile, in King's Landing, young King Joffrey has other ideas than an exchange of prisoners. Ignoring the advice of his mother, Queen Cersei, he
throws oil on the flames of conflict and ignites a conflagration that seems likely to consume not only the Starks but all of Westeros--unless Tyrion Lannister,
the Imp, can bring the mad boy-king to heel.
  
 Beyond the Wall, greater dangers are brewing, as a winter as brutal as any in history  ...

 Garfield Fat-Cat 3-Pack #9
by  Jim Davis

ISBN: 9780345526076
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Garfield
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 288
Price: $20.00

THREE BOOKS IN ONE MEANS THREE TIMES THE FUN!
  
 For Garfield, life is an adventure.
  
 He may not be a big fan of the great outdoors--the only kind of moose he likes is chocolate--but Garfield is always in search of a good time. Whether he's
winning a game of hide-and-seek with clueless canine Odie, finding his motivation for batting around a ball of yarn, bouncing on the hardwood floors, or
wrestling a meat loaf, the fat cat never shies away from a day of play.
  
 Let the games begin!
  
 The GARFIELD FAT CAT 3-PACK series collects the GARFIELD comic-strip compilation books in a new, full-color format. Garfield may have gone
through a few changes, but one thing has stayed the same: his enormous appetite for food and fun. So enjoy some supersized laughs with the insatiable cat,
because too much fun is never enough!
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   Fiction
 Garfield Tons of Fun

by  Jim Davis

ISBN: 9780345526014
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Garfield
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 96
Price: $17.00

There's more of Garfield to love!
  
 In this nifty collection, Garfield contemplates the advantages of growing older--and fatter! Whether he's settling in for a catatonic evening of TV viewing,
testing the first law of physics on his back, or just hunting burgers in the kitchen, Garfield is sure to go light on the action and heavy on the laughs. So grab a
seat and get ready for Tons of Fun as Garfield treats us to another heaping helping of humor!
  
 The GARFIELD CLASSICS series collects the early years of the GARFIELD comic strip in a larger, full-color format. Garfield may have gone through a
few changes, but one thing has stayed the same: his enormous appetite for food and fun. So laugh along with the classic cat, because classics are always in
style.

 Gbh
by  Ted Lewis

ISBN: 9781616955502
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Soho Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 320
Price: $26.95

The lost masterwork of British crime icon Ted Lewis--author of Get Carter--is an unnerving tale of paranoia and madness in the heart of the late 1970s
London criminal underworld.

In London, George Fowler heads a lucrative criminal syndicate that specializes in the production and distribution of "blue films"--nasty illegal pornography.
Fowler is king, with a beautiful girl at his side and a swanky penthouse office, but his entire world is in jeopardy. Someone is undermining his empire from
within, and Fowler becomes increasingly ruthless in his pursuit of the unknown traitor. As his paranoia envelops him, Fowler loses trust in just about
everyone, including his closest friends and associates, and begins to rely on the opinions of an increasingly smaller set of advisors.

Juxtaposed with the terror and violence of Fowler's last days in London is the flash-forward narrative of his hideout bunker in a tiny English beach town,
where Fowler skulks during the off-season amongst the locals, trying to put together the pieces of his fallen empire. Just as it seems possible for Fowler to
reclaim his throne, another trigger threatens to cause his total, irreparable unraveling.

 George Romero's Empire of the Dead
Act Two
by  George Romero

ISBN: 9780785185192
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Empire of the Dead
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 112
Price: $21.99

It's zombies vs. vampires vs. an invading militia as the legendary George Romero unleashes the next chapter in his ferocious undead epic! Welcome back to
a very different New York City, one that's sti ll standing - barely - years after a world-changing undead plague. Zombies are used for sport in the arena, and
vampires rule the city! But now outside forces are knocking on Manhattan's walls, and death rains down from above! What is this new threat to NYC? And
what's worse for the city's few remaining normal residents: the roaming flesh-eaters who seem to be growing smarter every day...the ruling blood-suckers
struggling to keep their grip on power...or the newly arrived Southern army, bent on pillaging the greatest city in the world?

COLLECTING: GEORGE ROMERO'S EMPIRE OF THE DEAD: ACT TWO 1-5
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   Fiction
 Get in Trouble

Stories
by  Kelly Link

ISBN: 9780804179683
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER

She has been hailed by Michael Chabon as "the most darkly playful voice in American fiction" and by Neil Gaiman as "a national treasure." Now Kelly
Link's eagerly awaited new collection--her first for adult readers in a decade--proves indelibly that this bewitchingly original writer is among the finest we
have.
  
 Link has won an ardent following for her ability, with each new short story, to take readers deeply into an unforgettable, brilliantly constructed fictional
universe. The nine exquisite examples in this collection show her in full command of her formidable powers. In "The Summer People," a young girl in rural
North Carolina serves as uneasy caretaker to the mysterious, never-quite-glimpsed visitors who inhabit the cottage behind her house. In "I Can See Right
Through You," a middle-aged movie star makes a disturbing trip to the Florida swamp where his former on- and off-screen love interest is shooting a ghost-
hunting reality show. In "The New Boyfriend," a suburban slumber party takes an unusual turn, and a teenage friendship is tested, when the spoiled birthday
girl opens her big present: a life-size animated doll.
  
 Hurricanes, astronauts, evil twins, bootleggers, Ouija boards, iguanas, The Wizard ...
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   Fiction
 Girl at War

A Novel
by  Sara Novic

ISBN: 9780812996340
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

For readers of The Tiger's Wife and All the Light We Cannot See comes a powerful debut novel about a girl's coming of age--and how her sense of family,
friendship, love, and belonging is profoundly shaped by war.
  
 Zagreb, 1991. Ana Juri? is a carefree ten-year-old, living with her family in a small apartment in Croatia's capital. But that year, civil war breaks out across
Yugoslavia, splintering Ana's idyllic childhood. Daily life is altered by food rations and air raid drills, and soccer matches are replaced by sniper fire.
Neighbors grow suspicious of one another, and Ana's sense of safety starts to fray. When the war arrives at her doorstep, Ana must find her way in a
dangerous world.
  
 New York, 2001. Ana is now a college student in Manhattan. Though she's tried to move on from her past, she can't escape her memories of war--secrets she
keeps even from those closest to her. Haunted by the events that forever changed her family, Ana returns to Croatia after a decade away, hoping to make
peace with the place she once called home. As she faces her ghosts, she must come to terms with her country's difficult history and the events that interrupted
her childhood years before.
  
 Moving back and forth through time, Girl at War is an honest, generous, brilliantly written novel that illuminates how history shapes the individual. Sara
Novi? f ...

 The Girl Who Kicked The Hornet's Nest
by  Denise Mina

ISBN: 9781401237592
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-07-28
Pages: 272
Price: $35.00

In this final graphic novel adaptation of Stieg Larsson's international  bestseller, Lisbeth Salander lies in critical condition, a bullet wound  to her head, in the
intensive care unit of a Swedish city hospital.  She's fighting for her life in more ways than one: If and when she  recovers, she'll be taken back to Stockholm
to stand trial for three  murders. With the help of journalist Mikael Blomkvist, she will not only  have to prove her innocence, but also identify and denounce
those in  authority who have allowed the vulnerable, like herself, to suffer abuse  and violence. And, on her own, she will plot revenge - against the man 
who tried to kill her, and the corrupt government institutions that  nearly destroyed her life.
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   Fiction
 The Given World

A Novel
by  Marian Palaia

ISBN: 9781476777931
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

A sweeping portrait of post-Vietnam America seen through the eyes of a young woman searching for the courage to go home again.It is 1968. Riley is
thirteen, and her brother Mick has gone missing in Vietnam. She struggles to understand and accept, but the world she has always known has fallen apart. At
sixteen, she meets a boy from the reservation. He becomes her first love and perhaps her deliverance, except that he, too, is sent to fight, unaware that Riley
is carrying his child. Riley sets off then, in search of answers, of clues, of a way to be in the world. She travels from her family's Montana farm to San
Francisco, and from there to Saigon. Along the way she becomes rescued and rescuer, by and for a band of scarred angels. Among them: Primo, a half-blind
vet with a story he's not telling; Lu, a cab driver with an artist's eye and a habit she can't kick; Phuong, a Saigon barmaid who is Riley's conscience and
confidante; and Grace, a banjo-playing girl on a train, carrying her dreams and her grandmother's ashes in a tin box. All are casualties, of the times and of the
war, but they carry on, none more tenaciously than Riley herself, a masterpiece of courage and vulnerability, wondering if she'll ever be brave enough to
return to the place she once called home.

 A Good Killing
A Novel
by  Allison Leotta

ISBN: 9781476760995
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Anna Curtis
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

Former federal prosecutor and critically acclaimed author Allison Leotta's spellbinding thriller follows prosecutor Anna Curtis as she heads home to
Michigan to defend her sister in a case that will bring her to her knees.Newly single after calling off her wedding, sex-crimes prosecutor Anna Curtis is
summoned home to Michigan when her old high school coach--a hometown hero--is killed in a fiery car crash. But Anna isn't there to prosecute a crime,
she's home to support her innocent sister, Jody, who has been wrongfully accused of the coach's murder. But maybe Jody isn't so innocent after all? The
police are convinced that Jody was having an affair with the married coach and killed him out of jealousy. As Anna investigates with the help of her
childhood friend Cooper Bolden--an Afghan War veteran with a secret of his own--she slowly peels back the facade of her all-American hometown and
discovers that no one is telling the truth about the coach, not even the people she thought she knew best. When the town rallies against them, threatening not
just Jody's liberty but both sisters' lives, Anna resolves to do everything she can to save her sister and defend the only family she has left.  In her best book
yet, Leotta, "a highly entertaining storyteller" (George Pelecanos), explores the limits of vigilante justice, the bonds of sisterhood, and the value of the truth.
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   Fiction
 Gotham Academy Vol. 1

by  Becky Cloonan

ISBN: 9781401254728
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Gotham Academy
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 144
Price: $17.99

Gotham City's most prestigious prep school is a very weird place. It's got a spooky campus, oddball teachers, and rich benefactors always dropping by...like
that weirdo Bruce Wayne. But nothing is as strange as the students!

Like, what's up with Olive Silverlock? Is she crazy or what? Where did she go last summer? And what's the deal with her creepy mom? And how come that
Freshman Maps is always following her around? And is she still going out with Kyle? P.S. Did you hear the rumor about the ghost in the North Hall?!

Collects Gotham Academy #1-6

GOTHAM ACADEMY is a new teen drama set in the shadow of Batman and the craziness of Gotham City, with new characters and old plus a secret tie to
Gotham's past...

 The Governor's Wife
A novel
by  Michael Harvey

ISBN: 9780307958648
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 256
Price: $28.95

In the latest installment in Michael Harvey's beloved Michael Kelly series, Chicago's favorite Ovid-reading, gun-toting private investigator takes on Illinois'
first family in a blistering thriller that charts the border where ambition ends and evil begins.

It's been two years since disgraced Illinois governor Ray Perry disappeared from a federal courthouse in Chicago moments after being sentenced to thirty-
eight years in prison on corruption charges. P.I. Michael Kelly is sitting in his office when he gets an anonymous email offering to pay him nearly a quarter
million dollars if he will find Perry, no questions asked. Kelly's investigation begins with the woman Ray Perry left behind--his wife, Marie. Ostracized by
her former friends and hounded by the feds, Marie tells Kelly she has no idea where her husband is. Like everyone else, Kelly doesn't believe her. As he
hunts for her husband, Kelly begins to unwind Marie Perry's past. What he finds is a woman who turns out to be even more intriguing than her husband, with
her own deeply complicated reasons for standing by him. Everyone in Chicago has secrets, including the governor's wife. Some of them she shared with her
husband. Some of them she kept to herself. And some of them could get Michael Kelly killed. 

The Governor's Wife is a gimlet-eyed look at the intersection of the political and the personal, at the perils of trusting even those closest to us and the
collateral damage of our highest aspirations. Stylish, knock-out suspense from a modern master.

 The Grace of Kings
by  Ken Liu

ISBN: 9781481424271
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Dandelion Dynasty
Publisher: Saga Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 640
Price: $34.00

Two men rebel together against tyranny--and then become rivals--in this first sweeping book of an epic fantasy series from Ken Liu, recipient of Hugo,
Nebula, and World Fantasy awards.Wily, charming Kuni Garu, a bandit, and stern, fearless Mata Zyndu, the son of a deposed duke, seem like polar
opposites. Yet, in the uprising against the emperor, the two quickly become the best of friends after a series of adventures fighting against vast conscripted
armies, silk-draped airships, and shapeshifting gods. Once the emperor has been overthrown, however, they each find themselves the leader of separate
factions--two sides with very different ideas about how the world should be run and the meaning of justice. Fans of intrigue, intimate plots, and action will
find a new series to embrace in the Dandelion Dynasty.
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   Fiction
 Greatcoat's Lament

by  Sebastie De Castell

ISBN: 9780143188742
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 304
Price: $18.00

 Falcio val Mond is the first Cantor of the Greatcoats. Trained in the fighting arts and the laws of Tristia, the Greatcoats are travelling Magisters upholding
King's Law. They are heroes. Or at least they were, until they stood aside while the Dukes took the kingdom and then began fighting among themselves.     
The horrifying murder of a duke and his family sends Falcio in a deadly pursuit to capture the killer. But Falcio soon discovers his own life is in mortal
danger from a poison administered as a final act of revenge by one of his deadliest enemies. As chaos and civil war begin to overtake the country, Falcio has
precious little time left to stop those determined to destroy his homeland.   
          Greatcoat's Lament   is a dark swashbuckling tale of idealism and betrayal in a country crushed under the weight of its rulers' corruption. It is the
second book in the Greatcoat's series that began with Traitor's Blade.

 Grendel vs. The Shadow
by  Matt Wagner

ISBN: 9781616556426
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 1
Price: $27.99

Sparks fly and bullets blaze when the original Grendel, Hunter Rose, is transported to 1930s New York and faces off with the original dark-night avenger,
the Shadow! Two pulp-noir icons go head to head in a thrilling story written and drawn by legendary Grendel creator Matt Wagner.  

Grendel vs The Shadow channels the energy and swinging jazz of the 1930s, but pulls no punches as the criminal underworld is caught between two
powerhouse personalities!

 Guardians of the Galaxy Volume 4
Original Sin
by  Brian Michae Bendis

ISBN: 9780785192459
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Guardians of the Galaxy
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 168
Price: $32.99

Original Sin tie-in! Remember when Star-Lord, Thanos, and Nova had been trapped in the horrific Cancerverse? When Star-Lord and Nova were going to
sacrifice their lives to take out Thanos once and for all? And remember how Drax was supposed to have died? But Star-Lord, Drax and Thanos seem to be
running around just fine nowadays. So what exactly happened to Richard Rider? You know you want to know! And finally, it's time to get some answers
about the true ending of the Cancerverse saga! But the truth may just be stranger than fiction...or maybe Star-Lord's just not into the whole "no man left
behind" thing.

COLLECTING: Guardians of the Galaxy 18-23, Annual 1
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   Fiction
 The Guest Cottage

A Novel
by  Nancy Thayer

ISBN: 9780345545510
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

New York Times bestselling author Nancy Thayer whisks readers back to the beloved island of Nantucket in this delightful novel about two single parents
who accidentally rent the same summer house--and must soon decide where their hearts truly lie.

Sensible thirty-six-year-old Sophie Anderson has always known what to do. She knows her role in life: the supportive wife of a successful architect and
calm, capable mother of two. But on a warm summer night, as the house grows quiet around her and her children fall asleep, she wonders what's missing
from her life. When her husband echoes that lonely question, announcing that he's leaving her for another woman, Sophie realizes she has no idea what's
next. Impulsively renting a guest cottage on Nantucket from her friend Susie Swenson, Sophie rounds up her kids, Jonah and Lacey, and leaves Boston for a
quiet family vacation, minus one.
  
 Also minus one is single parent Trevor Black, a software entrepreneur who has recently lost his wif ...

 The Half Brother
by  Holly Lecraw

ISBN: 9780385667951
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 288
Price: $22.95

Evocative of Dead Poets Society and The Starboard Sea, Holly LeCraw's The Half Brother is the story of secrets and betrayals between two brothers set
amid the ivy-covered walls of an elite New England boarding school. 
     When Charlie Garrett arrives as a young teacher at the Abbott School, he finds a world steeped in privilege and tradition. The school's green quads are
lined by gothic stone halls, students dart across campus in blazers and bright plaid skirts. Fresh out of college and barely older than the students he teaches,
Charlie longs to find his place in the rarefied world of Abbottsford. He gets to know the school chaplain, Preston Bankhead, and is drawn to Preston's
beautiful young daughter, May, a student at the school. 
     Then, Charlie's younger half brother, Nick, arrives on campus. Nick is, quite literally, the golden child, with sandy blond hair and a dazzling smile.
Teachers welcome him warmly; students stay late to talk after class; and May Bankhead proves susceptible to his magnetic power. As Charlie sees the
unmistakable connection between his first love and his half brother, he struggles with emotions far more complicated than mere jealousy. A terrible secret
threatens to surface, and Charlie's peaceful campus life is in jeopardy. 
    A complex, sexy, page-turning novel, LeCraw's latest asks how much we will sacrifice to protect those we love and how far we will go to keep the past
safely buried.

 Half a War
by  Joe Abercrombie

ISBN: 9780804178457
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Shattered Sea
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-07-28
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

New York Times bestselling author Joe Abercrombie delivers the stunning conclusion to the epic fantasy trilogy that began with Half a King, praised by
George R. R. Martin as "a fast-paced tale of betrayal and revenge that grabbed me from page 1 and refused to let go."
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   Fiction
 The Hangman's Song

by  James Oswald

ISBN: 9781443441117
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 496
Price: $19.99

The Hangman's Song is the thrilling third novel in James Oswald's Inspector McLean series, set in Edinburgh.
A young man is found hanging by a rope in his Edinburgh home. A simple, sad suicide, yet Detective Inspector Tony McLean is puzzled by the curious
suicide note. A second hanged man and another strange note hint at a sinister pattern.
Investigating a brutal prostitution and human trafficking ring, McLean struggles to find time to link the two suicides. But the discovery of a third convinces
him of malicious intent.
Digging deeper, McLean finds answers much closer to home than he expects. Something terrifying stalks the city streets, and bringing it to justice may
destroy all he holds dear.

 The Harder They Come
A Novel
by  T C Boyle

ISBN: 9780062390714
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 400
Price: $22.99

Acclaimed New York Times bestselling author T.C. Boyle makes his Ecco debut with a powerful, gripping novel that explores the roots of violence and anti-
authoritarianism inherent in the American character.
Set in contemporary Northern California, The Harder They Come explores the volatile connections between three damaged people--an aging ex-Marine and
Vietnam veteran, his psychologically unstable son, and the son's paranoid, much older lover--as they careen towards an explosive confrontation.
On a vacation cruise to Central America with his wife, seventy-year-old Sten Stensen unflinchingly kills a gun-wielding robber menacing a busload of senior
tourists. The reluctant hero is relieved to return home to Fort Bragg, California, after the ordeal--only to find that his delusional son, Adam, has spiraled out
of control.
Adam has become involved with Sara Hovarty Jennings, a hardened member of the Sovereign Citizens' Movement, right-wing anarchists who refuse to
acknowledge the laws and regulations of the state, considering them to be false and non-applicable. Adam's senior by some fifteen years, Sara becomes his
protector and inamorata. As Adam's mental state fractures, he becomes increasingly schizophrenic--a breakdown that leads him to shoot two people in
separate instances. On the run, he takes to the woods, spurring the biggest manhunt in California history.
As he explores a father's legacy of violence and his powerlessness in relating to his equally violent son, T. C. Boyle offers unparalleled psychological
insights into the American psyche. Inspired by a true story, The Harder They Come is a devastating and indelible novel from a modern master.

 The Harder They Come Lp
A Novel
by  T C Boyle

ISBN: 9780062370396
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

On a cruise to Central America, seventy-year-old Sten Stensen kills an armed robber menacing a busload of tourists. The reluctant hero is relieved to return
home to Fort Bragg, California--only to find that his delusional son, Adam, has become involved with Sara, a hardened member of a right-wing anarchist
group. Adam's senior by fifteen years, she becomes his protector and inamorata. As Adam's mental state fractures, he becomes increasingly
schizophrenic--on the run after two shooting incidents, he takes to the woods, spurring the biggest manhunt in California history.
As he explores a father's legacy of violence and his powerlessness in relating to his equally violent son, T. C. Boyle offers unparalleled insights into the
American psyche. Inspired by a true story, The Harder They Come is an indelible novel from a modern master.
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   Fiction
 The Harder They Come

A Novel
by  Tc Boyle

ISBN: 9780062349378
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

From New York Times bestselling author T.C. Boyle, a powerful, gripping novel that explores the roots of violence and anti-authoritarianism inherent In the
American character 
Set in contemporary Northern California, The Harder They Come explores the volatile connections between three damaged people--an aging ex-Marine and
Vietnam veteran, his psychologically unstable son, and the son's paranoid, much-older lover--as they careen toward an explosive confrontation.
On a cruise to Central America, seventy-year-old Sten Stensen unflinchingly kills an armed robber menacing a busload of tourists. The reluctant hero is
relieved to return home to Fort Bragg, California--only to find that his delusional son, Adam, has spiraled out of control.
Adam has become involved with Sara, a hardened member of a right-wing anarchist group that refuses to acknowledge the laws of the state. Adam's senior
by some fifteen years, she becomes his protector and inamorata. As Adam's mental state fractures, he becomes increasingly delusional until a schizophrenic
breakdown leads him to shoot two people. On the run, he takes to the woods, spurring the biggest manhunt in California history. 
As T.C. Boyle explores a father's legacy of violence and his powerlessness in relating to his equally violent son, he offers unparalleled insights into the
American psyche. Inspired by a true story, The Harder They Come is a devastating and indelible novel from a modern master.
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   Fiction
 Hausfrau

A Novel
by  Jill Alexan Essbaum

ISBN: 9780812997538
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

"Madame Bovary meets Fifty Shades of Grey."*
  
Anna was a good wife, mostly. For readers of The Girl on the Train and The Woman Upstairs comes a striking debut novel of marriage, fidelity, sex, and
morality, featuring a fascinating heroine who struggles to live a life with meaning--"a modern-day Anna Karenina tale."**
 
ONE OF THE HUFFINGTON POST'S MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2015

Anna Benz, an American in her late thirties, lives with her Swiss husband, Bruno--a banker--and their three young children in a postcard-perfect suburb of
ZÃ¼rich. Though she leads a comfortable, well-appointed life, Anna is falling apart inside. Adrift and increasingly unable to connect with the emotionally
unavailable Bruno or even with her own thoughts and feelings, Anna tries to rouse herself with new experiences: German language classes, Jungian analysis,
and a series of sexual affairs she enters with an ease that surprises even her.
  
 But Anna can't easily extract herself from these affairs. When she wants to end them, she finds it's difficult. Tensions escalate, and her lies start to spin out
of control. Having crossed a moral threshold, Anna will discover where a woman goes when there is no going back.
  
 Intimate, intense, and written  ...

 Hearth Stone
by Lois Greiman

ISBN: 9781617736001
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hope Springs
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 304
Price: $16.95

With her chance at the US equestrian team shattered by an injury, Sydney  Wellesley arrives at the Lazy Windmill ranch angry and heartbroken. But  the
rugged red bluffs and wild high plains of the Black Hills inspire  her to purchase land where she can train her own Olympic hopefuls.  Everything's going
according to Sydney's new life plan--until her  funding suddenly dries up.  .  .

Alone in the ramshackle house  she had planned to raze, Sydney is ready to admit defeat and slink back  to civilization--until she discovers an injured
mustang. Seeing herself  in the desperate wild mare, she feels compelled to save the animal at  all costs, little knowing that the horse just might return the
favor.  For as Sydney's circle grows to include an autistic child, an earthy  array of local characters, and hired help in the form of Hunter Redhawk,  a man as
indomitable as the land itself, she realizes that heroes are  everywhere--and healing is the first step on the road to true happiness.
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   Fiction
 Her

A Novel
by Harriet Lane

ISBN: 9780316369879
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 272
Price: $29.00

You don't remember her--but she remembers you.

Two different women; two different worlds. On the face of it, Emma and Nina have very little in common. Isolated and exhausted by early motherhood,
Emma finds her confidence is fading fast. Nina is sophisticated and assured, a successful artist who seems to have it all under control. And yet, when the two
women meet, they are irresistibly drawn to each other. As the friendship develops, as Emma gratefully invites Nina into her life, it emerges that someone is
playing games-and the stakes could not be higher.

What, exactly, does Nina see in Emma? What does she want? And how far will she go in pursuit of it?

A gripping novel about friendship and identity, about the wild hopes and worst fears of parenthood, about the small and easily forgotten moments that come
to define a life, Her is unputdownable-compelling and hauntingly discomfiting.

 The Heroes' Welcome
A Novel
by  Louisa Young

ISBN: 9780062354495
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-27
Pages: 272
Price: $18.50

April 1919. Six months have passed since the armistice that ended the Great War. But new battles face those who have survived.
Only 23, former soldier Riley Purefoy and his bride, Nadine Waveney, have their whole lives ahead of them. But Riley's injuries from the war have created
awkward tensions between the couple, scars that threaten to shatter their marriage before it has truly begun.
Peter and Julia Locke are facing their own trauma. Peter has become a recluse, losing himself in drink to forget the horrors of the war. Desperate to reach her
husband, Julia tries to soothe his bitterness, but their future together is uncertain.
Drawn together in the aftermath of the war, the couples become tightly intertwined. Haunted by loss, guilt, and dark memories, contending with uncertainty,
anger, and pain, they are left with the question: is love strong enough to help them move forward?
The incandescent follow up to the international bestseller My Dear I Want to Tell You, The Heroes' Welcome is a powerful and intimate novel chronicling
the turbulence of 1919--a year of perilous beginnings, disturbing realities, and glimmerings of hope.
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   Fiction
 Higher Ed

A Novel
by  Tessa Mcwatt

ISBN: 9780345814760
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

In her most powerful and resonant novel to date, the acclaimed writer Tessa McWatt explores the ways in which people find love in desperately uncertain
times. 
      Against a backdrop of 21st-century east London, where cuts and job crunches and unemployment are ugly, unrelenting realities, three very different love
stories bloom. Francine, a university administrator who firmly believes that she is unattractive and unloveable, is unhinged after witnessing a tragic road
accident. Cracked open, she is also on the verge of realizing that she is worth something to someone. Meanwhile Robin, a young film prof who Francine has
lusted after from afar, is awoken to beauty in the form of the young Polish waitress in his local cafÃ©, who cannot believe that he might love her back. And
then there is Olivia, Robin's charismatic student, a mixed race girl growing up in a racist household, who thought she'd been abandoned by her father, Ed.
Conducting research for a law school project on what society owes the dead, she stumbles across him working in a council office, where he's in charge of
burying the indigent and unclaimed. Soon she realizes that Ed is not the kind of man who would abandon anybody.
     Thoughtful, poignant and profound, Higher Ed is a brilliantly observed novel that illuminates the human capacity for love, and lingers in the soul long
after the last page is read.

 A History of Money
A Novel
by  Alan Pauls

ISBN: 9781612194233
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Melville House
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 208
Price: $24.95

A major new novel from the writer Roberto BolaÃ±o called "one of the best living Latin American writers"

 Alan Pauls, one of Latin American literature's rising stars, combines the intimate and the political in a novel that, although it is set in Argentina in the 1970s
and '80s, will bring to mind books like Choire Sicha's Very Recent History and Sam Lipsyte's The Ask in its subtle, brilliant depiction of the place of money
in its protagonists' lives. 

 It begins with a body: a top executive of an iron and steel company dies after his helicopter, travelling toward the factory where he is due to meet with
striking workers, plummets into the river. The briefcase full of money which he was carrying disappears without a trace. Accident, or assassination? And
where is the money? 

 A History of Money revolves around this event, as does the imagination and memory of the unnamed protagonist of the novel, who returns over and over to
it even as he reflects on the role of money in his family and his own life. His parents are divorced: his father is a gambler who plays in all-night poker games
and carries around all of his money in a wad of cash; his mother is a socialite who squanders her inherited fortune on a lavish lifestyle. Our protagonist, for
his part, pays--in every sense of the word.

 And his individual story is echoed in the larger story of  ...
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   Fiction
 The Hobbit (Large Type Edition)

by  Jrr Tolkien

ISBN: 9780008108281
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 400
Price: $37.99

Probably the most famous children's book of modern times -- regularly topping polls for "favourite book" and now available in a Large Type format to
complement The Lord of The Rings Large Type trilogy.
Bilbo Baggins enjoys a quiet and contented life, with no desire to travel far from the comforts of home; then one day the wizard Gandalf and a band of
dwarves arrive unexpectedly and enlist his services -- as a burglar -- on a dangerous expedition to raid the treasure-hoard of Smaug the dragon. Bilbo's life is
never to be the same again.
The Hobbit became an instant success when it was first published in 1937, and more than 60 years later Tolkien's epic tale of elves, dwarves, trolls, goblins,
myth, magic and adventure, with its reluctant hero Bilbo Baggins, has lost none of its appeal.

 Holy Cow
A Modern-Day Dairy Tale
by  David Duchovny

ISBN: 9780374172077
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 224
Price: $27.99

Elsie Bovary is a cow, and a pretty happy one at that-her long, lazy days are spent eating, napping, and chatting with her best friend, Mallory. One night,
Elsie and Mallory sneak out of their pasture; but while Mallory is interested in flirting with the neighboring bulls, Elsie finds herself drawn to the farmhouse.
Through the window, she sees the farmer's family gathered around a bright Box God-and what the Box God reveals about something called an "industrial
meat farm" shakes Elsie's understanding of her world to its core.     There's only one solution: escape to a better, safer world. And so a motley crew is
formed: Elsie; Jerry-excuse me, Shalom-a cranky, Torah-reading pig who's recently converted to Judaism; and Tom, a suave (in his own mind, at least)
turkey who can't fly, but who  can  work an iPhone with his beak. Toting stolen passports and slapdash human disguises, they head for the airport.     Elsie is
our wise-cracking, pop-culture-reference-dropping, slyly witty narrator; Tom-who does eventually learn to fly (sort of)-dispenses psychiatric advice in a fake
German accent; and Shalom, rejected by his adopted people in Jerusalem, ends up unexpectedly uniting Israelis and Palestinians. David Duchovny's
charismatic creatures point the way toward a mutual understanding and acceptance that the world desperately needs.

 Holy Cow
A Modern-Day Dairy Tale
by  David Duchovny

ISBN: 9781427261717
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

A rollicking, globe-trotting adventure with a twist:&nbspa four-legged heroine you won't soon forget Elsie Bovary is a cow, and a pretty happy one at that-
her long, lazy days are spent eating, napping, and chatting with her best friend, Mallory. One night, Elsie and Mallory sneak out of their pasture; but while
Mallory is interested in flirting with the neighboring bulls, Elsie finds herself drawn to the farmhouse. Through the window, she sees the farmer's family
gathered around a bright Box God-and what the Box God reveals about something called an "industrial meatfarm" shakes Elsie's understanding of her world
to its core.    There's only one solution: escape to a better, safer world. And so a motley crew is formed: Elsie; Jerry-excuse me, Shalom-a cranky, Torah-
reading pig who's recently converted to Judaism; and Tom, a suave (in his own mind, at least) turkey who can't fly, but who can  work an iPhone with his
beak. Toting stolen passports and slapdash human disguises, they head for the airport.    Elsie is our wise-cracking, pop-culture-reference-dropping, slyly
witty narrator; Tom-who does eventually learn to fly (sort of)-dispenses psychiatric advice in a fake German accent; and Shalom, rejected by his adopted
people in Jerusalem, ends up unexpectedly uniting Israelis and Palestinians. David Duchovny's charismatic creatures point the way toward a mutual
understanding and acceptance that the world desperately needs.
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   Fiction
 Host

by  Robin Cook

ISBN: 9781611763775
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Penguin Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-10-20
Pages: 1
Price: $52.00

No Description

 Host
by  Robin Cook

ISBN: 9780399172144
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-10-20
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

The explosive new thriller from New York Times-bestselling author and master of the medical thriller, Robin Cook, takes readers back to where the genre
began, with Coma: what happens when innocent hospital patients are used as medical "incubators" against their will.
 
 
Lynn Pierce, a fourth-year medical student at Mason Dixon University, thinks she has her life figured out. But when her otherwise healthy boyfriend, Carl,
enters the hospital for routine surgery, she doesn't know it's the last time she will see him whole again. 
 
Devastated by Carl's death, Lynn searches for answers. Convinced there's more to the story than what the authorities are willing to reveal, Lynn uses all her
resources at Mason Dixon--including her initially reluctant lab partner, Edward--to hunt down evidence of medical error or malpractice.
 
What she uncovers, however, is far more disturbing. Hospitals associated with Sentinel Healthcare, including the one attached to Mason Dixon, have
unnervingly high rates of unexplained anesthetic complications and patients contracting serious and terminal illness in the wake of routine surgery.
 
When Lynn and Edward begin to receive death threats, they know they're into something bigger than either of them anticipated. They soon enter a desperate
race against time for answers before shadowy forces behind Sentinel Healthcare can put a stop to their efforts once and for all.

 Hot Pursuit
by  Stuart Woods

ISBN: 9780399169168
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Stone Barrington
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

Stone Barrington is back in the exciting new adventure from perennial fan favorite Stuart Woods.
  
 It's not often that Stone Barrington finds a woman as accustomed to the jet-set lifestyle as he, so he's pleasantly surprised when he meets a gorgeous pilot
who's soon moving to New York, and available for closer acquaintance. Their travels together lead them from Wichita to Europe, but trailing them is some
unwanted baggage: his new lady love's unstable, criminal ex-boyfriend.

 And while Stone is fending off his newest adversary, trouble is brewing on the international stage. Several enemy operatives are at large, and only a
coordinated intelligence effort will have any chance of stopping their deadly plot. But the clock is ticking . . . and time has nearly run out.
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   Fiction
 House of Echoes

A Novel
by  Brendan Duffy

ISBN: 9780804178112
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

In this enthralling and atmospheric thriller, one young family's dream of a better life is about to become a nightmare.
  
 Ben and Caroline Tierney and their two young boys are hoping to start over. Ben has hit a dead end with his new novel, Caroline has lost her banking job,
and eight-year-old Charlie is being bullied at his Manhattan school.
  
 When Ben inherits land in the village of Swannhaven, in a remote corner of upstate New York, the Tierneys believe it's just the break they need, and they
leave behind all they know to restore a sprawling estate. But as Ben uncovers Swannhaven's chilling secrets and Charlie ventures deeper into the surrounding
forest, strange things begin to happen. The Tierneys realize that their new home isn't the fresh start they needed . . . and that the village's haunting saga is far
from over.
  
 House of Echoes is a novel that shows how sometimes the ties that bind us are the only things that can keep us whole.

Advance praise for House of Echoes
  
"[Brendan] Duffy walks a fine line between crime and horror, skillfully manipulating the threats of a punishing winter, creepy historic setting, and strange
villagers. . . . This unsettling, atmospheric tale is right up the alley of those who enjoyed Jennifer McMahon's Winter People; and the shared ...

 How To Catch A Prince
by  Rachel Hauck

ISBN: 9780310315544
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Royal Wedding
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2015-02-13
Pages: 320
Price: $19.49

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Hunger Of The Wolf

by  Stephen Marche

ISBN: 9781443422871
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-01-21
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

Hunters found his body naked in the snow.
So begins this breakout book from Stephen Marche, whose last work of fiction was described by the New York Times Book Review as "maybe the most
exciting mash-up of literary genres since David Mitchell's Cloud Atlas." The body in the snow is that of Ben Wylie, the heir to America's second-wealthiest
business dynasty, and it is found in a remote patch of northern Canada. Far away, in post-crash New York, Jamie Cabot, the son of the Wylie family's
housekeepers, must figure out how and why Ben died. He knows the answer lies in the tortured history of the Wylie family, who over three generations built
up their massive holdings into several billion dollars' worth of real estate, oil, and information systems despite a terrible family secret they must keep from
the world. The threads of the Wylie men's destinies, both financial and supernatural, lead twistingly but inevitably to the naked body in the snow and a final,
chilling revelation.
The Hunger of the Wolf is a novel about what it means to be a man in the world of money. It is a story of fathers and sons, about secrets that are kept within
families, and about the cost of the tension between the public face and the private soul. Spanning from the mills of Depression-era Pittsburgh to the Swinging
London of the 1960s, from desolate Alberta to the factories of present-day China, here is a bold and breathtakingly ambitious work of fiction that uses the
story of a single family to capture the way we live now: an epic, genre-busting tale of money, morality, and the American Dream.

 The Huntress of Thornbeck Forest
by  Melanie Dickerson

ISBN: 9780718026240
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Medieval Fairy Tale
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 320
Price: $19.49

Swan Lakemeets Robin Hood when the beautiful daughter of a wealthy merchant by daybecomes the region's most notorious poacher by night, and falls in
love withthe forester.
Jorgen is the forester for thewealthy margrave, and must find and capture the poacher who has been killingand stealing the margrave's game. When he meets
the lovely and refined Odetteat the festival and shares a connection during a dance, he has no idea she isthe one who has been poaching the margrave's game.

Odette justifies her crime ofpoaching because she thinks the game is going to feed the poor, who are all butstarving, both in the city and just outside its walls.
But will the discoveryof a local poaching ring reveal a terrible secret? Has the meat she thought shewas providing for the poor actually been sold  on the
black market,profiting no one except the ring of black market sellers?  
The one person Odette knows can help her could also findout her own secret and turn her over to the margrave, but she has no choice.Jorgen and Odette will
band together to stop the dangerous poaching ring . . . andfall in love. But what will the margrave do when he discovers his forester isprotecting a notorious
poacher?
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   Fiction
 Hush Hush

A Tess Monaghan Novel
by  Laura Lippman

ISBN: 9780062083425
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Tess Monaghan Mysteries
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-13
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

The award-winning New York Times bestselling author of After I'm Gone, The Most Dangerous Thing, I'd Know You Anywhere, and What the Dead Know
brings back private detective Tess Monaghan, introduced in the classic Baltimore Blues, in an absorbing mystery that plunges the new parent into a
disturbing case involving murder and a manipulative mother
"I'm every woman's worst nightmare. . . . Because whenever a woman kills her child every other mother--at least every one who's honest with herself--has a
flash of sympathy. Not empathy. They don't want to have done it, cannot imagine doing it. But they know."
On a searing August day, Melisandre Harris Dawes committed the unthinkable: she left her two-month-old daughter locked in a car while she sat nearby on
the shores of the Patapsco River. Melisandre was found not guilty by reason of criminal insanity, although there was much skepticism about her mental state.
Freed, she left the country, her husband, and her two surviving children, determined to start over.
But now Melisandre has returned to Baltimore to meet with her estranged teenage daughters and film the reunion for a documentary. The problem is, she
relinquished custody and her ex isn't sure he approves.
Now that she's a mother herself--short on time and patience--Tess Monaghan wants nothing to do with a woman crazy enough to have killed her own child.
But her mentor and close friend Tyner Gray, Melisandre's lawyer, has asked Tess and her new partner, retired Baltimore PD homicide detective Sandy
Sanchez, to assess Melisandre's security needs.
Tess has always felt that her curiosity about others is her greatest strength. Yet the imperious Melisandre is someone she cannot begin to understand, much
less empathize with. A decade ago, a judge ruled that Melisandre was beyond rational thought. But was she? Tess tries to keep her distance from her
mercuria ...

 Hush Hush Lp
A Tess Monaghan Novel
by  Laura Lippman

ISBN: 9780062369758
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Tess Monaghan Novel
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-13
Pages: 384
Price: $33.50

On a searing August day, Melisandre Harris Dawes left her infant daughter locked in a car while she sat nearby on the shores of the Patapsco River.
Melisandre was found not guilty by reason of criminal insanity, although there was much skepticism about her mental state. Freed, she left the country, her
husband and her two surviving children, determined to start over.
Now Melisandre has returned to Baltimore to meet with her estranged teenage daughters and wants to film the reunion for a documentary. But she
relinquished custody and her ex isn't sure he approves.
Now that's she's a mother herself, Tess Monaghan wants nothing to do with a woman crazy enough to have killed her own child. But a friend has asked Tess
and her new partner, Sandy Sanchez, to assess Melisandre's security needs.
A decade ago, a judge ruled that Melisandre was beyond rational thought. But was she? As her doubts about Melisandre grow, Tess realizes that she's under
scrutiny as well, followed by a judgmental stalker with an ax to grind . . .
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   Fiction
 I Am Radar

by  Reif Larsen

ISBN: 9780670068715
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 672
Price: $32.00

 At the birth of Radar Radmanovic, all of the hospital electricity mysteriously fails. When the lights are turned on again, the staff is startled to see the healthy
baby boy--with unusually black skin--born to the two stunned Caucasian parents.  Despite the father's joy at the successful delivery, it is the mother,
Charlene, who bears the brunt of the gossip and speculation, and who becomes overwhelmed with her need to 'fix' the skin color of her beloved Radar.
Though Charlene has her own problems following the birth--including a newly heightened but crippling sense of smell--she receives no help from the
hospital staff. "A childbirth is an explosion," the ancient physician says by way of explanation. "Some shrapnel is inevitable, isn't it?"

Just what was born in the long explosion of the Twentieth Century? In the shrapnel of propaganda and colonialism, genocide and racism, the characters of I
Am Radar hunt in the rubble for what life can still be salvaged. Following a secret society of puppeteers and scientists who perform experimental art in the
midst of violent conflict, I Am Radar is a triumph of pure storytelling, a testement to the liberating powers of the imagination.

In the civil wars of Yugoslavia, two brothers walk shockingly different paths: one into the rapacious paramilitary forces terrorizing the countryside, the other
into the world of avant-garde puppetry in beseiged Belgrade. In Norway during the Second World War, a group of resistance schoolteachers defy the
German occupiers by stealing radioactive material from a secret Nazi nuclear reactor--to stage a dramatic art performance, with no witnesses, deep in the
Arctic circle. In the years before Cambodia's murderous Khymer Rouge regime, an expatriate French landowner adopts an abandoned native child and
creates a life-long scientific experiment of his new son's educ ...

 I, Ripper
A Novel
by  Stephen Hunter

ISBN: 9781476764856
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 416
Price: $22.40

The electrifying new thriller from New York Times bestseller Stephen Hunter takes you deep inside the mind of the most notorious serial killer of all time:
Jack the Ripper.In the fall of 1888, Jack the Ripper slaughtered five prostitutes in London's seamy Whitechapel District. He did not just kill--he ripped with a
butcher's glee--and then, after the particularly gruesome slaying of Mary Jane Kelly, he disappeared. For 127 years, Jack has haunted the dark corners of our
imagination, the paradigm of the psychotic killer. We remember him not only for his crimes, but because, despite one of the biggest dragnets in London
history, he was never caught. I, Ripper is a vivid reimagining of Jack's personal story entwined with that of an Irish journalist who covered the case, knew
the principals, charted the investigation, and at last, stymied, went off in a bold new direction. These two men stalk each other through a city twisted in fear
of the madman's blade, a cat-and-mouse game that brings to life the sounds and smells of the fleshpot tenderloin of Whitechapel and all the lurid acts that
fueled the Ripper headlines.  Dripping with intrigue, atmosphere, and diabolical twists, this is a magnificent psychological thriller from perennial New York
Times bestseller Stephen Hunter, who the San Francisco Examiner calls "one of the best storytellers of his generation."
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   Fiction
 The Ice Queen

A Novel
by  Nele Neuhaus

ISBN: 9780312604264
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

The body of&nbsp92-year-old Jossi Goldberg, Holocaust survivor and American citizen, is found shot to death execution style in his house near Frankfurt.
A&nbspfive-digit number is scrawled&nbspin blood at the murder scene.&nbspThe autopsy reveals an old and unsuccessfully covered&nbsptattoo on the
corpse's arm-a blood type marker once&nbspused by Hitler's SS. Pia Kirchhoff and Oliver Bodenstein are faced with a riddle. Was the old man not Jewish
after all? Who was he, really? Two more, similar&nbspmurders happen-one of&nbspa wheelchair-bound&nbspold&nbsplady in a nursing home, and one of
a man with&nbspa cellar filled with Nazi paraphernalia-and slowly the connections between the victims becomes evident: All of them were lifelong friends
with&nbspVera von&nbspKaltensee, baroness, well-respected philanthropist, and head of an old, rich family that she rules with an iron fist. Pia and Oliver
follow the trail, which leads them all the way back to the end of World War II and the area of Poland that then belonged to East Prussia. No one is who they
claim to be,&nbspand things only begin to make sense when&nbspthe two investigators&nbsprealize what the bloody number stands for, and uncover
an&nbspold diary and an eyewitness who is finally willing to come forward. Nele Neuhaus's The Ice Queen &nbspis a character- and plot-driven mystery
about revenge, power, and long-forgotten and covered up secrets from a time in German history that still affects the present.

 In For the Kill
by Shannon Mckenna

ISBN: 9780758273512
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Mccloud Brothers
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 416
Price: $16.95

"The McCloud   series is an auto buy for me."    --Maya BanksThe risks ex-cop Sam Petrie has taken   have turned his life into a train wreck. So he has
nothing to lose by   doubling down as the elusive Svetlana Ardova's unwanted bodyguard on a   potentially deadly trip to Italy.
"McKenna writes   intense, sensual stories."    --The B&N Review
Ever since   the McClouds rescued Sveti from certain death, her crusade against modern   slavery has blazoned a bulls-eye on her chest, but when one of the
threats   against her almost hits the mark, Sam's protective instincts go into   overdrive. Every lethal obstacle and trap they encounter ups the stakes--and   the
undeniable heat between them.
"Shannon McKenna   makes the pulse pound."   --BookPage
Now they're spiraling in on a   deadly and explosive secret--one that could either redeem them or destroy   them . . . and the closer they get, the shorter the
fuse . . .

 In His Keeping
A Slow Burn Novel
by  Maya Banks

ISBN: 9780062312488
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Slow Burn Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-14
Pages: 256
Price: $18.50

Arial knows the rules that keep her safe. She's been following them since she was a little girl: Do not tell. Do not show. But in a moment of terror, facing an
attacker intent on taking more than just her life, Ari has no choice but to unleash the psychic powers she's been hiding since childhood. 
Now, with her abilities revealed, a bigger threat looms--something that makes her question everything she thought she knew about her parents and her
secretive upbringing. But this isn't a fight she can face on her own.
As the head of Devereaux Security, Beau Devereaux is no stranger to the strange. But when he takes on a new client--a beautiful young woman with an
extraordinary gift--Beau isn't prepared for the extent of his attraction to her. What began as a simple assignment, just another job, quickly turns personal as
Beau discovers he'll do anything at all to protect Ari. No matter what it costs him personally. Even his heart and soul.
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   Fiction
 In Wilderness

A Novel
by  Diane Thomas

ISBN: 9780804176958
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

For readers of Amanda Coplin and Chris Bohjalian, In Wilderness is a suspenseful and literary love story--a daring and original novel about our fierce need
for companionship and our enduring will to survive.
  
In the winter of 1966, Katherine Reid moves to an isolated cabin deep in Georgia's Appalachian Mountains. There, with little more than a sleeping bag, a tin
plate, and a loaded gun, she plans to spend her time in peaceful solitude. But one day, Katherine realizes the woods are not empty, and she is not alone.
Someone else is near, observing  her every move. 
  
 Twenty-year-old Vietnam veteran Danny lives not far from Katherine's cabin, in a once-grand mansion he has dubbed "Gatsby's house." Haunted by war
and enclosed by walls of moldering books, he becomes fixated on Katherine. What starts as cautious observation grows to obsession. When these two souls
collide, the passion that ignites between them is all-consuming--and increasingly dangerous.
  
 Suffused with a stunning sense of character and atmosphere, Diane Thomas's intimate voice creates an unforgettable depiction of the transformative power
of love, how we grieve and hope, and the perilous ways in which we heed and test our hearts.

Advance praise for In Wilderness
  
 "A harrowing exploration of desire and obsession, In Wilderness sends two people into a ph ...

 The Inn at Ocean's Edge
by  Colleen Coble

ISBN: 9781401690267
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Sunset Cove Novel
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 336
Price: $19.49

A vacation to Sunset Cove was her way of celebrating and thanking her parents. After all, Claire Dellamore's childhood was like a fairytale. But with the
help of Luke Elwell, Claire discovers that fairytale was really an elaborate lie . . .
The minute she steps inside the grand Inn at Ocean's Edge, Claire Dellamare knows something terrible happened there. She feels it in her bones. Her ensuing
panic attack causes a scene, upsetting her parents. Claire attempts to quiet her nerves with a walk on the beach, to no avail. She's at too great a distance to
make out details, but she believes she witnesses a murder on a nearby cliff. When local police find no evidence of foul play, they quickly write off the
"nervous" woman's testimony as less than credible.
But Luke Elwell, home on leave from the Coast Guard, has reason to believe Claire. Years ago when his mother went missing, Luke's father suspected she'd
been murdered. He died never having convinced the police to investigate. So when an employee of the grand hotel doesn't show up for work, Luke steps in to
help Claire track down the missing woman.
As Claire and Luke put together the pieces of a decades-old mystery, they discover that some family secrets refuse to stay buried. And some passions are
worth killing for.
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   Fiction
 Innocence

Or, Murder on Steep Street
by  Heda Margoli Kovaly

ISBN: 9781616954963
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Soho Press
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 272
Price: $25.95

Nearly lost to censorship, this rediscovered gem of Czech literature by renowned Holocaust memoirist Heda Margolius KovÃ¡ly depicts a chilling moment
in history, redolent with the stifling atmosphere of political and personal oppression of the early days of Communist Czechoslovakia.
 
 1950s Prague is a city of numerous small terrors, of political tyranny, corruption and surveillance. There is no way of knowing whether one's neighbor is
spying for the government, or what one's supposed friend will say under pressure to a State Security agent. A loyal Party member might be imprisoned or
executed as quickly as a traitor; innocence means nothing for a person caught in a government trap. 
  
 But there are larger terrors, too. When a little boy is murdered at the cinema where his aunt works, the ensuing investigation sheds a little too much light on
the personal lives of the cinema's female ushers, each of whom is hiding a dark secret of her own.

 Insatiable Appetites
by  Stuart Woods,  Tony Roberts

ISBN: 9781611763805
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Stone Barrington
Publisher: Penguin Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 6
Price: $40.00

Stone Barrington returns in the new action-packed thriller from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author.
 
 It's a time of unexpected change for Stone Barrington. A recent venture has achieved a great victory, but is immediately faced with a new challenge: an
underhanded foe who is determined to wreak havoc at any cost. Meanwhile, when Stone finds himself responsible for distributing the estate of a respected
friend and mentor, the process reveals secrets that range from merely surprising to outright alarming. 

From the lavish brownstones of Washington, D.C., to the grand estates of New York's outer boroughs, the trail of sabotage, corruption, and murder
culminates in a stunning conclusion.

 Insatiable Appetites
by  Stuart Woods

ISBN: 9780399169151
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Stone Barrington
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

Stone Barrington returns in the new action-packed thriller from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author.
 
It's a time of unexpected change for Stone Barrington. A recent venture has achieved a great victory, but is immediately faced with a new challenge: an
underhanded foe who's determined to wreak havoc at any cost. Meanwhile, when Stone finds himself responsible for distributing the estate of a respected
friend and mentor, the process unearths secrets that range from merely surprising to outright alarming. And when a lethal beauty from Stone's past
resurfaces, there's no telling what chaos will follow in her wake . . .

Ever a master of keeping cool under pressure, even Stone might have his work cut out for him this time . . . because when grand ambitions collide with
criminal inclinations, the results may be more deadly than he could have anticipated.
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   Fiction
 Inside the O'Briens

A Novel
by  Lisa Genova

ISBN: 9781476717777
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

From award-winning, New York Times bestselling author and neuroscientist Lisa Genova comes a powerful new novel that does for Huntington's Disease
what her debut Still Alice did for Alzheimer's.Joe O'Brien is a forty-four-year-old police officer from the Irish Catholic neighborhood of Charlestown,
Massachusetts. A devoted husband, proud father of four children in their twenties, and respected officer, Joe begins experiencing bouts of disorganized
thinking, uncharacteristic temper outbursts, and strange, involuntary movements. He initially attributes these episodes to the stress of his job, but as these
symptoms worsen, he agrees to see a neurologist and is handed a diagnosis that will change his and his family's lives forever: Huntington's Disease.
Huntington's is a lethal neurodegenerative disease with no treatment and no cure. Each of Joe's four children has a 50 percent chance of inheriting their
father's disease, and a simple blood test can reveal their genetic fate. While watching her potential future in her father's escalating symptoms, twenty-one-
year-old daughter Katie struggles with the questions this test imposes on her young adult life. Does she want to know? What if she's gene positive? Can she
live with the constant anxiety of not knowing? As Joe's symptoms worsen and he's eventually stripped of his badge and more, Joe struggles to maintain hope
and a sense of purpose, while Katie and her siblings must find the courage to either live a life "at risk" or learn their fate. Praised for writing that "explores
the resilience of the human spirit" (The San Francisco Chronicle), Lisa Genova has once again delivered a novel as powerful and unforgettable as the human
insights at its core.

 Invasion of Privacy
A Novel
by  Christopher Reich

ISBN: 9780385531573
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

One woman's quest to discover the truth behind her husband's death will pit her against a new generation of cutting-edge surveillance technology and the
most dangerous conspiracy in America--Invasion of Privacy is the riveting, new standalone suspense novel from New York Times bestselling author
Christopher Reich. 

     On a remote, dusty road forty miles outside of Austin, Texas, FBI agent Joe Grant and a confidential informant are killed in a deadly shootout. Left to
pick up the pieces is Mary Grant, Joe's young wife and mother of their two daughters. The official report places blame for the deaths on Joe's shoulders . . .
but the story just doesn't add up and Mary has too many troubling questions that need answers. How did Joe's final voice mail--containing a cryptic warning
for Mary, recorded moments before the fatal shooting--disappear without a trace from her phone?         Stonewalled by the FBI, Mary will be drawn into a
deadly conspiracy that puts her in the crosshairs of the richest and most powerful men in America . . . and the newest and most terrifying surveillance system
known to man.
     New York Times bestselling author Christopher Reich is the master of crafting thrillers of the highest caliber, with nonstop action and nail-biting
suspense. Invasion of Privacy is his richest, most relevant novel to date and will have readers hooked from the first page to the last. Your privacy is for sale.
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   Fiction
 The Invention Of Fire

A Novel
by  Bruce Holsinger

ISBN: 9780062356451
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 384
Price: $33.99

The author of the acclaimed medieval mystery A Burnable Book once again brings fourteenth-century London alive in all its color and detail in this riveting
thriller featuring medieval poet and fixer John Gower--a twisty tale rife with intrigue, danger mystery, and murder.
Though he is one of England's most acclaimed intellectuals, John Gower is no stranger to London's wretched slums and dark corners, and he knows how to
trade on the secrets of the kingdom's most powerful men. When the bodies of sixteen unknown men are found in a privy, the Sheriff of London seeks
Gower's help. The men's wounds--ragged holes created by an unknown object--are unlike anything the sheriff's men have ever seen. Tossed into the sewer,
the bodies were meant to be found. Gower believes the men may have been used in an experiment--a test for a fearsome new war weapon his informants call
the "handgonne," claiming it will be the "future of death" if its design can be perfected.
Propelled by questions of his own, Gower turns to courtier and civil servant Geoffrey Chaucer, who is working on some poems about pilgrims that Gower
finds rather vulgar. Chaucer thinks he just may know who commissioned this new weapon, an extremely valuable piece of information that some will pay a
high price for--and others will kill to conceal. . . 

 Invisible Streets
by Toby Ball

ISBN: 9781468309027
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Overlook
Pub. Date: 2014-07-24
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

In this visionary dystopian thriller, the hunt is on for a haul of explosives that shouldn't get into the wrong hands . . . or should it?

A brilliantly imagined thriller, Invisible Streets is a sprawling, noirish epic of crime and corruption by an author who has been compared to Caleb Carr,
James Ellroy, and Jonathan Lethem. It's the mid-1960s, and the City is a hulking shell of itself. Bohemians, crooks, and snarling anti-Communists have their
run of the place, but if Nathan Canada has his way, all this decline and decadence will soon be nothing but a distant memory. His New City Project will
paper over the grit and the grime, making the City safe for the rich. According to Canada and his influential allies, the project is the City's last best hope--but
according to everyone else in town, it's a death knell.

So when the Project's cache of explosives goes missing, everyone is a suspect, and police detective Torsten Grip finds himself up against a ticking clock and
a wall of silence. Meanwhile journalist Frank Frings--the last honest man in the City--sets out to find his friend's grandson, who has gotten himself involved
with Kollectiv 61, a radical group that Grip believes holds the key to the investigation. And in the middle of it all is Canada's enforcer Phil Dorman, whose
job is to ensure that the City's corruption and chaos remain at a boil--but never more than that.

At once a cinematic journey through a city down on its luck and a gripping story all the way up to its shocking conclusion, Toby Ball's Invisible Streets will
leave you awed and breathless.
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   Fiction
 The Novel Habits of Happiness

An Isabel Dalhousie Novel
by  Alexander Mccall Smith

ISBN: 9780307361912
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Isabel Dalhousie
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-07-21
Pages: 256
Price: $20.97

The tenth book in this beloved author's consistently bestselling series featuring his insatiably curious, ever-delightful Edinburgh philosopher and amateur
sleuth who now takes on a case like none she's had before: one with paranormal implications. 
     From a small town outside Edinburgh comes the news that a young boy has been recounting vivid recollections of a past life: a perfect description of an
island off the coast of Scotland which he couldn't possibly know, and a house there, where he claims to have spent his former life. When the boy's mother
asks Isabel to investigate his claims, she feels she must--of course!--help them learn the truth, and she and Jamie set off for the island. But finding the house
the boy described only leads to more complicated questions. And when they learn the tragic story of the family who lived there, Isabel is suddenly faced with
a situation of extraordinary delicacy that will require all of her skills both as sleuth and philosopher. (Meantime, back in Edinburgh: Will an elderly lothario
take Grace, her stalwart housekeeper, companion and babysitter, away from Isabel? Would Isabel be able to manage without Grace?)

 The Jade Butterfly
A Dan Sharp Mystery
by  Jeffrey Round

ISBN: 9781459721852
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Dan Sharp Mystery
Publisher: Dundurn
Pub. Date: 2015-01-24
Pages: 344
Price: $11.99

A seemingly casual encounter in a downtown bar sends missing persons investigator Dan Sharp in search of a woman presumed dead in the Tiananmen
Square Massacre. Twenty years after her disappearance, her brother believes that a woman he glimpsed on the Internet is his sister, now living in Toronto.
The closer Dan gets to finding her, however, the less sense things make. Just when he thinks he knows what's driving his client, an unexpected revelation
forces him to choose between what he's been told and his gut instinct, which says things are not all they seem.

 The Jazz Palace
A Novel
by  Mary Morris

ISBN: 9780385539739
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Nan A. Talese
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 256
Price: $30.00

Acclaimed author Mary Morris returns to her Chicago roots in this sweeping novel that brilliantly captures the dynamic atmosphere and the dazzling music
of the Jazz Age. 

     In the midst of boomtown Chicago, two Jewish families have suffered terrible blows. The Lehrmans, who run a small hat factory, lost their beloved son
Harold in a blizzard. The Chimbrovas, who run a saloon, lost three of their boys on the SS Eastland when it sank in 1915. Each family holds out hope that
one of their remaining children will rise to carry on the family business. But Benny Lehrman has no interest in making hats. His true passion is
piano--especially jazz.
     At night he sneaks down to the South Side, slipping into predominantly black clubs to hear jazz groups play. One night he is called out and asked to "sit
in" on a group. His playing is first-rate, and the other musicians are impressed. One of them, the trumpeter, a black man named Napoleon, becomes Benny's
close friend and musical collaborator, and their adventures together take Benny far from the life he knew as a delivery boy. Pearl Chimbrova recognizes their
talent and invites them to start playing at her family's saloon, which Napoleon dubs "The Jazz Palace."
     But Napoleon's main gig is at a mob establishment, which doesn't take too kindly to freelancing. And as the '20s come to a close and the bubble of
prosperity collapses, Benny, Napoleon, and Pearl must all make hard choices between financial survival and the music they love.
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   Fiction
 Jeeves and the Yule-Tide Spirit

And Other Stories
by  P G Wodehouse

ISBN: 9780091959029
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2014-11-21
Pages: 368
Price: $24.99

A baker's dozen of P.G. Wodehouse's finest short stories. 
     Aunts, engagements, misunderstandings and hangover cures; this delightful collection from 'the greatest chronicler of a certain kind of Englishness'
(Julian Fellowes) brings together a baker's dozen of P. G. Wodehouse's finest short stories. This beautiful edition includes tales related by Mr Mulliner, the
charming raconteur of the Angler's Rest; the Oldest Member at the Golf Club; the irrepressible and disreputable Ukridge and, of course, the escapades of
Bertie Wooster and Jeeves.

Jeeves and the Yule-Tide Spirit (Very Good, Jeeves)
One Touch of Nature (The Man With Two Left Feet)
The Ordeal of Young Tuppy (Very Good, Jeeves)
Ukridge's Dog College (Ukridge)
The Story of William (Meet Mr Mulliner)
Uncle Fred Flits By (Young Men in Spats)
How's That, Umpire (Nothing Serious)
Honeysuckle Cottage (Meet M ...

 Jim Butcher's Dresden Files
War Cry
by  Carlos Gomez

ISBN: 9781606905746
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Jim Butcher's Dresden Files
Publisher: Dynamite Entertainment
Pub. Date: 2014-11-25
Pages: 136
Price: $32.99

A war is raging between the vampire forces of the Red Court and the White Council - a war that the wizards are losing. So desperate are the Council that
they've dragooned the experienced and the outcast to reinforce their thinning ranks of Wardens. One of these draftees is one Harry Dresden, Chicago's only
wizard-for-hire and a guy who's long been looked upon with suspicion by the supernatural authorities. Now, he's one of them, and his first big mission as a
Warden is a doozy: take a small team of greenhorns to a frigid town in the middle of nowhere to rescue a handful of mortals who've been targeted by the Red
Court. The question is, why exactly are these particular mortals so crucial to the outcome of the war? The answer will come only if Harry can keep them, and
his team, alive for one very long night.  This graphic novel collects the critically acclaimed, five-issue series in one volume, and features a bonus section
with Jim Butcher's original story outline, sketchbook artwork from Carlos Gomez, cover gallery with roughs from Stjepan Sejic, and more!  Creator
Commentary from Jim Butcher:  "The greatest frustration about writing the Dresden Files is all the stories I come up with that are too small or too
straightforward to write into a novel. One of the great pleasures I've had as a writer is getting the opportunity to tell some of those stories in a short-story
format, and in graphic novels like this one! War Cry is one of the stories I always wanted to tell but never got the chance to in the context of the novels, and
I'm extremely pleased with how well it's coming out."
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   Fiction
 The Just City

by  Jo Walton

ISBN: 9780765332660
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 368
Price: $29.99

Here in the Just City you will become your best selves. You will learn and grow and strive to be excellent." Created as an experiment by the time-traveling
goddess Pallas Athene, the Just City is a planned community, populated by over ten thousand children and&nbspa few hundred adult teachers from all eras
of history, along with some handy robots from the far human future-all set down together on a Mediterranean island in the distant past.The student Simmea,
born an Egyptian farmer's daughter sometime between 500 and 1000 A.D, is a brilliant child, eager for knowledge,  ready to strive to be her best self. The
teacher Maia was once Ethel, a young Victorian lady of much learning and few prospects, who&nbspprayed to Pallas Athene in an unguarded moment
during a trip to Rome-and, in an instant, found herself in the Just City with grey-eyed Athene standing unmistakably before her.Meanwhile,&nbspApollo-
stunned by the realization that there are things mortals understand better than he does-has arranged to live a human life, and has come to the City as one of
the children. He knows his true identity, and conceals it from his peers. For this lifetime, he is prone to all the troubles of being human.Then, a few years in,
Sokrates arrives-the same Sokrates recorded by Plato himself-to ask all the troublesome questions you would expect. What happens next is a&nbsptale only
the brilliant Jo Walton could tell."

 Justice League United Vol. 1
Justice League Canada (The New 52)
by  Jeff Lemire

ISBN: 9781401252359
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Justice League United
Publisher: DC Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 176
Price: $28.99

Top comics writer Jeff Lemire teams with superstar artist Mike McKone for the all-new monthly series JUSTICE LEAGUE UNITED, starring the new team
of powerful heroes Earth calls Justice League Canada!

In the aftermath of FOREVER EVIL, Adam Strange is caught up in an adventure across the far reaches of the cosmos that will unite an unexpected team of
heroes including Supergirl, Hawkman, Green Arrow, Stargirl, Martian Manhunter and Animal Man - but if they're on the team, who exactly is Canadian?
Plus: Don't miss the debut of a new Canadian hero who will have a huge effect on the group!

Collects  Justice League United #0-5.
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   Fiction
 Killer Gourmet

by G.a. Mckevett

ISBN: 9780758276575
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Savannah Reid Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 304
Price: $27.95

Plus-sized P.I. Savannah Reid and her pals at the Moonlight Magnolia  Detective Agency know a thing or two about fine dining. But when murder  shows up
on the menu, it's time to go back to the kitchen.  .  .

When  the Moonlight Magnolia gang learns their friends Ryan Stone and John  Gibson are planning to open a chic new restaurant, they eagerly offer  their
input on everything from what dishes to serve to how many calories  they should contain. But all Ryan and John can think about is how  excited they are to
have hired the temperamental but talented chef  Baldwin Norwood. Too bad the only thing being sliced and diced in the  kitchen is the chef himself.  .  .

As Savannah turns her  attention from munchies to murder, she quickly realizes the cantankerous  chef left a bad taste in everyone's mouth, and any number
of people  could have whipped up a recipe for revenge. Could the jilted sous chef  he stabbed in the back have done the same to him? Perhaps the loyal 
girlfriend he took for granted was finally fed up. Or maybe the business  partner whose career he ruined had an appetite for blood. Savannah has  her work
cut out for her, and just when she thinks there couldn't be any  more suspects, she uncovers a plot more precarious than a perfect  soufflÃ©.  .  .

 Killing For Keeps
by  Mari Hannah

ISBN: 9781447246114
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

The next gripping novel by Mari Hannah.
IT'S IN THE BLOOD. Two brothers from the same criminal family die within hours of each other, five miles apart, one on the edge of a Newcastle
industrial estate, the other in a busy A & E department of a local hospital, unseen by the triage team. Both victims have suffered horrific injuries. Who
wanted them dead? Will they kill again? Investigating these brutal and bloody killings leads DCI Kate Daniels to break some rules, putting her career as well
as her life on the line.
As the body count rises in the worst torture case Northumbria Police has ever seen, the focus of the enquiry switches, first to Glasgow and then to Europe
ending in a confrontation with a dangerous offender hell-bent on revenge.

 Killing Ways
by  Alex Barclay

ISBN: 9780007494538
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 400
Price: $21.99

Dark times lie ahead for Special Agent Ren Bryce and the Rocky Mountains Safe Streets Task Force in the heart-stopping new thriller from the bestselling
author of DARKHOUSE and BLOOD LOSS.In her most shocking case yet, FBI Special Agent Ren Bryce takes on a depraved serial killer fueled by a
warped sense of justice.A master of evasion, each life he takes ramps up Ren's obsession with finding him. Then one victim changes everything and brings
Ren face to face with a detective whose life was destroyed by the same pursuit.Together, can they defeat this monster? Or will he take them both down?
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   Fiction
 The Kind Worth Killing

A Novel
by  Peter Swanson

ISBN: 9780062267528
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

From the author of the acclaimed The Girl with a Clock for a Heart--hailed by the Washington Post as crime fiction's best first novel of 2014"--a devious tale
of psychological suspense involving sex, deception, and an accidental encounter that leads to murder that is a modern reimagining of Patricia Highsmith's
classic Strangers on a Train.
On a night flight from London to Boston, Ted Severson meets the stunning and mysterious Lily Kintner. Sharing one too many martinis, the strangers begin
to play a game of truth, revealing very intimate details about themselves. Ted talks about his marriage that's going stale and his wife Miranda, who he's sure
is cheating on him. Ted and his wife were a mismatch from the start--he the rich businessman, she the artistic free spirit--a contrast that once inflamed their
passion, but has now become a clichÃ©.
But their game turns a little darker when Ted jokes that he could kill Miranda for what she's done. Lily, without missing a beat, says calmly, "I'd like to
help." After all, some people are the kind worth killing, like a lying, stinking, cheating spouse. . . .
Back in Boston, Ted and Lily's twisted bond grows stronger as they begin to plot Miranda's demise. But there are a few things about Lily's past that she
hasn't shared with Ted, namely her experience in the art and craft of murder, a journey that began in her very precocious youth.
Suddenly these co-conspirators are embroiled in a chilling game of cat-and-mouse, one they both cannot survive . . . with a shrewd and very determined
detective on their tail.

 The Kind Worth Killing Lp
A Novel
by  Peter Swanson

ISBN: 9780062370044
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 352
Price: $31.99

At an airport bar, Ted Severson meets Lily Kintner and soon they're sharing intimate details about themselves. Ted talks about his wife, Miranda, whom he's
caught in a serious betrayal.?.?.?. Then the playful banter takes a turn when Ted says he'd like to kill his wife, and Lily says she'd like to help.
Ted and Lily forge an unusual bond, but Lily has a history she's not sharing, a legacy of murder that stems from childhood. And Ted hides just how much
he's become infatuated with Lily. But as Ted grows anxious about their scheme, they are pulled into a lethal game of cat and mouse, and more than one of
them may be left dead when it's all over.

 The Accursed Kings (7)/The King Without A Kingdom
by  Maurice Druon

ISBN: 9780007491377
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-02-27
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

'This was the original game of thrones' George R.R. MartinAvailable for the first time in English, The King Without a Kingdom is the seventh and final
volume of The Accursed Kings series.The reign of the Capetian kings has ended and John II, 'The Good', second of the Valois dynasty, has taken the
throne.Under his leadership the Hundred Years War, one of the longest and bloodiest conflicts in history, escalates and England and France begin to tear
each other apart.Cardinal Perigord, narrating the drama, shows us a monarch as vain and cruel as he is incompetent. Under his turbulent reign, warring
factions plunder the land, famine threatens the people and the Black Death spreads far and wide. France is bleeding to death around the new king.
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   Fiction
 The Knife

by  Ross Ritchell

ISBN: 9780399173400
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Blue Rider Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-05
Pages: 272
Price: $28.95

A powerful, dark, and morally provocative debut novel about a U.S. Special Forces unit operating in the Middle East, written by a former soldier--No Easy
Day meets Redeployment...

It's hot and getting hotter this summer in Afghanipakiraqistan--the preferred name for the ambiguous stretch of the world where the U.S. Special Forces
operate with little outside attention. Team Leader Dutch Shaw is missing his late grandmother. She was the last link he had to civilian life, to any kind of
world of innocence.

But there's no time to mourn. After two helicopters in a sister squadron are shot down, Shaw and his team know that they're going to be spun up and sent
back in, deep into insurgent territory, where a mysterious new organization called Al Ayeelaa has been attracting high-value targets from across the region.
As Shaw and his men fight their way closer to the source, mission by mission, they begin to realize that their way may have been prepared for them in
advance, and not by a welcoming host.

The Knife is a debut novel of intense authenticity by a former soldier in a United States Special Operations Command direct-action team. As scenes of
horseshoes and horseplay cut to dim Ambien-soaked trips in helicopters and beyond, Ritchell's story takes us deep beneath the testosterone-laced patter into
the lonelier, more ambivalent world of military life in the Middle East. The result is a fast-paced  ...

 The Knockoff
A Novel
by  Lucy Sykes

ISBN: 9780385539586
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 352
Price: $28.95

An outrageously stylish, wickedly funny novel of fashion in the digital age, The Knockoff is the story of Imogen Tate, editor in chief of Glossy magazine,
who finds her twentysomething former assistant Eve Morton plotting to knock Imogen off her pedestal, take over her job, and reduce the magazine, famous
for its lavish 768-page September issue, into an app.
  
 When Imogen returns to work at Glossy after six months away, she can barely recognize her own magazine. Eve, fresh out of Harvard Business School, has
fired "the gray hairs," put the managing editor in a supply closet, stopped using the landlines, and hired a bevy of manicured and questionably attired
underlings who text and tweet their way through meetings. Imogen, darling of the fashion world, may have Alexander Wang and Diane von Furstenberg on
speed dial, but she can't tell Facebook from Foursquare and once got her iPhone stuck in Japanese for two days. Under Eve's reign, Glossy is rapidly
becoming a digital sweatshop--hackathons rage all night, girls who sleep get fired, and "fun" means mandatory, company-wide coordinated dances to
BeyoncÃ©. Wildly out of her depth, Imogen faces a choice--pack up her Smythson notebooks and quit, or channel her inner geek and take on Eve to save
both the magazine and her career. A glittering, uproarious, sharply drawn story filled with thinly veiled fashion personalities, The Knockoff is an insider's
look at the ever-changing world of fashion and a fabulous romp for our Internet-addicted age. 
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   Fiction
 Lacy Eye

by Jessica Treadway

ISBN: 9781455554072
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 352
Price: $29.00

A haunting, evocative novel about a woman who might have to face the disturbing truth about her own daughter. Hanna and Joe send their awkward
daughter Dawn off to college hoping that she will finally "come into her own." When she brings her new boyfriend, Rud, to her sister's wedding, her parents
try to suppress their troubling impressions of him for Dawn's sake. Not long after, Hanna and Joe suffer a savage attack at home, resulting in Joe's death and
Hanna's severe injury and memory loss.  Rud is convicted of the crime, and the community speculates that Dawn may also have been involved. When Rud
wins an appeal and Dawn returns to live in the family home, Hanna resolves to recall that traumatic night so she can testify in the retrial, exonerate her
daughter, and keep her husband's murderer in jail.  But as those memories resurface, Hanna faces the question of whether she knows her own daughter-and
whether she ever did.

 Lacy Eye
by  Jessica Treadway

ISBN: 9781478983408
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 
Price: $33.00

A haunting, evocative novel about a woman who might have to face the disturbing truth about her own daughter. Hanna and Joe send their awkward
daughter Dawn off to college hoping that she will finally "come into her own." When she brings her new boyfriend, Rud, to her sister's wedding, her parents
try to suppress their troubling impressions of him for Dawn's sake. Not long after, Hanna and Joe suffer a savage attack at home, resulting in Joe's death and
Hanna's severe injury and memory loss.  Rud is convicted of the crime, and the community speculates that Dawn may also have been involved. When Rud
wins an appeal and Dawn returns to live in the family home, Hanna resolves to recall that traumatic night so she can testify in the retrial, exonerate her
daughter, and keep her husband's murderer in jail.  But as those memories resurface, Hanna faces the question of whether she knows her own daughter-and
whether she ever did.

 Lady of the Eternal City
by  Kate Quinn

ISBN: 9780425259634
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 528
Price: $18.00

Elegant, secretive Sabina may be Empress of Rome, but she still stands poised on a knife's edge. She must keep the peace between two deadly enemies: her
husband Hadrian, Rome's brilliant and sinister Emperor; and battered warrior Vix, who is her first love. But Sabina is guardian of a deadly secret: Vix's
beautiful son Antinous has become the Emperor's latest obsession.

Empress and Emperor, father and son will spin in a deadly dance of passion, betrayal, conspiracy, and war. As tragedy sends Hadrian spiraling into madness,
Vix and Sabina form a last desperate pact to save the Empire. But ultimately, the fate of Rome lies with an untried girl, a spirited redhead who may just be
the next Lady of the Eternal City . . .
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   Fiction
 Land of the Blind

by  Barbara Nadel

ISBN: 9781472213761
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 384
Price: $32.99

A body is found in the ruined Constantinople hippodrome: a woman, clutching a piece of red stone. She's recently given birth, but there's no sign of the baby.
Inspector Cetin Ikmen discovers she was a Byzantine specialist on a crusade to protect the historic but now squalid areas of Istanbul that her enemy, property
developer Ahmet Oden, seeks to destroy and rebuild. As Ikmen searches for the lost child and the truth behind her death, the people of Istanbul rise up in
protest against their government in Gezi Park, and the city lurches into chaos and anger. Against this background, Ikmen will unravel a tale of ancient
hostility and modern desires, where the truth is concealed within the secret history of this antique city.

 Land of the Blind
by Barbara Nadel

ISBN: 9781472213778
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Inspector Ikmen Mysteries
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 384
Price: $22.99

A body is found in the ruined Constantinople hippodrome: a woman, clutching a piece of red stone. She's recently given birth, but there's no sign of the baby.
Inspector Cetin Ikmen discovers she was a Byzantine specialist on a crusade to protect the historic but now squalid areas of Istanbul that her enemy, property
developer Ahmet Oden, seeks to destroy and rebuild. As Ikmen searches for the lost child and the truth behind her death, the people of Istanbul rise up in
protest against their government in Gezi Park, and the city lurches into chaos and anger. Against this background, Ikmen will unravel a tale of ancient
hostility and modern desires, where the truth is concealed within the secret history of this antique city.

 The Last American Vampire
by S. Grahame-smith

ISBN: 9781455502127
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 416
Price: $30.00

Vampire Henry Sturges returns in the highly anticipated sequel to Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter-a sweeping, alternate history of twentieth-century
America by New York Times bestselling author Seth Grahame-Smith.

THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE

In Reconstruction-era America, vampire Henry Sturges is searching for renewed purpose in the wake of his friend Abraham Lincoln's shocking death.
Henry's will be an expansive journey that first sends him to England for an unexpected encounter with Jack the Ripper, then to New York City for the birth
of a new American century, the dawn of the electric era of Tesla and Edison, and the blazing disaster of the 1937 Hindenburg crash. 
  
Along the way, Henry goes on the road in a Kerouac-influenced trip as Seth Grahame-Smith ingeniously weaves vampire history through Russia's October
Revolution, the First and Second World Wars, and the JFK assassination.
  
Expansive in scope and serious in execution, THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE is sure to appeal to the passionate readers who made Abraham Lincoln:
Vampire Hunter a runaway success.
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   Fiction
 The Last American Vampire (Large Print Edition)

by  Seth Grahame-smith

ISBN: 9781455530076
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 608
Price: $31.00

Vampire Henry Sturges returns in the highly anticipated sequel to Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter-a sweeping, alternate history of twentieth-century
America by New York Times bestselling author Seth Grahame-Smith.

THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE

In Reconstruction-era America, vampire Henry Sturges is searching for renewed purpose in the wake of his friend Abraham Lincoln's shocking death.
Henry's will be an expansive journey that first sends him to England for an unexpected encounter with Jack the Ripper, then to New York City for the birth
of a new American century, the dawn of the electric era of Tesla and Edison, and the blazing disaster of the 1937 Hindenburg crash. 
  
Along the way, Henry goes on the road in a Kerouac-influenced trip as Seth Grahame-Smith ingeniously weaves vampire history through Russia's October
Revolution, the First and Second World Wars, and the JFK assassination.
  
Expansive in scope and serious in execution, THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE is sure to appeal to the passionate readers who made Abraham Lincoln:
Vampire Hunter a runaway success.

 The Last American Vampire
by  Seth Grahame-smith,  Macleod Andrews

ISBN: 9781611138283
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

New York Times bestselling author Seth Grahame-Smith returns with the follow-up to Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter--a sweeping, alternate history of
20th Century America as seen through the eyes of vampire Henry Sturges.

THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE

In Reconstruction-era America, vampire Henry Sturges is searching for renewed purpose in the wake of his friend Abraham Lincoln's shocking death. It will
be an expansive journey that will first send him to England for an unexpected encounter with Jack the Ripper, then to New York City for the birth of a new
American century, the dawn of the electric era of Tesla and Edison, and the blazing disaster of the 1937 Hindenburg crash. Along the way, Henry goes on the
road in a Kerouac-influenced trip as Seth Grahame-Smith ingeniously weaves vampire history through Russia's October Revolution, the First and Second
World Wars, and the JFK assassination. Expansive in scope and serious in execution, THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE is sure to appeal to the passionate
readers who made Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter a runaway success.
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   Fiction
 Last Days of the Condor

by  James Grady

ISBN: 9780765378408
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

Look in the mirror: You're nobody anybody knows. You know pursuing the truth will get you killed. But you refuse to just fade away.So you're designated
an enemy of the largest secret national security apparatus in America's history. Good guys or bad guys, it doesn't matter: All assassins' guns are aimed at you.
And you run for your life branded with the code name you made iconic: Condor.Everyone you care about is pulled into the gunsights. The CIA star young
enough to be your daughter-she might shoot you or save you. The savvy political aide who lets love trump the law. The lonely woman your romantic dreams
make a fugitive. The Middle Eastern child warrior you mentored into a master spy. Last Days of the Condor is the bullet-paced, ticking clock saga of
America on the edge of our most startling spy world revolution since 9/11.&nbspSet in the savage streets and Kafkaesque corridors of Washington, DC, shot
through with sex and suspense, with secret agent tradecraft and full-speed action, with hunters and the hunted, Last Days of the Condor  is a&nbspbreakneck
saga of America's secrets from muckraking investigative reporter and author James Grady. ;

 The Last Good Paradise
A Novel
by  Tatjana Soli

ISBN: 9781250043962
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

From Tatjana Soli, the bestselling author of The Lotus Eaters and The Forgetting Tree, comes a&nbspblack comedy&nbspset on&nbspan island resort,
where guests attempting to flee their troubles realize they can't escape who they are.On a small, unnamed coral atoll in the South Pacific, a group of troubled
dreamers must face the possibility that the hopes  they've labored after so single-mindedly might not lead them to the happiness they feel they were
promised. Ann and Richard, an aspiring,&nbspLos Angeles&nbsppower couple, are already sensing the cracks in their version of the American dream when
their life unexpectedly implodes, leading them to brashly run away from home to a Robinson Crusoe idyll. Dex Cooper, lead singer of the rock band,
Prospero, is facing his own slide from greatness, experimenting with artistic asceticism while accompanied by his sexy, young, and increasingly
entrepreneurial muse, Wende. Loren, the French owner of the resort sauvage, has made his own Gauguin-like retreat from the world years before, only to
find that the modern world has become impossible to disconnect from. Titi, descendent of Tahitian royalty, worker, and eventual inheritor of the resort, must
fashion a vision of the island's future that includes its indigenous people, while her partner, Cooked, is torn between anarchy and lust.By turns funny and
tragic,  The Last Good Paradise &nbspexplores our modern, complex and often, self-contradictory discontents, crafting an exhilarating and darkly satirical
story about our need to&nbspconnect in an increasingly networked but isolating world.
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   Fiction
 Last One Home (Large Print Edition)

A Novel
by  Debbie Macomber

ISBN: 9780804194693
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Random House Large Print
Publisher: Large Print
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Blossom Street and Cedar Cove series, delivers an inspiring new stand-alone novel about
the enduring bond between sisters, the power of forgiveness, and a second chance at love.
  
 Growing up, Cassie Carter and her sisters, Karen and Nichole, were incredibly close--until one fateful event drove them apart. After high school, Cassie ran
away from home to marry the wrong man, throwing away a college scholarship and breaking her parents' hearts. To make matters worse, Cassie had always
been their father's favorite--a sentiment that weighed heavily on her sisters and made Cassie's actions even harder to bear.
  
 Now thirty-one, Cassie is back in Washington, living in Seattle with her daughter and hoping to leave her past behind. After ending a difficult marriage,
Cassie is back on her own two feet, the pieces of her life slowly but surely coming together. Despite the strides Cassie's made, she hasn't been able to make
peace with her sisters. Karen, the oldest, is a busy wife and mother, balancing her career with raising her two children. And Nichole, the youngest, is a stay-
at-home mom whose husband indulges her every whim. Then one day, Cassie receives a letter from Karen, offering what Cassie thinks may be a chance to
reconcile. And as Cassie opens hers ...

 Last One Home
A Novel
by  Debbie Macomber

ISBN: 9780553398847
Binding: Unknown 
Series: MACOMBER, DEBBIE
Publisher: Random House Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 
Price: $46.00

Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Blossom Street and Cedar Cove series, delivers an inspiring new stand-alone novel about
the enduring bond between sisters, the power of forgiveness, and a second chance at love.
  
 Growing up, Cassie Carter and her sisters, Karen and Nichole, were incredibly close--until one fateful event drove them apart. After high school, Cassie ran
away from home to marry the wrong man, throwing away a college scholarship and breaking her parents' hearts. To make matters worse, Cassie had always
been their father's favorite--a sentiment that weighed heavily on her sisters and made Cassie's actions even harder to bear.
  
 Now thirty-one, Cassie is back in Washington, living in Seattle with her daughter and hoping to leave her past behind. After ending a difficult marriage,
Cassie is back on her own two feet, the pieces of her life slowly but surely coming together. Despite the strides Cassie's made, she hasn't been able to make
peace with her sisters. Karen, the oldest, is a busy wife and mother, balancing her career with raising her two children. And Nichole, the youngest, is a stay-
at-home mom whose husband indulges her every whim. Then one day, Cassie receives a letter from Karen, offering what Cassie thinks may be a chance to
reconcile. And as Cassie opens hers ...
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   Fiction
 Last One Home

A Novel
by  Debbie Macomber

ISBN: 9780553391886
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

Debbie Macomber, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Blossom Street and Cedar Cove series, delivers an inspiring new stand-alone novel about
the enduring bond between sisters, the power of forgiveness, and a second chance at love.
  
 Growing up, Cassie Carter and her sisters, Karen and Nichole, were incredibly close--until one fateful event drove them apart. After high school, Cassie ran
away from home to marry the wrong man, throwing away a college scholarship and breaking her parents' hearts. To make matters worse, Cassie had always
been their father's favorite--a sentiment that weighed heavily on her sisters and made Cassie's actions even harder to bear.
  
 Now thirty-one, Cassie is back in Washington, living in Seattle with her daughter and hoping to leave her past behind. After ending a difficult marriage,
Cassie is back on her own two feet, the pieces of her life slowly but surely coming together. Despite the strides Cassie's made, she hasn't been able to make
peace with her sisters. Karen, the oldest, is a busy wife and mother, balancing her career with raising her two children. And Nichole, the youngest, is a stay-
at-home mom whose husband indulges her every whim. Then one day, Cassie receives a letter from Karen, offering what Cassie thinks may be a chance to
reconcile. And as Cassie opens herself up to new possibilities--making amends with her sisters, finding love once more--she realizes the power of
compassion, and the promise of a fresh start.
  
 A wonderful novel of perseverance and trust, and an exciting j ...

 The Last Word
A Novel
by  Hanif Kureishi

ISBN: 9781476779201
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 304
Price: $29.00

"Hanif Kureishi's best novel since The Buddha of Suburbia" (The Independent, UK): a mischievous, wickedly funny, and intellectually deft story about a
young biographer and the famous and reclusive novelist who is his subject.Mamoon Azam is an eminent Indian-born writer who has made a career in
England--but now, in his early seventies, his reputation is fading, his book sales are nonexistent, and the expensive habits of his flamboyant second wife are
bleeding him dry. In a final attempt to revitalize his career, Mamoon's publisher commissions Harry, an ambitious young writer, to produce a provocative
biography to bring Mamoon back into the public eye. Harry sets off for Mamoon's estate, where he finds not the literary hero he had imagined, but a vain,
bigoted, cynical, and cruelly manipulative genius, who quickly turns the tables on his ambitious young biographer. Harry must insinuate, seduce, and finesse
the truth out of the extravagant and damaged characters in Mamoon's surreal sphere as the young writer and the old master battle for the last word in the
story of Mamoon's life. Acute and brilliantly entertaining, The Last Word is a tale of youthful exuberance and the misery of outgrowing it, as hilarious as it is
moving. It is Kureishi's wisest work to date.
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   Fiction
 The League of Regrettable Superheroes

Half-Baked Heroes from Comic Book History
by  Jon Morris

ISBN: 9781594747632
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 256
Price: $26.95

You know about Batman, Superman, and Spiderman, but have you heard of Doll Man, Doctor Hormone, or Spider Queen? In The League of Regrettable
Superheroes, you'll meet one hundred of the strangest superheroes ever to see print, complete with backstories, vintage art, and colorful commentary. So
prepare yourself for such not-ready-for-prime-time heroes as Bee Man (Batman, but with bees), the Clown (circus-themed crimebuster), the Eye (a giant,
floating eyeball; just accept it), and many other oddballs and oddities. Drawing on the entire history of the medium, The League of Regrettable Superheroes
will appeal to die-hard comics fans, casual comics readers, and anyone who enjoys peering into the stranger corners of pop culture.

 Let's Dance, Snoopy
by  Charles M Schulz

ISBN: 9780804179478
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 160
Price: $19.00

"Happiness is a warm puppy."
--Charles M. Schulz
  
 Paws down, Snoopy is one of the most recognizable dogs in the world. In honor of the 65th anniversary of Peanuts comes this collection of full-color comic
strips, gathered here for the first time, featuring the beloved beagle and his friends: Charlie Brown, Linus, Lucy, and the whole gang! Whether soaring the
skies as a World War I Flying Ace, donning sunglasses as Joe Cool, hanging out with Woodstock, or playing shortstop (and catching baseballs in his mouth),
Snoopy has always warmed our hearts and made us laugh. Let's Dance, Snoopy is the perfect tribute to a dog who is always the life of the party.

 Lethal Beauty
by  Lis Wiehl

ISBN: 9780718036195
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Mia Quinn Mystery
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 336
Price: $20.99

Mia Quinn discovers that a series of seemingly unrelated murders are linked. How far up are the strings being pulled--and what happens when one of her
own is at risk?
The murder Mia is prosecuting seems like an open and shut case--until the accused claims he was the real victim and that the dead girl attacked him first.
The tabloids dub her a "lethal beauty." Still, a conviction seems imminent. Then a key witness goes missing. Just when it looks like the killer could walk
free, the dead woman's mother takes matters into her own hands. 
Meanwhile, Charlie Carlson, a Seattle homicide detective, is investigating the murder of a man whose body washed up on the beach of Puget Sound, but he's
got little to go on. He has no dental work, fingerprints aren't on file, and he doesn't match any missing person reports. Then a church pianist is senselessly
gunned down before horrified parishioners. 
All three cases seem unrelated--but are they? Together, Mia and Charlie race to find the answer before another crime hits too close to home.
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   Fiction
 Lethal Beauty

by  Lis Wiehl

ISBN: 9781595549051
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Mia Quinn Mystery
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 336
Price: $32.99

Mia Quinn discovers that a series of seemingly unrelated murders are linked. How far up are the strings being pulled--and what happens when one of her
own is at risk?
The murder Mia is prosecuting seems like an open and shut case--until the accused claims he was the real victim and that the dead girl attacked him first.
The tabloids dub her a "lethal beauty." Still, a conviction seems imminent. Then a key witness goes missing. Just when it looks like the killer could walk
free, the dead woman's mother takes matters into her own hands. 
Meanwhile, Charlie Carlson, a Seattle homicide detective, is investigating the murder of a man whose body washed up on the beach of Puget Sound, but he's
got little to go on. He has no dental work, fingerprints aren't on file, and he doesn't match any missing person reports. Then a church pianist is senselessly
gunned down before horrified parishioners. 
All three cases seem unrelated--but are they? Together, Mia and Charlie race to find the answer before another crime hits too close to home.

 The Life I Left Behind
by  Colette Mcbeth

ISBN: 9781472205988
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

She's dead but she's the only one who knows what really happened; What your friends have said.What the police missed.Who attacked you.So if you want
the truth who else are you going to turn to?

 The Life I Left Behind
by  Colette Mcbeth

ISBN: 9781472205971
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 
Price: $32.99

She's dead but she's the only one who knows what really happened; What your friends have said.What the police missed.Who attacked you.So if you want
the truth who else are you going to turn to?You think you know people: Colette McBeth tells you what you don't know...
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   Fiction
 Lillian on Life

by  Alison Jean Lester

ISBN: 9780399168895
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 256
Price: $28.95

"I absolutely loved Lillian on Life." --Kate Atkinson

"I found it full of life and full of wisdom." --Erica Jong
Smart, poignant, funny, and totally original, Lillian on Life is as fresh and surprising as fiction gets.

This is the story of Lillian, a single woman reflecting on her choices and imagining her future.  Born in the Midwest in the 1930s; Lillian lives, loves, and
works in Europe in the fifties and early sixties; she settles in New York and pursues the great love of her life in the sixties and seventies. Now it's the early
nineties, and she's taking stock. Throughout her life, walking the unpaved road between traditional and modern choices for women, Lillian grapples with
parental disappointment and societal expectations, wins and loses in love, and develops her own brand of wisdom. Lillian on Life lifts the skin off the
beautiful, stylish product of an era to reveal the confused, hot-blooded woman underneath.

 Little Black Lies
Three Confessions. Two Liars. One Killer.
by  Sharon Bolton

ISBN: 9780593069202
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-08-25
Pages: 400
Price: $24.99

A twisty, up-all-night standalone thriller from the highly acclaimed author of the Lacey Flint series. 
     Three confessions. Two liars. One killer.

     Three friends have had their lives ripped apart. Their pasts haunt them. They are consumed by guilt. And they don't trust anyone. Not even themselves.

     But in their small, isolated, island community, trust is the only way to survive.

     Now a child has gone missing. 

     And no one knows who to believe.

     There can only be one killer. So why are three people confessing to the same crime?

 The Little Old Lady Strikes Again
by  C Ingelman Sundberg

ISBN: 9781443439633
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 416
Price: $19.99

Martha Andersson and the League of Pensioners have left behind their dreary old-age home in Stockholm and are headed for the bright lights of Las Vegas.
This is their chance at a new lease on life, and they plan to make the most of it. But before long they are up to their old tricks, plotting to outwit the security
system at one of the city's biggest casinos. However, they aren't the only ones planning to steal bucketloads of cash, and soon they find themselves pitted
against a gang of dangerous criminals.
Can the group of elderly friends work together to outsmart the younger robbers and get away with their biggest heist yet? Or will this job be a step too far for
the League of Pensioners?
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   Fiction
 Little Pretty Things

by  Lori Rader-day

ISBN: 9781633880047
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: 2015-07-07
Pages: 298
Price: $17.00

OLD RIVALRIES NEVER DIE. BUT SOME RIVALS DO.

Juliet Townsend is used to losing. Back in high school, she lost every track team race to her best friend, Madeleine Bell. Ten years later, she's still running
behind, stuck in a dead-end job cleaning rooms at the Mid-Night Inn, a one-star motel that attracts only the cheap or the desperate. But what life won't
provide, Juliet takes. 

Then one night, Maddy checks in. Well-dressed, flashing a huge diamond ring, and as beautiful as ever, Maddy has it all. By the next morning, though, Juliet
is no longer jealous of Maddy--she's the chief suspect in her murder.

To protect herself, Juliet investigates the circumstances of her friend's death. But what she learns about Maddy's life might cost Juliet everything she didn't
realize she had.

 The Long And Faraway Gone
A Novel
by  Lou Berney

ISBN: 9780062292438
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-02
Pages: 400
Price: $18.50

With the compelling narrative tension and psychological complexity of the works of Laura Lippman, Dennis Lehane, Kate Atkinson, and Michael Connelly,
Edgar Award-nominee Lou Berney's The Long and Faraway Gone is a smart, fiercely compassionate crime story that explores the mysteries of memory and
the impact of violence on survivors--and the lengths they will go to find the painful truth of the events that scarred their lives.
In the summer of 1986, two tragedies rocked Oklahoma City. Six movie-theater employees were killed in an armed robbery, while one inexplicably
survived. Then, a teenage girl vanished from the annual State Fair. Neither crime was ever solved.
Twenty-five years later, the reverberations of those unsolved cases quietly echo through survivors' lives. A private investigator in Vegas, Wyatt's latest
inquiry takes him back to a past he's tried to escape--and drags him deeper into the harrowing mystery of the movie house robbery that left six of his friends
dead.
Like Wyatt, Julianna struggles with the past--with the day her beautiful older sister Genevieve disappeared. When Julianna discovers that one of the original
suspects has resurfaced, she'll stop at nothing to find answers.
As fate brings these damaged souls together, their obsessive quests spark sexual currents neither can resist. But will their shared passion and obsession heal
them, or push them closer to the edge? Even if they find the truth, will it help them understand what happened, that long and faraway gone summer? Will it
set them free--or ultimately destroy them?
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   Fiction
 Long Way Down

by  Michael Sears

ISBN: 9780399166716
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Jason Stafford Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-02-05
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

From the author of the acclaimed, award-winning debut novel Black Fridays, comes a story of murder, greed, and corruption--and the lengths to which one
man will go for his family.
 
He approached me in the street--bone-thin, gray-bearded, holding out a small envelope. "The man said you'd give me five bucks for it." Inside was a one-
word message: RUN.

Two years in a federal prison has changed Jason Stafford, is still changing him, but one thing it has taught him as a financial investigator is how to detect a
lie. He doesn't think Philip Haley is lying. An engineer on the verge of a biofuel breakthrough, Haley has been indicted for insider trading on his own
company, and Stafford believes him when he says he's been set up. Haley does indeed have enemies. He is not a nice man. Doesn't make him a criminal.

It does make him dangerous to be around, though. The deeper Stafford investigates, the more secrets he starts to uncover, secrets people would kill for. And
that's exactly what happens. Soon, it is Stafford himself who is under attack and, worse, his family--his fiancÃ©e, his young son--and he is a fugitive,
desperately trying to stay one step ahead of both the killers and the law.

 Longing
by  Mary Balogh

ISBN: 9780451469755
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 432
Price: $17.00

From New York Times bestselling legend and author of the Survivors' Club series comes a cherished novel about the risks and the compromises that come
with falling in love....
 
Governess and mistress--he wanted her as both....

The illegitimate daughter of an English lord, Sian Jones abandoned her heritage to live in a stalwart coal mining community in South Wales. Empowered by
their cause, she's engaged to be married to the leader of a revolutionary movement that is bracing itself against the tyranny of English mine owners. But
Sian's principles are unexpectedly shaken when she accepts a job as governess under Alexander Hyatt, the mysterious Marquess of Craille, the oppressive
symbol of everything she has come to resist.
 
She never expected Alexander to upend all her expectations. He is sympathetic to her cause. He is a loving father. A man of wealth and position, he is fatally
attractive. And he is offering his heart to the independent woman who has illuminated his life. Now, caught between two worlds, and between the promises
and desires of two men, Sian must make a choice that will define her future--one that can only be made in the name of love....
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   Fiction
 Lords of the Sith

Star Wars
by  Paul S Kemp

ISBN: 9780345511447
Binding: Hardback 
Series: SW: Star Wars
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 320
Price: $34.00

A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. . . .
  
 When the Emperor and his notorious apprentice, Darth Vader, find themselves stranded in the middle of insurgent action on an inhospitable planet, they
must rely on each other, the Force, and their own ruthlessness to prevail.
  
 "It appears things are as you suspected, Lord Vader. We are indeed hunted."
  
 Anakin Skywalker, Jedi Knight, is just a memory. Darth Vader, newly anointed Sith Lord, is ascendant. The Emperor's chosen apprentice has swiftly proven
his loyalty to the dark side. Still, the history of the Sith Order is one of duplicity, betrayal, and acolytes violently usurping their Masters--and the truest
measure of Vader's allegiance has yet to be taken. Until now.
  
 On Ryloth, a planet crucial to the growing Empire as a source of slave labor and the narcotic known as "spice," an aggressive resistance movement has
arisen, led by Cham Syndulla, an idealistic freedom fighter, and Isval, a vengeful former slave. But Emperor Palpatine means to control the embattled world
and its precious resources--by political power or firepower--and he will be neither intimidated nor denied. Accompanied by his merciless disciple, Darth
Vader, he sets out on a rare personal mission to ensure his will is done.
  
 For Syndulla and Isval, it's the opportunity to strike at the very heart of the ruthless dictatorship sweeping the galaxy. And for the Emperor a ...

 Lost and Found
by  Brooke Davis

ISBN: 9780143193852
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 320
Price: $22.95

An irresistible and heartfelt debut novel about the wisdom of the very young, the mischief of the very old, and the magic that happens along the way     
Millie Bird, seven-years old and ever hopeful, always wears red gumboots to match her curly hair. Her struggling mother, grieving the death of Millie's
father, leaves her in the big ladies' underwear department of a local store and never returns.   
  Agatha Pantha, eighty-two, has not left her house - or spoken to another human being - since she was widowed seven years ago. She fills the silence by
yelling at passersby, watching loud static on the TV, and maintaining a strict daily schedule.

Karl the Touch Typist, eighty-seven, once used his fingers to type out love notes on his wife's skin. Now that she's gone, he types out his words into the air
as he speaks. Karl's been committed to a nursing home, but in a moment of clarity and joy, he escapes. Now he's on the lam.

United at a fateful moment, the three embark upon a road trip to find Millie's mother. Together they will discover that old age is not the same as death, that
the young can be wise, and that letting yourself feel sad once in a while just might be the key to a happy life. 
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   Fiction
 The Lost Child

A Novel
by  Caryl Phillips

ISBN: 9780374191375
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

Caryl Phillips's The Lost Child is a sweeping story of orphans and outcasts, haunted by the past and fighting to liberate themselves from it. At its center is
Monica Johnson-cut off from her parents after falling in love with a foreigner-and her bitter struggle to raise her sons in the shadow of the wild moors of the
north of England. Phillips intertwines her modern narrative with the childhood of one of literature's most enigmatic lost boys, as he deftly conjures young
Heathcliff, the anti-hero of Wuthering Heights,  and his ragged existence before Mr. Earnshaw brought him home to his family. The Lost Child  is a
multifaceted, deeply original response to Emily Bronte's masterpiece, Wuthering Heights. A critically acclaimed and sublimely talented storyteller, Caryl
Phillips is in a league with Toni Morrison and V. S. Naipaul" ( Booklist ) and "his novels have a way of growing on you, staying with you long after you've
closed the book." ( The New York Times Book Review ) A true literary feat, The Lost Child  recovers the mysteries of the past to illuminate the
predicaments of the present, getting at the heart of alienation, exile, and family by transforming a classic into a profound story that is singularly its own."

 Love by the Book
A Novel
by  Melissa Pimentel

ISBN: 9780143127284
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 336
Price: $18.00

A laugh-out-loud debut novel that will delight fans of Bridget Jones's Diary and HBO's Girls

Love by the Book charts a year in the life of Lauren Cunningham, a beautiful, intelligent, and unlucky-in-love twenty-eight-year-old American. Feeling old
before her time, Lauren moves to London in search of the fab single life replete with sexy Englishmen. But why can't she convince the men she's seeing that
she really isn't after anything more serious than seriously good sex? Determined to break the curse, Lauren turns her love life into an experiment: each month
she will follow a different dating guide until she discovers the science behind being a siren. Lauren will follow The Rules, she'll play The Game, and along
the way she'll journal her (mis)adventures and maybe even find someone worth holding on to. Witty, gritty, and very true to life, Love by the Book will have
you in stitches.
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   Fiction
 Loving Day

A Novel
by  Mat Johnson

ISBN: 9780812993455
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Spiegel & Grau
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

From the author of the critically beloved Pym ("Imagine Kurt Vonnegut having a beer with Ralph Ellison and Jules Verne."--Vanity Fair) comes a ruthlessly
comic and moving tale of a man discovering a lost daughter, confronting an elusive ghost, and stumbling onto the possibility of utopia.
  
 "In the ghetto there is a mansion, and it is my father's house."
  
 Warren Duffy has returned to America for all the worst reasons: His marriage to a beautiful Welsh woman has come apart; his comics shop in Cardiff has
failed; and his Irish American father has died, bequeathing to Warren his last possession, a roofless, half-renovated mansion in the heart of black
Philadelphia. On his first night in his new home, Warren spies two figures outside in the grass. When he screws up the nerve to confront them, they
disappear. The next day he encounters ghosts of a different kind: In the face of a teenage girl he meets at a comics convention he sees the mingled features of
his white father and his black mother, both now dead. The girl is his daughter, and she's been raised to think she's white.
  
 Spinning from these revelations, Warren sets off to remake his life with a reluctant daughter he's never known, in a haunted house with a history he knows
too well. In their search for ...

 The Loxleys and Confederation
by  Mark Zuehlke

ISBN: 9780992150891
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Renegade Arts Entertainment
Pub. Date: 2015-04-22
Pages: 112
Price: $19.99

From the Award winning creators of The Loxleys and the War of 1812 comes a 112 page, beautifully colored, graphic novel featuring 64 page historically
accurate comic strip about a Canadian family caught up in Confederation.  With an accompanying illustrated summary written by acclaimed Canadian
military historian Mark Zuehlke, including maps and illustrations. The story begins in 1864 and for a second time follows the Loxleys, a Canadian family
living in the Niagara peninsula.  Under the threat once more of an American invasion and the cancellation of the Canadian-American Reciprocity Treaty, the
Canadian Colonies look to unite.  We trail the Loxleys on their journey to the Charlottetown Conference and witness the events that lead to the Dominion of
Canada.The story follows the characters through key historical events.

 Luckiest Girl Alive
A Novel
by  Jessica Knoll

ISBN: 9781476789637
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

HER PERFECT LIFE IS A PERFECT LIE.As a teenager at the prestigious Bradley School, Ani FaNelli endured a shocking, public humiliation that left her
desperate to reinvent herself. Now, with a glamorous job, expensive wardrobe, and handsome blue blood fiancÃ©, she's this close to living the perfect life
she's worked so hard to achieve.  But Ani has a secret.  There's something else buried in her past that still haunts her, something private and painful that
threatens to bubble to the surface and destroy everything.  With a singular voice and twists you won't see coming, Luckiest Girl Alive explores the
unbearable pressure that so many women feel to "have it all" and introduces a heroine whose sharp edges and cutthroat ambition have been protecting a
scandalous truth, and a heart that's bigger than it first appears.  The question remains: will breaking her silence destroy all that she has worked for--or, will it
at long last, set Ani free?
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   Fiction
 Lucky Alan

And Other Stories
by  Jonathan Lethem

ISBN: 9780385539814
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 176
Price: $28.95

The incomparable Jonathan Lethem returns with nine stories that demonstrate his mastery of the short form.

Jonathan Lethem's third collection of stories uncovers a father's nervous breakdown at SeaWorld in "Pending Vegan"; a foundling child rescued from the
woods during a blizzard in "Traveler Home"; a political prisoner in a hole in a Brooklyn street in "Procedure in Plain Air"; and a crumbling, haunted "blog"
on a seaside cliff in "The Dreaming Jaw, The Salivating Ear." Each of these locates itself in Lethem-land, which can be discovered only by visiting. As in his
celebrated novels, Lethem finds the uncanny lurking in the mundane, the irrational self-defeat seeping through our upstanding pursuits, and the tragic
undertow of the absurd world(s) in which we live.
     Devoted fans of Lethem will recognize familiar themes: the anxiety of influence taken to reductio ad absurdum in "The King of Sentences"; a hapless,
horny outsider summoning bravado in "The Porn Critic"; characters from forgotten comics stranded on a desert island in "Their Back Pages." As always in
Lethem, humor and poignancy work in harmony, humans strive desperately for connection, words find themselves misaligned to deeds, and the sentences are
glorious.

 Madeleine's War
A Novel
by  Peter Watson

ISBN: 9780385539791
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Nan A. Talese
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

A compulsively readable blend of romance and drama based on actual events in Britain and France leading up to D-Day in 1944 

     Matthew Hammond is a British military officer posted to the European theater during World War II. He sustained a serious injury on the front lines, so
bad, in fact, that it cost him a lung. Now he is back in England, unable to fight, but he continues to serve his country by training new resistance fighters. 
     One of the recruits under his tutelage is Madeleine, a spellbinding, impassioned French-Canadian with eyes of "burnished whiskey." Despite protocols
discouraging romance, they are deeply in love, and Matthew is torn about putting Madeleine's life in danger. He already has one tragic affair with a
Resistance fighter under his belt--his former lover, Celestine, was killed because her assassination of a German doctor went awry. 
     But the Allies are mustering all their resources for crucial beach landings in Normandy, and Matthew knows his unit will need to play a role. It will be a
very dangerous mission: parachuting in behind the Nazi line. As Madeleine progresses through the training with her fellow recruits, Matthew can only hope
that luck will guide her through when the drop finally arrives.
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   Fiction
 Mademoiselle Chanel

A Novel
by  C W Gortner

ISBN: 9780062356406
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 416
Price: $33.50

For readers of The Paris Wife and Z comes this vivid novel full of drama, passion, tragedy, and beauty that stunningly imagines the life of iconic fashion
designer Coco Chanel--the ambitious, gifted laundrywoman's daughter who revolutionized fashion, built an international empire, and become one of the
most influential and controversial figures of the twentieth century.
Born into rural poverty, Gabrielle Chanel and her siblings are sent to orphanage after their mother's death. The sisters nurture Gabrielle's exceptional sewing
skills, a talent that will propel the willful young woman into a life far removed from the drudgery of her childhood.
Transforming herself into Coco--a seamstress and sometime torch singer--the petite brunette burns with ambition, an incandescence that draws a wealthy
gentleman who will become the love of her life. She immerses herself in his world of money and luxury, discovering a freedom that sparks her creativity.
But it is only when her lover takes her to Paris that Coco discovers her destiny.
Rejecting the frilly, corseted silhouette of the past, her sleek, minimalist styles reflect the youthful ease and confidence of the 1920s modern woman. As
Coco's reputation spreads, her couturier business explodes, taking her into rarefied society circles and bohemian salons. But her fame and fortune cannot
save her from heartbreak as the years pass. And when Paris falls to the Nazis, Coco is forced to make choices that will haunt her.
An enthralling novel of an extraordinary woman who created the life she desired, Mademoiselle Chanel explores the inner world of a woman of staggering
ambition whose strength, passion and artistic vision would become her trademark.

 Madness in Solidar
The Ninth Book of the Imager Portfolio
by  L E Modesitt

ISBN: 9780765379856
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Imager Portfolio
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 464
Price: $32.50

Madness in Solidar:  The&nbspnew novel in the New York Times bestselling Imager Portfolio by L>E. Modesitt, Jr.Four centuries after its founding,
Solidar's Collegium of Imagers is in decline, the exploits of its founder, the legendary Quaeryt, largely forgotten. The Collegium is so lacking in leadership
that the dying Maitre must summon Alastar, an obscure but talented senior imager from Westisle far to the south who has little knowledge of politics in the
capital, as his successor. When Alastar arrives in L'Excelsis and becomes the new Maitre, he finds disarray and lack of discipline within the Collegium, and
the ruler of Solidar so hated by the High Holders that they openly refer to him as being mad. To make matters worse, neither Rex Ryen, ridiculed as Rex
Dafou, nor the High Holders have any respect for the Collegium, and Alastar finds himself in the middle of a power struggle, with Ryen demanding that the
Collegium remove the strongest High Holders and the military leadership in turn plotting to topple Ryen and destroy the Collegium. At the same time, Ryen
is demanding the High Holders pay a massive increase in taxes while he initiates a grandiose building project. And all that, Alastar discovers, is only a
fraction of the problems he and the Collegium face.

 Manhattan Mayhem
New Crime Stories from Mystery Writers of America
by  Mary Higgins Clark

ISBN: 9781594747618
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quirk Books
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 320
Price: $21.95

Best-selling suspense novelist Mary Higgins Clark invites you on a tour of Manhattan's most iconic neighborhoods in this anthology of all-new stories from
the Mystery Writers of America. From the Flatiron District (Lee Child) and Greenwich Village (Jeffery Deaver) to Little Italy (T. Jefferson Parker) and
Chinatown (S.J. Rozan), you'll encounter crimes, mysteries, and riddles large and small. Illustrated with iconic photography of New York City and packaged
in a handsome hardcover,Manhattan Mayhem is a delightful read for armchair detectives and armchair travelers alike!
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   Fiction
 The Martini Shot

A Novella and Stories
by  George Pelecanos,  Dion Graham

ISBN: 9781478983163
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 6
Price: $33.00

Short stories and a novella from one of crime fiction's most revered writers.

 Whether they're cops or conmen, savage killers or creative types, gangsters or God-fearing citizens, George Pelecanos' characters are always engaged in a
fight for their lives. They fight to advance or simply to survive; they fight against odds, against enemies, even against themselves.  In this, his first collection
of stories, the acclaimed novelist introduces readers to a vivid and eclectic cast of combatants. A seasoned claims investigator tracks a supposedly dead man
from Miami to Brazil, only to be thrown off his game by a kid from the local slum. An aging loser takes a last stab at respectability by becoming a police
informant. A Greek-American couple adopts an interracial trio of sons and then struggles to keep their family together, giving us a stirring bit of background
on one of Pelecanos' most beloved protagonists, Spero Lucas. In the title novella - which takes its name from Hollywood slang for the last shot of the day,
the one that comes before the liquor shots begin - we go behind the scenes of a television cop show, where a writer gets caught up in a drama more real than
anything he could have conjured for a script.  By turns heartbreaking and humane, brutal and funny, these finely constructed tales expose the violence and
striving beneath the surface of any city and within any human heart. Tough, sexy, fast-paced, and crackling with energy, The Martini Shot is Pelecanos at his
very best.

 The Martini Shot
A Novella and Stories
by  George Pelecanos

ISBN: 9780316284370
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 304
Price: $28.00

Short stories and a novella from one of crime fiction's most revered writers.

 Whether they're cops or conmen, savage killers or creative types, gangsters or God-fearing citizens, George Pelecanos' characters are always engaged in a
fight for their lives. They fight to advance or simply to survive; they fight against odds, against enemies, even against themselves.  In this, his first collection
of stories, the acclaimed novelist introduces readers to a vivid and eclectic cast of combatants.

 A seasoned claims investigator tracks a supposedly dead man from Miami to Brazil, only to be thrown off his game by a kid from the local slum. An aging
loser takes a last stab at respectability by becoming a police informant. A Greek-American couple adopts an interracial trio of sons and then struggles to keep
their family together, giving us a stirring bit of background on one of Pelecanos' most beloved protagonists, Spero Lucas. In the title novella - which takes its
name from Hollywood slang for the last shot of the day, the one that comes before the liquor shots begin - we go behind the scenes of a television cop show,
where a writer gets caught up in a drama more real than anything he could have conjured for a script. 

 By turns heartbreaking and humane, brutal and funny, these finely constructed tales expose the violence and striving beneath the surface of any city and
within any human heart. Tough, sexy, fast-paced, and crackling with energy, The Martini Shot is Pelecanos at his very best.
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   Fiction
 Marvel's The Avengers

Age of Ultron Prelude
by Will Pilgrim

ISBN: 9780785193555
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Avengers
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 184
Price: $18.99

The Avengers make their explosive return to the big screen this spring, and we've got everything you need to prepare right here! First, relive the historic first
meeting between Marvel's mightiest heroes as Loki's plot to gain ulti mate power sparks a worldwide manhunt, a vicious war against the invading Chitauri in
the heart of New York City, and the founding of the mighty Avengers! Next, thrill to an all-new Infinite-style adventure in the Marvel Cinematic Universe,
set between the events of Captain America: The Winter Soldier and Avengers: Age of Ultron! What world-shaking threats have the Avengers battled since
their last film? And can anything prepare them for the looming threat of the mad mechanoid known as Ultron? Plus, experience the dynamic classic comic
book debut of Vision, and relive some of the team's classic encounters with Ultron, including the prelude story to the "Age of Ultron" event.

COLLECTING: Marvel's The Avengers 1-2, Avengers: Cinematic Infinite Comic 1, Avengers (1963) 57-58, Avengers (1998) 22, Avengers 12.1

 A Measure of Light
A Novel
by  Beth Powning

ISBN: 9780345808479
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 336
Price: $29.95

With Beth Powning's trademark elegance and insight into the hearts and minds of unforgettable women, A Measure of Light brings to life an extraordinary
historical figure. 

Mary Dyer is a seventeenth-century Puritan who flees persecution in England, only to find the colony of Massachusetts Bay as dangerous as the country she
left behind. Though she is the wife of a successful merchant and mother to their children, she becomes stigmatized following a birth gone terribly wrong and
is reviled as a friend to the infamous heretic Anne Hutchinson. Mary tries to accept New England's harsh realities, but is outraged by the cold-hearted Puritan
magistrates, with their doctrinaire stranglehold on church and state, their subjugation of women, their wars against the natives in the surrounding territories
and their vicious treatment of any who challenge their rule. 

Mary becomes one of America's first Quakers. As both outcast and privileged citizen, caught between the callings of faith and the ambitions of her husband,
she comes to the realization that she must follow her convictions in order to bring an end to the brutal repression of the Quakers in Massachusetts, for whom
death by hanging is the ultimate punishment. 

From Mary's relationship with Anne Hutchinson to her fiery exchanges with the colonial magistrates, A Measure of Light is both a sensitive work of imagi-
nation and meticulously true to the historical record. In this exceptional pairing of author and subject, Mary ...
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   Fiction
 A Memory Of Violets

A Novel Of London's Flower Sellers
by  Hazel Gaynor

ISBN: 9780062316899
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 432
Price: $18.50

From the author of the USA Today bestseller The Girl Who Came Home comes an unforgettable historical novel that tells the story of two long-lost
sisters--orphaned flower sellers--and a young woman who is transformed by their experiences
"For little sister. . . . I will never stop looking for you."
1876. Among the filth and depravity of Covent Garden's flower markets, orphaned Irish sisters Flora and Rosie Flynn sell posies of violets and watercress to
survive. It is a pitiful existence, made bearable only by each other's presence. When they become separated, the decision of a desperate woman sets their
lives on very different paths.
1912. Twenty-one-year-old Tilly Harper leaves the peace and beauty of her native Lake District for London to become assistant housemother at one of Mr.
Shaw's Training Homes for Watercress and Flower Girls. For years, the homes have cared for London's orphaned and crippled flower girls, getting them off
the streets. For Tilly, the appointment is a fresh start, a chance to leave her troubled past behind.
Soon after she arrives at the home, Tilly finds a notebook belonging to Flora Flynn. Hidden between the pages she finds dried flowers and a heartbreaking
tale of loss and separation as Flora's entries reveal how she never stopped looking for her lost sister. Tilly sets out to discover what happened to Rosie--but
the search will not be easy. Full of twists and surprises, it leads the caring and determined young woman into unexpected places, including the depths of her
own heart.

 The Mermaid's Child
by  Jo Baker

ISBN: 9780804172639
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Vintage Original
Publisher: Vintage
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 288
Price: $17.95

In this fantastical novel, the acclaimed author of Longbourn brings us the magical story of a young girl in search of her mother...who just might be a
mermaid. Malin has always been different, and when her father dies, leaving her alone, her choice is clear: stay, and remain an outsider forever, or leave in
search of the mythical inheritance she is certain awaits her. Apprenticed to a series of strange and wonderful characters, Malin embarks on a grueling journey
that crosses oceans and continents--from the high seas to desert plains--and leads to a discovery that she could never have expected. Beautifully written and
hauntingly strange, The Mermaid's Child is a remarkable piece of storytelling, and an utterly unique work of fantasy from literary star Jo Baker.
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   Fiction
 Mightier Than the Sword

by  Jeffrey Archer,  Alex Jennings

ISBN: 9781427252456
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Clifton Chronicles
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 11
Price: $45.99

Mightier than the Sword  opens with an IRA bomb exploding during the MV Buckingham's  maiden voyage across the Atlantic - but how many passengers
lose their lives?When Harry Clifton visits his publisher in New York, he learns that he has been elected as the new president of English PEN, and
immediately launches a campaign for the release of a fellow author, Anatoly Babakov, who's imprisoned in Siberia. Babakov's crime? Writing a book called
Uncle Joe, a devastating insight into what it was like to work for Stalin. So determined is Harry to see Babakov released and the book published, that he puts
his own life in danger.His wife Emma, chairman of Barrington Shipping, is facing the repercussions of the IRA attack on the Buckingham. Some board
members feel she should resign, and Lady Virginia Fenwick will stop at nothing to cause Emma's downfall.Sir Giles Barrington is now a minister of the
Crown, and looks set for even higher office, until an official trip to Berlin does not end as a diplomatic success. Once again, Giles's political career is thrown
off balance by none other than his old adversary, Major Alex Fisher, who once again stands against him at the election. But who wins this time?In London,
Harry and Emma's son, Sebastian, is quickly making a name for himself at Farthing's Bank in London, and has proposed to the beautiful young American,
Samantha. But the despicable Adrian Sloane, a man interested only in his own advancement and the ruin of Sebastian, will stop at nothing to remove his
rival.Jeffrey Archer's compelling Clifton Chronicles continue in this, his most accomplished novel to date. With all the trademark twists and turns that have
made him one of the world's most popular authors, the spellbinding story of the Clifton and the Barrington families continues.THi

 Mightier than the Sword
by Jeffrey Archer

ISBN: 9781250034519
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Clifton Chronicles
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 416
Price: $22.75

Mightier than the Sword opens with an IRA bomb exploding during the MV Buckingham's maiden voyage across the Atlantic - but how many passengers
lose their lives? When Harry Clifton visits his publisher in New York, he learns that he has been elected as the new president of English PEN, and
immediately launches a campaign for the release of a fellow author, Anatoly Babakov, who's imprisoned in Siberia. Babakov's crime? Writing a book called
Uncle Joe, a devastating insight into what it was like to work for Stalin. So determined is Harry to see Babakov released and the book published, that he puts
his own life in danger. His wife Emma, chairman of Barrington Shipping, is facing the repercussions of the IRA attack on the Buckingham. Some board
members feel she should resign, and Lady Virginia Fenwick will stop at nothing to cause Emma's downfall. Sir Giles Barrington is now a minister of the
Crown, and looks set for even higher office, until an official trip to Berlin does not end as a diplomatic success. Once again, Giles's political career is thrown
off balance by none other than his old adversary, Major Alex Fisher, who once again stands against him at the election. But who wins this time? In London,
Harry and Emma's son, Sebastian, is quickly making a name for himself at Farthing's Bank in London, and has proposed to the beautiful young American,
Samantha. But the despicable Adrian Sloane, a man interested only in his own advancement and the ruin of Sebastian, will stop at nothing to remove his
rival. Jeffrey Archer's compelling Clifton Chronicles continue in this, his most accomplished novel to date. With all the trademark twists and turns that have
made him one of the world's most popular authors, the spellbinding story of the Clifton and the Barrington families continues.
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   Fiction
 Miracle at the Higher Grounds Cafe

by  Max Lucado

ISBN: 9780718000882
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 192
Price: $20.99

What if you could ask God anything? What would you ask? And how would he answer?Chelsea Chambers is on her own. After a public split from her NFL
superstar husband, Chelsea takes a bold step out of the limelight and behind the counter of the Higher Grounds CafÃ©, an old-fashioned coffee shop in dire
need of reinvention. But when her courage, expert planning, and out-of-this-world cupcakes fail to pay the bills, this newly single mom finds herself
desperate for help. Better yet, a miracle.Then a curious stranger lands at Chelsea's door, and with him, an even more curious string of events. Soon,
customers are flocking to the Higher Grounds CafÃ©, and not just for the cupcakes and cappuccino. They've come for the internet connection to the divine.
Now the cafÃ© has become the go-to place for people in search of answers to life's biggest questions.When a catastrophe strikes and her ex comes calling,
Chelsea begins to wonder if the whole universe is conspiring against her quest to make it on her own. After a shocking discovery opens her eyes to the
unseen world around her, Chelsea finds the courage to ask, and heaven answers in a most unexpected way.

 Miss Julia Lays Down the Law
A Novel
by  Ann B Ross

ISBN: 9780525427094
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Miss Julia
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

It's up to Miss Julia to sort out the murder of a hoity-toity newcomer in the latest addition to the New York Times bestselling series

Ann B. Ross's most recent addition to the series, Miss Julia's Marvelous Makeover, was the first to hit the printed New York Times bestseller list, so Miss
Julia fans both new and old will be especially keen to get their hands on the next one. The sixteenth in the series, Miss Julia Lays Down the Law is
guaranteed to be the steel magnolia's most exciting adventure yet.

It's November and Miss Julia is looking forward to some quiet time before the holidays. That is until snobby Connie Clayborn and her rich husband move to
town. At first, Miss Julia and the other ladies are pleased to be invited over for coffee, but the afternoon turns into a slap in the face when their hostess spouts
nonstop criticism about Abbotsville. Why, how dare she? Days later, Miss Julia decides to confront Connie woman to woman, but when she arrives, Connie
is lying on the kitchen floor--lifeless in a pool of blood. Who could have done this? Miss Julia will need to find out fast--particularly because her fingerprints
are now all over the crime scene. . . .

 The Missing And The Dead
by  Stuart Macbride

ISBN: 9780007494606
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Logan McRae
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

The new Logan McRae novel from the No. 1 bestselling author of Close to the Bone and A Song for the Dying.
One mistake can cost you everything...
When you catch a twisted killer there should be a reward, right? What Acting Detective Inspector Logan McRae gets instead is a "development opportunity"
out in the depths of rural Aberdeenshire. Welcome to divisional policing -- catching drug dealers, shop lifters, vandals and the odd escaped farm animal.
Then a little girl's body washes up just outside the sleepy town of Banff, kicking off a massive manhunt. The Major Investigation Team is up from Aberdeen,
wanting answers, and they don't care who they trample over to get them.
Logan's got enough on his plate keeping B Division together, but DCI Steel wants him back on her team. As his old colleagues stomp around the
countryside, burning bridges, Logan gets dragged deeper and deeper into the investigation.
One thing's clear: there are dangerous predators lurking in the wilds of Aberdeenshire, and not everyone's going to get out of this alive...
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   Fiction
 The Missing One

by  Lucy Atkins

ISBN: 9781623659899
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 416
Price: $24.99

In this gripping debut, The Missing One, Lucy Atkins takes us on one woman's terrifying journey to the beautiful and rugged Pacific Northwest to discover
the dark secrets of her family's past so that she can understand and accept herself. Kal McKenzie was never close to her mother Elena, whose coldness
towards her spoiled any chance of a good relationship. When Elena dies of cancer, Kal feels forlorn: how do you mourn a mother who, inexplicably, just
didn't seem to love you?
  
 While clearing out Elena's art studio, Kal finds a drawer packed with postcards, each bearing an identical one-line message from a Canadian gallery owner
named Susannah Gillespie: "Thinking of you." Who is this woman and what does she hold the key to her ruined relationship with her mother?
  
 Conflicted by her grief and shaken up from recently seeing a covetous text from an old girlfriend on her husband's cell phone, Kal impulsively sets off with
her toddler Finn to Susannah's isolated home on a remote British Columbian island. A place of killer whales and storms.
  
 Soon Kal quickly realizes she has made a big mistake. The striking and enigmatic Susannah will only share a few scraps of information about Elena.
Unbeknownst to her, she discovers that her mother was a pioneering orca researcher--an activist trying to save these powerful and dangerous creatures.
  
 As Kal struggles to piece together her mother's past and what happened betwe ...

 Moriarty
by  Anthony Horowitz

ISBN: 9781443439961
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-12-15
Pages: 320
Price: $22.99

Sherlock Holmes is dead.
Days after Holmes and his arch-enemy Moriarty fall to their doom at the Reichenbach Falls, Pinkerton agent Frederick Chase arrives in Europe from New
York. The death of Moriarty has created a poisonous vacuum that has been swiftly filled by a fiendish new criminal mastermind who has risen to take
Moriarty's place.
Ably assisted by Inspector Athelney Jones of Scotland Yard, a devoted student of Holmes's methods of investigation and deduction, Frederick Chase must
forge a path through the darkest corners of the capital to shine light on this shadowy figure, a man much feared but seldom seen, a man determined to engulf
London in a tide of murder and menace.
Author of the global bestseller The House of Silk, Anthony Horowitz once more breathes life into the world created by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. With pitch-
perfect characterization and breathtaking pace, Horowitz weaves a relentlessly thrilling tale that teases and delights by the turn of each page.
The game is afoot . . .
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   Fiction
 Moriarty

by  Anthony Horowitz

ISBN: 9780062377180
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 304
Price: $31.50

Internationally bestselling author Anthony Horowitz's nail-biting new novel plunges us back into the dark and complex world of Detective Sherlock Holmes
and Professor James Moriarty--dubbed "the Napoleon of crime"--in the aftermath of their fateful struggle at the Reichenbach Falls.
Days after Holmes and Moriarty disappear into the waterfall's churning depths, Frederick Chase, a senior investigator at New York's infamous Pinkerton
Detective Agency, arrives in Switzerland. Chase brings with him a dire warning: Moriarty's death has left a convenient vacancy in London's criminal
underworld. There is no shortage of candidates to take his place--including one particularly fiendish criminal mastermind.
Chase is assisted by Inspector Athelney Jones, a Scotland Yard detective and devoted student of Holmes's methods of deduction, whom Conan Doyle
introduced in The Sign of Four. The two men join forces and fight their way through the sinuous streets of Victorian London--from the elegant squares of
Mayfair to the shadowy wharfs and alleyways of the Docks--in pursuit of this sinister figure, a man much feared but seldom seen, who is determined to stake
his claim as Moriarty's successor.
Riveting and deeply atmospheric, Moriarty is the first Sherlock Holmes novel sanctioned by the author's estate since Horowitz's House of Silk. This tale of
murder and menace breathes life into Holmes's fascinating world, again proving that once you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however
im- probable, must be the truth.

 Motherland
A Novel
by  Maria Hummel

ISBN: 9781619024663
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Counterpoint
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 400
Price: $20.95

Motherland  is inspired by stories from author Maria Hummel's father and his German childhood, and letters between her grandparents that were hidden in
an attic wall for fifty years. It is the author's attempt to reckon with the paradox of her father-a product of her grandparents' fiercely protective love and their
status as MitlÃ¤ufer, Germans who "went along" with Nazism, reaping its benefits and later paying the consequences.At the center of Motherland lies the
Kappus family: Frank is a reconstructive surgeon who lost his beloved wife in childbirth and two months later marries a young woman charged with looking
after the surviving baby and his two grieving sons when Frank is drafted into medical military service. Alone in the house, Liesl attempts to keep the children
fed with dwindling food supplies, safe from the constant Allied air attacks and the tides of desperate refugees flooding their town. When one child begins to
mentally unravel, Liesl must discover the source of the boy's infirmity or lose him forever to Hadamar, the infamous hospital for "unfit" children. The novel
bears witness to the shame and courage of Third Reich families during the devastating final days of the war, as each family member's fateful choice lead the
reader deeper into questions of complicity and innocence, to the novel's heartbreaking and unforgettable conclusion.
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   Fiction
 The Mountain Story

by  Lori Lansens

ISBN: 9780345809025
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 384
Price: $32.00

Five days. Four hikers. Three survivors. From Lori Lansens, author of the national bestsellers Rush Home Road, The Girls and The Wife's Tale comes a
gripping tale of adventure, sacrifice and survival in the unforgiving wilderness of a legendary mountain. 
     On his 18th birthday, Wolf Truly takes the tramway to the top of the mountain that looms over Palm Springs, intending to jump to his death. Instead he
encounters strangers wandering in the mountain wilderness, three women who will change the course of his life. Through a series of missteps he and the
women wind up stranded, in view of the city below, but without a way down. They endure five days in freezing temperatures without food or water or
shelter, and somehow find the courage to carry on.
     Wolf, now a grown man, has never told his son, or anyone, what happened on the mountain during those five days, but he can't put it off any longer. And
in telling the story to his only child, Daniel, he at last explores the nature of the ties that bind and the sacrifices people will make for love. The mountain still
has a hold on Wolf, composed of equal parts beauty and terror.

 The Mourning Bells
by Christine Trent

ISBN: 9781617736438
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Lady Of Ashes Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 432
Price: $16.95

One of Victorian London's most respected undertakers, Violet Harper has  the new duty of accompanying coffins from various undertakers on the  London
Necropolis Railway for respectful funerals and burials in Surrey.  But on her fateful first trip, the mournful silence of the train is  shattered by the shrill
ringing of a coffin bell--a device that prevents a  person from being buried alive.

Inside the noisome coffin Violet  finds a man wide-eyed with fear, claiming he was falsely interred. When  a second coffin bell is rung on another trip Violet
grows suspicious.   She voices her qualms to Inspector Hurst of Scotland Yard, only to  receive a puzzling reply that, after all, it is not a crime to rise from 
the dead.

But Violet's instincts are whispering that all is not  well on the London Necropolis Railway's tracks.  Is this all merely the  result of clumsy undertaking, or is
there something more sinister afoot?    Determined to get to the heart of the matter, Violet uncovers a  treacherous plot and villains who will stop at nothing
to keep a lid on  her search for the truth...
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   Fiction
 Mrs. Grant and Madame Jule

by  Jennifer Chiaverini

ISBN: 9780525954293
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 400
Price: $31.00

The New York Times bestselling author of Mrs. Lincoln's Dressmaker and Mrs. Lincoln's Rival imagines the inner life of Julia Grant, beloved as a Civil War
general's wife and the First Lady, yet who grappled with a profound and complex relationship with the slave who was her namesake--until she forged a proud
identity of her own.

In 1844, Missouri belle Julia Dent met dazzling horseman Lieutenant Ulysses S Grant. Four years passed before their parents permitted them to wed, and the
groom's abolitionist family refused to attend the ceremony.

Since childhood, Julia owned as a slave another Julia, known as Jule. Jule guarded her mistress's closely held twin secrets: She had perilously poor vision but
was gifted with prophetic sight. So it was that Jule became Julia's eyes to the world.

And what a world it was, marked by gathering clouds of war. The Grants vowed never to be separated, but as Ulysses rose through the ranks--becoming
general in chief of the Union Army--so did the stakes of their pact. During the war, Julia would travel, often in the company of Jule and the four Grant
children, facing unreliable transportation and certain danger to be at her husband's side.

Yet Julia and Jule saw two different wars. While Julia spoke out for women--Union and Confederate--she continued to hold Jule as a slave behind Unio ...

 Mrs. Jeffries Serves at Six
by  Emily Brightwell

ISBN: 9780425277515
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Victorian Mystery
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 512
Price: $19.00

If you like Downton Abbey, you'll love Mrs. Jeffries!

NOW IN ONE VOLUME--THREE VICTORIAN MYSTERIES FEATURING MRS. JEFFRIES

A DETECTIVE IN THE HOUSE Everyone's awed by Inspector Witherspoon's Scotland Yard successes, but they don't know about his secret weapon. Her
name is Mrs. Jeffries, and she keeps house for the Inspector--and keeps him on his toes. No matter how messy the murder or how dirty the deed, her polished
detection skills are up to the task. Because as she knows all too well, a crimesolver's work is never done...
 
Mrs. Jeffries Pinches the Post
The dubious dealings of ruthless businessman Harrison Nye have finally done him in. But with his associate keeping secrets and his maid missing,
Witherspoon and Mrs. Jeffries have their work cut out for them as they make it their business to find the culprit ...
 
Mrs. Jeffries Pleads Her Case
When the death of Harlan Westover is ruled a suicide after a slipshod investigation, it's up to Mrs. Jeffries and her staff to gently nudge the Inspector in the
right direction before a killer gets away with another murd ...
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   Fiction
 Ms. Marvel Volume 2

Generation Why
by  G Willow Wilson

ISBN: 9780785190226
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Ms Marvel
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 136
Price: $17.99

Who is the Inventor, and what does he want with the all-new Ms. Marvel and all her friends? Maybe Wolverine can help! Kamala may be fan-girling out
when her favorite (okay maybe Top Five) super hero shows up, but that won't stop her from protecting her hometown. Then, Kamala crosses paths with
Inhumanity for the first time - by meeting the royal dog, Lockjaw! Every girl wants a puppy, but this one may be too much of a handful, even for a super
hero with embiggening powers. But why is Lockjaw really with Kamala? As Ms. Marvel discovers more about her past, the Inventor continues to threaten
her future. The fan-favorite, critically acclaimed, amazing new series continues as Kamala Khan proves why she's the best (and most adorable) new super
hero there is!

COLLECTING: Ms. Marvel 6-11

 Munich Airport
A Novel
by Greg Baxter

ISBN: 9781455557950
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 272
Price: $28.00

From the critically acclaimed author of The Apartment comes a powerful, poetic, and haunting exploration of loss, love, and isolation.

 An American living in London receives a phone call from a German policewoman telling him the nearly inconceivable news that his sister, Miriam, has
been found dead in her Berlin apartment-from starvation. Three weeks later the man, his father, and an American consular official named Trish find
themselves in the bizarre surroundings of a fogbound Munich Airport, where Miriam's coffin is set to be loaded onto a commercial jet and returned to
America.

 Greg Baxter's bold, mesmeric novel tells the story of these three people over the course of three weeks, as they wait for Miriam's body to be released, grieve
over her incomprehensible death, and try to possess a share of her suffering--and her yearning and grace.

 With prose that is tense, precise, and at times highly lyrical, MUNICH AIRPORT is a novel for our time, a work of richness, gravity, and even dark humor.
Following his acclaimed American debut, MUNICH AIRPORT marks the establishment of Greg Baxter as an important new voice in literature, one who has
already drawn comparisons to masters such as Kafka, Camus, and Murakami.
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   Fiction
 Murder

by  Sarah Pinborough

ISBN: 9781623658663
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 400
Price: $26.99

John Connolly raved that "few writers blend mystery and the supernatural as well as Sarah Pinborough, but there are none who do it better. Quite, quite
brilliant." 
In this gripping sequel to the acclaimed Mayhem, author Sarah Pinborough continues the adventures of troubled Victorian forensics expert Dr. Thomas
Bond. Haunted by the nerve-shattering events he endured during the Jack the Ripper and Thames Torso Killer investigations, Dr. Bond is trying to
reestablish the normal routines of daily life. Aiding in his recovery is the growing possibility that his long-held affections for the recently widowed Juliana
Harrington might finally be reciprocated. He begins to allow himself to dream of one day forming a family with her and her young boy.	
Soon, however, a new suitor arrives in London, challenging the doctor's claims on Juliana's happiness. Worse, it seems the evil creature that Dr. Bond had
wrestled with during the Ripper and Torso Killer investigations is back and stronger than ever. As the corpses of murdered children begin to turn up in the
Thames, the police surgeon finds himself once again in a life-and-death struggle with an uncanny, inexorable foe.

 Murder in Hindsight
by Anne Cleeland

ISBN: 9780758287946
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A New Scotland Yard Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 352
Price: $27.95

This entertaining pair will linger in readers' imaginations, making them want more."
 --BooklistWhile Acton and Doyle, two of Scotland Yard's finest, pursue a self-appointed judge, jury, and executioner, Acton's own questionable methods
may prove their undoing...
The victims are all criminals who eluded justice--until they ran afoul of an avenger whose modus operandi is a bullet to the back of the head. The key to the
vigilante's identity lies in connecting the cold cases to an event that may have triggered retribution after all these years. 
Meanwhile, Doyle finds herself shadowed by a mysterious figure. After the man steps forward to rescue her from harm, she wonders why he is invested in
protecting her. But when she learns he's in contact with Acton's nemesis, she fears she's being used in a plot against her husband. 
The stakes are high, and both Doyle and Acton must work independently to outwit the players--before their lives are brought crashing down like a house of
cards...
  
 "Cleeland is developing a memorable series that will captivate fans of police procedurals and complicated sleuths such as the protagonist in Carol
O'Connell's "Mallory" series."
 --Library Journal STARRED REVIEW of Murder in Retribution
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   Fiction
 Murder on the Champ de Mars

by  Cara Black

ISBN: 9781616952860
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Aimee Leduc Investigation
Publisher: Soho Press
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 320
Price: $27.95

Paris, April 1999: AimÃ©e Leduc has her work cut out for her--running her detective agency and fighting off sleep deprivation as she tries to be a good
single mother to her new bÃ©bÃ©. The last thing she has time for now is to take on a personal investigation for a poor manouche (Gypsy) boy. But he
insists his dying mother has an important secret she needs to tell AimÃ©e, something to do with AimÃ©e's father's unsolved murder a decade ago. How can
she say no?

The dying woman's secret is even more dangerous than her son realized. When AimÃ©e arrives at the hospital, the boy's mother has disappeared. She was
far too sick to leave on her own--she must have been abducted. What does she know that's so important it's worth killing for? And will AimÃ©e be able to
find her before it's too late and the medication keeping her alive runs out?

 Murder with Fried Chicken and Waffles
by A L Herbert

ISBN: 9781617731747
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Mahalia Watkins Soul Food Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 320
Price: $16.95

Welcome to Mahalia's Sweet Tea--the finest soul food restaurant in  Prince George's County, Maryland. In between preparing her famous  cornbread and
mashed potatoes so creamy "they'll make you want to slap  your Momma," owner Halia Watkins is about to dip her spoon into a grisly  mystery.  .  .

Halia Watkins has her hands full cooking,  hosting, and keeping her boisterous young cousin, Wavonne, from getting  too sassy with customers. Having fast-
talking entrepreneur Marcus Rand  turn up in her kitchen is annoying enough when he's alive--but finding  his dead body face-down on her ceramic tile after
hours is much worse. 

Marcus  had his enemies, and the cast iron frying pan beside his corpse  suggests that at last, his shady business deals went too far. Halia is  desperate to keep
Sweet Tea's name out of the sordid spotlight but her  efforts only make Wavonne a prime suspect. Now Halia will have to serve  up the real villain--before
the killer returns for a second helping.  .   .

Features delicious recipes from Mahalia's Sweet Tea, including Sour Cream Corn Bread and Sweet Corn Casserole!

 Murder, She Wrote
Killer in the Kitchen
by  Donald Bain

ISBN: 9780451468383
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Murder She Wrote
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 272
Price: $26.95

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Murderer's Daughter

A Novel
by  Jonathan Kellerman

ISBN: 9780345545312
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-08-18
Pages: 352
Price: $23.80

From the #1 New York Times bestselling creator of the acclaimed Alex Delaware series comes a tour-de-force novel that introduces an unforgettable new
heroine and illustrates perfectly why "Jonathan Kellerman has justly earned his reputation as a master of the psychological thriller" (People).
  
 Brilliant, beautiful, and stunningly effective, psychologist Dr. Grace Blades has a special gift for treating troubled souls and healing tormented
psyches--perhaps because she bears her own invisible scars. Only five years old when she witnessed her parents die in a bloody murder-suicide, Grace took
refuge in her towering intellect and found comfort in the loving couple who adopted her. But as an adult, Grace's accomplished professional life vies with a
covert, high-risk dark side, played out harrowingly. And when Grace's two worlds shockingly converge, her past returns with a vengeance.
  
 The crisis begins when the busy therapist encounters a new patient whose own bleak past seems to eerily echo her own grim childhood. But there's a
complication:  she's met Andrew Toner before, under bizarre circumstances, and must refuse to treat him. Thinking that this is the last she'll hear of the
young man, Grace is stunned to learn he was murdered soon after leaving her office, a vicious crime that leads a homicide investigation to her doorstep.
  
 Shaken by the killing and fearing exposure of her do ...

 Dancing in the Dark
My Struggle, Book 4
by  Karl Ove Knausgaard

ISBN: 9781846557255
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 560
Price: $25.99

The fourth part of a sensational literary cycle that has been hailed as "perhaps the most important literary enterprise of our times." (Rachel Cusk, Guardian)
     18 years old and fresh out of high school, Karl Ove KnausgÃ¥rd moves to a tiny fisherman's village far north of the polar circle to work as a school
teacher. He has no interest in the job itself -- or in any other job for that matter. His intention is to save up enough money to travel while finding the space
and time to start his writing career. Initially everything looks fine: He writes his first few short stories, finds himself accepted by the hospitable locals and
receives flattering attention from several beautiful local girls. 
     But then, as the darkness of the long polar nights start to cover the beautiful landscape, Karl Ove's life also takes a darker turn. The stories he writes tend
to repeat themselves, his drinking escalates and causes some disturbing blackouts, his repeated attempts at losing his virginity end in humiliation and shame,
and to his own distress he also develops romantic feelings towards one of his 13-year-old students. Along the way, there are flashbacks to his high school
years and the roots of his current problems. And then there is the shadow of his father, whose sharply increasing alcohol consumption serves as an ominous
backdrop to Karl Ove's own life style.
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   Fiction
 Dancing in the Dark

My Struggle, Book 4
by  Karl Ove Knausgaard

ISBN: 9781846557248
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 560
Price: $32.99

The fourth part of a sensational literary cycle that has been hailed as "perhaps the most important literary enterprise of our times." (Rachel Cusk, Guardian)
     18 years old and fresh out of high school, Karl Ove KnausgÃ¥rd moves to a tiny fisherman's village far north of the polar circle to work as a school
teacher. He has no interest in the job itself -- or in any other job for that matter. His intention is to save up enough money to travel while finding the space
and time to start his writing career. Initially everything looks fine: He writes his first few short stories, finds himself accepted by the hospitable locals and
receives flattering attention from several beautiful local girls. 
     But then, as the darkness of the long polar nights start to cover the beautiful landscape, Karl Ove's life also takes a darker turn. The stories he writes tend
to repeat themselves, his drinking escalates and causes some disturbing blackouts, his repeated attempts at losing his virginity end in humiliation and shame,
and to his own distress he also develops romantic feelings towards one of his 13-year-old students. Along the way, there are flashbacks to his high school
years and the roots of his current problems. And then there is the shadow of his father, whose sharply increasing alcohol consumption serves as an ominous
backdrop to Karl Ove's own life style.

 My Sunshine Away
by  M O Walsh

ISBN: 9780399169526
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

An Entertainment Weekly 'Must List' Pick

"The last page is as satisfying as the first." --Kathryn Stockett
"I really loved this book... I can't praise it enough."--Anne Rice
"It's a book to read and reread, one that will only get better with time."--Tom Franklin
 
It was the summer everything changed....
 
My Sunshine Away unfolds in a Baton Rouge neighborhood best known for cookouts on sweltering summer afternoons, cauldrons of spicy crawfish, and
passionate football fandom. But in the summer of 1989, when fifteen-year-old Lindy Simpson--free spirit, track star, and belle of the block--experiences a
horrible crime late one evening near her home, it becomes apparent that this idyllic stretch of Southern suburbia has a dark side, too.

 In My Sunshine Away, M.O. Walsh brilliantly juxtaposes the enchantment of a charmed childhood with the gripping story of a violent crime, unraveling
families, and consuming adolescent love. Acutely wise and deeply honest, it is an astonishing and page-turning debut about the meaning of family, the power
of memory, and our ability to forgive. 
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   Fiction
 The Walking Dead Volume 22

A New Beginning
by IMAGE

ISBN: 9781632150417
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Walking Dead
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 136
Price: $16.99

They've survived the walkers. Survived war with a ruthless enemy. And now, in THE WALKING DEAD, hope for the future emerges. A perfect jumping-on
point for readers, Volume 22 of the New York Times bestselling graphic novel series marks a new era for THE WALKING DEAD as the survivors pick up
the pieces of their shared humanity to create A NEW BEGINNING. In the aftermath of ALL OUT WAR, Rick Grimes and his allies begin to rebuild their
communities. But in the world of the dead, tranquility is only temporary. How long will it be before a new, unexpected foe emerges? Find out in A NEW
BEGINNING. Collects THE WALKING DEAD #127-132.

 Night Is The Hunter
A Harlan Donnally Novel
by  Steven Gore

ISBN: 9780062025098
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Harlan Donnally Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-09
Pages: 400
Price: $18.50

They call it pulling the trigger.
Not by a killer in the night, but by a judge on the bench.
Twenty years ago, Judge Ray McMullin proved to the people of San Francisco that he could pull that trigger by sentencing Israel Dominguez to death for a
gangland murder. But it meant suppressing his own doubts about whether the punishment really did fit the crime. 
Now, as the execution date nears, the conscience-wracked judge confesses his unease to former homicide detective Harlan Donnally on a riverbank in far
Northern California. And after immersing himself in the NorteÃ±o and SureÃ±o gang wars, which left trails of bullets and blood crisscrossing the state, and
in the betrayals of both cops and crooks alike, Donnally is forced to question not only whether the penalty was undeserved but the conviction itself.
Soon those doubts and questions double back, for in the aging judge's panic, in his lapses of memory and his confusions, Donnally begins to wonder whether
he's chasing the facts of the case or just phantoms of a failing mind. But there's no turning back, for the edge of night is fast closing in on Dominguez, on
McMullin, and on Donnally himself.

 Night Life
A Novel
by  David Taylor

ISBN: 9780765374837
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 336
Price: $29.99

Night Life first of a transporting historical crime fiction series from David C. Taylor.New York City in 1954. The Cold War is heating up. Senator Joe
McCarthy is running a witch hunt for Communists in America. The newly formed CIA is fighting a turf battle with the FBI to see who will be the primary
US intelligence agency. And the bodies of murdered young men are turning up in the city.Michael Cassidy has an unusual background for a New York cop.
His father, a refugee from Eastern Europe, is a successful Broadway producer. His godfather is Frank Costello, a Mafia boss. Cassidy also has an unusual
way of going about the business of being a cop-maybe that's why he threw a fellow officer out a third story window of the Cortland Hotel.Cassidy is
assigned to the case of&nbspAlexander Ingram, a Broadway chorus dancer found tortured and dead in his apartment in Hell's Kitchen. Complications grow
as other young men are murdered one after the other. And why are the FBI, the CIA, and the Mafia interested in the death of a Broadway gypsy?Meanwhile,
a mysterious, beautiful woman moves into Cassidy's building in Greenwich Village. Is Dylan McCue a lover or an enemy? Cassidy is plagued by nightmares-
dreams that sometimes become reality. And he has been dreaming that someone is&nbspcoming to kill him.  ;
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   Fiction
 Night Night, Sleep Tight

A Novel Of Suspense
by  Hallie Ephron

ISBN: 9780062117632
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

From the award-winning author of There Was an Old Woman comes a riveting tale of domestic noir, infused with old Hollywood folklore and glamour, set
in a town rife with egotism and backstabbing and where fame and infamy are often interchangeable.
Los Angeles 1986: When Deirdre Unger arrived in Beverly Hills to help her bitter, disappointed father sell his dilapidated house, she discovers his lifeless
body floating face down in the swimming pool. At first, Deirdre assumes her father's death was a tragic accident. But the longer she stays in town, the more
she suspects that it is merely the third act in a story that has long been in the making.
The sudden re-surfacing of Deirdre's childhood best friend Joelen Nichol--daughter of the legendary star Elenor "Bunny" Nichol--seems like more than a
coincidence. Back in 1958, Joelen confessed to killing her movie star mother's boyfriend. Deirdre happened to be at the Nichols house the night of the
murder--which was also the night she suffered a personal tragedy of her own. Could all of these events be connected?
Her search to find answers forces Deirdre to confront a truth she has long refused to believe: beneath the slick veneer of Beverly Hills lie secrets that
someone will kill to keep buried.

 The Nightingale
by Kristin Hannah

ISBN: 9780312577223
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 448
Price: $22.75

In love we find out who we want to be. In war we find out who we are.   FRANCE, 1939   In the quiet village of Carriveau, Vianne Mauriac says goodbye to
her husband, Antoine, as he heads for the Front.  She doesn't believe that the Nazis will invade France... but invade they do, in droves of marching soldiers,
in caravans of trucks and tanks, in planes that fill the skies and drop bombs upon the innocent. When a German captain requisitions Vianne's home, she and
her daughter must live with the enemy or lose everything. Without food or money or hope, as danger escalates all around them, she is forced to make one
impossible choice after another to keep her family alive.   Vianne's sister, Isabelle, is a rebellious eighteen-year-old girl, searching for purpose with all the
reckless passion of youth.  While thousands of Parisians march into the unknown terrors of war, she meets GÃ¤etan, a partisan who believes the French can
fight the Nazis from within France, and she falls in love as only the young can... completely.  But when he betrays her, Isabelle joins the Resistance and
never looks back, risking her life time and again to save others.   With courage, grace and powerful insight, bestselling author Kristin Hannah captures the
epic panorama of WWII and illuminates an intimate part of history seldom seen: the women's war.   The Nightingale tells the stories of two sisters, separated
by years and experience, by ideals, passion and circumstance, each embarking on her own dangerous path toward survival, love, and freedom in German-
occupied, war-torn France - a heartbreakingly beautiful novel that celebrates the resilience of the human spirit and the durability of women.  It is a novel for
everyone, a novel for a lifetime.
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   Fiction
 The Nightingale

by  Kristin Hannah,  Polly Stone

ISBN: 9781427212672
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 
Price: $51.99

In love we find out who we want to be.In war we find out who we are. FRANCE, 1939 In the quiet village of Carriveau, Vianne Mauriac says goodbye to
her husband, Antoine, as he heads for the Front.  She doesn't believe that the Nazis will invade France... but invade they do, in droves of marching soldiers,
in caravans of trucks and tanks, in planes that fill the skies and drop bombs upon the innocent. When a German captain requisitions Vianne's home, she and
her daughter must live with the enemy or lose everything. Without food or money or hope, as danger escalates all around them, she is forced to make one
impossible choice after another to keep her family alive. Vianne's sister, Isabelle, is a rebellious eighteen-year-old girl, searching for purpose with all the
reckless passion of youth.  While thousands of Parisians march into the unknown terrors of war, she meets GÃ¤etan, a partisan who believes the French can
fight the Nazis from within France, and she falls in love as only the young can... completely.  But when he betrays her, Isabelle joins the Resistance and
never looks back, risking her life time and again to save others. With courage, grace and powerful insight, bestselling author Kristin Hannah captures the
epic panorama of WWII and illuminates an intimate part of history seldom seen: the women's war.   The Nightingale tells the stories of two sisters, separated
by years and experience, by ideals, passion and circumstance, each embarking on her own dangerous path toward survival, love, and freedom in German-
occupied, war-torn France - a heartbreakingly beautiful novel that celebrates the resilience of the human spirit and the durability of women.  It is a novel for
everyone, a novel for a lifetime.

 No Fortunate Son
A Pike Logan Thriller
by  Brad Taylor

ISBN: 9780525953999
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Pike Logan Thriller
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 416
Price: $31.00

In the latest military thriller from the retired Delta Force Operator and New York Times bestselling author, a hostage situation places America's most
powerful political elite at the mercy of its worst enemies. 

When veteran operator Pike Logan and partner Jennifer Cahill receive a letter from Blaisdell Consulting--the umbrella cover company for their real
employer, a top secret counterterrorist unit called the Taskforce--they expect orders for their next mission-impossible tasking. Instead, they learn that their
latest actions have gotten them fired, despite having saved thousands of innocent lives.

Pike's shock and fury is redirected when their commander, Colonel Kurt Hale, asks him and Jennifer for help with a personal matter: His niece Kylie, an
exchange student in England, has gone missing. Neither Pike nor Jennifer understands how critical her disappearance will become.

Meanwhile, all Taskforce teams have been redirected to a developing situation. A terrorist organization has targeted military relatives of key members of the
US government, including the vice president's son. Their seizure of hostages was far-reaching and meticulously coordinated, and the full extent of the
threat--and potential demands--has thrown the government into turmoil. They face a terrible choice: Cease counter-terrorist operations, or watch hostages die
one by one. How much is a single life worth? Unless the Taskforce can decipher the web of lies devised by their enemies, the United States is about to find
out.
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   Fiction
 Nypd Red 3

by  James Patterson,  Marshall Karp

ISBN: 9781478927938
Binding: Unknown 
Series: NYPD Red
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-16
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

PROTECT THE RICH. SERVE THE FAMOUS. HUNT THE GUILTY.

NYPD Red is the elite, highly trained task force assigned to protect the rich, the famous, and the connected. And Detective Zach Jordan and his partner Kylie
MacDonald-the woman who broke his heart at the police academy-are the best of the best, brilliant and tireless investigators who will stop at nothing to
deliver justice. 

Zach and Kylie's New Year's celebrations are cut short when they're called to the home of billionaire businessman Hunter Alden, Jr. after he makes a grisly
discovery in his townhouse garage. When Alden's teenage son goes missing soon afterwards, and his father seems oddly reluctant to find him, Zach and
Kylie find themselves in the middle of a chilling conspiracy that threatens everyone in its wake-especially their city's most powerful citizens.  NYPD Red 3
is the next sensational novel in James Patterson's explosive new series, a thriller that goes behind the closed doors of New York high society and into the
depths of depravity.

 Nypd Red 3
by James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316406994
Binding: Hardback 
Series: NYPD Red
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-03-16
Pages: 384
Price: $21.70

PROTECT THE RICH. SERVE THE FAMOUS. HUNT THE GUILTY.

NYPD Red is the elite, highly trained task force assigned to protect the rich, the famous, and the connected. And Detective Zach Jordan and his partner Kylie
MacDonald-the woman who broke his heart at the police academy-are the best of the best, brilliant and tireless investigators who will stop at nothing to
deliver justice. 

Zach and Kylie's New Year's celebrations are cut short when they're called to the home of billionaire businessman Hunter Alden, Jr. after he makes a grisly
discovery in his townhouse garage. When Alden's teenage son goes missing soon afterwards, and his father seems oddly reluctant to find him, Zach and
Kylie find themselves in the middle of a chilling conspiracy that threatens everyone in its wake-especially their city's most powerful citizens.  NYPD Red 3
is the next sensational novel in James Patterson's explosive new series, a thriller that goes behind the closed doors of New York high society and into the
depths of depravity.
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 Nypd Red 3 (Large Print Edition)

by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316407649
Binding: Hardback 
Series: NYPD Red
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-03-16
Pages: 464
Price: $34.00

PROTECT THE RICH. SERVE THE FAMOUS. HUNT THE GUILTY.

NYPD Red is the elite, highly trained task force assigned to protect the rich, the famous, and the connected. And Detective Zach Jordan and his partner Kylie
MacDonald-the woman who broke his heart at the police academy-are the best of the best, brilliant and tireless investigators who will stop at nothing to
deliver justice. 

Zach and Kylie's New Year's celebrations are cut short when they're called to the home of billionaire businessman Hunter Alden, Jr. after he makes a grisly
discovery in his townhouse garage. When Alden's teenage son goes missing soon afterwards, and his father seems oddly reluctant to find him, Zach and
Kylie find themselves in the middle of a chilling conspiracy that threatens everyone in its wake-especially their city's most powerful citizens.  NYPD Red 3
is the next sensational novel in James Patterson's explosive new series, a thriller that goes behind the closed doors of New York high society and into the
depths of depravity.

 Obsession in Death
by  J D Robb

ISBN: 9780399170874
Binding: Hardback 
Series: In Death
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 416
Price: $32.95

Lieutenant Eve Dallas walks the thin line between love and hate in this fabulous 40th thriller from #1 New York Times-bestseller J. D. Robb...
 
Eve Dallas has solved a lot of high-profile murders for the NYPSD and gotten a lot of media. She--and her billionaire husband--are getting accustomed to
being objects of attention, of gossip, of speculation.
 
But now Eve has become the object of one person's obsession. Someone who finds her extraordinary, and thinks about her every hour of every day. Who
believes the two of them have a special relationship. Who would kill for her--again and again...
 
With a murderer reading meanings into her every move, handling this case will be a delicate--and dangerous--psychological dance. And Eve knows that
underneath the worship and admiration, a terrible threat lies in wait. Because the beautiful lieutenant is not at all grateful for these bloody offerings from her
"true and loyal friend." And in time, idols always fall...

 Of Irish Blood
by  Mary Pat Kelly

ISBN: 9780765329134
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tor/Forge
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 512
Price: $29.99

&nbspIt's 1903. Nora Kelly, twenty-four, is talented, outspoken, progressive, and climbing the ladder of opportunity, until she falls for an attractive but
dangerous man who sends her running back to the Old World her family had fled. Nora takes on Paris, mixing with couturiers, artists, and les femmes
Americaines" of the Left Bank such as Gertrude Stein and Sylvia Beach. But when she stumbles into the centuries-old CollÃ¨ge des Irlandais, a good-
looking scholar, an unconventional priest, and Ireland's revolutionary women challenge Nora to honor her Irish blood and join the struggle to free
Ireland.Author Mary Pat Kelly weaves historical characters such as Maud Gonne, William Butler Yeats, Countess Markievicz, Michael Collins, and Eamon
de Valera, as well as Gabrielle Chanel, Gertrude Stein, James Joyce, and Nora Barnicle, into Of Irish Blood, a vivid and compelling story inspired by the life
of her great-aunt."
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   Fiction
 Of Mice and Men

A Play
by  John Steinbeck

ISBN: 9780143127277
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-07
Pages: 176
Price: $16.00

John Steinbeck's adaptation of one of America's most widely read and beloved novels, now on Broadway starring James Franco, Chris O'Dowd, and
Leighton Meester, and directed by Anna D. Shapiro

Of Mice and Men represents an experiment in form, which Steinbeck described as "a kind of playable novel, written in novel form but so scened and set that
it can be played as it stands." A rarity in American letters, it achieved remarkable success as a novel, a Broadway play, and several acclaimed films. Of Mice
and Men received the New York Drama Critics' Circle Award for Best Play in 1937-1938. Since then, its iconic roles have attracted celebrated actors of both
stage and screen, including Burgess Meredith, James Earl Jones, John Malkovich, and Gary Sinise. This classic story of an unlikely pair--George and Lennie,
two migrant workers in Depression-era California grasping for their American Dream--continues to be read and revived in performance more than seventy-
five years later, attesting to its abiding capacity to profoundly connect with readers, actors, and audiences alike.

 Old Venus
by  George R R Martin

ISBN: 9780345537287
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 608
Price: $35.00

Sixteen all-new stories by science fiction's top talents, collected by bestselling author George R. R. Martin and multiple-award-winning editor Gardner
Dozois
  
 From pulp adventures such as Edgar Rice Burroughs's Carson of Venus to classic short stories such as Ray Bradbury's "The Long Rain" to visionary novels
such as C. S. Lewis's Perelandra, the planet Venus has loomed almost as large in the imaginations of science fiction writers as Earth's next-nearest neighbor,
Mars. But while the Red Planet conjured up in Golden Age science fiction stories was a place of vast deserts and ruined cities, bright blue Venus was its
polar opposite: a steamy, swampy jungle world with strange creatures lurking amidst the dripping vegetation. Alas, just as the last century's space probes
exploded our dreams of Mars, so, too, did they shatter our romantic visions of Venus, revealing, instead of a lush paradise, a hellish world inimical to all life.
  
 But don't despair! This new anthology of sixteen original stories by some of science fiction's best writers--edited by #1 New York Times bestselling author
George R. R. Martin and award-winning editor Gardner Dozois--turns back the clock to that more innocent time, before the hard-won knowledge of science
vanquished the infinite poss ...
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 Olive Kitteridge (HBO Miniseries Tie-in Edition)

Fiction
by Elizabeth Strout

ISBN: 9780812987638
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Trade Paperback
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 320
Price: $18.00

WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE o NOW AN HBO MINISERIES

In a voice more powerful and compassionate than ever before, New York Times bestselling  author Elizabeth Strout binds together thirteen rich, luminous
narratives into a  book with the heft of a novel, through the presence of one larger-than-life, unforgettable  character: Olive Kitteridge.
 
 At the edge of the continent, Crosby, Maine, may seem  like nowhere, but seen through this brilliant writer's eyes, it's in essence the  whole world, and the
lives that are lived there are filled with all of the grand  human drama-desire, despair, jealousy, hope, and love. 
 
 At times stern, at other  times patient, at times perceptive, at other times in sad denial, Olive Kitteridge,  a retired schoolteacher, deplores the changes in her
little town and in the world  at large, but she doesn't always recognize the changes in those around her: a lounge  musician haunted by a past romance: a
former student who has lost the will to live:  Olive's own adult child, who feels tyrannized by her irrational sensitivities; and  Henry, who finds his loyalty to
his marriage both a blessing and a curse. 
 
 As the  townspeople grapple with the ...

 Once Upon a Time
Out of the Past
by  Kalinda Vazquez

ISBN: 9780785191162
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Once upon a Time
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 112
Price: $27.99

Return to the immersive world of ABC's hit television series ONCE UPON A TIME with an all-new sequel to the original graphic novel, ONCE UPON A
TIME: The Shadow of the Queen. Welcome to the Enchanted Forest, where the characters from classic fairy tales have come to life and are locked in an epic
struggle between good and evil! Plott ed by series writer and co-executi ve producer, Kalinda Vazquez, and co-written by returning author Corinna Bechko,
the release will tie into official show continuity and dive in to four never-before-told stories of fan favorite characters!

 One Last Thing
by  Rebecca St James

ISBN: 9781401689278
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 368
Price: $19.49

Tara had alwaysimagined her happily ever after. Buther fiancÃ©'s secrets are changing this story into one she doesn't evenrecognize.
Tara Faulkner and Seth Grissom grewup next door to each other in Savannah's historic district. Their parents arebest friends. They finisheach other's
sentences all the time. Their fairytale wedding is aforegone conclusion . . . until Tara discovers another side to Seth three weeksbefore the wedding.
Realityhas crashed in on Tara's fairytale--but hope will lead her to a future shecouldn't have planned for herself.
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   Fiction
 One Mile Under

A Ty Hauck Novel
by  Andrew Gross

ISBN: 9780061655999
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Ty Hauck
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

In New York Times bestselling author Andrew Gross's propulsive thriller, set amid the drought-stricken oil country of Colorado's beautiful high plains, Ty
Hauck makes his long-awaited return rallying beaten-down farmers and ranchers against a giant energy company in a deadly confrontation involving murder,
retaliation, and cover-up.
Leading a tour down the rapids outside Aspen, Colorado, whitewater guide Dani Haller comes upon the dead body of a close friend. Trey Watkins's death is
ruled an accident. Finding evidence that seems to back up her suspicions that it wasn't, she takes her case to Wade Dunn, the local police chief and her ex-
stepfather, with whom she shares some unresolved history. Wade insists the case is closed, but Rooster, a hot air balloon operator in town, claims he saw
something from the air she should know. When he suddenly dies in a fiery crash, Dani threatens to take her suspicions public, goading Wade into tossing her
in jail.
When an old friend contacts Ty Hauck and says his daughter is in trouble, he doesn't hesitate to get involved. Together, the two step into a sinister scheme
running deep beneath the surface of a quiet, Colorado town that has made a deal with the devil to survive. But in the square off between giant energy
companies and beaten-down ranchers and farmers, one resource is even more valuable in this drought-stricken region than oil. They both will kill for
it--water.
One Mile Under is a thrilling rapid run of hair-raising twists and unforeseen turns set against one of the most provocative environmental issues of our time.

 One Step Too Far
A Novel
by  Tina Seskis

ISBN: 9780062340078
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 304
Price: $31.99

The #1 international bestseller reminiscent of After I'm Gone, Sister, Before I Go to Sleep, and The Silent Wife--an intricately plotted, thoroughly addictive
thriller that introduces a major new voice in suspense fiction--a mesmerizing and powerful novel that will keep you guessing to the very end.
No one has ever guessed Emily's secret.
Will you?
A happy marriage. A beautiful family. A lovely home. So what makes Emily Coleman get up one morning and walk right out of her life--to start again as
someone new?
Now, Emily has become Cat, working at a hip advertising agency in London and living on the edge with her inseparable new friend, Angel. Cat's buried any
trace of her old self so well, no one knows how to find her. But she can't bury the past--or her own memories.
And soon, she'll have to face the truth of what she's done--a shocking revelation that may push her one step too far. . . .
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   Fiction
 One Step Too Far Lp

by  Tina Seskis

ISBN: 9780062369734
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

An intricately plotted thriller from a major new voice in suspense fiction that will keep you guessing to the very end.
A happy marriage. A beautiful family. A dream home. So what makes lawyer Emily Coleman get up one morning and walk right out of her life to start again
as someone new?
Deliberately losing herself in London, Emily quickly transforms herself into Cat. She finds a room in a shared house in North London, and a job as a
receptionist at a hip advertising agency. Finding easy kinship with the fun-loving Angel, her new best friend, Cat begins to live on the edge, giddy with the
euphoria of freedom.
Cat has buried any trace of her old self so well, no one knows how to find her. But she can't bury the past. And she cannot outrun the ghosts that haunt her.
And soon, she'll have to face the truth of what she's done--a shocking revelation that may push her one step too far .?.?.
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   Fiction
 The One That Got Away

A Novel
by  Bethany Chase

ISBN: 9780804179423
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 352
Price: $18.00

Perfect for fans of Emily Giffin and Jennifer Weiner, this bright, funny debut from a fresh voice in fiction offers a delicious take on love, family, and what it
means to build a home of one's own.
  
 Sarina Mahler thinks she has her life all nailed down: a growing architecture practice in Austin, Texas, and an any-day-now proposal from her loving
boyfriend, Noah. She's well on her way to having the family she's hoped for since her mother's death ten years ago. But with Noah on a temporary
assignment abroad and retired Olympic swimmer--and former flame--Eamon Roy back in town asking her to renovate his new fixer-upper, Sarina's life takes
an unexpected turn. Eamon proves to be Sarina's dream client, someone who instinctively trusts every one of her choices--and Sarina is reminded of all the
reasons she was first drawn to him back in the day. Suddenly her carefully planned future with Noah seems a little less than perfect. And when tragedy
strikes, Sarina is left reeling. With her world completely upended, she is forced to question what she truly wants in life--and in love.
  
 Full of both humor and heartbreak, The One That Got Away is the story of one woman's discovery that, sometimes, life is what happens when you leave  ...

 Ostland
by David Thomas

ISBN: 9781623658496
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 400
Price: $26.99

Based on a horrifying true story of one of the Holocaust's worst Nazi war criminals comes a crime thriller that combines a police procedural, courtroom
thriller, and a fast-paced war-time narrative. In Ostland David Thomas confronts the question of how does one man charged with eradicating evil become
one of its greatest perpetrator. 

In wartime Berlin the brilliant, idealistic young detective Georg Heuser joins the Murder Squad in the midst of the biggest manhunt the city has ever seen. A
serial killer is slaughtering women on S-Bahn trains and leaving their battered bodies by the tracks. Heuser must confront evil eye-to-eye as he helps track
down the murderer. Soon after, Heuser is promoted by the SS and sent off to oversee the systematic murder of thousands of Jews in the new empire the
Nazis call Ostland. Years after the end of the war Heuser thinks his diabolical past has been forgotten. Yet, an enterprising young lawyer, Paula Siebert,
searching through Soviet archives, discovers Heuser and his fellow officers' crimes. 

Siebert is haunted by one question: how could a once decent man have become a sadistic monster? Desparate to cover his tracks, Heuser uses his training as
a lawyer and years as a police detective to distance himself from his co-conspirators and escape justice. Ostland is a gripping detective thriller, a harrowing
account of the Holocaust and a thought-provoking examination of the human capacity for evil.
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   Fiction
 The Other Side of Midnight

by  Simone St James

ISBN: 9780451419491
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 336
Price: $16.00

London, 1925. Glamorous medium Gloria Sutter made her fortune helping the bereaved contact loved ones killed during the Great War. Now she's been
murdered at one of her own sÃ©ances, after leaving a message requesting the help of her former friend and sole rival, Ellie Winter.
 
Ellie doesn't contact the dead--at least, not anymore. She specializes in miraculously finding lost items. Still, she can't refuse the final request of the only
other true psychic she has known. Now Ellie must delve into Gloria's secrets and plunge back into the world of hucksters, lowlifes, and fakes. Worse, she
cannot shake the attentions of handsome James Hawley, a damaged war veteran who has dedicated himself to debunking psychics.
 
As Ellie and James uncover the sinister mysteries of Gloria's life and death, Ellie is tormented by nightmarish visions that herald the grisly murders of those
in Gloria's circle. And as Ellie's uneasy partnership with James turns dangerously intimate, an insidious evil force begins to undermine their quest for clues, a
force determined to bury the truth, and whoever seeks to expose it...
 

 Outline
A Novel
by  Rachel Cusk

ISBN: 9780374228347
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Farrar Straus & Giroux
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 256
Price: $29.99

A luminous, powerful&nbspnovel that establishes Rachel Cusk as one of the finest writers in the English language A man and a woman are seated next to
each other on a plane. They get to talking-about their destination, their careers, their families. Grievances are aired, family tragedies discussed, marriages and
divorces analyzed. An intimacy is established as two strangers contrast their own fictions about their lives.     Rachel Cusk's Outline  is a novel in ten
conversations. Spare and stark, it follows a novelist teaching a course in creative writing during one oppressively hot summer in Athens. She leads her
students in storytelling exercises. She meets other visiting writers for dinner and discourse. She goes swimming in the Ionian Sea with her neighbor from the
plane. The people she encounters speak volubly about themselves: their fantasies, anxieties, pet theories, regrets, and longings. And through these
disclosures, a portrait of the narrator is drawn by contrast, a portrait of a woman learning to face a great loss.     Outline  takes a hard look&nbspat the things
that are hardest to speak about. It brilliantly captures conversations, investigates people's motivations for storytelling, and questions their ability to ever do so
honestly or unselfishly. In doing so it bares the deepest impulses behind the craft of fiction writing. This is Rachel Cusk's finest work yet, and one of the
most startling, brilliant, original novels of recent years. Short-listed for the 2014&nbspGoldsmiths Prize,&nbspfinalist for the 2014 Folio PrizeNamed one of
the best fiction books of 2014 by The New Yorker, The Guardian,  The  Independent  and Glamour A Publishers Weekly  Pick of the Week and Flavorwire 
Staff Pick
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   Fiction
 Palace of Treason

A Novel
by  Jason Matthews

ISBN: 9781476793740
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Scribner
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 480
Price: $29.99

From the bestselling, Edgar Award-winning author of the "terrifically good" (The New York Times) Red Sparrow, a compulsively readable new novel about
star-crossed Russian agent Dominika Egorova and CIA's Nate Nash in a desperate race to the finish.Captain Dominika Egorova of the Russian Intelligence
Service (SVR) has returned from the West to Moscow. She despises the men she serves, the oligarchs, and crooks, and thugs of Putin's Russia. What no one
knows is that Dominika is working for the CIA as Washington's most sensitive penetration of SVR and the Kremlin. As she expertly dodges exposure,
Dominika deals with a murderously psychotic boss; survives an Iranian assassination attempt; escapes a counterintelligence ambush; rescues an arrested
agent and exfiltrates him out of Russia; and has a chilling midnight conversation in her nightgown with President Putin. Complicating these risks is the fact
that Dominika is in love with her CIA handler, Nate Nash, and their lust is as dangerous as committing espionage in Moscow. And when a mole in the SVR
finds Dominika's name on a restricted list of sources, it is a virtual death sentence... Just as fast-paced, heart-pounding, and action-packed as Red Sparrow,
Jason Matthews's second novel confirms he is "an insider's insider...and a masterful storyteller" (Vince Flynn, #1 New York Times bestselling author).

 Past Crimes
A Van Shaw Novel
by  Glen Erik Hamilton

ISBN: 9780062344557
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Van Shaw Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

When his estranged grandfather is shot and left for dead, an Army Ranger must plunge into the criminal underworld of his youth to find a murderer and
uncover a shocking family secret in this atmospheric and evocative debut thriller.
Van Shaw was raised to be a thief, but at eighteen he suddenly broke all ties to that life and joined the military--abandoning his illicit past and the career-
criminal grandfather who taught him the trade. Now, after ten years of silence, his grandfather has asked him to come home to Seattle. But when Van arrives,
he discovers his grandfather bleeding out on the floor from a gunshot to the head. With a lifetime of tough history between him and the old man, Van knows
he's sure to be the main suspect.
The only way he can clear his name is to go back to the world he'd sworn to leave behind. Tapping into his criminal skills, he begins to hunt the shooter and
uncover what drove his grandfather to reach out after so long. But in a violent, high-stakes world where right and wrong aren't defined by the law, Van finds
that the past is all too present . . . and that the secrets held by those closest to him are the deadliest of all.
Edgy and suspenseful, rich with emotional resonance, gritty action, and a deep-rooted sense of place, Past Crimes trumpets the arrival of a powerful talent in
the mold of Dennis Lehane, Robert B. Parker, and John D. MacDonald.
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   Fiction
 The Patriot Threat

by  Steve Berry,  Scott Brick

ISBN: 9781427258052
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Cotton Malone
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 
Price: $45.99

The 16th Amendment to the Constitution legalized federal income tax, but what if there were problems with the 1913 ratification of that amendment?
Problems that call into question decades of tax collecting, and could even bring down the US economy.  There is a surprising truth to this possibility-a truth
wholly entertained by Steve Berry, a top-ten New York Times  bestselling writer, in his new thriller, The Patriot Threat. His protagonist, Cotton Malone,
once a member of an elite intelligence division within the Justice Department known as the Magellan Billet, is now retired. But when his former boss,
Stephanie Nelle, asks him to track a rogue North Korean who may have acquired some top secret Treasury Department files-the kind that could bring the
United States to its knees-Malone is vaulted into a harrowing twenty-four-hour chase that begins on the water in Venice and ends in the remote highlandsof
Croatia.With appearances by Franklin Roosevelt, Andrew Mellon, and a curious painting that still hangs in the National Gallery of Art, Steve Berry's
trademark mix of history and suspense is 90% fact and 10% exciting speculation, a provocative thriller that poses a dangerous question: What if the federal
income tax is illegal?

 The Patriot Threat
by  Steve Berry

ISBN: 9781250056238
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Cotton Malone
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 400
Price: $22.75

The 16th Amendment to the Constitution is why Americans pay income taxes. But what if there were problems associated with that amendment? Secrets that
call into question decades of tax collecting? In fact, there is a surprising truth to this hidden possibility. Cotton Malone, once a member of an elite
intelligence division within the Justice Department known as the Magellan Billet, is now retired and owns an old bookshop in Denmark. But when his former-
boss, Stephanie Nelle, asks him to track a rogue North Korean who may have acquired some top secret Treasury Department files-the kind that could bring
the United States to its knees-Malone is vaulted into a harrowing twenty-four hour chase that begins on the canals in Venice and ends inthe remote highlands
of Croatia.With appearances by Franklin Roosevelt, Andrew Mellon, a curious painting that still hangs in the National Gallery of Art, and some eye-opening
revelations from the $1 bill, this riveting, non-stop adventure is trademark Steve Berry-90% historical fact, 10% exciting speculation-a provocative thriller
posing a dangerous question: What if the Federal income tax is illegal?

 The Perfect Letter
A Novel
by  Chris Harrison

ISBN: 9780062305220
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

Chris Harrison, the beloved longtime host of ABC's The Bachelor, explores the perils and rewards of risking everything for love in his first novel.
As the longtime host of ABC's hit shows The Bachelor and The Bachelorette, Chris Harrison has witnessed the joys and heartbreak of men and women
searching for everlasting love. A true romantic at heart, he believes that everyone deserves their own fairytale ending. Now, in his first work of fiction, Chris
draws on his unique insights and wisdom in a remarkable debut novel that explores love and its consequences--a must-read for Bachelor fans and hopeless
romantics everywhere.
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   Fiction
 A Place Called Winter

by  Patrick Gale

ISBN: 9781472205292
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 
Price: $32.99

In the golden 1900s, Harry Cane, a shy, eligible gentleman of leisure is drawn from a life of quiet routine into courting and marrying Winnie, eldest daughter
of the fatherless Wells clan, who are not quite as respectable as they would appear. They settle by the sea and have a daughter and conventional marriage
does not seem such a tumultuous change after all. When a chance encounter awakens scandalous desires never acknowledged until now, however, Harry is
forced to forsake the land and people he loves for a harsh new life as a homesteader on the newly colonized Canadian prairies. There, in a place called
Winter, he will come to find a deep love within an alternative family, a love imperiled by war, madness and an evil man of undeniable magnetism.

 A Place Called Winter
by Patrick Gale

ISBN: 9781472205308
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

In the golden 1900s, Harry Cane, a shy, eligible gentleman of leisure is drawn from a life of quiet routine into courting and marrying Winnie, eldest daughter
of the fatherless Wells clan, who are not quite as respectable as they would appear. They settle by the sea and have a daughter and conventional marriage
does not seem such a tumultuous change after all. When a chance encounter awakens scandalous desires never acknowledged until now, however, Harry is
forced to forsake the land and people he loves for a harsh new life as a homesteader on the newly colonized Canadian prairies. There, in a place called
Winter, he will come to find a deep love within an alternative family, a love imperiled by war, madness and an evil man of undeniable magnetism.

 Pleasantville
by  Attica Locke

ISBN: 9780062259400
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Jay Porter
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 432
Price: $33.50

In this sophisticated thriller, lawyer Jay Porter, hero of Attica Locke's bestseller Black Water Rising, returns to fight one last case, only to become embroiled
once again in a dangerous game of shadowy politics and a witness to how far those in power are willing to go to win.
Fifteen years after the events of Black Water Rising, Jay Porter is struggling to cope with catastrophic changes in his personal life and the disintegration of
his environmental law practice. His victory against Cole Oil is still the crown jewel of his career, even if he hasn't yet seen a dime thanks to appeals. But time
has taken its toll. Tired and restless, he's ready to quit.
When a girl goes missing on Election Night, 1996, in the neighborhood of Pleasantville--a hamlet for upwardly mobile blacks on the north side of
Houston--Jay, a single father, is deeply disturbed. He's been representing Pleasantville in the wake of a chemical fire, and the case is dragging on, raising
doubts about his ability.
The missing girl was a volunteer for one of the local mayoral candidates, and her disappearance complicates an already heated campaign. When the nephew
of one of the candidates, a Pleasantville local, is arrested, Jay reluctantly finds himself serving as a defense attorney. With a man's life and his own reputation
on the line, Jay is about to try his first murder in a case that will also put an electoral process on trial, exposing the dark side of power and those determined
to keep it.
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   Fiction
 Pleasantville Lp

by  Attica Locke

ISBN: 9780062370433
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Jay Porter
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 432
Price: $33.50

In this sophisticated thriller, lawyer Jay Porter, hero of Attica Locke's bestseller Black Water Rising, returns to fight one last case, only to become embroiled
once again in a dangerous game of shadowy politics and a witness to how far those in power are willing to go to win.
Fifteen years after the events of Black Water Rising, Jay Porter is struggling to cope with catastrophic changes in his personal life and the disintegration of
his environmental law practice. His victory against Cole Oil is still the crown jewel of his career, even if he hasn't yet seen a dime thanks to appeals. But time
has taken its toll. Tired and restless, he's ready to quit.
When a girl goes missing on Election Night, 1996, in the neighborhood of Pleasantville--a hamlet for upwardly mobile blacks on the north side of
Houston--Jay, a single father, is deeply disturbed. He's been representing Pleasantville in the wake of a chemical fire, and the case is dragging on, raising
doubts about his ability.
The missing girl was a volunteer for one of the local mayoral candidates, and her disappearance complicates an already heated campaign. When the nephew
of one of the candidates, a Pleasantville local, is arrested, Jay reluctantly finds himself serving as a defense attorney. With a man's life and his own reputation
on the line, Jay is about to try his first murder in a case that will also put an electoral process on trial, exposing the dark side of power and those determined
to keep it.

 The Pocket Wife
A Novel
by  Susan Crawford

ISBN: 9780062362858
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

A stylish psychological thriller with the compelling intrigue of The Silent Wife and Turn of Mind and the white-knuckle pacing of Before I Go to Sleep--in
which a woman suffering from bipolar disorder cannot remember if she murdered her friend.
Dana Catrell is shocked when her neighbor Celia is brutally murdered. To Dana's horror, she was the last person to see Celia alive. Suffering from mania, the
result of her bipolar disorder, she has troubling holes in her memory, including what happened on the afternoon of Celia's death.
Her husband's odd behavior and the probing of Detective Jack Moss create further complications as she searches for answers. The closer she comes to
piecing together the shards of her broken memory, the more Dana falls apart. Is there a murderer lurking inside her . . . or is there one out there in the
shadows of reality, waiting to strike again?
A story of marriage, murder, and madness, The Pocket Wife explores the world through the foggy lens of a woman on the edge.

 The Pocket Wife Lp
A Novel
by  Susan Crawford

ISBN: 9780062369772
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 320
Price: $31.99

Dana Catrell's life is in chaos. She's married to a lawyer who makes her feel trivial, sticking her inside his pocket like loose change. She's also sliding
towards the brink of insanity. Devastated by mania, a result of her bipolar disorder, Dana finds that there are troubling holes in her memory, including what
happened on the afternoon of her friend Celia's death. She's horrified to learn she was the last person to see her alive. 
Is murder on her mind--or is it all in her head?
Closing her eyes, Dana can see images, loose pieces of a hazy puzzle. Sangria in a glass, a tiny rip in Celia's screen door, Celia lying in a pool of blood, the
broken vase beside her head, the kitchen knife just so above her hand. But there are infuriating, terrifying gaps. 
Is there a killer lurking inside her .?.?. or is there one out there in the shadows of reality, waiting to strike again?
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   Fiction
 The Poser

A Novel
by  Jacob Rubin

ISBN: 9780670016761
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 256
Price: $31.00

o Named one of the Huffington Post's 2015 Books We Can't Wait To Read o

"The Poser is smart and grand and funny, a wonderful fable. Mr. Rubin is a great hope for comic fiction in the 21st century. He's got the spirit and the
ear." --Sam Lipsyte

A hilarious and dazzling debut novel about a master impressionist at risk of losing his true self
 All his life, Giovanni Bernini has possessed an uncanny gift: he can imitate anyone he meets. Honed by his mother at a young age, the talent catapults him
from small-town obscurity to stardom.
As Giovanni describes it, "No one's disguise is perfect. There is in every person, no matter how graceful, a seam, a thread curling out of them. . . . When
pulled by the right hands, it will unravel the person entire." As his fame grows, Giovanni encounters a beautiful and enigmatic stage singer, Lucy
Starlight--the only person whose thread he cannot find--and becomes increasingly trapped inside his many poses. Ultimately, he must assume the one
identity he has never been able to master: his own.
In the vein of Jonathan Lethem's and Kevin Wilson's playful surrealism, Jacob Rubin's The Poser is the debut of a major literary voice, a masterfully written,
deeply original comic novel, and the moving story of a man who must risk everything for the chance to save his life and know true love.

 The Precious One
A Novel
by  Maris De Los Santos

ISBN: 9780061670893
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of Belong to Me, Love Walked In, and Falling Together comes a captivating novel about friendship, family,
second chances, and the redemptive power of love.
In all her life, Eustacia "Taisy" Cleary has given her heart to only three men: her first love, Ben Ransom; her twin brother, Marcus; and Wilson
Cleary--professor, inventor, philanderer, self-made millionaire, brilliant man, breathtaking jerk: her father.
Seventeen years ago, Wilson ditched his first family for Caroline, a beautiful young sculptor. In all that time, Taisy's family has seen Wilson, Caroline, and
their daughter, Willow, only once.
Why then, is Wilson calling Taisy now, inviting her for an extended visit, encouraging her to meet her pretty sister--a teenager who views her with jealousy,
mistrust, and grudging admiration? Why, now, does Wilson want Taisy to help him write his memoir?
Told in alternating voices--Taisy's strong, unsparing observations and Willow's naive, heartbreakingly earnest yearnings--The Precious One is an
unforgettable novel of family secrets, lost love, and dangerous obsession, a captivating tale with the deep characterization, piercing emotional resonance, and
heartfelt insight that are the hallmarks of Marisa de los Santos's beloved works.
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   Fiction
 The Precious One Lp

A Novel
by  Maris De Los Santos

ISBN: 9780062369727
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 368
Price: $31.99

Eustacia "Taisy" Cleary has loved only three men: her high school boyfriend, Ben; her twin brother, Marcus; and Wilson Cleary, her father. Seventeen years
ago, Wilson ditched his first family for Caroline, an ethereal young sculptor. In all that time, Taisy has seen Wilson, Caro, and their daughter, Willow, only
once. So why now, two weeks after suffering a catastrophic heart attack, is Wilson summoning Taisy to his house--in the town she thought she'd left behind
forever?
Taisy discovers that going home won't be easy. Wilson is as chilly and imperious as ever. And then there is Ben. Taisy hopes for a reconnection, even as she
fears that time and the fallout from their bitter separation have made this impossible. And her little sister is going through difficult changes of her own. For
the first time, sixteen-year-old Willow has been thrown into high school, a bewildering world.
Falling Together is a captivating novel about friendship, family secrets, second chances, dangerous obsession, and the redemptive power of love.

 The Price of Blood
A Novel
by  Patricia Bracewell

ISBN: 9780525427278
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-02-05
Pages: 448
Price: $33.00

Menaced by Vikings and enemies at court, Queen Emma defends her children and her crown in a riveting medieval adventure

Readers first met Emma of Normandy in Patricia Bracewell's gripping debut novel, Shadow on the Crown. Unwillingly thrust into marriage to England's
King Ã†thelred, Emma has given the king a son and heir, but theirs has never been a happy marriage. In The Price of Blood, Bracewell returns to 1006 when
a beleaguered Ã†thelred, still haunted by his brother's ghost, governs with an iron fist and a royal policy that embraces murder.

As tensions escalate and enmities solidify, Emma forges alliances to protect her young son from ambitious men--even from the man she loves. In the north
there is treachery brewing, and when Viking armies ravage England, loyalties are shattered and no one is safe from the sword.
Rich with intrigue, compelling personalities, and fascinating detail about a little-known period in history, The Price of Blood will captivate fans of both
historical fiction and fantasy novels such as George R. R. Martin's Game of Thrones series.
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   Fiction
 The Prince

A Novel
by  Vito Bruschini

ISBN: 9781451687194
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 448
Price: $32.00

A web of love, betrayal, and murder is at the heart of this riveting story of the Mafia's beginnings.In this remarkable novel based on a true story, author Vito
Bruschini brilliantly evokes the charismatic figure of Prince Ferdinando Licata, a wealthy Sicilian landowner who uses his personal power and charm to
placate Sicilian peasants and fight off Mussolini's fascists. As tensions rise in Italy during the 1930s, with increasingly violent consequences, Licata attracts
many friends and far more enemies. Eventually implicated in a grisly murder, the prince flees to America, where he ends up navigating a turf war between
Irish and Italian gangs of the Lower East Side.Violence explodes in unexpected ways as Licata gains dominance over New York, with the help of a loyal
townsman with blood ties to the prince who is forced to abandon his fiancÃ©e in Sicily. The two men return to their native land at the height of World War
II in an outrageously bold maneuver engineered by Licata and mobster Lucky Luciano. Both the prince and his kinsman assist US naval intelligence during
the invasion of Sicily and, once they are back on their native soil, they proceed to settle unfinished business with their enemies and unravel old secrets in a
stunning and sinister finale.Through a spellbinding story and unforgettable characters, Bruschini depicts in visceral detail the dark intertwining roots of
loyalty and betrayal, poverty and privilege, secrets and revelations that contributed to the rise of the Mafia in Sicily.

 Private Vegas (Large Print Edition)
by  James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316211130
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Private
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 496
Price: $33.00

Las Vegas is a city of contradictions: seedy and glamorous, secretive and wild, Vegas attracts people of all kinds--especially those with a secret to hide, or a
life to leave behind. It's the perfect location for Lester Olsen's lucrative business. He gets to treat gorgeous, young women to five-star restaurants, splashy
shows, and limo rides--and then he teaches them how to kill. Private Jack Morgan spends most of his time in Los Angeles, where his top investigation firm
has its headquarters. But a hunt for two criminals leads him to the city of sin--and to a murder ring that is more seductively threatening than anything he's
witnessed before. PRIVATE VEGAS brings James Patterson's Private series to a sensational new level.

 Private Vegas
by  James Patterson,  Maxine Paetro

ISBN: 9781611130478
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Private
Publisher: Hachette Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 
Price: $39.00

Las Vegas is a city of contradictions: seedy and glamorous, secretive and wild, Vegas attracts people of all kinds--especially those with a secret to hide, or a
life to leave behind. It's the perfect location for Lester Olsen's lucrative business. He gets to treat gorgeous, young women to five-star restaurants, splashy
shows, and limo rides--and then he teaches them how to kill. Private Jack Morgan spends most of his time in Los Angeles, where his top investigation firm
has its headquarters. But a hunt for two criminals leads him to the city of sin--and to a murder ring that is more seductively threatening than anything he's
witnessed before. PRIVATE VEGAS brings James Patterson's Private series to a sensational new level.
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   Fiction
 Private Vegas

by James Patterson

ISBN: 9780316211154
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Private
Publisher: Little, Brown and Company
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 384
Price: $21.70

Las Vegas is a city of contradictions: seedy and glamorous, secretive and wild, Vegas attracts people of all kinds--especially those with a secret to hide, or a
life to leave behind. It's the perfect location for Lester Olsen's lucrative business. He gets to treat gorgeous, young women to five-star restaurants, splashy
shows, and limo rides--and then he teaches them how to kill.

Private Jack Morgan spends most of his time in Los Angeles, where his top investigation firm has its headquarters. But a hunt for two criminals leads him to
the city of sin--and to a murder ring that is more seductively threatening than anything he's witnessed before. PRIVATE VEGAS brings James Patterson's
Private series to a sensational new level.

 Prodigal Son (Large Print Edition)
A Novel
by  Danielle Steel

ISBN: 9780804194624
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Random House Large Print
Publisher: Large Print
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 416
Price: $34.00

Twin boys grow up in the same family, in the same town. Dramatically different, they become bitter enemies, even as children. One good, one bad. One
leaves his peaceful hometown, but when all else fails, the prodigal son returns, twenty years later. The reunion of brothers, sweet and healing at first, exposes
shattering revelations of good and evil. #1 New York Times bestselling author Danielle Steel tells a brilliant, suspenseful story of suspicion, betrayal, and a
life-and-death struggle for survival. Which twin is good and which is evil, as the tables turn again and again?
  
 PRODIGAL SON
  
 In a matter of days, Peter McDowell loses everything he has worked so hard for--his wealth, his property, his livelihood as a star investment banker. And
then it gets worse. The stock market crash not only plunges Peter into joblessness, it causes a rift in his marriage that he cannot repair. Stripped of
everything, he has only one place to retreat: a lakeside cottage he inherited from his parents, who left most of their modest estate to Peter's twin. With no
other choice, the prodigal son goes home. 
  
 A beloved small-town doctor, a devoted family man, and a pillar of his community, Michael McDowell serves others without regard to personal gain. Only
Peter kn ...

 Prodigal Son
A Novel
by Danielle Steel

ISBN: 9780385343152
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 336
Price: $23.80

Twin boys grow up in the same family, in the same town. Dramatically different, they become bitter enemies, even as children. One good, one bad. One
leaves his peaceful hometown, but when all else fails, the prodigal son returns, twenty years later. The reunion of brothers, sweet and healing at first, exposes
shattering revelations of good and evil. Danielle Steel tells a suspenseful story of suspicion, betrayal, and a life-and-death struggle for survival. Which twin
is good and which is evil, as the tables turn again and again?
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   Fiction
 Prometheus

Fire and Stone
by  Paul Tobin,  Juan Ferreyra

ISBN: 9781616556501
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Prometheus
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 1
Price: $16.50

When the Prometheus never returned from her fateful journey to LV-223, the questions surrounding the origins of man went unanswered. Now a new team
of explorers seeks to uncover the dark mystery that holds not only the fate of the original mission, but possibly their own damnation. This is the first volume
of Prometheus in a blockbuster crossover event featuring Aliens, Predator, and Prometheus!

 The Promise Of Palm Grove
Amish Brides Of Pinecraft, Book One
by  Shelley Shepar Gray

ISBN: 9780062337702
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Pinecraft Brides
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 288
Price: $15.99

A young Amish woman finds herself torn between the man she's pledged to wed and the man her heart desires in this heartwarming story of chance, duty,
and choice in the face of love--the first volume in beloved New York Times bestselling author Shelley Shepard Gray's new Amish Brides of Pinecraft series
Amish bride-to-be Leona is thrilled to be in Florida, on a mini vacation in the pretty town of Pinecraft. Her girlfriends think she's happy because she's away
from the stress of wedding planning. They have no idea that Leona's real joy is in being away from her fiancÃ©.
Edmund is a good man and will make a decent husband . . . just not for Leona. The more time she spends with him and his overbearing ways, the less she
wants to be his wife. Her cousins are sure Edmund is the right man for her--and their certainty makes Leona begin to doubt herself. But when a chance
encounter with a wayward cat brings her face-to-face with a handsome, fun-loving Amish man named Zachary Kaufmann, Leona's faced with two vastly
different futures.
Leona must decide: Should she follow the path set out before her? Or take a chance with only the promise of what could be to guide her?

 Prudence
by Gail Carriger

ISBN: 9780316212243
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Custard Protocol
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 368
Price: $22.00

Introducing the Custard Protocol series, in which Alexia Maccon's daughter Prudence travels to India on behalf of Queen, country...and the perfect pot of tea.

       When Prudence Alessandra Maccon Akeldama ("Rue" to her friends) is bequeathed an unexpected dirigible, she does what any sensible female under
similar circumstances would do -- she christens it the Spotted Custard and floats off to India. 
Soon, she stumbles upon a plot involving local dissidents, a kidnapped brigadier's wife, and some awfully familiar Scottish werewolves. Faced with a dire
crisis (and an embarrassing lack of bloomers), Rue must rely on her good breeding -- and her metanatural abilities -- to get to the bottom of it all...
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   Fiction
 Pyramid

by David Gibbins

ISBN: 9780755354054
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

Fans of Dan Brown and Clive Cussler will be unable to resist this thrilling new Jack Howard action adventure from Sunday Times bestseller David Gibbins.
Underwater archaeologist Jack Howard is back with a dangerous mission to uncover a shocking secret which could rewrite history... In 1890, a British
soldier emerges from the depths of a Cairo sewer. He claims to have been trapped for years in an ancient underground complex, and swears that he stumbled
upon an incredible collection of gold, treasure, and thousands upon thousands of jars filled with papyri. Dismissed as a madman who has lost his mind in the
desert, his story was lost to the world. Until now...When a colleague of Jack Howard's stumbles across the soldier's story, the mention of a 'blinding shaft of
light' captures Jack's attention and resurrects the forgotten ramblings. With the political situation in Egypt at boiling point, Jack and his team risk everything
in a treacherous archaeological expedition to find the truth. Their mission will take them across the globe, down to the darkest depths of the Red Sea, and
back through Egyptian history to the bloody reign of Akhenaten, the Sun-Pharaoh - and keeper of a devastating secret...

 Pyramid
by  David Gibbins

ISBN: 9780755354047
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-01-20
Pages: 
Price: $32.99

Fans of Dan Brown and Clive Cussler will be unable to resist this thrilling new Jack Howard action adventure from Sunday Times bestseller David Gibbins.
Underwater archaeologist Jack Howard is back with a dangerous mission to uncover a shocking secret which could rewrite history... In 1890, a British
soldier emerges from the depths of a Cairo sewer. He claims to have been trapped for years in an ancient underground complex, and swears that he stumbled
upon an incredible collection of gold, treasure, and thousands upon thousands of jars filled with papyri. Dismissed as a madman who has lost his mind in the
desert, his story was lost to the world. Until now...When a colleague of Jack Howard's stumbles across the soldier's story, the mention of a 'blinding shaft of
light' captures Jack's attention and resurrects the forgotten ramblings. With the political situation in Egypt at boiling point, Jack and his team risk everything
in a treacherous archaeological expedition to find the truth. Their mission will take them across the globe, down to the darkest depths of the Red Sea, and
back through Egyptian history to the bloody reign of Akhenaten, the Sun-Pharaoh - and keeper of a devastating secret...
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   Fiction
 The Raven

by  Sylvain Reynard

ISBN: 9780425266496
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Florentine
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 432
Price: $18.00

The author of the Gabriel's Inferno Trilogy reveals a beautiful yet deadly underworld where creatures of the night roam and Gabriel and Julianne become the
target of a powerful but elusive enemy...
 
Raven Wood spends her days at Florence's Uffizi gallery restoring Renaissance art. But an innocent walk home after an evening with friends changes her life
forever. When she intervenes in the senseless beating of a homeless man, his attackers turn on her, dragging her into an alley. Raven is only semiconscious
when their assault is interrupted by a cacophony of growls followed by her attackers' screams. Mercifully, she blacks out, but not before catching a glimpse
of a shadowy figure who whispers to her...
 
Cassita vulneratus.
 
When Raven awakes, she is inexplicably changed. Upon returning to the Uffizi, no one recognizes her. More disturbingly, she discovers that she's been
absent an entire week. With no recollection of her disappearance, Raven learns that her absence coincides with one of the largest robberies in Uffizi history -
the theft of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations. When the police identify her as their prime suspect, Raven is desperate to clear her name. She seeks out
one of Florence's wealthiest and most elusive men in a ...

 Rebel Queen
A Novel
by  Michelle Moran

ISBN: 9781476716350
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

From the internationally bestselling author of Nefertiti and Cleopatra's Daughter comes the breathtaking story of Queen Lakshmi--India's Joan of Arc--who
against all odds defied the mighty British invasion to defend her beloved kingdom.When the British Empire sets its sights on India in the mid-nineteenth
century, it expects a quick and easy conquest. India is fractured and divided into kingdoms, each independent and wary of one another, seemingly no match
for the might of the English. But when they arrive in the Kingdom of Jhansi, the British army is met with a surprising challenge. Instead of surrendering,
Queen Lakshmi raises two armies--one male and one female--and rides into battle, determined to protect her country and her people. Although her soldiers
may not appear at first to be formidable against superior British weaponry and training, Lakshmi refuses to back down from the empire determined to take
away the land she loves. Told from the unexpected perspective of Sita--Queen Lakshmi's most favored companion and most trusted soldier in the all-female
army--Rebel Queen shines a light on a time and place rarely explored in historical fiction. In the tradition of her bestselling novel, Nefertiti, and through her
strong, independent heroines fighting to make their way in a male dominated world, Michelle Moran brings nineteenth-century India to rich, vibrant life.
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   Fiction
 Red 1-2-3

by  John Katzenbach

ISBN: 9780802122988
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2015-01-07
Pages: 384
Price: $18.95

Three ordinary women with nothing in common. They are different ages, come from different backgrounds, and lead drastically different lives. The only
thing that binds them together is their red hair-and that each of them has been targeted for murder. When these women receive chilling letters in the mail
from a killer known only as the Big Bad Wolf, their lives are upended. The "Red"s spend every waking moment in fear as the Wolf stalks them, biding his
time, searching for the perfect opportunity to complete his master plan. But the one thing this devious killer didn't count on was the Reds discovering each
other. These three women, using clues left by the Wolf, band together to protect one another from their deadly predator. And when law enforcement refuses
to pay them any attention, the Reds' only hope for survival is to turn the tables and beat the Wolf at his own game. In this riveting novel, filled with suspense
that only a master like John Katzenbach could write, the Reds must track down the Wolf before he silences them all forever.

 The Reluctant Midwife
A Hope River Novel
by  Patricia Harman

ISBN: 9780062358240
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hope River
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-23
Pages: 400
Price: $18.50

The USA Today bestselling author of The Midwife of Hope River returns with a heartfelt sequel, a novel teeming with life and full of humor and warmth,
one that celebrates the human spirit.
The Great Depression has hit West Virginia hard. Men are out of work; women struggle to feed hungry children. Luckily, Nurse Becky Myers has returned
to care for them. While she can handle most situations, Becky is still uneasy helping women deliver their babies. For these mothers-to-be, she relies on an
experienced midwife, her dear friend Patience Murphy.
Though she is happy to be back in Hope River, time and experience have tempered Becky's cheerfulness-as tragedy has destroyed the vibrant spirit of her
former employer Dr Isaac Blum, who has accompanied her. Patience too has changed. Married and expecting a baby herself, she is relying on Becky to keep
the mothers of Hope River safe.
But becoming a midwife and ushering precious new life into the world is not Becky's only challenge. Her skills and courage will be tested when a calamitous
forest fire blazes through a Civilian Conservation Corps camp. And she must find a way to bring Isaac back to life and rediscover the hope they both need to
go on.
Full of humor and compassion, The Reluctant Midwife is a moving tribute to the power of optimism and love to overcome the most trying circumstances and
times, and is sure to please fans of the poignant Call the Midwife series.
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   Fiction
 Remember Me Like This

A Novel
by  Bret Antho Johnston

ISBN: 9780812971880
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Trade Paperback
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 400
Price: $19.00

NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
 The New York Times Book Review o Esquire o BookPage

A gripping novel with the pace of a thriller but the nuanced characterization and deep empathy of some of the literary canon's most beloved novels,
Remember Me Like This introduces Bret Anthony Johnston as one of the most gifted storytellers writing today. With his sophisticated and emotionally taut
plot and his shimmering prose, Johnston reveals that only in caring for one another can we save ourselves.
  
Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader's Circle for author chats and more.

 Four years have passed since Justin Campbell's disappearance, a tragedy that rocked the small town of Southport, Texas. Did he run away? Was he
kidnapped? Did he drown in the bay? As the Campbells search for answers, they struggle to hold what's left of their family together.
  
 Then, one afternoon, the impossible happens. The police call to report that Justin has been found only miles away, in the neighboring town, and, most
important, he appears to be fine. Though the reunion is a miracle, Justin's homecoming expos ...

 The Republic Of Dirt
by  Susan Juby

ISBN: 9781443423953
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-02-02
Pages: 416
Price: $22.99

Prudence Burns is an overly idealistic Brooklyn girl who has inherited a derelict plot of land named Woefield Farm. Her motley crew of farm hands consists
of Earl, an elderly, reclusive bluegrass legend; Seth, an agoraphobic heavy-metal blogger in early recovery from alcoholism; and Sara, an 11-year-old girl
with a flock of elite show poultry.
When Prudence is felled by a thyroid condition, things on the farm begin to fall apart, resulting in valiant and sometimes ill-advised attempts to restore
domestic bliss. Efforts are complicated by a renegade mule, attempts to turn a hideously ugly child's playhouse into a high-yield roadside farm stand, and an
electrical station's worth of crossed wires. Will Prudence get well? Will Seth finally get rid of his pesky virginity? Will Earl rescue Sara? And will anyone,
ever, admit they might be wrong?
Told in four highly distinct, unforgettably hilarious, and sometimes heartbreaking voices, The Republic of Dirt is about what happens when passions collide
with pride and what it takes to save each other, our small part of the planet, and ourselves.
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   Fiction
 The Republic Of Dirt

by  Susan Juby

ISBN: 9781443423960
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-02-09
Pages: 416
Price: $33.99

Prudence Burns is an overly idealistic Brooklyn girl who has inherited a derelict plot of land named Woefield Farm. Her motley crew of farm hands consists
of Earl, an elderly, reclusive bluegrass legend; Seth, an agoraphobic heavy-metal blogger in early recovery from alcoholism; and Sara, an 11-year-old girl
with a flock of elite show poultry.
When Prudence is felled by a thyroid condition, things on the farm begin to fall apart, resulting in valiant and sometimes ill-advised attempts to restore
domestic bliss. Efforts are complicated by a renegade mule, attempts to turn a hideously ugly child's playhouse into a high-yield roadside farm stand, and an
electrical station's worth of crossed wires. Will Prudence get well? Will Seth finally get rid of his pesky virginity? Will Earl rescue Sara? And will anyone,
ever, admit they might be wrong?
Told in four highly distinct, unforgettably hilarious, and sometimes heartbreaking voices, The Republic of Dirt is about what happens when passions collide
with pride and what it takes to save each other, our small part of the planet, and ourselves.

 The Return Of The King (Large Type Edition)
by  Jrr Tolkien

ISBN: 9780008108311
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 560
Price: $39.99

Large print hardback edition of the final volume of J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure, The Lord of the Rings, complete with fold-out map.
The climactic volume of the trilogy, wherein the little hobbit and his trusty companions make a terrible journey to the heart of the land of the Shadow in a
final reckoning with the power of Sauron.
Impossible to describe in a few words, JRR Tolkien's great work of imaginative fiction has been labelled both a heroic romance and a classic fantasy fiction.
By turns comic and homely, epic and diabolic, the narrative moves through countless changes of scene and character in an imaginary world which is totally
convincing in its detail. Tolkien created a vast new mythology in an invented world which has proved timeless in its appeal.
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   Fiction
 Robert B. Parker's the Bridge

by  Robert Knott

ISBN: 9780399171130
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Cole and Hitch Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 320
Price: $31.00

The next gritty, gun-slinging entry in the New York Times-bestselling series, featuring itinerant lawmen Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch.

Territorial Marshals Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch are back in Appaloosa, where their work enforcing the law has been exceptionally quiet. All that is about
to change. An ominous storm rolls in, and along with it a band of night riders with a devious scheme, who show up at the Rio Blanco camp, where a three-
hundred-foot bridge is under construction.
 
Appaloosa's Sheriff Sledge Driskill and his deputies are the first to respond, but as the storm grows more threatening, news of troubles at the bridge escalate
and the Sheriff and his deputies go missing.
 
Virgil and Everett saddle up to sort things out but before they do the hard drinking, Beauregard Beauchamp arrives in Appaloosa with his Theatrical
Extravaganza troupe and the promise of the best in lively entertainment west of the Mississippi. With the troupe comes a lovely and mysterious fortune-teller
who is set on saving Everett from imminent but indefinable danger.
 
The trouble at the bridge, the missing lawmen, the new arrivals, and Everett's shoot-out in front of Hal's CafÃ© aren't the only things on Cole and Hitch's
plate as a gang of unsavory soldiers ease into town with a ...

 Robert Ludlum's The Geneva Strategy
by Jamie Freveletti

ISBN: 9781455577583
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Covert-One
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 416
Price: $18.00

On one evening in Washington, DC, several high-ranking members of government disappear in a mass kidnapping. Among the kidnapped is Nick Rendel, a
computer software coding expert in charge of drone programming and strategy. He is the victim with the most dangerous knowledge, including confidential
passwords and codes that are used to program the drones. If revealed, his kidnappers could reprogram the drones to strike targets within the United States.

 Jon Smith and the Covert One team begin a worldwide search to recover the officials, but as the first kidnapping victims are rescued, they show disturbing
signs of brainwashing or mind-altering drugs. Smith's investigation leads him to Fort Detrick, where a researcher, Dr. Laura Taylor, had been attempting to
create a drug to wipe memory from soldiers suffering from post-traumatic stress syndrome. But Dr. Taylor's research was suspended almost a year ago, when
she was placed in a mental institution. Now, if Smith doesn't figure out the brainwashing drug, and track down the kidnapped Nick Rendel, the kidnappers
will soon have the power to carry out drone strikes anywhere in the world....
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   Fiction
 Rocket Raccoon Volume 1

A Chasing Tale
by  Skottie Young

ISBN: 9780785193890
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Rocket Raccoon
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

Rocket Raccoon has been a hero to the weak, a champion of good, a heartthrob to many intergalactic females...but his high-flying life of adventure may be a
thing of the past when he's framed for murder - and the authorities aren't the only one on his tail! (Get it? Tail?) The real killer is an imposter who seems to
be one step ahead of Rocket at every turn...now, it's up to our hero and his best pal Groot to find the truth! With Macho Gomez and the Ex-Terminators
tracking him, can Rocket make it out alive and clear his name? Superstar creator Skottie Young brings his A-game as writer and artist on the series we've
been waiting decades for. Because really, this is the only Guardian of the Galaxy you actually care about, right?

COLLECTING: Rocket Raccoon 1-6

 Rodin's Lover
A Novel
by  Heather Webb

ISBN: 9780142181751
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Plume
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 320
Price: $17.00

A mesmerizing tale of art and passion in Belle Ã‰poque France

As a woman, aspiring sculptor Camille Claudel has plenty of critics, especially her ultra-traditional mother. But when Auguste Rodin makes Camille his
apprentice--and his muse--their passion inspires groundbreaking works. Yet, Camille's success is overshadowed by her lover's rising star, and her obsessions
cross the line into madness.

Rodin's Lover brings to life the volatile love affair between one of the era's greatest artists and a woman entwined in a tragic dilemma she cannot escape.

 The Root of All Evil
by  Roberto Costantini

ISBN: 9781623658816
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 720
Price: $26.99

We first meet the brash Roman police detective Michele Balistreri in The Deliverance of Evil, which Jeffery Deaver raved is "a nonstop thriller that drives
readers relentlessly from the first page to the last" and Publishers Weekly called "a politically charged, Machiavellian tale of fiendish complexity." In The
Root of All Evil we go back to the 1960s, when post-colonial Libya fell prey to the sprawling greed of the West, where the young Michele suffered a
succession of personal blows that would scar him for life. The death of his mother; the unspeakable horror that befell his best friend's family; his father's role
in Gaddafi's ascendance to power; and the innocent blood pact that would corrupt the course of his future.
Two decades later, a run-down Commissario Balistreri, now living in Rome, escapes his regrets through sex, alcohol and gambling. His sole responsibilities
are now a stilted investigation into the death of a South American student, and a tiresome obligation--in gratitude to the man who saved his career--to a
television starlet needing protection from the pitfalls of fame.
As the risks to this girl, Claudia Teodori, begin to rise along with her reputation, the sorrows of Balistreri's past also start to push back into his present. Both
of their fates are inextricably linked, and this driven, obsessive young woman must help this damaged detective fight a foe that follows her and refuses to
forget him.
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   Fiction
 Ryder

by  Nicholas Pengelley

ISBN: 9781443438971
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 368
Price: $21.99

Ayesha Ryder bears the scars of strife in the Middle East. Now her past is catching up with her as she races to unravel a mystery that spans centuries-and
threatens to change the course of history.
As Israeli and Palestinian leaders prepare to make a joint announcement at the Tower of London, an influential scholar is tortured and murdered at his home
in St. John's Wood. Academic researcher Ayesha Ryder believes it is no coincidence. Sir Evelyn Montagu had unearthed shocking revelations about T. E.
Lawrence, the famed Lawrence of Arabia. Could he have been targeted because of his discoveries?
Ryder's search for answers takes her back to her old life in the Middle East and into a lion's den of killers and traitors. As she draws the attention of agents on
both sides of the conflict-including detectives from Scotland Yard and operatives from MI5-Ryder finds herself stumbling across Lawrence's secrets, an
astounding case of royal blackmail, and even the search for the Bible's Ark of the Covenant.
Every step of the way, the endgame grows more terrifying. When an attack rocks London, the real players show their hand-and Ayesha Ryder is left holding
the final piece of the puzzle.

 Ryder
American Treasure
by  Nicholas Pengelley

ISBN: 9781443439008
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 320
Price: $21.99

An electrifying Ayesha Ryder novel in which the U.S. presidency and the fate of two world powers hang in the balance.
Two centuries ago, British forces defeated the American army in the field and entered Washington, looting and burning the White House and the Capitol.
Today, that loot would have inestimable historic and financial worth-but it has never been found. The brilliant scholar Ayesha Ryder, known to the world as
the woman who saved Israel's prime minister from an assassin's bullet, is asked to find it.
After tearing herself away from her search for the Ark of the Covenant, Ayesha quickly becomes embroiled in a murderous battle between rival candidates
for the American presidency and a terrorist organization bent on revenge. While running for her life, she must unweave a tangled web linking President
James Madison to the stolen treasure and implicating the British prime minister in a steamy sex scandal. Following the twisted trails of history, Ayesha
uncovers the truth and confronts the consequences of her own secret past.
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   Fiction
 The Sacrifice

A Novel
by  Joyce Carol Oates

ISBN: 9780062332974
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 288
Price: $33.50

New York Times bestselling author Joyce Carol Oates returns with an incendiary novel that illuminates the tragic impact of sexual violence, racism,
brutality, and power on innocent lives and probes the persistence of stereotypes, the nature of revenge, the complexities of truth, and our insatiable hunger
for sensationalism
When a fourteen-year-old girl is the alleged victim of a terrible act of racial violence, the incident shocks and galvanizes her community, exacerbating the
racial tension that has been simmering in this New Jersey town for decades. In this magisterial work of fiction, Joyce Carol Oates explores the uneasy fault
lines in a racially troubled society. In such a tense, charged atmosphere, Oates reveals that there must always be a sacrifice--of innocence, truth, trust, and,
ultimately, of lives. Unfolding in a succession of multiracial voices, in a community transfixed by this alleged crime and the spectacle unfolding around it,
this profound novel exposes what--and who--the "sacrifice" actually is, and what consequences these kinds of events hold for us all.
Working at the height of her powers, Oates offers a sympathetic portrait of the young girl and her mother, and challenges our expectations and beliefs about
our society, our biases, and ourselves. As the chorus of its voices--from the police to the media to the victim and her family--reaches a crescendo, The
Sacrifice offers a shocking new understanding of power and oppression, innocence and guilt, truth and sensationalism, justice and retribution.
A chilling exploration of complex social, political, and moral themes--the enduring trauma of the past, modern racial and class tensions, the power of secrets,
and the primal decisions we all make to protect those we love--The Sacrifice is a major work of fiction from one of our most revered literary masters.

 Safe At Last
A Slow Burn Novel
by  Maya Banks

ISBN: 9780062312501
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Slow Burn Novels
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 256
Price: $18.50

The third book in the beloved #1 bestselling author's sexy, romantic suspense Slow Burn series...
They say young love doesn't last, but a girl from the wrong side of the tracks with unique abilities and the hometown golden boy were determined to defy the
odds. For Zack Covington, Anna-Grace--his "Gracie"--was the one. Until one night forever alters the course of their future, when a devastated Gracie
disappears without a trace, leaving Zack to agonize over what happened to the girl he loved. As the years pass, his desperate efforts to find her uncovered
nothing.
Now working for Devereaux Security, he stumbles across a painting featuring a special place only he and Gracie would know. The image is too perfectly
rendered for it to be coincidence. His Gracie must be alive. When he finally tracks her down, he is shocked--and heart-broken--to discover the wounded shell
of the girl he once knew and still loves. Her psychic gifts are gone, and worse, she believes he betrayed her all those years ago.
Zack has enemies, and once his weakness is discovered, Gracie becomes a target for revenge. He'll have to save her before he can earn her trust and her love.
And he vows they'll never be torn apart again.

 Saga Volume 4
by Brian K. Vaughan

ISBN: 9781632150776
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Saga
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2014-12-23
Pages: 144
Price: $19.49

The #1 New York Times bestseller returns! Visit new planets, meet new adversaries, and explore a very new direction as Hazel becomes a toddler, while her
family struggles to stay on their feet.   Collects Saga #19-24.
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   Fiction
 Saving Grace

by  Jane Green

ISBN: 9781250047335
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2014-12-30
Pages: 352
Price: $31.50

Grace and Ted Chapman.  Literary power couple.  Ted is considered "the thinking man's John Grisham" and Grace, his wife of twenty years is beautiful,
stylish, carefree.  All of this is on the surface.  Beneath, what no one sees, is Ted's rages.  His mood swings.  And the precarious house of cards that their
lifestyle is built upon.  When Ted's longtime assistant and mainstay leaves, the house of cards begins to crumble and Grace, with dark secrets in her past, is
most vulnerable.  To the rescue comes Beth, a new assistant.  Someone who will help handle Ted.  Someone who has the calm efficiency to weather the
storms that threaten to engulf their household.  Soon, though, it's clear to Grace that Beth might be too good to be true.  And that this new interloper might be
the biggest threat of all, one that could cost  Grace her marriage, her reputation, and even her sanity. 

 Scarred For Life
by  Kerry Wilkinson

ISBN: 9781447247890
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-02-13
Pages: 300
Price: $16.99

The ninth novel in the bestselling Jessica Daniel series
DI Jessica Daniel is not having a good week. Her wallet's been nicked, the refurbished incident room is already falling apart, and a new football-mad
constable is driving her crazy.
She also has bigger things on her mind. A student's body has been dumped in a wheelie bin at the back of a university building, with a vague link to an
Olympic medallist and a theory that it could have been an induction which went wrong.
There's the tattooed shop raider who has her team stumped; someone attacking lone women; a chief inspector who seems to have a problem with her; and
someone putting letters through her front door insisting that she s caught the wrong man.
Worlds are colliding for Jessica -- and, if she's not careful, someone close to her might not make it out in one piece.

 Scent of Triumph
A Novel of Perfume and Passion
by  Jan Moran

ISBN: 9781250066077
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 384
Price: $32.50

When French perfumer Danielle Bretancourt steps aboard a luxury ocean liner, leaving her son behind in Poland&nbspwith his grandmother, she has no idea
that her life is about to change forever. The year is 1939, and the declaration of war on the European continent soon threatens her beloved family, scattered
across many countries. Traveling through London and Paris into occupied Poland, Danielle searches desperately for her&nbspthe remains of her family,
relying on the strength and support of Jonathan Newell-Grey, a young&nbspcaptain. Finally, she is forced to&nbspgather the fragments of her impoverished
family and&nbspflee to America. There she vows to begin life anew, in 1940s Los Angeles.There, through determination and talent, she rises
high&nbspfrom meager jobs in her quest for success as a perfumer and fashion designer to Hollywood elite. Set between privileged lifestyles and gritty
realities,  Scent of Triumph  is one woman's story of courage, spirit, and resilience.
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   Fiction
 Scorch City

A Thriller
by Toby Ball

ISBN: 9781468309041
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Overlook
Pub. Date: 2014-07-23
Pages: 384
Price: $18.95

The gritty follow-up to Toby Ball's acclaimed noir thriller The Vaults takes us back to his dystopian City, fifteen years later . . .

The second book in the City Trilogy, Scorch City is a dark and unsettling thriller of urban unease. Journalist Frank Frings rouses Lt. Piet Westermann in the
middle of the night with an unusual request: move the body of a dead blonde from where she was found--on the bank of a river near the utopian Uhuru
Community, a shantytown under threat from a deadly coalition of racists and anticommunists--and find out how the body actually got there. As the
investigation deepens, the deaths and disappearances add up, and the detectives of the City must uncover the truth behind Uhuru and the murders, while
keeping their own dark secrets hidden within the streets of the unforgiving City.

 The Second Sister
by Marie Bostwick

ISBN: 9781617736551
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 352
Price: $16.95

From New York Times bestselling author Marie Bostwick comes an  emotionally rich, inspiring new novel about family, second chances--and  the
connections that bring women together in hope and healing.  .  .

Years  of long workdays and little sleep as a political campaigner are about  to pay off now that Lucy Toomey's boss is entering the White House. But  when
her estranged older sister, Alice, unexpectedly dies, Lucy is drawn  back to Nilson's Bay, her small, close-knit, Wisconsin hometown. 

An  accident in her teens left Alice mentally impaired, and she was content  to stay in Nilson's Bay. Lucy, meanwhile, got out and never looked  back. But
now, to meet the terms of Alice's eccentric will, Lucy has  taken up temporary residence in her sister's cottage--and begins to see  the town, and Alice's life,
anew. Alice's diverse group of friends  appears to have little in common besides an interest in quilting. Yet  deep affection for Alice united them and soon
Lucy, too, is brought into  the fold as they share problems and stories. And as she finds warmth  and support in this new circle, Lucy begins to understand
this will be  her sister's enduring gift--a chance to move beyond her difficult past,  and find what she has long been missing.  .  .

 Secret Brother
by  V C Andrews

ISBN: 9781476792408
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Dollanganger
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 400
Price: $32.50

The new novel from the author of Flowers in the Attic and Petals on the Wind--both now major Lifetime movie events.A young boy suffers amnesia from a
trauma he suffered in what feels like must have been another life. He's adopted into a wealthy family--but what will happen when he learns the truth about
his past?
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   Fiction
 The Secret Wisdom of the Earth

by Chris Scotton

ISBN: 9781455551927
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 480
Price: $29.00

Timely and timeless, this is a dramatic and deeply moving novel about an act of violence in a small, Southern town and the repercussions that will forever
change a young man's view of human cruelty and compassion.

After seeing the death of his younger brother in a terrible home accident, fourteen-year-old Kevin and his grieving mother are sent for the summer to live
with Kevin's grandfather. In this peeled-paint coal town deep in Appalachia, Kevin quickly falls in with a half-wild hollow kid named Buzzy Fink who
schools him in the mysteries and magnificence of the woods. The events of this fateful summer will affect the entire town of Medgar, Kentucky.

Medgar is beset by a massive mountaintop removal operation that is blowing up the hills and back filling the hollows. Kevin's grandfather and others in town
attempt to rally the citizens against the "company" and its powerful owner to stop the plunder of their mountain heritage. When Buzzy witnesses a brutal hate
crime, a sequence is set in play that tests Buzzy and Kevin to their absolute limits in an epic struggle for survival in the Kentucky mountains.

Redemptive and emotionally resonant, THE SECRET WISDOM OF THE EARTH is narrated by an adult Kevin looking back on the summer when he
sloughed the coverings of a boy and took his first faltering steps as a man. His story is one with a rich cast of characters and an ambitious effort to reclaim a
once great community.

 The Secrets of Midwives
by  Sally Hepworth

ISBN: 9781250051899
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

With empathy and keen insight, Sally Hepworth delivers a page-turning novel about the complex, lovely, and even heartbreaking relationships between
mothers and daughters.-Emily GifinThree generations of womenSecrets in the present and from the pastA captivating tale of life, loss, and love... Neva
Bradley, a third-generation midwife, is determined to keep the details surrounding her own pregnancy-including the identity of the baby's father- hidden
from her family and co-workers for as long as possible. Her mother, Grace, finds it impossible to let this secret rest. The more Grace prods, the tighter Neva
holds to her story, and the more the lifelong differences between private, quiet Neva and open, gregarious Grace strain their relationship. For Floss, Neva's
grandmother and a retired midwife, Neva's situation thrusts her back sixty years in time to a secret that eerily mirrors her granddaughter's-one which, if
revealed, will have life-changing consequences for them all. As Neva's pregnancy progresses and speculation makes it harder and harder to conceal the truth,
Floss wonders if hiding her own truth is ultimately more harmful than telling it. Will these women reveal their secrets and deal with the inevitable
consequences? Or are some secrets best kept hidden?"
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   Fiction
 The Secrets of Midwives

by  Sally Hepworth

ISBN: 9781427252395
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Macmillan Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 7
Price: $34.50

With empathy and keen insight, Sally Hepworth delivers a page-turning novel about the complex, lovely, and even heartbreaking relationships between
mothers and daughters.-Emily GiffinThree generations of womenSecrets in the present and from the pastA captivating tale of life, loss, and love... Neva
Bradley, a third-generation midwife, is determined to keep the details surrounding her own pregnancy-including the identity of the baby's father- hidden
from her family and co-workers for as long as possible. Her mother, Grace, finds it impossible to let this secret rest. The more Grace prods, the tighter Neva
holds to her story, and the more the lifelong differences between private, quiet Neva and open, gregarious Grace strain their relationship. For Floss, Neva's
grandmother and a retired midwife, Neva's situation thrusts her back sixty years in time to a secret that eerily mirrors her granddaughter's-one which, if
revealed, will have life-changing consequences for them all. As Neva's pregnancy progresses and speculation makes it harder and harder to conceal the truth,
Floss wonders if hiding her own truth is ultimately more harmful than telling it. Will these women reveal their secrets and deal with the inevitable
consequences? Or are some secrets best kept hidden?"

 The Secrets Of Sir Richard Kenworthy Lp
by  Julia Quinn

ISBN: 9780062370211
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 384
Price: $24.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Secrets She Keeps

A Novel
by  Deb Caletti

ISBN: 9780345548108
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-07-07
Pages: 352
Price: $18.00

From bestselling author Deb Caletti comes a beautiful and profound novel of three women coming to terms with love and marriage--sure to move and delight
fans of Kristin Hannah, Liane Moriarty, and Anna Quindlen.
  
 "You don't grow up on a divorce ranch and not learn to take a vow seriously."
  
When Callie McBride finds a woman's phone number written on a scrap of paper her husband has thrown away, she thinks that her marriage is over. Callie
flees to Nevada and her Aunt Nash's Tamarosa Ranch, where she's shocked to see that the place of so many happy childhood memories is in disrepair.
Worse, Aunt Nash is acting bizarrely--hoarding stacks of old photographs, burying a book in the yard, and railing against Kit Covey, a handsome
government park ranger who piques Callie's interest.
  
 But Aunt Nash may prove to be saner than she seems once Callie pulls back the curtain on Tamarosa's heyday--the 1940s and '50s, when high-society and
Hollywood women ventured to the ranch for quickie divorces and found a unique sisterhood--and uncovers a secret promise Nash made to her true love.
Callie will come t ...

 See Also Murder
A Marjorie Trumaine Mystery
by  Larry D Sweazy

ISBN: 9781633880061
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Marjorie Trumaine Mysteries
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 253
Price: $17.00

1964--Life on the North Dakota farm hasn't always been easy for Marjorie Trumaine. She has begun working as a professional indexer to help with the
bills--which have only gotten worse since the accident that left her husband, Hank, blind and paralyzed. When her nearest neighbors are murdered in their
beds, though, Marjorie suddenly has to deal with new and terrifying problems.

 Sheriff Hilo Jenkins brings her a strange amulet, found clutched in the hand of her murdered neighbor, and asks her to quietly find out what it is. Marjorie
uses all the skills she has developed as an indexer to research the amulet and look into the murders, but as she closes in on the killer, and people around her
continue to die, she realizes that the murderer is also closing in on her.
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   Fiction
 The Seven Sisters

A Novel
by  Lucinda Riley

ISBN: 9781476759906
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Seven Sisters
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 480
Price: $29.99

The first book in a major new series from the #1 internationally bestselling author Lucinda Riley.Maia D'Apliese and her five sisters gather together at their
childhood home, "Atlantis"--a fabulous, secluded castle situated on the shores of Lake Geneva--having been told that their beloved father, who adopted them
all as babies, has died. Each of them is handed a tantalizing clue to her true heritage--a clue which takes Maia across the world to a crumbling mansion in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Once there, she begins to put together the pieces of her story and its beginnings. Eighty years earlier in Rio's Belle Epoque of the
1920s, Izabela Bonifacio's father has aspirations for his daughter to marry into the aristocracy. Meanwhile, architect Heitor da Silva Costa is devising plans
for an enormous statue, to be called Christ the Redeemer, and will soon travel to Paris to find the right sculptor to complete his vision. Izabela--passionate
and longing to see the world--convinces her father to allow her to accompany him and his family to Europe before she is married. There, at Paul Landowski's
studio and in the heady, vibrant cafes of Montparnasse, she meets ambitious young sculptor Laurent Brouilly, and knows at once that her life will never be
the same again. In this sweeping, epic tale of love and loss--the first in a unique, spellbinding series of seven novels--Lucinda Riley showcases her
storytelling talent like never before.

 Sex Criminals Volume 2
Two Worlds, One Cop
by  Chip Zdarsky

ISBN: 9781632151933
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Sex Criminals
Publisher: Image Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 128
Price: $19.99

The second storyline from the Eisner-award winning Sex Criminals finds the honeymoon to be over for Jon and Suzie. Once the thrill of new lust fades,
where do you go? Come along and laff and love with Matt and Chip as they brimp back ceaselessly against the past.
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   Fiction
 Shadow of the Raven

by Tessa Harris

ISBN: 9780758293398
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Dr. Thomas Silkstone Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 368
Price: $16.95

Ensconced in the   woods of rural England, 1784, American anatomist Dr. Thomas Silkstone hunts   for justice amid a maelstrom of madness, murder, and
social upheaval.  .    . 
In the notorious mental hospital known as Bedlam,   Dr. Thomas Silkstone seeks out a patient with whom he is on intimate terms.   But he is unprepared for
the state in which he finds Lady Lydia Farrell.   Shocked into action, Thomas vows to help free Lydia by appealing to the   custodian of her affairs, Mr.
Nicholas Lupton. But when Silkstone arrives at   the Boughton Estate to speak to Lupton, he finds that another form of madness   has taken over the village. 
.  .
 
Sweeping changes to the   Boughton Estate threaten to leave many villagers, who are rightfully angry,   destitute. After a single shot rings out and a man dies
in the woods, it   appears that the desperate villagers have turned to murder to avenge their   cause. But for Thomas, a post-mortem on the victim raises more
questions than   answers. Although he manage ...

 The Shadows
A Novel of the Black Dagger Brotherhood
by  J R Ward

ISBN: 9780451417077
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Black Dagger Brotherhood
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 592
Price: $32.95

Two brothers bound by more than blood fight to change a brutal destiny in the heart-wrenching new novel of the Black Dagger Brotherhood by #1 New
York Times bestselling author J. R. Ward.
Trez "Latimer" doesn't really exist.  And not just because the identity was created so that a Shadow could function in the underbelly of the human world. 
Sold by his parents to the Queen of the S'Hsibe as a child, Trez escaped the Territory and has been a pimp and an enforcer in Caldwell, NY for years- all the
while on the run from a destiny of sexual servitude.  He's never had anyone he could totally rely on... except for his brother, iAm.
iAm's sole goal has always been to keep his brother from self-destructing- and he knows he's failed.  It's not until the Chosen Serena enters Trez's life that the
male begins to turn things around... but by then it's too late.  The pledge to mate the Queen's daughter comes due and there is nowhere to run, nowhere to
hide, and no negotiating.
Trapped between his heart and a fate he never volunteered for, Trez must decide whether to endanger himself and others- or forever leave behind the female
he's in love with.  But then an unimaginable tragedy strikes and changes everything.  Staring out over an emotional abyss, Trez must find a reason to go on or
risk losing himself and his soul forever.  And iAm, in the name of brotherly love, is faced with making the ultimate sacrifice...

 The Shaolin Cowboy
Shemp Buffet
by  Geof Darrow

ISBN: 9781616557263
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dark Horse Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 136
Price: $19.99

"A little less conversation, a little more action!"--Elvis
The saga of one man's fight against the walking dead as you've never seen it before! The action never lets up as a chainsaw of events pits the comic world's
favorite Shaolin Cowboy against a legion of gourmets from the fourth level of hell, intent on turning America's finest youth into an endless shemp buffet.
Strap on your six-guns, gas up your chainsaw, and hang on, 'cuz you aren't in Downton Abbey anymore.

Collects the complete Dark Horse Comics Shaolin Cowboy series!
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   Fiction
 Shark Skin Suite

A Novel
by  Tim Dorsey

ISBN: 9780062240019
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

Bottom-feeders beware: the Sunshine State's favorite psychotic killer and lovable Floridaphile, Serge Storms, has found a new calling, legal eagle, and he's
going to make a killing as a crusading attorney--and star as a dashing lawyer on the big screen--in this madcap escapade from insanely funny New York
Times bestselling author Tim Dorsey
When it comes to swimming with the sharks, there is no bigger kahuna than Serge Storms. Bingeing on a marathon of legal movies set in Florida, Serge
finds his vocation: the law. Never mind law school or that degree; Serge becomes a freelance fixer--wildcat paralegal and pilgrim to the hallowed places
where legal classics of the big screen such as Body Heat, Cool Hand Luke, and Absence of Malice were filmed practically in his own backyard.
One of Serge's old flames, young lawyer Brook Campanella, is also a rising star thanks to her expertise in the field of foreclosure law. Ruthless at taking
down the greedy banksters kicking people out of their homes, she lands a major class-action lawsuit and looks set to win big. The opposition is determined to
shut her down, and they'll go to extreme lengths to do it.
Luckily for her, Serge likes nothing better than saving a damsel in distress, especially when it means kicking a bunch of shyster butt. The mayhem comes to
a hilarious head at the Key West courthouse at the height of the island's raucous Fantasy Fest street carnival, and no one, including Serge, will ever be the
same.

 Shark Skin Suite Lp
A Novel
by  Tim Dorsey

ISBN: 9780062370037
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Serge Storms
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 352
Price: $33.50

Bottom-feeders beware: the Sunshine State's favorite psychotic killer and lovable Floridaphile, Serge Storms, has found a new calling, legal eagle, and he's
going to make a killing as a crusading attorney in this madcap escapade from the insanely funny New York Times bestselling author Tim Dorsey
When it comes to swimming with the sharks, there is no bigger kahuna than Serge Storms.Binging on a marathon of legal movies set in Florida, Serge finds
his calling: the law. One of Serge's old flames, young lawyer Brook Campanella, is also a rising star thanks to her expertise in the field of foreclosure. She's
ruthless at taking down the greedy banksters kicking people out of their homes, but the opposition is determined to shut her down. 
Luckily for her, Serge likes nothing better than saving a damsel in distress, especially when it means kicking some shyster butt. The mayhem comes to a
hilarious head at the Key West courthouse, during the island's raucous Fantasy Fest street carnival, and no one, including Serge, will ever be the same.

 The Show
by  Tilly Bagshawe

ISBN: 9780007481392
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-07-14
Pages: 400
Price: $21.99

The second book in the Swell Valley series
More glamour in the manor from Tilly Bagshawe, author of The Inheritance.
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   Fiction
 The Siege Winter

by  Ariana Franklin

ISBN: 9780143183495
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 352
Price: $24.00

 1141 AD: King Stephen is warring with his cousin Empress Matilda over the throne of England.  Every cathedral, every castle, every seat of power will
swear fealty to one or the other - but not every stronghold is as strategic or as valuable as Kenniford Castle in Oxfordshire. Its mistress, 16 year old Maud of
Kenniford swears fealty to Stephen, but Matilda's forces have decreed that she marry the odious John of Tewing.
    L ife in the Fenlands carries on as usual - that is until the mercenaries ride through the marsh. And a small red-haired girl named Em is snatched and
carried off. After the soldiers have finished with her they leave her for dead. But fenland girls are not easy to kill. Although she has lost all memory of her
past life including her name, Em survives and falls under the protection of Gwyl, a Breton archer. Together Gwyl and his new protege--now crop-headed and
disguised as a boy--travel through the countryside giving archery exhibitions. But there is one man who hasn't forgotten the little red-haired girl. He has
some unfinished business with her and he is determined to finish it. 
  And one freezing winter in an Oxfordshire castle completely besieged, he might well get his chance...

 The Silence
by  Tim Lebbon

ISBN: 9781781168813
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Titan Books
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 400
Price: $16.95

A terror-filled story of one family and their friends, as they struggle to survive in a world overrun by ravenous creatures that hunt purely by sound...

 The Silence That Speaks
by Andrea Kane

ISBN: 9780778317371
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Forensic Instincts
Publisher: Mira
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 336
Price: $27.95

WHO WANTS MADELINE WESTFIELD DEAD? AND WHY? Forensic Instincts' first order of business is to find out who's targeting their client. Under
the leadership of Casey Woods, the investigative team has the resources to do just that, working inside the law--and outside it. FI's strength is its members,
among them Casey's associate Marc Devereaux, former navy SEAL and a man who's equal to any situation. Except maybe this one... Madeline's case hits too
close to home for Marc. She's the only woman he ever loved, and she's his only weakness. Now a nurse at Manhattan Memorial, she's terrified because
someone is trying to kill her. So she turns, reluctantly, to Marc and FI for help and protection. Meanwhile, Manhattan Memorial is in turmoil. With a merger
in the works, the staff is still haunted by their hospital administrator's sudden death--during heart surgery performed by Madeline's ex-husband, Conrad. A
surgery at which Madeline was present. The killer seems to blame both Madeline and Conrad... With a growing list of suspects--including the grieving
widow and a string of scorned lovers--Forensic Instincts will have to figure out who has the greatest incentive to get rid of Madeline. And FI has to work fast
to save her...before she's permanently silenced.
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   Fiction
 The Silver Witch

by  Paula Brackston

ISBN: 9781250028792
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 320
Price: $29.99

A year after her husband's sudden death, ceramic artist Tilda Fordwells finally moves into the secluded Welsh cottage that was to be&nbsptheir new
home.&nbspShe hopes that the tranquil surroundings will help ease her grief,&nbspand lessen&nbspher disturbing visions of Mat's death. Instead, the lake in
the valley below her cottage seems to spark something dormant in her - a sensitivity, and a power of some sort. Animals are drawn to her, electricity shorts
out when she's near, and strangest of all, she sees a new vision; a boatful of ancient people approaching her across the water. On this same lake in Celtic
times lived Seren, a witch and shaman. She was respected but feared, kept separate from the community for her strange looks. When a vision came to her of
the Prince amid a nest of vipers she warned of betrayal from one of his own. Prince Brynach both loved and revered her, but&nbspcould not&nbspbelieve
someone close to him wished him harm, even as the danger grew. In her own time, Tilda's grief begins to fade beside her newfound powers and a fresh love.
When she explores the lake's ancient magic and her own she discovers Seren, the woman in her vision of the boat. Their two lives strangely mirror each
other's, suggesting a strong connection between the women. As Tilda comes under threat from a dark power, one reminiscent of Seren's prophecy, she must
rely on Seren and ancient magic if death and disaster are not to shatter her life once more. 

 Simple Prayer
by  Amy Clipston

ISBN: 9780310335887
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Hearts of the Lancaster Grand Hotel
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 320
Price: $19.49

No Description

 Single Woman Seeks Revenge
by  Tracy Bloom

ISBN: 9780099594765
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 400
Price: $15.99

From the bestselling author of No-One Ever Has Sex on a Tuesday... another very funny romantic novel. 
     What do you do when you find your love-life in ruins? Get revenge on every man who ever broke your heart of course.
     Suzie Miller, a disillusioned agony aunt, can't believe she's been dumped from a great height yet again (this time by text, straight after they've had
sex...twice!). So she decides the time is right to make every one of her exes feel the pain she felt when they carelessly cast her aside. Her methods are
unusual but humiliation on a grand scale is no less than they deserve.
     Euphoric that she's finally stood up for herself she starts suggesting outragesous ways for her readers to deal with their relationship nightmares too.
Suddenly everyone wants Suzie's advice. Finally content with being single and enjoying her blossoming career it seems as though happiness is within her
grasp. That is until a man gets in the way.
     Single Women Seeks Revenge is a romantic comedy with a kick: A kick up the backside to any man who believes he got away with treating a woman
badly and to any woman who doesn't fight back.
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   Fiction
 Slated for Death

A Penny Brannigan Mystery
by  Elizabeth J Duncan

ISBN: 9781250055217
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Penny Brannigan Mystery
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 304
Price: $29.99

When the body of well-liked and respectable Glenda Roberts is discovered at the bottom of a former slate mine, now a busy tourist attraction, pandemonium
erupts in the North Wales town of Llanelen. Penny Brannigan finds herself drawn into the investigation when jars of her house-brand hand cream are found
among counterfeit inventory Glenda and her sister were selling.Police are convinced that the mine operator whose asthmatic son suffered an almost-fatal
attack due to the merchandise is responsible for Glenda's death. But Penny's not so sure. A visit to Glenda's mother only deepens her conviction that a hidden
family secret is the real reason for the murder.Elizabeth J.&nbspDuncan's Slated for Death  is a wonderful traditional mystery with snappy dialogue, lively
characters and an enchanting setting.

 The Slaughter Man
by  Tony Parsons

ISBN: 9781780892368
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 400
Price: $24.99

On the pitiless London city streets, DC Max Wolfe hunts a serial killer who kills only the happiest of families. If you like crime novels by Ian Rankin and
Peter James, you will love this crime thriller. 
     Who would you like to see dead? Max Wolfe is back -- the two-fisted homicide detective with a small daughter and dog waiting for him at home, and a
crazed serial killer waiting for him out in the pitiless London city streets.
     On New Year's Day a wealthy family is found slaughtered inside their exclusive gated community, their youngest child stolen away. The murder weapon
-- a gun for stunning cattle before they are butchered -- leads Max Wolfe to a dusty corner of Scotland Yard's Black Museum devoted to a murderer who 30
years ago was known as The Slaughter Man. 
     But The Slaughter Man has done his time and is now old and dying. Can he really be back in the killing game? And was the murder of a happy family a
mindless killing spree, a grotesque homage by a copycat killer -- or a contract hit designed to frame a dying man?
    Max needs to find the missing child and stop the killer before he destroys another innocent family -- or finds his way to his own front door. 
     A murdered family. A dying serial killer. A missing child. And a detective who must learn that even the happiest of families have black, twisted secrets
that someone is ready to kill for.
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   Fiction
 The Slaughter Man

by  Tony Parsons

ISBN: 9781780892351
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 400
Price: $24.99

On the pitiless London city streets, DC Max Wolfe hunts a serial killer who kills only the happiest of families. If you like crime novels by Ian Rankin and
Peter James, you will love this crime thriller. 
     Who would you like to see dead? Max Wolfe is back -- the two-fisted homicide detective with a small daughter and dog waiting for him at home, and a
crazed serial killer waiting for him out in the pitiless London city streets.
     On New Year's Day a wealthy family is found slaughtered inside their exclusive gated community, their youngest child stolen away. The murder weapon
-- a gun for stunning cattle before they are butchered -- leads Max Wolfe to a dusty corner of Scotland Yard's Black Museum devoted to a murderer who 30
years ago was known as The Slaughter Man. 
     But The Slaughter Man has done his time and is now old and dying. Can he really be back in the killing game? And was the murder of a happy family a
mindless killing spree, a grotesque homage by a copycat killer -- or a contract hit designed to frame a dying man?
    Max needs to find the missing child and stop the killer before he destroys another innocent family -- or finds his way to his own front door. 
     A murdered family. A dying serial killer. A missing child. And a detective who must learn that even the happiest of families have black, twisted secrets
that someone is ready to kill for.

 Soil
A Novel
by  Jamie Kornegay

ISBN: 9781476750811
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 368
Price: $32.00

A darkly comic debut novel by an independent bookseller about an idealistic young farmer who moves his family to a Mississippi flood basin, suffers
financial ruin--and becomes increasingly paranoid he's being framed for murder.It all began with a simple dream. An ambitious young environmental
scientist hoped to establish a sustainable farm on a small patch of river-bottom land nestled among the Mississippi hills. Jay Mize convinced his wife Sandy
to move their six-year-old son away from town and to a rich and lush parcel where Jacob could run free and Jay could pursue the dream of a new and
progressive agriculture for the twenty-first century. He did not know that within a year he'd be ruined, that flood and pestilence would invade his fledgling
farm or that his wife and son would leave him to pick up the pieces by himself. When Jay Mize discovers a corpse on his property, he is sure his bad luck has
come to a head and he is being framed. Were Jay in his right mind, he might have reported the body to the police at the very same moment they were
searching for a missing tourist from Ohio. He might have not dragged the body back to his farm under the cover of night and spent hours disposing of it. But
Jay Mize is not in his right mind. His mounting paranoia is accelerated by a hot-rod local deputy, nosing around with questions about the missing tourist and
making dark comments about Jay's estranged wife Sandy. It's enough to make an honest man a maniac...  Drawing on elements of classic Southern noir, dark
comedy, and modern dysfunction, Jamie Kornegay's novel is about the gravitational pull of one man's apocalypse and the hope that maybe, just maybe, he
can be reeled in from the brink. Readers will "applaud the arrival of an exquisitely deranged new voice to American fiction" (Jonathan Miles, award-winning
author of Want Not and Dear American Airlines).
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   Fiction
 The Stolen Ones

by  Owen Laukkanen

ISBN: 9780399165535
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Stevens and Windermere Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 368
Price: $31.00

The blistering new novel from the author of the multi-award-nominated The Professionals--"Laukkanen is one of the best young thriller writers working
today" (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
 
When you've got nothing left, you've got nothing left to lose.

Cass County, Minnesota: A sheriff's deputy steps out of a diner on a rainy summer evening, and a few minutes later, he's lying dead in the mud. When BCA
agent Kirk Stevens arrives on the scene, he discovers local authorities have taken into custody a single suspect: A hysterical young woman found sitting by
the body, holding the deputy's own gun. She has no ID, speaks no English. A mystery woman.

The mystery only deepens from there, as Stevens and Carla Windermere, his partner in the new joint BCA-FBI violent crime task force, find themselves on
the trail of a massive international kidnapping and prostitution operation. Before the two agents are done, they will have traveled over half the country, from
Montana to New York, and come face-to-face not only with the most vicious man either of them has ever encountered--but two of the most courageous
women.

They are sisters, stolen ones. But just because you're a victim doesn't mean you have to stay one.

 Storm and Steel
by  Jon Sprunk

ISBN: 9781633880108
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Book of the Black Earth
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: 2015-06-02
Pages: 515
Price: $19.00

An empire at war. Three fates intertwined.

The Magician. Horace has destroyed the Temple of the Sun, but now he finds his slave chains have been replaced by bonds of honor, duty, and love. Caught
between two women and two cultures, he must contend with deadly forces from the unseen world.

The Rebel. Jirom has thrown in his lot with the slave uprising, but his road to freedom becomes ever more dangerous as the rebels expand their campaign
against the empire. Even worse, he feels his connection with Emanon slipping away with every blow they strike in the name of freedom.

The Spy. Alyra has severed her ties to the underground network that brought her to Akeshia, but she continues the mission on her own. Yet, with Horace's
connection to the queen and the rebellion's escalation of violence, she finds herself treading a knife's edge between love and duty.

Dark conspiracies bubble to the surface as war and zealotry spread across the empire. Old alliances are shattered, new vendettas are born, and all
peoples--citizen and slave alike--must endure the ravages of storm and steel.
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   Fiction
 The Stranger

by  Harlan Coben

ISBN: 9780525953500
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 400
Price: $32.95

#1 New York Times bestselling master of suspense Harlan Coben delivers his most shocking thriller yet, proving that a well-placed lie can help build a
wonderful life-- and a secret has the same explosive power to destroy it.
 
The Stranger appears out of nowhere, perhaps in a bar, or a parking lot, or at the grocery store. His identity is unknown. His motives are unclear. His
information is undeniable. Then he whispers a few words in your ear and disappears, leaving you picking up the pieces of your shattered world.
 
Adam Price has a lot to lose: a comfortable marriage to a beautiful woman, two wonderful sons, and all the trappings of the American Dream: a big house, a
good job, a seemingly perfect life.
 
Then he runs into the Stranger. When he learns a devastating secret about his wife, Corinne, he confronts her, and the mirage of perfection disappears as if it
never existed at all. Soon Adam finds himself tangled in something far darker than even Corinne's deception, and realizes that if he doesn't make exactly the
right moves, the conspiracy he's stumbled into will not only ruin lives--it will end them.

 The Strangler Vine
by  M J Carter

ISBN: 9780399171673
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 384
Price: $31.00

LONGLISTED FOR THE BAILEYS WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2014

 FINALIST FOR THE CWA JOHN CREASEY (NEW BLOOD) DAGGER AWARD

 Set in the untamed wilds of nineteenth-century colonial India, a dazzling historical thriller introducing an unforgettable investigative pair.
  
 India, 1837: William Avery is a young soldier with few prospects except rotting away in campaigns in India; Jeremiah Blake is a secret political agent gone
native, a genius at languages and disguises, disenchanted with the whole ethos of British rule, but who cannot resist the challenge of an unresolved mystery.
What starts as a wild goose chase for this unlikely pair--trying to track down a missing writer who lifts the lid on Calcutta society--becomes very much more
sinister as Blake and Avery get sucked into the mysterious Thuggee cult and its even more ominous suppression.

 There are shades of Heart of Darkness, sly references to Conan Doyle, that bring brilliantly to life the India of the 1830s with its urban squalor, glamorous
princely courts and bazaars, and the ambiguous presence of the British overlords--the officers of the East India Company--who have their own predatory
ambitions beyond London's oversight.
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   Fiction
 A String of Beads

by  Thomas Perry

ISBN: 9780802123299
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Jane Whitefield
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-12-23
Pages: 400
Price: $33.95

After two decades protecting innocent victims on the run, and a year after getting shot on a job that took a dangerous turn for the worse, Jane McKinnon,
nÃ©e Whitefield, has settled into the quiet life of a suburban housewife in Amherst, New York-or so she thinks.One morning as she comes back from a long
run, Jane is met by an unusual sight: all eight clan mothers, the female leaders of the Seneca clans, parked in her driveway in two black cars. A childhood
friend of Jane's from the reservation, Jimmy, is wanted by the police for the murder of a local white man. But instead of turning himself in, he's fled, and no
one knows where he is hiding out. At the clan mothers' request, Jane retraces a walking trip she and Jimmy took together whenthey were fourteen in hopes
that he has gone the same way again. But it soon becomes clear that the police aren't the only ones after him. As the chase intensifies, the number of people
caught up in this twisted plot multiplies, and Jane is the only one who can protect those endangered by it.  A String of Beads   is an addictive, fast-paced
thriller about how abandoning the past can sometimes be the hardest thing to do, even when your life-and the life of those you love-depends on it.

 The Strings of Murder
by  Oscar De Muriel

ISBN: 9780718179823
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Penguin UK
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 304
Price: $16.99

A spellbinding concoction of crime, history and horror - perfect for fans of Sherlock Holmes and Jonathan Creek.  Edinburgh, 1888. A violinist is murdered
in his home. The dead virtuoso's maid swears she heard three musicians playing in the night. But with only one body in the locked practice room - and no
way in or out - the case makes no sense.   Fearing a national panic over another Ripper, Scotland Yard sends Inspector Ian Frey to investigate under the cover
of a fake department specializing in the occult. However, Frey's new boss, Detective 'Nine-Nails' McGray, actually believes in such supernatural nonsense.  
McGray's tragic past has driven him to superstition, but even Frey must admit that this case seems beyond reason. And once someone loses all reason, who
knows what they will lose next...

 Superior Iron Man Volume 1
Infamous
by  Tom Tayler

ISBN: 9780785193777
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Superior Iron Man
Publisher: Marvel
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 136
Price: $27.99

How much would you pay for perfection? Beauty? Immortality? Tony Stark knows, and he's ready to give it to you in SUPERIOR IRON MAN! But at a
terrible price. Spinning out of Avengers & X-Men: AXIS, the old Tony Stark is back, only this time he's SUPERIOR! More stylish, more confident, and
more cunning than ever before. And he's ready to lead you into the future! San Francisco is about to become the prototype for his new world concept. The
first step? Release Extremis upon the entire city! Only Daredevil isn't down with Stark's new vision of the future. Does the Man Without Fear have a place in
the city of tomorrow? A bold new directi on for the Armored Avenger begins from the creative team of Tom Taylor (Injustice: Gods Among Us, Earth 2)
and Yildray Cinar (Supergirl)!

COLLECTING: SUPERIOR IRON MAN 1-5
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   Fiction
 The Swimmer Lp

A Novel
by  Joakim Zander

ISBN: 9780062370532
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-02
Pages: 432
Price: $33.99

Klara WalldÃ©en was brought up by her Swedish grandparents on a remote archipelago in the Baltic Sea, learning to fish and hunt and sail a boat through a
storm. Now, as an aide in Brussels, she is learning how to navigate the world of politics--the lines between friend and enemy, truth and lies.
But Klara has just seen something she shouldn't have: a laptop containing information so sensitive that people will kill to keep it hidden. Suddenly she is
thrown into a terrifying chase through Europe, with no idea who is hunting her or why.
Meanwhile, in Virginia, an old spy hides from his past. Once, he was a man of action, a spy so dedicated he abandoned his baby daughter to keep his cover.
Now, the only thing he lives for is swimming in the local pool. He is the only man who can save Klara. And she is the only woman who can allow him to lay
old ghosts to rest?.?.?.

 The Swimmer
by  Joakim Zander

ISBN: 9781443433693
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-02-18
Pages: 432
Price: $22.99

In the end, you cannot hide who you are.
Klara Walldeen was raised by her grandparents on a remote archipelago in the Baltic Sea, learning to fish and hunt and sail a boat through a storm. Now, as
an EU Parliament aide in Brussels, she is learning how to navigate the treacherous currents of international politics: the lines between friend and enemy,
truth and lies.
But Klara has accidentally seen something she shouldn't have: a laptop containing information so sensitive that someone will kill to keep hidden. Suddenly,
she is thrown into a terrifying chase across Europe, with no idea who is hunting her or why.
Meanwhile, in Virginia, an old spy hides from his past. Once, he was a man of action, an operative so dedicated that he abandoned his infant daughter to
keep his cover. Now, he is the only man who can save Klara . . . and she is the only woman who can allow him to lay old ghosts to rest.
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   Fiction
 Tail Gait

A Mrs. Murphy Mystery
by  Rita Mae Brown

ISBN: 9780553392364
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Mrs. Murphy
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

There's nothing like a tail well told. Rita Mae Brown and her feline co-author Sneaky Pie Brown return with an all-new mystery featuring Mary Minor
"Harry" Haristeen, crime-solving cats Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, and ever-faithful Tee Tucker the corgi.
  
 TAIL GAIT
  
 Spring has sprung in Crozet, Virginia--a time for old friends to gather and bid farewell to the doldrums of winter. Harry and her husband, Fair, are enjoying
a cozy dinner with some of the town's leading citizens, including beloved University of Virginia history professor Greg "Ginger" McConnell and several
members of UVA's celebrated 1959 football team. But beneath the cloak of conviviality lurks a sinister specter from the distant past that threatens to put all
their lives in jeopardy.
  
 When Professor McConnell is found murdered on the golf course the next day--gunned down in broad daylight by an unseen killer--no one can fathom a
motive, let alone find a suspect. Just as Harry and her furry cohorts begin nosing into the case, however, a homeless UVA alum confesses to the crime.
Trouble is, no one believes that the besotted former All-American could have done the foul deed--especially after Mrs. Murphy, Pewter, and Tucker make
another gruesome discovery.
  
 As the questions surroun ...

 Tell No Tales
by  Eva Dolan

ISBN: 9781846557781
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 384
Price: $24.99

In the second book from a rising star of crime fiction, Detectives Zigic and Ferreira must investigate a hit-and-run that leaves two migrant workers dead and
a series of horrific killings, seemingly with a Neo-Nazi motivation, that are captured on CCTV. 
     The car that ploughs into the bus stop early one morning leaves a trail of death and destruction behind it. 
     DS Ferreira and DI Zigic are called in from the Peterborough Hate Crimes Unit to handle the investigation but with another major case on their hands,
one with disturbing Neo-Nazi overtones, they are relieved when there seems to be an obvious suspect. But the case isn't that simple and with tensions
erupting in the town, leading to more violence, the media are soon hounding them for answers. 
     Ferreira believes that local politician Richard Shotton, head of a recently established right-wing party, must be involved somehow. Journalists have been
quick to acclaim Shotton, with his Brazilian wife and RAF career, as a serious contender for a major political career, despite his extremist views, but is his
party a cover for something far more dangerous?
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   Fiction
 Things You Won't Say

A Novel
by  Sarah Pekkanen

ISBN: 9781451673555
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Washington Square Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 352
Price: $18.00

In this timely and provocative novel, internationally bestselling author Sarah Pekkanen takes us inside a family in crisis and a marriage on the brink after a
tragic shooting.How far would you go to save your family? Every morning, as her husband Mike straps on his SIG Sauer and pulls on his heavy Magnum
boots, Jamie Anderson tenses up. Then comes the call she has always dreaded: There's been a shooting at police headquarters. Mike isn't hurt, but his long-
time partner is grievously injured. As weeks pass and her husband's insomnia and disconnectedness mount, Jamie realizes he is an invisible casualty of the
attack. Then the phone rings again. Another shooting--but this time Mike has pulled the trigger. But the shooting does more than just alter Jamie's world. It's
about to change everything for two other women. Christie Simmons, Mike's flamboyant ex, sees the tragedy as an opportunity for a second chance with
Mike. And Jamie's younger sister, Lou, must face her own losses to help the big sister who raised her. As the press descends and public cries of police
brutality swell, Jamie tries desperately to hold together her family, no matter what it takes. In her characteristic exploration of true-to-life relationships, Sarah
Pekkanen has written a complex, compelling, and openhearted novel--her best yet.

 Three Amazing Things About You
by  Jill Mansell

ISBN: 9781472208859
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 
Price: $22.99

Jill Mansell's enchanting new novel will drive readers to seize life with both hands and make the most of every minute...Hallie has a secret. She's in love.
He's perfect for her in every way, but he's seriously out of bounds. And her friends aren't going to help her because what they do know is that Hallie doesn't
have long to live. Time is running out...Flo has a dilemma. She really likes Zander. But his scary sister won't be even faintly amused if she thinks Zander and
Flo are becoming friends - let alone anything more.Tasha has a problem. Her new boyfriend is the adventurous type. And she's afraid one of his adventures
will go badly wrong.THREE AMAZING THINGS ABOUT YOU begins as Hallie goes on a journey. A donor has been found and she's about to be given
new lungs. But whose?

 Three Amazing Things About You
by  Jill Mansell

ISBN: 9781472208835
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Headline
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 
Price: $28.99

Jill Mansell's enchanting new novel will drive readers to seize life with both hands and make the most of every minute...Hallie has a secret. She's in love.
He's perfect for her in every way, but he's seriously out of bounds. And her friends aren't going to help her because what they do know is that Hallie doesn't
have long to live. Time is running out...Flo has a dilemma. She really likes Zander. But his scary sister won't be even faintly amused if she thinks Zander and
Flo are becoming friends - let alone anything more.Tasha has a problem. Her new boyfriend is the adventurous type. And she's afraid one of his adventures
will go badly wrong.THREE AMAZING THINGS ABOUT YOU begins as Hallie goes on a journey. A donor has been found and she's about to be given
new lungs. But whose?
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   Fiction
 The Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace and Babbage

The (Mostly) True Story of the First Computer
by  Sydney Padua

ISBN: 9780307908278
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Pantheon
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 320
Price: $34.00

THE THRILLING ADVENTURES OF LOVELACE AND BABBAGE . . . in which Sydney Padua transforms one of the most compelling scientific
collaborations into a hilarious series of adventures.

 Meet Victorian London's most dynamic duo: Charles Babbage, the unrealized inventor of the computer, and his accomplice, Ada, Countess of Lovelace, the
peculiar protoprogrammer and daughter of Lord Byron. When Lovelace translated a description of Babbage's plans for an enormous mechanical calculating
machine in 1842, she added annotations three times longer than the original work. Her footnotes contained the first appearance of the general computing
theory, a hundred years before an actual computer was built. Sadly, Lovelace died of cancer a decade after publishing the paper, and Babbage never built any
of his machines.

 But do not despair! The Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace and Babbage presents a rollicking alternate reality in which Lovelace and Babbage do build the
Difference Engine and then use it to build runaway economic models, battle the scourge of spelling errors, explore the wilder realms of mathematics, and, of
course, fight crime--for the sake of both London and science. Complete with extensive footnotes that rival those penned by Lovelace herself, historical
curiosities, and never-before-seen diagrams of Babbage's mechanical, steam-powered computer, The Thrilling Adventures of Lovelace and Babbage is
wonderfully whimsical, utterly u ...

 Tides of Honour
by  Genevieve Graham

ISBN: 9781476790510
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 448
Price: $19.99

A novel of love, loss, and honour amidst the horrors of war and its aftermath.In the summer of 1916, Private Daniel Baker marches into battle with the boys
of Nova Scotia's 25th Battalion. Out of brutal necessity, Danny has steeled himself against the trials and horrors of war, but he is completely unprepared to
meet the love of his life in war-torn France. Audrey Poulin has the soul of an artist. She lives alone with her grandmother in the quiet French countryside,
where her only joy is in her brush and palette. When, by chance, she encounters Danny, the handsome young soldier captures her heart and inspires her
painting. The young lovers believe that only together can they face the hardships the war brings. But love is just the beginning. Mere months later, Danny is
gravely wounded at the Battle of the Somme, and his future is thrown into uncertainty. Soon, he and Audrey find themselves struggling to build a new life in
Halifax, a city grieving its lost men. As the grey winter of 1917 sets in, Danny's lack of purpose and Audrey's isolation continue to mount, pulling the two
apart just as a new catastrophe threatens their existence. Heartrending and enthralling, Tides of Honour is a novel of love and second chances set against
Halifax's most devastating moment of the First World War.

 Tin Men
A Novel
by  Christopher Golden

ISBN: 9780345548856
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

Brad Thor meets Avatar in this timely military thriller for the drone age, which spins the troubles of today into the apocalypse of tomorrow. A rocket ride of
a read packed with high action, cutting-edge technology, and global politics, Tin Men begins with the end of the world as we know it and takes off from
there.
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   Fiction
 To Win Her Favor

by  Tamera Alexander

ISBN: 9780310291077
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Belle Meade Plantation Novel
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 352
Price: $19.49

No Description

 Too Bad to Die
A Novel
by  Francine Mathews

ISBN: 9781594631795
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

A tense and enthralling historical thriller in which British Naval Intelligence officer Ian Fleming attempts to foil a Nazi plot to assassinate FDR, Churchill,
and Stalin.  

November, 1943. Weary of his deskbound status in the Royal Navy, intelligence officer Ian Fleming spends his spare time spinning stories in his head that
are much more exciting than his own life...until the critical Tehran Conference, when Winston Churchill, Franklin Roosevelt, and Josef Stalin meet to
finalize the D-Day invasion.

With the Big Three in one place, Fleming is tipped off that Hitler's top assassin has infiltrated the conference. Seizing his chance to play a part in a real-life
action story, Fleming goes undercover to stop the Nazi killer. Between martinis with beautiful women, he survives brutal attacks and meets a seductive
Soviet spy who may know more than Fleming realizes. As he works to uncover the truth and unmask the assassin, Fleming is forced to accept that betrayal
sometimes comes from the most unexpected quarters--and that one's literary creations may prove eerily close to one's own life.

Brilliantly inventive, utterly gripping and suspenseful, Too Bad to Die is Francine Mathews's best novel yet, and confirms her place as a master of historical
fiction.

 Touch
by  Claire North

ISBN: 9780316335928
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Orbit
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 432
Price: $29.00

Touch is the electrifying new thriller from the author of The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August.
  
He tried to take my life. Instead, I took his. 
It was a long time ago. I remember it was dark, and I didn't see my killer until it was too late. As I died, my hand touched his. That's when the first switch
took place. 
Suddenly, I was looking through the eyes of my killer, and I was watching myself die.
Now switching is easy. I can jump from body to body, have any life, be anyone. 
Some people touch lives. Others take them. I do both.
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   Fiction
 A Touch of Stardust

A Novel
by  Kate Alcott

ISBN: 9781101889428
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Random House Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 9
Price: $46.00

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Dressmaker comes a blockbuster novel that takes you behind the scenes of the filming of Gone with the
Wind, while turning the spotlight on the passionate romance between its dashing leading man, Clark Gable, and the blithe, free-spirited actress Carole
Lombard. 

When Julie Crawford leaves Fort Wayne, Indiana, for Hollywood, she never imagines she'll cross paths with Carole Lombard, the dazzling actress
fromJulie's provincial Midwestern hometown. The young woman has dreams of becoming a screenwriter, but the only job Julie's able to find is one in the
studio publicity office of the notoriously demanding producer David O. Selznick, who is busy burning through directors, writers, and money as he films
Gone with the Wind.
     Although tensions run high on the set, Julie finds she can step onto the back lot, take in the smell of smoky gunpowder and the soft rustle of hoop skirts,
and feel the magical world of Gone with the Wind come to life. Julie's access to real-life magic comes when Carole Lombard hires her as an assistant and
invites her into the glamorous world Carole shares with Clark Gable, who is about to move into movie history as the dashing Rhett Butler. 
      Carole Lombard, happily profane and uninhibited, makes no secret of her relationship with Gable, which poses something of a problem for the studio
because Gable is technically still married--and the last thing the film needs is more negative publicity. Julie is there to fend off the overly curious reporters,
hoping to prevent details about the affair from slipping out. But she can barely keep up with her blond employer, let alone control what comes out of Caro ...

 A Touch of Stardust
A Novel
by  Kate Alcott

ISBN: 9780385539043
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Dressmaker comes a blockbuster novel that takes you behind the scenes of the filming of Gone with the
Wind, while turning the spotlight on the passionate romance between its dashing leading man, Clark Gable, and the blithe, free-spirited actress Carole
Lombard. 

When Julie Crawford leaves Fort Wayne, Indiana, for Hollywood, she never imagines she'll cross paths with Carole Lombard, the dazzling actress
fromJulie's provincial Midwestern hometown. The young woman has dreams of becoming a screenwriter, but the only job Julie's able to find is one in the
studio publicity office of the notoriously demanding producer David O. Selznick, who is busy burning through directors, writers, and money as he films
Gone with the Wind.
     Although tensions run high on the set, Julie finds she can step onto the back lot, take in the smell of smoky gunpowder and the soft rustle of hoop skirts,
and feel the magical world of Gone with the Wind come to life. Julie's access to real-life magic comes when Carole Lombard hires her as an assistant and
invites her into the glamorous world Carole shares with Clark Gable, who is about to move into movie history as the dashing Rhett Butler. 
      Carole Lombard, happily profane and uninhibited, makes no secret of her relationship with Gable, which poses something of a problem for the studio
because Gable is technically still married--and the last thing the film needs is more negative publicity. Julie is there to fend off the overly curious reporters,
hoping to prevent details about the affair from slipping out. But she can barely keep up with her blond employer, let alone control what comes out of Carole's
mouth, and--as their friendship grows--Julie soon finds she doesn't want to. Carole, both wise and funny, becomes Julie's model for breaking free of the past.
     In the ever-widening scope of this story, Julie is given a front-row seat to  ...
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   Fiction
 Toured to Death

by Hy Conrad

ISBN: 9781617736780
Binding: Hardback 
Series: An Amy's Travel Mystery
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-01-27
Pages: 320
Price: $27.95

"Fast-paced,   entertaining, and a mystery-lover's treat." --John Clement, co-author of the   Dixie Hemingway seriesBook a ticket   with this all-new mystery
series featuring Amy and Fanny Abel, a spunky   mother-and-daughter duo of travel agents who find their mystery tour becoming   all too real...
While Fanny takes   care of the business end of Amy's Travel in New York City, Amy is traipsing   around Monte Carlo, managing their first mystery-
themed excursion, a road   rally in which guests compete to solve a fictional murder along the way. Amy still   has reservations about partnering up with her
mother. But both women, having   lost the men in their lives, need a fresh beginning.
The trip starts   off without a hitch. Clues quickly mount, the competition is lively, and just   when the suspense is peaking, the writer they hired to script
their made-up   mystery is found murdered in his New York apartment. Suddenly, on top of   running a new venture together, mother and daughter must
solve a real-life   case of foul play, while trying not to drive each other bonkers. But Amy and   Fanny are ready, willing, and Abel to track down a clever
killer with some   serious emotional baggage, one who will go to any lengths to keep dark   secrets from seeing the light of day...

 The Tower Chronicles
DreadStalker Vol. 1
by  Matt Wagner

ISBN: 9781937278366
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Tower Chronicles
Publisher: Legendary Comics
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 144
Price: $16.99

HE LIVES TO KILL THE DEAD

Supernatural bounty hunter John Tower returns in this thrilling new saga from writer Matt Wagner (Mage, Grendel) and artist Simon Bisley (Lobo).

 For untold ages, Tower has spent his life eradicating the evil that lurks within the shadows of our world. Battling creatures and criminals of every shape and
size, his true goals have remained a mystery... until now. Tower's obsession to break free from a centuries-old curse has all but consumed him - but he must
tread carefully when his unofficial partner, FBI agent Alicia Hardwicke, begins to dig deeper into his past. What does Tower have to hide - and what will
happen when the truth is exposed? 

An original supernatural action/adventure, The Tower Chronicles: DreadStalker stands as the highly-anticipated sequel to The Tower Chronicles:
GeistHawk.

 Tracker
A Foreigner Novel
by  C J Cherryh

ISBN: 9780756409098
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Foreigner
Publisher: DAW
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 416
Price: $28.95

Tracker is the sixteenth installment of CJ Cherryh's acclaimed Foreigner series.
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   Fiction
 The Travels of Daniel Ascher

by  Debo Levy-bertherat

ISBN: 9781590517079
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Other Press
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 160
Price: $26.95

A sensation in France, this is a story about literary deceptions, family secrets, and a thrilling quest for the truth

Who is the real author of The Black Insignia? Is it H. R. Sanders, whose name is printed on the cover of every installment of the wildly successful young
adult adventure series? Or is it Daniel Roche, the enigmatic world traveler who disappears for months at a time? When Daniel's great-niece, HÃ©lÃ¨ne,
moves to Paris to study archeology, she does not expect to be searching for answers to these questions. As rumors circulate, however, that the twenty-fourth
volume of The Black Insignia series will be the last, HÃ©lÃ¨ne and her friend Guillaume, a devoted fan of her great-uncle's books, set out to discover more
about the man whose life eludes her. In so doing, she uncovers an explosive secret dating back to the darkest days of the Occupation.

In recounting the moment when one history began and another ended, The Travels of Daniel Ascher explores the true nature of fiction: is it a refuge, a lie, or
a stand-in for mourning?  

 Trigger Warning
Short Fictions And Disturbances
by  Neil Gaiman

ISBN: 9780062330260
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 400
Price: $33.50

Multiple award winning, #1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman returns to dazzle, captivate, haunt, and entertain with this third collection of
short fiction following Smoke and Mirrors and Fragile Things--which includes a never-before published American Gods story, "Black Dog," written
exclusively for this volume.
In this new anthology, Neil Gaiman pierces the veil of reality to reveal the enigmatic, shadowy world that lies beneath. Trigger Warning includes previously
published pieces of short fiction--stories, verse, and a very special Doctor Who story that was written for the fiftieth anniversary of the beloved series in
2013--as well "Black Dog," a new tale that revisits the world of American Gods, exclusive to this collection.
Trigger Warning explores the masks we all wear and the people we are beneath them to reveal our vulnerabilities and our truest selves. Here is a rich
cornucopia of horror and ghosts stories, science fiction and fairy tales, fabulism and poetry that explore the realm of experience and emotion. In Adventure
Story--a thematic companion to The Ocean at the End of the Lane--Gaiman ponders death and the way people take their stories with them when they die. His
social media experience A Calendar of Tales are short takes inspired by replies to fan tweets about the months of the year--stories of pirates and the March
winds, an igloo made of books, and a Mother's Day card that portends disturbances in the universe. Gaiman offers his own ingenious spin on Sherlock
Holmes in his award-nominated mystery tale The Case of Death and Honey. And Click-Clack the Rattlebag explains the creaks and clatter we hear when
we're all alone in the darkness.
A sophisticated writer whose creative genius is unparalleled, Gaiman entrances with his literary alchemy, transporting us deep into the realm of imagination,
where the fantastical becomes real and the everyday incandescent. Full of wonder and terror, surprises and amusements, Trigger Warning is a treasury of ...
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   Fiction
 Trigger Warning Lp

Short Fictions And Disturbances
by  Neil Gaiman

ISBN: 9780062369741
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-13
Pages: 400
Price: $33.50

"We each have our little triggers?.?.?. things that wait for us in the dark corridors of our lives." So says Neil Gaiman in his introduction to Trigger Warning,
a remarkable compendium of twenty-five stories and poems that explore the transformative power of imagination. Here is a rich cornucopia of horror and
ghost stories, science fiction and fairy tales, fabulism and poetry that chart the wilds of experience and emotion. In "Adventure Story"--a thematic companion
to the bestselling novel The Ocean at the End of the Lane--Gaiman ponders death and the ways that people take their stories with them when they die. Also
included is "Nothing O'Clock," a special Doctor Who story that was written for the beloved series, as well as the never-before-published "Black Dog," a
haunting new tale that revisits the world of American Gods as Shadow Moon stops in at a village pub on his way back to America.
Trigger Warning is a treasury of literary delights that engage the mind, stir the heart, and shake the soul.

 Trust No One
by  Jayne Ann Krentz

ISBN: 9780399165139
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

Following up on the incredible success of River Road, New York Times-bestselling author Jayne Ann Krentz delivers another masterpiece of romantic
suspense. 
 
It's no coincidence when Grace Elland finds a vodka bottle next to the lifeless body of her boss, motivational speaker Sprague Witherspoon. The bottle is a
terrifying--and deliberate--reminder of the horrors of her past.
 
Grace retreats to her hometown to regroup and tries to put everything she's learned about positive thinking into practice--a process that is seriously
challenged on the world's worst blind date.
 
Awkward doesn't begin to describe her evening with venture-capitalist Julius Arkwright. She has nothing in common with a man who lives to make money,
but the intense former Marine does have some skills that Grace can use--and he's the perfect man to help her when it becomes clear she is being stalked.
 
As Witherspoon's financial empire continues to crumble around them, taking a deadly toll, Julius will help Grace step into her past to uncover a devious plan
to destroy not only Grace, but everyone around her...

 Pretty Girls
A Novel
by  Karin Slaughter

ISBN: 9780345547521
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-07-21
Pages: 384
Price: $34.00

In this electrifying new stand-alone thriller, New York Times bestselling author Karin Slaughter--"one of the best crime novelists in America" (The
Washington Post)--delivers a chilling jolt of suspense. With a missing girl in the news, Claire Scott can't help but be reminded of her sister, who disappeared
twenty years ago in a mystery that was never solved. But when Claire begins to learn the truth about her sister, nothing will ever be the same.
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   Fiction
 The Truth According to Us

A Novel
by  Annie Barrows

ISBN: 9780385342940
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House
Pub. Date: 2015-06-09
Pages: 512
Price: $34.00

From the co-author of The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society comes a wise, witty, and exuberant novel, perfect for fans of Lee Smith, that
illuminates the power of loyalty and forgiveness, memory and truth, and the courage it takes to do what's right.  
  
 Annie Barrows once again evokes the charm and eccentricity of a small town filled with extraordinary characters. Her new novel, The Truth According to
Us, brings to life an inquisitive young girl, her beloved aunt, and the alluring visitor who changes the course of their destiny forever.
  
In the summer of 1938, Layla Beck's father, a United States senator, cuts off her allowance and demands that she find employment on the Federal Writers'
Project, a New Deal jobs program. Within days, Layla finds herself far from her accustomed social whirl, assigned to cover the history of the remote mill
town of Macedonia, West Virginia, and destined, in her opinion, to go completely mad with boredom. But once she secures a room in the home of the
unconventional Romeyn family, she is drawn into their complex world and soon discovers that the truth of the town is entangled in the thorny past of the
Romeyn dynasty.
  
 At the Romeyn house, twelv ...

 The Tusk That Did the Damage
A novel
by  Tania James

ISBN: 9780385354127
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 240
Price: $28.95

From the critically acclaimed author of Atlas of Unknowns and Aerogrammes, a tour de force set in South India that plumbs the moral complexities of the
ivory trade through the eyes of a poacher, a documentary filmmaker, and, in a feat of audacious imagination, an infamous elephant known as the
Gravedigger.

Orphaned by poachers as a calf and sold into a life of labor and exhibition, the Gravedigger breaks free of his chains and begins terrorizing the countryside,
earning his name from the humans he kills and then tenderly buries. Manu, the studious younger son of a rice farmer, loses his cousin to the Gravedigger's
violence and is drawn, with his wayward brother Jayan, into the sordid, alluring world of poaching. Emma is a young American working on a documentary
with her college best friend, who witnesses the porous boundary between conservation and corruption and finds herself in her own moral gray area: a risky
affair with the veterinarian who is the film's subject. As the novel hurtles toward its tragic climax, these three storylines fuse into a wrenching meditation on
love and betrayal, duty and loyalty, and the vexed relationship between man and nature.

With lyricism and suspense, Tania James animates the rural landscapes where Western idealism clashes with local reality; where a farmer's livelihood can be
destroyed by a rampaging elephant; where men are driven to poaching. In James' arrestingly beautiful prose, The Tusk That Did the Damage blends the
mythical and the political to tell a wholly original, utterly contemporary story about the majestic animal, both god and menace, that has mesmerized us for
centuries.
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   Fiction
 The Tutor

by  Andrea Chapin

ISBN: 9781622316380
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: HighBridge Company
Pub. Date: 2015-02-05
Pages: 1
Price: $44.99

A bold and captivating novel about love, passion, and ambition that imagines the muse of William Shakespeare and the tumultuous year they spend together.
The year is 1590, and Queen Elizabeth's Spanish Armada victory has done nothing to quell her brutal persecution of the English Catholics. Katharine de
L'Isle is living at Lufanwal Hall, the manor of her uncle, Sir Edward. Taught by her cherished uncle to read when a child, Katharine is now a thirty-one-year-
old widow. She has resigned herself to a life of reading and keeping company with her cousins and their children. But all that changes when the family's
priest, who has been performing Catholic services in secret, is found murdered. Faced with threats of imprisonment and death. Sir Edward is forced to flee
the country, leaving Katharine adrift in a household rife with turmoil.  At this time of unrest, a new schoolmaster arrives from Stratford, a man named
William Shakespeare. Coarse, quick-whited, and brazenly flirtatious, Shakespeare swiftly disrupts what fragile piece there is left at Lufanwal. Katharine is
first appalled by the boldness of this new tutor, but when she learns he is a poet, and one of talent, things between them begn to shift, and soon Katharine
finds herself drawn into Shakespeare's verse, and his life, in ways that will change her forever.  Inventive and absorbing, The Tutor is a masterful wor of
historical fiction, casting Shakespeare in a light we've never seen. 

 The Tutor
A Novel
by  Andrea Chapin

ISBN: 9781594632549
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Riverhead
Pub. Date: 2015-02-05
Pages: 368
Price: $32.95

A bold and captivating novel about love, passion, and ambition that imagines the muse of William Shakespeare and the tumultuous year they spend
together.  

 The year is 1590, and Queen Elizabeth's Spanish Armada victory has done nothing to quell her brutal persecution of the English Catholics. Katharine de
L'Isle is living at Lufanwal Hall, the manor of her uncle, Sir Edward. Taught by her cherished uncle to read when a child, Katharine is now a thirty-one-year-
old widow. She has resigned herself to a life of reading and keeping company with her cousins and their children. But all that changes when the family's
priest, who had been performing Catholic services in secret, is found murdered. Faced with threats of imprisonment and death, Sir Edward is forced to flee
the country, leaving Katharine adrift in a household rife with turmoil.

 At this time of unrest, a new schoolmaster arrives from Stratford, a man named William Shakespeare. Coarse, quick-witted, and brazenly flirtatious,
Shakespeare swiftly disrupts what fragile peace there is left at Lufanwal. Katharine is at first appalled by the boldness of this new tutor, but when she learns
he is a poet, and one of talent, things between them begin to shift, and soon Katharine finds herself drawn into Shakespeare's verse, and his life, in ways that
will change her forever.

 Inventive and absorbing, The Tutor is a masterful work of historical fiction, casting Shakespeare in a light we've never seen.
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   Fiction
 Twelve Days

by  Alex Berenson

ISBN: 9780399159749
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A John Wells Novel
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 432
Price: $32.95

John Wells has only twelve days to stop the United States from being tricked into invading Iran in the new cutting-edge novel of modern suspense from the
#1 New York Times-bestselling author.
 
Twelve days.

Wells, with his former CIA bosses Ellis Shafer and Vinnie Duto, has uncovered a staggering plot, a false-flag operation to convince the President to attack
Iran. But they have no hard evidence, and no one at Langley or the White House will listen.

Now the President has set a deadline for Iran to give up its nuclear program, and the mullahs in Tehran--furious and frightened--have responded with a
deadly terrorist attack. Wells, Shafer, and Duto know they have only twelve days to find the proof they need. They fan out, from Switzerland to Saudi
Arabia, Israel to Russia, desperately trying to tease out the clues in their possession. Meanwhile, the United States is moving soldiers and Marines to Iran's
border. And Iran has mobilized its own squad of suicide bombers.

And as the days tick by and the obstacles mount, they realize that everything they do may not be enough...

 Twisted Innocence
by Blackstock

ISBN: 9780310332367
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Moonlighters
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2015-01-19
Pages: 352
Price: $19.49

Holly Cramer's past choices have finally caught up to her, but she never expected them to endanger her baby.Though Holly's stumbled through most of her
adult life as a party girl, she longs to live a more stable life for her daughter. Then police show up to question her about the whereabouts of Creed Kershaw,
Lily's father. She has kept his identity a secret from friends and family-she never even told him about the pregnancy. Now he's a person of interest in a drug-
related murder case.Determined to keep him out of their lives and turn him over to police, Holly uses her private investigating skills to search for him. But
her bravado backfires when he turns the tables and takes her and the baby hostage. As desperate hours tick by, Holly realizes his connection to Leonard
Miller-the man who has gunned down several members of her family. Creed claims he's innocent and that Miller is after him too. His gentleness with Lily
moves her, but she can't trust a man who has held her at gunpoint . . . even if he reminds her so much of herself.Dangers old and new threaten Holly and her
baby, and lives are demanded as sacrifices for love. Through a complex web of mistakes and regret, redemption is the one hope Holly has left to hold on to.

 The Two Towers (Large Type Edition)
by  Jrr Tolkien

ISBN: 9780008108304
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 448
Price: $39.99

Large print hardback edition of the second volume of J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure, The Lord of the Rings, complete with fold-out map.
This large print edition tells the story of Frodo and the Companions of the Ring, who have been beset by danger during their quest to prevent the Ruling Ring
from falling into the hands of the Dark Lord by destroying it in the Cracks of Doom. They have lost the wizard, Gandalf, in the battle with an evil spirit in
the Mines of Moria; and at the Falls of Rauros, Boromir, seduced by the power of the Ring, tried to seize it by force. While Frodo and Sam made their escape
the rest of the company were attacked by Orcs.
Now they continue their journey alone down the great River Anduin -- alone, that is, save for the mysterious creeping figure that follows wherever they go.
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   Fiction
 Unbecoming

A Novel
by  Rebecca Scherm

ISBN: 9780525427506
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-01-22
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

"Startlingly inventive." --The New York Times Book Review

A major debut novel of psychological suspense about a daring art heist, a cat-and-mouse waiting game, and a small-town girl's mesmerizing transformation

On the grubby outskirts of Paris, Grace restores bric-a-brac, mends teapots, re-sets gems. She calls herself Julie, says she's from California, and slips back to
a rented room at night. Regularly, furtively, she checks the hometown paper on the Internet. Home is Garland, Tennessee, and there, two young men have
just been paroled. One, she married; the other, she's in love with. Both were jailed for a crime that Grace herself planned in exacting detail. The heist went
bad--but not before she was on a plane to Prague with a stolen canvas rolled in her bag. And so, in Paris, begins a cat-and-mouse waiting game as Grace's
web of deception and lies unravels--and she becomes another young woman entirely.

Unbecoming is an intricately plotted and psychologically nuanced heist novel that turns on suspense and slippery identity. With echoes of Alfred Hitchcock
and Patricia Highsmith, Rebecca Scherm's mesmerizing debut is sure to entrance fans of Gillian Flynn, Marisha Pessl, and Donna Tartt.

 Under the Visible Life
by  Kim Echlin

ISBN: 9780670065325
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-03-01
Pages: 368
Price: $29.95

 Fatherless Katherine carries the stigma of her mixed-race background through an era that is hostile to her and all she represents.  It is only through music
that she finds the freedom to temporarily escape and dream of a better life for herself, nurturing this hard-won refuge throughout the vagaries of unexpected
motherhood and an absent husband, and relying on her talent to build a future for her family. Orphaned Mahsa also grows up in the shadow of loss, sent to
relatives in Pakistan after the death of her parents. Struggling to break free, she escapes to Montreal, leaving behind her first love, Kamal. But the threads of
her past are not so easily severed, and she finds herself forced into an arranged marriage. For Mahsa, too, music becomes her solace and allows her to escape
from her oppressive circumstances.  
 When Katherine and Mahsa meet, they find in each other a kindred spirit as well as a musical equal, and their lives are changed irrevocably. Together, they
inspire and support one another, fusing together their cultures, their joys, and their losses--just as they collaborate musically in the language of free-form,
improvisational jazz.  
  Under the Visible Life takes readers from the bustling harbour of Karachi to the palpable political tension on the streets of 1970s Montreal to the smoky
jazz clubs of New York City.  Deeply affecting, vividly rendered, and sweeping in scope, it is also an exploration of the hearts of two unforgettable women:
a meditation on how hope can remain alive in the darkest of times when we have someone with whom to share our burdens.
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   Fiction
 An Unnecessary Woman

by Rabih Alameddine

ISBN: 9780802122940
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2014-11-11
Pages: 304
Price: $19.95

"I can't remember the last time I was so gripped simply by a novel's voice...Aaliya is thoughtful, she's complex, she's humorous and
critical."-NPR.com"Beautiful and absorbing."- New York Times   An Unnecessary Woman  is a breathtaking portrait of one reclusive woman's late-life
crisis, which garnered a wave of rave reviews and love letters to Alameddine's cranky yet charming septuagenarian protagonist, Aaliya, a character you
"can't help but love" (NPR). Aaliya's insightful musings on literature, philosophy, and art are invaded by memories of the Lebanese Civil War and her
volatile past. As she tries to overcome her aging body and spontaneous emotional upwellings, Aaliya is faced with an unthinkable disaster that threatens to
shatter the little life she has left. Here, the gifted Rabih Alameddine has given us a nuanced rendering of one woman's life in the Middle East and an enduring
ode to literature and its power to define who we are. "A paean to the transformative power of reading, to the intellectual asylum from one's circumstances
found in the life of the mind."- LA Review of Books "[The novel] throbs with energy...[Aaliya's] inventive way with words gives unfailing pleasure, no
matter how dark the events she describes, how painful the emotions she reveals."- Washington Post

 The Unquiet Dead
A Novel
by  Ausma Zehanat Khan

ISBN: 9781250055118
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Rachel Getty and Esa Khattak Novels
Publisher: Minotaur
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 352
Price: $29.99

Despite their many differences, Detective Rachel Getty trusts her boss, Esa Khattak, implicitly. But she's still uneasy at Khattak's tight-lipped secrecy when
he asks her to look into Christopher Drayton's death. Drayton's apparently accidental fall from a cliff doesn't seem to warrant a police investigation,
particularly not from Rachel and Khattak's team, which handles minority-sensitive cases. But when she learns that Drayton may have been living underan
assumed name, Rachel begins to understand why Khattak is tip-toeing around this case. It soon comes to light that Drayton may have been a war criminal
with ties to the Srebrenica massacre of 1995.If that's true, any number of people might have had reason to help Drayton to his death, and a murder
investigation could have far-reaching ripples throughout the community. But as Rachel and Khattak dig deeper into the life and death of Christopher
Drayton, every question seems to lead only to more questions, with no easy answers. Had the specters of Srebrenica returned to haunt Drayton at the end, or
had he been keeping secrets of an entirely different nature? Or, after all, did a man just fall to his death from the Bluffs?In her spellbinding debut, Ausma
Zehanat Khan has written a complex and provocative story of loss, redemption, and the cost of justice that will linger with readers long after turning the final
page.

 Untitled
by  Peter David

ISBN: 9781476795850
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2015-06-16
Pages: 368
Price: $18.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Untitled

A Novel
by  Kate Morton

ISBN: 9781451649321
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-10-13
Pages: 512
Price: $32.50

From the New York Times and internationally bestselling author of The Secret Keeper and The Distant Hours, an intricately plotted, spellbinding new novel
full of suspense and uncovered secrets.

 Lonely Girl
by  Josephine Cox

ISBN: 9780007476718
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers U.K.
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

No Description

 Undone
by  John Colapinto

ISBN: 9781443434683
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 448
Price: $33.99

Things have not been going well for Dez. He's broke, jobless, angry and without a future. Then he happens to see an episode of "Tovah in the Afternoon"
featuring the fabulously successful memoirist Jasper Ulrickson...
A masterful satire, this novel hinges on celebrity envy--and the anarchic imperatives of desire. Dez, determined to bring Jasper down to his own level,
devises a diabolical scheme to ruin Jasper's reputation and seize his fortune. He uses a novel weapon: forbidden Eros. What ensues is a descent into
psychological nightmare, one lit with dark flashes of humor and illuminating tragedy. Like watching Othello fall to Iago's masterful manipulations, we are
riveted by Dez's cruel trick, this coldly calculated attempt to destroy another human being--this spectacle of an upright man brought low by envy and the
implacable demands of desire.
A risk-taking and courageous novel unsparing in its dissection of the erotic impulse, An Upright Man speaks to our era's corrosive fascination with the cult
of celebrity, money and the compulsion to get ahead at all costs.
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   Fiction
 Uprooted

by  Naomi Novik

ISBN: 9780804179034
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 448
Price: $29.95

Naomi Novik, author of the New York Times bestselling and critically acclaimed Temeraire novels, introduces a bold new world rooted in folk stories and
legends, as elemental as a Grimm fairy tale.

"Every so often you come upon a story that seems like a lost tale of Grimm newly come to light. Uprooted is such a novel. Its narrative spell is confidently
wrought and sympathetically cast. I might even call it bewitching."--Gregory Maguire, bestselling author of Wicked and Egg & Spoon
  
 "Our Dragon doesn't eat the girls he takes, no matter what stories they tell outside our valley. We hear them sometimes, from travelers passing through.
They talk as though we were doing human sacrifice, and he were a real dragon. Of course that's not true: he may be a wizard and immortal, but he's still a
man, and our fathers would band together and kill him if he wanted to eat one of us every ten years. He protects us against the Wood, and we're grateful, but
not that grateful."
  
 Agnieszka loves her valley home, her quiet village, the forests and the bright shining river. But the corrupted Wood stands on the border, full of malevolent
power, and its shadow lies over her life.
  
 Her people rely on the cold, driven w ...

 The Valley
by  John Renehan

ISBN: 9780525954866
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Dutton
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 448
Price: $31.00

 "You're going up the Valley."

Black didn't know its name, but he knew it lay deeper and higher than any other place Americans had ventured. You had to travel through a network of
interlinked valleys, past all the other remote American outposts, just to get to its mouth. Everything about the place was myth and rumor, but one fact was
clear: There were many valleys in the mountains of Afghanistan, and most were hard places where people died hard deaths. But there was only one Valley. It
was the farthest, and the hardest, and the worst.
 
When Black, a deskbound admin officer, is sent up the Valley to investigate a warning shot fired by a near-forgotten platoon, he can only see it as the final
bureaucratic insult in a short and unhappy Army career. What he doesn't know is that his investigation puts at risk the centuries-old arrangements that keep
this violent land in fragile balance, and will launch a shattering personal odyssey of obsession and discovery as Black reckons with the platoon's dark secrets,
accumulated over endless hours fighting and dying in defense of an indefensible piece of land.
 
The Valley is a riveting tour de force that changes our understanding of the men who fight our wars and announces John Renehan as one of the great
American storytellers of our time.
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   Fiction
 Vanishing

by  Gerard Woodward

ISBN: 9780330518642
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-01-12
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

A new, blackly comic novel of camouflage and mystery from the Man Booker Prize shortlisted Gerard Woodward
Towards the end of the Second World War a young British artist called Kenneth Brill is arrested for painting landscapes near the old village of Heathrow.
The authorities suspect his paintings contain coded information about the new military airfield that is to be built there. Brill protests that he is merely
recording a landscape that will soon disappear. Under interrogation a more complicated picture emerges as Brill tells the story of his life -- of growing up
among the market gardens of The Heath, of his life on the London art scene of the 1930s, and his brief spell as a master at a minor public school. But a
darker picture also comes to light, of dealings with the prostitutes and pimps of the Soho underworld, of a break-in at a royal residence and of connections
with well-known fascist sympathisers at home and abroad.
So who is the real Kenneth Brill? The hero of El Alamein who, as a camouflage officer, helped pull off one of the greatest acts of military deception in the
history of warfare, or the lover of Italian futurist painter and fascist sympathiser Arturo Somarco? Why was he expelled from the Slade? And what was he
doing at Hillmead, the rural community run by Rufus Quayle, friend of Hitler himself? Vanishing sees the world through the eyes of one of the forgotten
geniuses of British Art, a man whose artistic vision is so piercing he has trouble seeing what is right in front of him.

 The Vaults
A Thriller
by Toby Ball

ISBN: 9781468309034
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Overlook
Pub. Date: 2014-07-23
Pages: 320
Price: $18.95

The first book in the widely acclaimed City Trilogy, The Vaults is a riveting dystopian thriller set in 1930s America. At the height of the most corrupt
administration in the City's history, a mysterious duplicate file is discovered deep within the Vaults--a cavernous hall containing all of the municipal criminal
justice records of the last seventy years. From here, we follow Arthur Puskis, the Vaults' hermit-like archivist; Frank Frings, a high-profile investigative
journalist; and Ethan Poole, a socialist private eye with a penchant for blackmail. All three men will undertake their own investigations into the dark past and
uncertain future of their surroundings, and what they find will call everything they thought they knew about the City into question.

 The Virgin's Daughter
A Tudor Legacy Novel
by  Laura Andersen

ISBN: 9780804179362
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Tudor Legacy Trilogy
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 368
Price: $18.00

Perfect for fans of Philippa Gregory and Alison Weir, The Virgin's Daughter is the first book in a captivating new saga about the next generation of Tudor
royals, which poses the thrilling question: What if Elizabeth I, the celebrated Virgin Queen, gave birth to a legitimate heir?
  
 Since the death of her brother, William, Elizabeth I has ruled England. She's made the necessary alliances, married Philip of Spain, and produced a
successor: her only daughter, Anne Isabella, Princess of Wales. Elizabeth knows that her beloved Anabel will be a political pawn across Europe unless she
can convince Philip to grant her a divorce, freeing him to remarry and give Spain its own heir. But the enemies of England have even greater plans for the
princess, a plot that will put Anabel's very life and the security of the nation in peril. Only those closest to Elizabeth--her longtime confidante Minuette, her
advisor and friend Dominic, and the couple's grown children--can be trusted to carry forth a most delicate and dangerous mission. Yet, all of the queen's
maneuverings may ultimately prove her undoing.
  
 Look for special features inside. Join the Random House Reader's Circle for author chats and more.
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   Fiction
 Virtues of War

by  Bennett R Coles

ISBN: 9781783294206
Binding: Paperback 
Series: The Astral Saga
Publisher: Titan Books
Pub. Date: 2015-06-30
Pages: 416
Price: $14.95

The Terran military, the Astral Force, launches a mission to crush a colonial rebellion on the colony of Cerberus. The results of that mission ripple across the
planets of the Centauria, and place the entire system on the brink of war.

Lieutenant Katja Emmes is a platoon commander, leader of the 10-trooper strike team aboard the fast-attack craft Rapier. Although fully trained, she has
never led troops in real operations before, and lives in the shadow of her war-hero father. Sublieutenant Jack Mallory is fresh out of pilot school,
daydreaming about a fighter pilot position in the space fleet and in for a rude awakening. Lieutenant Commander Thomas Kane uses a six-month deployment
in command of Rapier to secure his rise to stardom within the military.

As violence erupts, each will be tested as never before. How they respond may decide the fate of Terra, and Earth.

 The Vorrh
by  Brian Catling

ISBN: 9781101873786
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Vintage Original
Publisher: Vintage
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 512
Price: $18.95

Prepare to lose yourself in the heady, mythical expanse of The Vorrh, a daring debut that Alan Moore has called "a phosphorescent masterpiece" and "the
current century's first landmark work of fantasy." 

Next to the colonial town of Essenwald sits the Vorrh, a vast--perhaps endless--forest. It is a place of demons and angels, of warriors and priests. Sentient
and magical, the Vorrh bends time and wipes  memory. Legend has it that the Garden of Eden still exists at its heart. Now, a renegade English soldier aims to
be the first human to traverse its expanse. Armed with only a strange bow, he begins his journey, but some fear the consequences of his mission, and a native
marksman has been chosen to stop him. Around them swirl a remarkable cast of characters, including a Cyclops raised by robots and a young girl with tragic
curiosity, as well as historical figures, such as writer Raymond Roussel and photographer and Edward Muybridge.  While fact and fictional blend, and the
hunter will become the hunted, and everyone's fate hangs in the balance, under the will of the Vorrh.

 Walking on Trampolines
by  Frances Whiting

ISBN: 9781476780016
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Gallery Books
Pub. Date: 2015-02-03
Pages: 368
Price: $18.99

Praised as "a tender exploration of friendship, families, and first love" (Liane Moriarty, New York Times bestselling author of The Husband's Secret), this
coming-of-age novel from bestselling author Frances Whiting is equal parts heartwarming, accessible, and thought provoking."Tallulah de Longland," she
said slowly, letting all the Ls in my name loll about lazily in her mouth before passing judgment. "That," she announced, "is a serious glamorgeous name."
From the day Annabelle Andrews sashays into her classroom, Tallulah 'Lulu' de Longland is bewitched: by Annabelle, by her family, and by their sprawling,
crumbling house tumbling down to the river. Their unlikely friendship intensifies through a secret language where they share confidences about their unusual
mothers, first loves, and growing up in the small coastal town of Juniper Bay. But the euphoria of youth rarely lasts, and the implosion that destroys their
friendship leaves lasting scars and a legacy of self-doubt that haunts Lulu into adulthood. Years later, Lulu is presented with a choice: remain the perpetual
good girl who misses out, or finally step out from the shadows and do something extraordinary. And possibly unforgivable... It's not how far you fall, but
how high you bounce.
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   Fiction
 War Babies

by  Annie Murray

ISBN: 9781447234012
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-04-21
Pages: 340
Price: $32.99

From the bestselling author of Chocolate Girls comes a brand new novel set on the struggling suburban streets of Birmingham during WW2
 Rachel Booker has a difficult start in life. When her father dies, deep in gambling debt, her mother must harden herself to make ends meet, but becomes so
hard she has little room left for affection or warmth. Mother and daughter work at the open market in Birmingham, selling second-hand clothes or whatever
they can find just to put a little food on the table.
But the market has a silver lining: it's there that Rachel makes her first childhood friend, Danny. As they grow older, the friendship grows into something
more and their innocent romance gives Rachel the care and comfort she s always craved. But at just sixteen, as World War II breaks out, Rachel falls
pregnant. They marry in haste but it isn't long before Danny is called up.
Left on the homefront with a new baby and little else, Rachel must scrape by with the other residents of Sparkbrook. But if Danny ever makes it home, will
he be the same boy she loved so fiercely? And if Rachel can sustain the family until then, will she end up as hard-hearted as her own mother?
War Babies is a moving and insightful novel about hardships on the homefront and how the war changed everybody it touched...

 Unti Tucker Wayne #2
A Tucker Wayne Novel
by  James Rollins

ISBN: 9780062135278
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Tucker Wayne
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

No Description

 Unti Tucker Wayne #2 LP
A Tucker Wayne Novel
by  James Rollins

ISBN: 9780062370136
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Tucker Wayne
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-07
Pages: 400
Price: $34.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 The Water Knife

A novel
by  Paolo Bacigalupi

ISBN: 9780385352871
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Alfred A. Knopf
Pub. Date: 2015-05-26
Pages: 384
Price: $30.00

Paolo Bacigalupi, New York Times-Bestselling author and National Book Award Finalist, dives once again onto our uncertain future with his first thriller for
adults since his multi-award winning debut phenomenon The Windup Girl.  

 In the American Southwest, Nevada, Arizona, and California skirmish for dwindling shares of the Colorado River. Into the fray steps Angel Velasquez,
detective, leg-breaker, assassin and spy. A Las Vegas water knife, Angel "cuts" water for his boss, Catherine Case, ensuring that her lush, luxurious arcology
developments can bloom in the desert, so the rich can stay wet, while the poor get nothing but dust. When rumors of a game-changing water source surface
in drought-ravaged Phoenix, Angel is sent to investigate. There, he encounters Lucy Monroe, a hardened journalist with no love for Vegas and every reason
to hate Angel, and Maria Villarosa, a young Texas refugee who survives by her wits and street smarts in a city that despises everything that she represents.
 With bodies piling up, bullets flying, and Phoenix teetering on collapse, it seems like California is making a power play to monopolize the life-giving flow
of a river. For Angel, Lucy, and Maria time is running out and their only hope for survival rests in each other's hands. But when water is more valuable than
gold, alliances shift like sand, and the only thing for certain is that someone will have to bleed if anyone hopes to drink.

 We Are Pirates
by  Daniel Handler

ISBN: 9781443440950
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2015-01-26
Pages: 288
Price: $32.99

Bestselling author Daniel Handler (a.k.a. Lemony Snicket) gives us his longest-awaited and most ambitious novel yet: a dark, rollicking, stunningly
entertaining human comedy
A boat has gone missing. Goods have been stolen. There is blood in the water. It is the 21st century, and a crew of pirates is terrorizing the San Francisco
Bay. Phil is a husband, a father, a struggling radio producer, and the owner of a large condo with a view of the water. But he'd like to be a rebel and a fortune
hunter. Gwen is his daughter. She's fourteen. She's a student, a swimmer, and a best friend. But she'd like to be an adventurer and an outlaw. Phil teams up
with his young, attractive assistant. They head for the open road, attending a conference to seal a deal for a new show. Meanwhile, Gwen teams up with a
new, fierce friend and some restless souls. They head for the open sea, stealing a boat to hunt for treasure.
We Are Pirates is a novel about our desperate searches for happiness and freedom, about our wild journeys beyond the boundaries of our ordinary lives.
Also, it's about a teenage girl who pulls together a ragtag crew to commit mayhem in the San Francisco Bay, while her hapless father tries to get her home.
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   Fiction
 The Wedding Circle

by Ashton Lee

ISBN: 9781617733413
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A Cherry Cola Book Club Novel
Publisher: Kensington
Pub. Date: 2015-03-31
Pages: 304
Price: $16.95

In the charming small town of Cherico, Mississippi, the Cherry Cola Book  Club meets to discuss classic Southern literature, sample favorite  dishes--and
share their unique stories.  .  .

Two wonderful new  chapters are unfolding for Maura Beth Mayhew, Cherico's librarian.  Thanks to her persistence, a new, cutting-edge library is being
built on  the shores of beautiful Lake Cherico. And come September, Maura Beth  will marry Jeremy McShay at his aunt and uncle's stunning home. Yet in 
life, as in fiction, happy endings are hard-won.  .  .

 A local  politician is trying to divert library funds, while Maura Beth's  socialite parents insist on a lavish New Orleans wedding. Maura Beth  invites them
to Cherico to experience the town's laidback appeal--and  the book club's delicious potluck fare. Sadly, not even Voncille  Nettle's famous biscuits can
placate Mrs. Mayhew once the discussion  turns from Eudora Welty's The Robber Bridegroom to real-life marriage.  To get the wedding and the library of
her dreams, Maura Beth will have  to harness the indomitable spirit of her favorite Southern heroines--and  the sage advice of the Cherry Cola Book Club.  . 
.

 The Wednesday Group
by  Sylvia True

ISBN: 9781250048929
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

Gail. Hannah. Bridget. Lizzy. Flavia. Each of them has a shameful secret, and each is about to find out that she is not alone...  Gail, a prominent Boston
judge, keeps receiving letters from her husband's latest girlfriend, while her husband, a theology professor, claims he's nine-months sober from sex with grad
students. Hannah, a homemaker, catches her husband having sex with a male prostitute in a public restroom. Bridget, a psychiatric nurse at a state hospital, is
sure shehas a loving, doting spouse, until she learns that he is addicted to chat rooms and match-making websites. Lizzy, a high school teacher, is married to
a porn addict, who is withdrawn and uninterested in sex with her. Flavia was working at the Boston Public library when someone brought her an article that
stated her husband had been arrested for groping a teenage girl on the subway. He must face court, and Flavia must decide if she wants to stay with him.
Finally, Kathryn, the young psychologistrunning the group, has as much at stake as all of the others.As the women share never-before-uttered secrets and
bond over painful truths, they work on coming to terms with their husbands' addictions and developing healthy boundaries for themselves. Meanwhile, their
outside lives become more and more intertwined, until, finally, a series of events forces each woman to face her own denial, betrayal and uncertain future
head-on.From author Sylvia True comes The Wednesday Group,&nbspa captivating, moving novel about friendship, marriage, and the bonds that connect us
all.
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   Fiction
 Welcome Home

by  Margaret Dickinson

ISBN: 9781447237303
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2015-03-24
Pages: 300
Price: $32.99

The next book from The Sunday Times Top Ten bestselling author
Neighbours, Edie Kelsey and Lil Horton, have been friends for over twenty years, sharing the joys and sorrows of a tough life as the wives of fishermen in
Grimsby. When Lil's husband had been lost at sea in 1919, she'd turned to Edie and her family for help and support and the Kelsey family had been happy to
give it. Growing up side by side, their children were close and it was inevitable that Frank, one of Edie's sons, and Irene, Lil's only daughter, should fall in
love and marry at a young age. Their happiness is complete when a son, Tommy, is born, but then war comes to take Frank away and send Irene and her
baby into the countryside for safety.
To her dismay, Edie's family are scattered and hardly ever at home; her husband, Archie, a trawler skipper, fishes in the dangerous waters of the North Sea
facing not only the harsh conditions but also the possibility of enemy action; Laurence, their eldest son, already in the British Army when war breaks out, is
sent to France and Edie realizes she must allow her youngest child, nine-year-old Reggie, to be evacuated with Irene and Tommy. And Beth, the apple of
Archie's eye, has gone to London to do important war work leaving Shirley, who has just left school at the outbreak of war, the only one left at home until
she too joins up.
Throughout the privations and worries of the war, the friendship between the two women sustains them and by VE day they look forward to peace, but life
will never be the same again. One of her children will never come back, but Edie meets that sadness with the stoicism of a woman born and bred to face
hardship and loss, comforting herself that the rest of her family will soon be home. But more disappointment awaits her for Reggie, having taken to farming
life, does not want to return to the town and Beth seems to have disappeared; they have not heard from her for months. But it is Irene's return, duri ...

 Welcome To Braggsville
A Novel
by  T Geronimo Johnson

ISBN: 9780062302120
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-02-09
Pages: 384
Price: $31.99

From the PEN/Faulkner finalist and critically acclaimed author of Hold It 'Til It Hurts comes a dark and socially provocative Southern-fried comedy about
four UC Berkeley students who stage a dramatic protest during a Civil War reenactment--a fierce, funny, tragic work from a bold new writer.
Welcome to Braggsville. The City that Love Built in the Heart of Georgia. Population 712
Born and raised in the heart of old Dixie, D'aron Davenport finds himself in unfamiliar territory his freshman year at UC Berkeley. Two thousand miles and
a world away from his childhood, he is a small-town fish floundering in the depths of a large, hyper-liberal pond. Caught between the prosaic values of his
rural hometown and the intellectualized multicultural cosmopolitanism of Berzerkeley, the nineteen-year-old white kid is uncertain about his place until one
disastrous party brings him three idiosyncratic best friends: Louis, a "kung-fu comedian" from California; Candice, an earnest do-gooder claiming Native
roots from Iowa; and Charlie, an introspective inner-city black teen from Chicago. They dub themselves the "4 Little Indians."
But everything changes in the group's alternative history class, when D'aron lets slip that his hometown hosts an annual Civil War reenactment, recently
rebranded "Patriot Days." His announcement is met with righteous indignation, and inspires Candice to suggest a "performative intervention" to protest the
reenactment. Armed with youthful self-importance, makeshift slave costumes, righteous zeal, and their own misguided ideas about the South, the 4 Little
Indians descend on Braggsville. Their journey through backwoods churches, backroom politics, Waffle Houses, and drunken family barbecues is uproarious
to start, but will have devastating consequences.
With the keen wit of Billy Lynn's Long Halftime Walk and the deft argot of The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, T. Geronimo Johnson has written an
astonishing, razor-sharp satire. Using a panoply of styles and tones, from tragi ...
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   Fiction
 The Well

A Novel
by  Catherine Chanter

ISBN: 9781476772769
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-05-19
Pages: 400
Price: $32.00

From the winner of the Lucy Cavendish Fiction Prize, a brilliantly haunting and suspenseful debut set in modern-day Britain where water is running out
everywhere except at The Well--the farm of one seemingly ordinary family whose mysterious good fortune leads to suspicion, chaos, and ultimately a
shocking act of violence.Ruth Ardingly has just been released from prison to serve out a sentence of house arrest for arson and suspected murder at her farm,
The Well. Beyond its borders, some people whisper she is a witch; others a messiah. For as soon as Ruth returns to The Well, rain begins to fall on the farm.
And it has not rained anywhere else in the country in over three years. Ruth and her husband Mark had moved years before from London to this ancient idyll
in the hopes of starting their lives over. But then the drought began, and as the surrounding land dried up and died, and The Well grew lush and full of life,
they came to see their fortune would come at a price. From the envy of their neighbors to the mandates of the government, from the fanaticism of a religious
order called the Sisters of the Rose to the everyday difficulties of staying close as husband and wife, mother and child--all these forces led to a horrifying
crime: the death of their seven-year-old grandson, drowned with cruel irony in one of the few ponds left in the countryside. Now back at The Well, Ruth
must piece together the tragedy that shattered her marriage, her family, and her dream. For she believes her grandson's death was no accident, and that the
murderer is among the people she trusted most. Alone except for her guards on a tiny green jewel in a world rapidly turning to dust, Ruth begins to confront
her worst fears and learns what really happened in the dark heart of The Well. A tour de force about ordinary people caught in the tide of an extraordinary
situation, Catherine Chanter's The Well is a haunting, beautifully written, and utterly believable novel that probes the fragility of our personal relationships
and the mystical connection between people and the places they call home.

 Werewolf Cop
A Novel
by  Andrew Klavan

ISBN: 9781605986982
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: WW Norton
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 336
Price: $27.95

Zach Adams is one of the best detectives in the country. Nicknamed Cowboy, he's a soft-spoken homicide detective from Houston known for his integrity
and courage under fire. He serves on a federal task force that has a single mission: to hunt down Dominic Abend, a European gangster who has taken over
the American underworld.  After a brutal murder gives them a lead, Zach and his tough guy NYPD partner Martin Goulart feel like they're finally on Abend's
trail. But things get complicated--and very, very weird. Goulart's on-the-job enemies are accusing him of corruption. And Zach is beginning to suspect that
Abend's evil goes beyond crime--perhaps to the edge of the supernatural. As his investigation continues in Germany, Zach finds himself lured into the
impossible. In a centuries-old forest under a full moon, a beast assaults him, cursing him forever. In the aftermath, Zach is transformed into something
horrible--something deadly.  Now, the good cop has innocent blood on his hands. He has killed--and he will kill again--in the form of a beast who can't be
controlled or stopped. Before he can free himself, he's going to have to solve the greatest mystery of all: How can you defeat evil when the evil is inside you?
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   Fiction
 West of Sunset

by  Stewart O'nan

ISBN: 9780670785957
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Viking
Pub. Date: 2015-01-13
Pages: 304
Price: $32.95

A "rich, sometimes heartbreaking" (Dennis Lehane) novel of F. Scott Fitzgerald's last years in HollywoodIn 1937, F. Scott Fitzgerald was a troubled,
uncertain man whose literary success was long over. In poor health, with his wife consigned to a mental asylum and his finances in ruins, he struggled to
make a new start as a screenwriter in Hollywood. By December 1940, he would be dead of a heart  attack.

Those last three years of Fitzgerald's life, often obscured by the legend of his earlier Jazz Age glamour, are the focus of Stewart O'Nan's gorgeously and
gracefully written novel. With flashbacks to key moments from Fitzgerald's past, the story follows him as he arrives on the MGM lot, falls in love with
brassy gossip columnist Sheilah Graham, begins work on The Last Tycoon, and tries to maintain a semblance of family life with the absent Zelda and
daughter, Scottie.

Fitzgerald's orbit of literary fame and the Golden Age of Hollywood is brought vividly to life through the novel's romantic cast of characters, from Dorothy
Parker and Ernest Hemingway to Humphrey Bogart. A sympathetic and deeply personal portrait of a flawed man who never gave up in the end, even as his
every wish and hope seemed thwarted, West of Sunset confirms O'Nan as "possibly our best working novelist" (Salon).

 When Joss Met Matt
A Novel
by  Ellie Cahill

ISBN: 9780553394511
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ballantine
Pub. Date: 2015-02-24
Pages: 352
Price: $17.00

In the tradition of New Adult superstar Jessica Sorensen, Ellie Cahill's debut novel is a charming friends-with-benefits story . . . with a twist!
  
 What if after every bad breakup, there was someone to help "cleanse your palate"--someone who wouldn't judge you, who was great in bed, someone you
were sure not to fall in love with? "Sorbet sex" could solve everything--as long as it never got too sweet.
  
Joss and Matt have been friends since freshman year of college, meeting one night after Joss is dumped by her boyfriend. After a few drinks, Matt humors
her with a proposition: that he'll become her go-to guy whenever she needs to heal a broken heart. In return, she'll do the same for him. The #1 Rule: They'll
never fall in love with each other. People scoff at the arrangement. But six years later, Joss and Matt are still the best of friends . . . with benefits.
  
 Through a string of boyfriends and girlfriends--some almost perfect, some downright wrong--Joss and Matt are always there for each other when the going
gets tough. No strings. No attachments. Piece of cake. No problem. After all, since they wrote the rules, surely they can play by them. Or can they?

Advance praise for When Joss Met Matt
  
 "Hands do ...
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   Fiction
 Whenever You Come Around

by  Robin Lee Hatcher

ISBN: 9781401687694
Binding: Paperback 
Series: A King's Meadow Romance
Publisher: Thomas Nelson
Pub. Date: 2015-05-12
Pages: 320
Price: $15.99

Just when Charity's wild imagination failed her, a flesh-and-blood hero walked into her life.
Best-selling author Charity Anderson returns to her hometown of Kings Meadow to defeat a bad case of writer's block. She imagines she'll spend a lonely
summer writing and then return to her home in Boise. She soon finds herself caring for Buck Malone, a wilderness guide--and the object of her unrequited
teenage crush. But what else can she do? Her dog Cocoa caused the accident that left Buck with a broken ankle and wrist, taking him off the trail for weeks
of prime tourist-season work.
Buck and Charity have gone different ways since high school, and at first it seems they have little in common. Buck loves the simple, low-key life he's made
for himself in the mountains of Idaho, and she's a woman accustomed to the faster, bustling pace of the city. But spending so much time together has Buck
hoping to change her mind about staying in the small town she thought she'd left behind for good.
It's a summer for discovering that young love is a spark not soon extinguished.

 Where All Light Tends to Go
by  David Joy

ISBN: 9780399172779
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

"Lyrical, propulsive, dark and compelling. Joy knows well the grit and gravel of his world, the soul and blemishes of the place."--Daniel Woodrell

 In the country-noir tradition of Winter's Bone meets 'Breaking Bad,' a savage and beautiful story of a young man seeking redemption.

 The area surrounding Cashiers, North Carolina, is home to people of all kinds, but the world that Jacob McNeely lives in is crueler than most. His father
runs a methodically organized meth ring, with local authorities on the dime to turn a blind eye to his dealings. Having dropped out of high school and cut
himself off from his peers, Jacob has been working for this father for years, all on the promise that his payday will come eventually.  The only joy he finds
comes from reuniting with Maggie, his first love, and a girl clearly bound for bigger and better things than their hardscrabble town.

 Jacob has always been resigned to play the cards that were dealt him, but when a fatal mistake changes everything, he's faced with a choice: stay and
appease his father, or leave the mountains with the girl he loves. In a place where blood is thicker than water and hope takes a back seat to fate, Jacob
wonders if he can muster the strength to rise above the only life he's ever known.
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   Fiction
 Where They Found Her Lp

A Novel
by  Kimberly Mccreight

ISBN: 9780062370426
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

From the author of the New York Times bestseller and 2014 Edgar and Anthony nominee Reconstructing Amelia comes another harrowing, gripping novel
that marries psychological suspense with an emotionally powerful story about a community struggling with the consequences of a devastating discovery.
 At the end of a long winter in well-to-do Ridgedale, New Jersey, the body of an infant is discovered in the woods near the town's prestigious university
campus. No one knows who the baby is, or how her body ended up out there. But there is no shortage of opinions. 
When freelance journalist, and recent Ridgedale transplant, Molly Anderson is unexpectedly called upon to cover the story for the Ridgedale Reader, it's a
risk, given the severe depression that followed the loss of her own baby. But the bigger threat comes when Molly unearths some of Ridgedale's darkest
secrets, including a string of unreported sexual assaults going back twenty years. Meanwhile, Sandy, a high school dropout, searches for her volatile and now
missing mother, and PTA president Barbara struggles to help her young son, who's suddenly having disturbing outbursts. 
Told from the perspectives of Molly, Barbara, and Sandy, Kimberly McCreight's taut and profoundly moving novel unwinds the tangled truth about the
baby's death, revealing that these three women have far more in common than they realized. That the very worst crimes are committed against those we love.
And that--sooner or later--the past catches up to all of us.

 Where They Found Her
A Novel
by  Kimberly Mccreight

ISBN: 9780062225467
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 336
Price: $33.50

From the author of the New York Times bestseller and 2014 Edgar and Anthony nominee Reconstructing Amelia comes another harrowing, gripping novel
that marries psychological suspense with an emotionally powerful story about a community struggling with the consequences of a devastating discovery.
 At the end of a long winter in well-to-do Ridgedale, New Jersey, the body of an infant is discovered in the woods near the town's prestigious university
campus. No one knows who the baby is, or how her body ended up out there. But there is no shortage of opinions. 
When freelance journalist, and recent Ridgedale transplant, Molly Anderson is unexpectedly called upon to cover the story for the Ridgedale Reader, it's a
risk, given the severe depression that followed the loss of her own baby. But the bigger threat comes when Molly unearths some of Ridgedale's darkest
secrets, including a string of unreported sexual assaults going back twenty years. Meanwhile, Sandy, a high school dropout, searches for her volatile and now
missing mother, and PTA president Barbara struggles to help her young son, who's suddenly having disturbing outbursts. 
Told from the perspectives of Molly, Barbara, and Sandy, Kimberly McCreight's taut and profoundly moving novel unwinds the tangled truth about the
baby's death, revealing that these three women have far more in common than they realized. That the very worst crimes are committed against those we love.
And that--sooner or later--the past catches up to all of us.
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   Fiction
 Where Women are Kings

by  Christie Watson

ISBN: 9781590517093
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Other Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 256
Price: $19.95

 From the award-winning author of Tiny Sunbirds, Far Away, the story of a young boy who believes two things: that his Nigerian birth mother loves him like
the world has never known love, and that he is a wizard
 
Elijah, seven years old, is covered in scars and has a history of disruptive behavior. Taken away from his birth mother, a Nigerian immigrant in England,
Elijah is moved from one foster parent to the next before finding a home with Nikki and her husband, Obi.
 
Nikki believes that she and Obi are strong enough to accept Elijah's difficulties--and that being white will not affect her ability to raise a black son. They care
deeply for Elijah and, in spite of his demons, he begins to settle into this loving family. But as Nikki and Obi learn more about their child's tragic past, they
face challenges that threaten to rock the fragile peace they've established, challenges that could prove disastrous.

 While the Gods Were Sleeping
by  Erwin Mortier

ISBN: 9781782270171
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Steerforth Press
Pub. Date: 2015-02-10
Pages: 368
Price: $28.00

While the Gods Were Sleeping is a novel about the magnitude and impact of the First World War, the recollections of which are recorded in the notebooks of
the elderly Helena. The young Helena is sent to her uncle's country house before the war, and from here she witnesses scenes of indescribable horror. But it
is also where she meets Matthew again, a British Army photographer who she goes on to marry. This is a story not about spectacular events; rather, Mortier
is concerned with writing about war, history and the past with great empathy and engagement, and with a mixture of melancholy, qualification and
resignation.

 Whisper Hollow
by  Chris Cander

ISBN: 9781590517116
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Other Press
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 400
Price: $21.50

Set in a small coal-mining town, a debut novel full of secrets, love, betrayal, and suspicious accidents, where Catholicism casts a long shadow and two
courageous women make choices that will challenge our own moral convictions
 
One morning in Verra, a town nestled into the hillsides of West Virginia, the young Myrthen Bergmann is playing tug-of-war with her twin, when her sister
is killed. Unable to accept her own guilt, Myrthen excludes herself from all forms of friendship and affection and begins a twisted, haunted life dedicated to
God. Meanwhile, her neighbor Alta Krol longs to be an artist even as her days are taken up caring for her widowed father and siblings. Everything changes
when Myrthen marries the man Alta loves. Fourteen years later, we meet Lidia, a teenage girl in the same town, and her precocious son, Gabriel. When
Gabriel starts telling eerily prescient stories that hint at Verra's long-buried secrets, it's not long before the townspeople begin to suspect that the boy harbors
evil spirits--an irresistible state of affairs for Myrthen and her obsession with salvation.
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   Fiction
 White Plague

by  James Abel

ISBN: 9780425276327
Binding: Hardback 
Series: A Joe Rush Novel
Publisher: Berkley
Pub. Date: 2015-01-06
Pages: 336
Price: $31.00

In the frozen waters of the Arctic, Marine bioterror expert Joe Rush races to save a submarine crew from a lethal threat...

"The pleas for help stopped coming just after five in the morning, Washington time. The Pentagon staffers cleared for handling sensitive messages sat in
horror for a moment and then tried other ways to reach the victims. Nothing worked so they called the Director, who phoned me."

In the remote, frozen waters of the Arctic Ocean, the high-powered and technically advanced submarine U.S.S. Montana is in peril. Adrift and in flames, the
boat--and the entire crew--could be lost. The only team close enough to get to them in time is led by Marine doctor and bio-terror expert Joe Rush.

With only thirty-six hours before the surviving crew perish, Joe and his team must race to rescue the Montana and ensure that the boat doesn't fall into enemy
hands. Because a fast-approaching foreign submarine is already en route, and tensions may explode.

But that's the least of their troubles. For the surviving sailors are not alone on the sub. Something is trapped with them. Something deadly lethal. Something
that plagued mankind long ago, when it devastated the entire world. And the crew of the Montana has unknowingly set it free. Now, Joe and his team must
not only find a way to save the Montana and her crew, but stop a lethal horror of apocalyptic consequence from being unleashed on all humanity.

 The White Russian
by Vanora Bennett

ISBN: 9781443438667
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
Pub. Date: 2014-12-01
Pages: 368
Price: $22.99

From the author of Midnight in St. Petersburg and Portrait of an Unknown Woman, a novel of love, art, music and family secrets set amongst the Russian
emigre community of Paris in 1937

Evie, a rebellious young American, leaves New York in search of art and adventure in jazz-age Paris, where her bohemian grandmother, long estranged from
the rest of the family, lives. But her grandmother's sudden death just after her arrival leaves Evie compelled to carry out her relative's dying wish: to find a
man from her past known only as Zhenya.

The quest leads Evie deep into the heart of the Russian emigre community of Paris. With the world on the brink of war, she becomes embroiled in murder
plots, conspiracies and illicit love affairs, as White faces Red Russian and nothing is as it seems.

With Jean, a liberal Russian refugee connected to her grandmother's circle, by her side, Evie finally seems to have found the passion and excitement she's
yearned for all her life. But is she any nearer to discovering the identity of the mysterious Zhenya, or the heartbreak of her grandmother's past?
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   Fiction
 The Whites

A Novel
by  Harry Brandt

ISBN: 9780805093995
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2015-02-17
Pages: 352
Price: $32.50

The electrifying tale of a New York City police detective under siege-by an unsolved murder, by his own dark past, and by a violent stalker seeking revenge.
Back in the run-and-gun days of the mid-1990s, when a young Billy Graves worked in the South Bronx as part of an aggressive anti-crime unit known as the
Wild Geese, he made headlines by accidentally shooting a ten-year-old boy while struggling with an angel-dusted berserker on a crowded street. Branded as
a loose cannon by his higher-ups, Billy spent years enduring one dead-end posting after another. Now in his early forties, he has somehow survived and
become a sergeant in Manhattan Night Watch, a small team of detectives charged with responding to all post-midnight felonies from Wall Street to Harlem.
Mostly, his unit acts as little more than a set-up crew for the incoming shift, but after years in police purgatory, Billy is content simply to do his job.Then
comes a call that changes everything: Night Watch is summoned to the four a.m. fatal slashing of a man in Penn Station, and this time Billy's investigation
moves beyond the usual handoff to the day tour. And when he discovers that the victim was once a suspect in the unsolved murder of a twelve-year-old boy-
a savage case with connections to the former members of the Wild Geese-the bad old days are back in Billy's life with a vengeance, tearing apart enduring
friendshipsforged in the urban trenches and even threatening the safety of his family.Razor-sharp and propulsively written, The Whites  introduces Harry
Brandt-a new master of American crime fiction.

 Who Buries the Dead
A Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery
by  C S Harris

ISBN: 9780451417565
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery
Publisher: New American Library
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 352
Price: $27.95

The grisly murder of a West Indies slave owner and the reappearance of a dangerous enemy from Sebastian St. Cyr's past combine to put C. S. Harris's
"troubled but compelling antihero" (Booklist) to the ultimate test in this taut, thrilling mystery.

London, 1813. The vicious decapitation of Stanley Preston, a wealthy, socially ambitious plantation owner, at Bloody Bridge draws Sebastian St. Cyr,
Viscount Devlin, into a macabre and increasingly perilous investigation. The discovery near the body of an aged lead coffin strap bearing the inscription
King Charles, 1648 suggests a link between this killing and the beheading of the deposed seventeenth-century Stuart monarch. Equally troubling, the victim's
kinship to the current Home Secretary draws the notice of Sebastian's powerful father-in-law, Lord Jarvis, who will exploit any means to pursue his own
clandestine ends.

Working in concert with his fiercely independent wife, Hero, Sebastian finds his inquiries taking him from the wretched back alleys of Fish Street Hill to the
glittering ballrooms of Mayfair as he amasses a list of suspects who range from an eccentric Chelsea curiosity collector to the brother of an unassuming but
brilliantly observant spinster named Jane Austen.

But as one brutal murder follows another, it is the connection between the victims and ruthless former army officer Sinclair, Lord Olipha ...

 Wicked Charms
A Lizzy and Diesel Novel
by  Janet Evanovich,  Phoef Sutton

ISBN: 9780553551464
Binding: Unknown 
Series: Lizzy & Diesel
Publisher: Random House Audio
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 
Price: $41.00

Lizzy and Diesel return once again in an all-new adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from Janet Evanovich and her co-author, Phoef
Sutton!
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   Fiction
 Wicked Charms

A Lizzy and Diesel Novel
by  Janet Evanovich

ISBN: 9780553392715
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Lizzy & Diesel
Publisher: Bantam Dell
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 320
Price: $23.80

Lizzy and Diesel return once again in an all-new adventure in the #1 New York Times bestselling series from Janet Evanovich and her co-author, Phoef
Sutton!

 Wild Wood
A Novel
by  Posie Graeme-evans

ISBN: 9781476743615
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-03-03
Pages: 464
Price: $18.99

For fans of Diana Galbaldon's Outlander series comes a gripping and passionate new historical novel. Intrigue, ancient secrets, fairy tales, and the glorious
scenery of the Scottish borders drive the story of a woman who must find out who she really is.Jesse Marley calls herself a realist; she's all about the here and
now. But in the month before Charles and Diana's wedding in 1981 all her certainties are blown aside by events she cannot control. First she finds out she's
adopted. Then she's run down by a motor bike. In a London hospital, unable to speak, she must use her left hand to write. But Jesse's right-handed. And as if
her fingers have a will of their own, she begins to draw places she's never been, people from another time--a castle, a man in armor. And a woman's face.
Rory Brandon, Jesse's neurologist, is intrigued. Maybe his patient's head trauma has brought out latent abilities. But wait. He knows the castle. He's been
there. So begins an extraordinary journey across borders and beyond time, a chase that takes Jesse to Hundredfield, a Scottish stronghold built a thousand
years ago by a brutal Norman warlord. What's more, Jesse Marley holds the key to the castle's secret and its sacred history. And Hundredfield, with its grim
Keep, will help Jesse find her true lineage. But what does the legend of the Lady of the Forest have to do with her? That's the question at the heart of Wild
Wood. There are no accidents. There is only fate.

 Wilderness Rising
by  A L Shields

ISBN: 9780310332152
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Church Builder
Publisher: Zondervan
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 400
Price: $32.99

No Description
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   Fiction
 Wings of the Storm

by  Giles Kristian

ISBN: 9780593074534
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-06-23
Pages: 420
Price: $26.99

The Vikings return in this thrilling, heart-in-mouth sequel to God of Vengeance, acclaimed as a novel of 'unrelenting pace, brilliant action and characters. A
masterwork' by Conn Iggulden. 
      Set in 8th century Norway, Wings of the Storm continues the story of Sigurd and his blood-feud against those who betrayed and killed his family.
     Sigurd has proved himself as a warrior. Despite his youth he has shown cunning, courage, ruthlessness and audacity; all the qualities required of a jarl and
leader. Having taken on and beaten the formidable Jarl Randver, he has gone a long way to avenging his family and establishing his fame. And yet his
vengeance is not complete, for the oath-breaker King Gorm, who betrayed Sigurd's father, still lives. And so long as the king draws breath, the scales remain
unbalanced. 
     But Sigurd has lost good men and his band is reduced to a mere handful of loyal companions, oath-tied warriors who would follow him to Valhalla itself.
And indeed it might, for how can this few hope to beat a king? Folk whisper all this and more, and King Gorm in his fortress perched on the hill at
Avaldsnes cannot stop such thoughts gnawing at his mind. Some say the king should strike now while Sigurd is weak... that is if he can find the young man.
For it is no small thing to have an Ã“Ã°in-favoured killer for an enemy, and the king begins to fear that in betraying Sigurd's father he may have turned the
gods against him and cursed his own wyrd.
    Either way, Sigurd's course is set. He will lead his war host against King Gorm in an epic fight to the death: shield-walls will clash and the spear din will
shake the timbers of Valhalla itself. For when storms rip the sky men know it is Ã“Ã°in the Wild Huntsman, calling away the souls of the dead. So Sigurd's
coming to Avaldsnes is a presage of death. His bloodlust is like the Spear God's passing. And his revenge will be but the Wings of the Storm.

 The Winter Family
A Novel
by  Clifford Jackman

ISBN: 9780345814791
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-04-14
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

Tracing a gang of ruthless outlaws from its birth during the American Civil War to a final bloody showdown in the Territory of Oklahoma, The Winter
Family is a hyperkinetic Western noir and a full-on assault to the senses. 
     From the 1860s to the 1880s, the outlaws known as the Winter Family roam the harsh frontier, both serving and battling the fierce advance of civilization.
Among its twisted specimens are the psychopathic killer Quentin Ross, the mean and moronic Empire brothers, the impassive ex-slave Fred Johnson, and the
gunslinging child prodigy, Lukas Riddle. At the centre of this ultraviolent storm is their cold, dandified and golden-eyed leader, Augustus Winter--a man
with a pathological resistance to the rules of society and a preternatural gift for butchery.
     From their political thuggery during a Chicago election to their work as bounty hunters in the deserts of Arizona, Winter and his crew follow a grim,
borderland morality that plays out, time and again, in ruthless carnage. 
     With its haunting, hard-edged style, The Winter Family is a feverishly paced meditation on human nature, violence and the deep contradictions of
progress.
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   Fiction
 The Witch of Painted Sorrows

by  M J Rose

ISBN: 9781476778068
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Daughters of La Lune
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2015-03-17
Pages: 384
Price: $29.99

Possession. Power. Passion. New York Times bestselling novelist M. J. Rose creates her most provocative and magical spellbinder yet in this gothic novel
set against the lavish spectacle of 1890s Belle Ã‰poque Paris.Sandrine Salome flees New York for her grandmother's Paris mansion to escape her
dangerous husband, but what she finds there is even more menacing. The house, famous for its lavish art collection and elegant salons, is mysteriously closed
up. Although her grandmother insists it's dangerous for Sandrine to visit, she defies her and meets Julien Duplessi, a mesmerizing young architect. Together
they explore the hidden night world of Paris, the forbidden occult underground and Sandrine's deepest desires. Among the bohemians and the demi-monde,
Sandrine discovers her erotic nature as a lover and painter. Then darker influences threaten--her cold and cruel husband is tracking her down and something
sinister is taking hold, changing Sandrine, altering her. She's become possessed by La Lune: A witch, a legend, and a sixteenth-century courtesan, who opens
up her life to a darkness that may become a gift or a curse. This is Sandrine's "wild night of the soul," her odyssey in the magnificent city of Paris, of art,
love, and witchery.

 World Gone By Lp
A Novel
by  Dennis Lehane

ISBN: 9780062298607
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Joe Coughlin
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 416
Price: $34.99

Dennis Lehane, the New York Times bestselling author of The Given Day and Live by Night, returns with a psychologically and morally complex novel of
blood, crime, passion, and vengeance, set in Cuba and Ybor City, Florida, during World War II, in which Joe Coughlin must confront the cost of his criminal
past and present.
Ten years have passed since Joe Coughlin's enemies killed his wife and destroyed his empire, and much has changed. Prohibition is dead, the world is at war
again, and Joe's son, TomÃ¡s, is growing up. Now, the former crime kingpin works as a consigliore to the Bartolo crime family, traveling between Tampa
and Cuba, his wife's homeland.
A master who moves in and out of the black, white, and Cuban underworlds, Joe effortlessly mixes with Tampa's social elite, U.S. Naval intelligence, the
Lansky-Luciano mob, and the mob-financed government of Fulgencio Batista. He has everything--money, power, a beautiful mistress, and anonymity.
But success cannot protect him from the dark truth of his past--and ultimately, the wages of a lifetime of sin will finally be paid in full.
Dennis Lehane vividly recreates the rise of the mob during a world at war, from a masterfully choreographed Ash Wednesday gun battle in the streets of
Ybor City to a chilling, heartbreaking climax in a Cuban sugar cane field. Told with verve and skill,  World Gone By is a superb work of historical fiction
from one of "the most interesting and accomplished American novelists" (Washington Post) writing today.
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   Fiction
 World Gone By

A Novel
by  Dennis Lehane

ISBN: 9780060004903
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Joe Coughlin
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2015-03-10
Pages: 416
Price: $34.99

Dennis Lehane, the New York Times bestselling author of The Given Day and Live by Night, returns with a psychologically and morally complex novel of
blood, crime, passion, and vengeance, set in Cuba and Ybor City, Florida, during World War II, in which Joe Coughlin must confront the cost of his criminal
past and present.
Ten years have passed since Joe Coughlin's enemies killed his wife and destroyed his empire, and much has changed. Prohibition is dead, the world is at war
again, and Joe's son, TomÃ¡s, is growing up. Now, the former crime kingpin works as a consigliore to the Bartolo crime family, traveling between Tampa
and Cuba, his wife's homeland.
A master who moves in and out of the black, white, and Cuban underworlds, Joe effortlessly mixes with Tampa's social elite, U.S. Naval intelligence, the
Lansky-Luciano mob, and the mob-financed government of Fulgencio Batista. He has everything--money, power, a beautiful mistress, and anonymity.
But success cannot protect him from the dark truth of his past--and ultimately, the wages of a lifetime of sin will finally be paid in full.
Dennis Lehane vividly recreates the rise of the mob during a world at war, from a masterfully choreographed Ash Wednesday gun battle in the streets of
Ybor City to a chilling, heartbreaking climax in a Cuban sugar cane field. Told with verve and skill,  World Gone By is a superb work of historical fiction
from one of "the most interesting and accomplished American novelists" (Washington Post) writing today.

 You Belong to Me
by  Samantha Hayes

ISBN: 9781780893396
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House Canada UK Distribution
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 416
Price: $24.99

The compelling new psychological suspense novel from the author of Until You're Mine and Before You Die. 
     Isabel left England to escape her past. For the first time in months, she's beginning to feel safe. But then a letter shatters her world once more as she learns
of her parents' death in a car crash. Reluctantly she returns home, unable to shake off the feeling she's being watched but determined not to let fear rule her
life any more. 
     DI Lorraine Fisher is in the middle of a big murder case -- a serial killer is preying on young women. And it seems they had all complained of being
stalked. She too is convinced she's being watched. 
     Are both women victims of their own imagination or is someone out there watching and waiting? And will one of them be next?

 Young Skins
Stories
by  Colin Barrett

ISBN: 9780802123329
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Grove/Atlantic
Pub. Date: 2015-02-26
Pages: 224
Price: $20.50

Winner of the Frank O'Connor International Short Story Award  Winner of the Guardian First Book Award  Winner of the Rooney Prize for Irish Literature
A stunning introduction to a singular new voice in contemporary fiction.Enter the small, rural town of Glanbeigh, a place whose fate took a downturn with
the Celtic Tiger, a desolate spot where buffoonery and tension simmer and erupt, and booze-sodden boredom fills the corners of every pub and nightclub. 
Here, and in the towns beyond, the young live hard and wear the scars. Amongst them, there's jilted Jimmy, whose best friend Tug is the terror of the town
and Jimmy's sole company in his search for the missing Clancy kid; Bat, a lovesick soul with aface like "a bowl of mashed up spuds" even before Nubbin
Tansey's boot kicked it in; and Arm, a young and desperate criminal whose destiny is shaped when he and his partner, Dympna, fail to carry out a job. In
each story, a local voice delineates the grittiness of post boom Irish society. These are unforgettable characters rendered through silence, humor, and
violence.Told in Barrett's vibrant, distinctive prose, Young Skins  is an accomplished and irreverent debut from a brilliant writer.
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   Fiction
 Your Next Breath

by  Iris Johansen

ISBN: 9781250020086
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: St. Martin's Press
Pub. Date: 2015-04-28
Pages: 352
Price: $22.75

Your Next Breath   from  New York Times  best selling author Iris JohansenCatherine Ling is one of the CIA's most prized operatives. Raised on the streets
of Hong Kong, she was pulled into the agency at the age of fourteen. If life has taught her anything, it is not to get attached, but there are two exceptions to
that rule: her son Luke and her mentor Hu Chang. Luke was kidnapped at age two, and now, nine years later, he has astonishingly been returned to her.
Catherine vows never to fail him again.  Now, just as she is building a relationship with Luke, it seems that someone from Catherine's past is playing a
deadly game with her, and using those she cares about as pawns.  Three are dead already:  the former prostitute who helped Catherine when she was out on
the street, a CIA agent with whom she worked closely, and the informant who helped her free Luke.  Someone is picking off the people Catherine cares
about one by one, with the circle narrowing closer and closer to those she loves the most.  Catherine has made many enemies throughout her life, and she has
no choice but to weed through her past to find out who is targeting her now, and then go after the vicious killer herself. 
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